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Introduction
Whoever first said that the shortest distance between two points need

not be a straight line could very well havebeen a classical Oriental medical
theorist. Where we are going, the goal of our text, is the presentation of
several extremely successful treatment systems that depend on, or are
derived from, information gathered by the simple act of palpating the
abdomen. It should be noted that it is the practical value of these systems
that recommends their study; often the fact that a procedure works pro
vides all the justification necessary for its instigation. There are examples
in every medicine of treatments that lacka satisfactory theory. Where evi
dence of successful treatment is plentiful, the lack of a good explanation is
easily forgotten.

Thus, we could simply begin with the numerous tables of correspon
dences and treatments with which we will end. However, the systems
presented are the work of classicists, individuals who have approached
Oriental medicine in its broadest sense. Manaka, Kuzome, and the others
whosework we describe, begin with a full appreciation of the theories and
observations from which Oriental medicine has been created. Abdominal
diagnosis, the discovery of patterns thatconfirm or treat humanconditions,
is an extension of an extensive complex of systems and theories. Without
an adequate understanding of these systems our practices will be unable to
adapt to the challenges of new information and new conditions. As is
sometimes said in the Orient, theory without practice is useless and prac
tice without theory is stupid.

Practically, the most difficult concept to learn, or perhaps unlearn, is
the habit we haveof thinking of biophysical events as the primarydiagnos
tic signs —a flushed face, for example, as a sign of counterflow qi. Many
diagnoses in both Oriental and Western medicine are the result of a com
posite image. The predominance of information pointing toward a particu
lar condition justifies a diagnosis and a corresponding treatment strategy.
Pressure pain and abdominal confirmations in general are not, in the same
way, signs; they are a direct manifestation of the disease. By overstate
ment, we can say that the abdominal confirmation is the disease, whether
or not any symptoms accompany the findings. The path from diagnosis to
treatment is extremely short; in effect we treat the abdomen. In the case of
practitioners who use massage, or structural manipulation, diagnosis and
treatment may be identical. We are not exploring classifications of disease,
an elementof consensual reality, but disease itself, an elementof our living
relationship to a macrocosmicmodel of reality.

The difference is subde, but worthy of attention. When diagnosis is
accomplished by the collection and classification of signs, treatment is
dependent on the presentationof a sufficient quantity of data. Further, the
data must conform. If there are either insufficient signs, or contradictory
signs, the practitioner must, at best, depend on their qualitative sense,
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Introduction 4

experience, or intuition. When what we seek is a direct manifestation of a
condition, even the most subde and asymptomatic finding is valuable evi
dence. When this is supported by a clear comprehension of why such a
condition might exist, experience and intuition are enhanced.

It is this, the advanced asymptomatic nature of hara diagnosis, that has
given the treatments derived from it such exceptional power. Explaining
why the abdomen is so clearly reflective of energetic condition requires a
considerable body of often complex material: internal pathways, bioelec
tric phenomena, anatomical and energetic structure. However, using the
information is often simpler than in any other treatment system. While
exploring the most abstruse aspects of Oriental medical thought may occa
sionally demand bewildering complexity, the struggle is more than repaid
by the simplicity and directness of treatment. Rather, for example, than
attempting to remedy a discordant variety of presenting complaints with
complex structures of "point = effect," we are able to treat a single struc
tural imbalance that is the root of all. This is, of course, why the greatest
practitioners and proponents of these systems are indeed famous. They
have successfully treated problems where others have failed.

Abdominal palpation is sometimes difficult to understand because it is
among the most subtle and powerful diagnostic approaches available to us.
It is able to direct the diagnosis and treatment of extremely recalcitrant
problems that are the result of complex patterns of disharmony, subde
conditions that have not as yet manifest as either diseases or syndromes,
and highly individual conditions. Further, it provides us information that
will help to integrate a variety of treatment styles, or to apply therapeutic
principles to culture-bound psycho-emotional problems never defined in
the cultures from which we have borrowed Oriental medicine.

The fee for this information, however, requires learning a specific and
technical vocabulary. Many Oriental medical principles exist in the realm
of consensual reality. We are all able to relate the cooling refreshment of a
coldglass of wateron a summerday to the principle that hot is treated with
cold. Again, the experience that a fever "breaks" when we sweat is not so
very rare. Yet abdominal palpation does not share with many Oriental
medical concepts the nearlyintuitive perceptibility that comes from the use
of layman's terms and experiences in the technical language of the medi
cine. Abdominal palpation belongs to a higher order of observation
wherein few of us participate in our daily lives. Who, as naturally and sim
ply, will relate to ideas such as reflex zones, signaling, and formless poten
tial energies? This is the practice of the specialist, replete with its own
theoretical, technical, and manual skills. Again, there are rewards for com
plex preparation: broad adaptability, powerful logical tools, and efficient
treatment —the markings of diagnostic and therapeutic precision.

The concepts that form the basis of abdominal palpation have existed
within Oriental medical theory for a long time. Its essential nature as an
advanced and specialized body of knowledge has not changed, though
complex technical skills in all disciplines acquire greater and greater import
when the clinical observations of the most successful practitioners are care
fully studied. Yet the historical development of the ideas and techniques
that form a specialized discipline is often ignored. We must remember that
no concept, not the simplest nor the most abstruse, leaps fully formed into
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5 Introduction

practice. Not even the fantastically fertile cultural ground of the Oriental
classical age could germinate the seed, grow the plant, and bring forth its
flower in an instant. Even the most basic information — point location,
meridian system description, disease states and treatments — evolved
throughout the generations of thinkers and practitioners who created
Oriental medicine. History provides us with the benefit of insight into the
processes that have guided the greatest practitioners of any skill in their
quest for facility.

Alongwith history, psychological and emotional symptoms and condi
tions are also frequendy ignored. Is the difference between thought
expressed verbally and thought expressed as action sufficient to demand
our attention? What subdety is valuable and what is no more than the
nicety of translators, scholars, and intellectual critics? In some cases, dis
tinctions of this type are only important because of the nature of palpation.
If you do not palpate the body, then the difference between "subjective
reactions" —physical and emotional sensations experienced by the patient
—and "objectivereactions" —sensations of fullness, hardness, emptiness,
palpated by the practitioner —are easy to ignore. In other cases, where the
signs we use to distinguish a condition have already developed to the point
where they may be labeled as patterns and diseases, a more general
psycho-emotional symptomology may suffice. The diagnostic predomi
nance will be obvious. However, in those instances where we must deal
with the slight, subde variances that are not yet diseases, a supposedly
abstruse distinction between thought and will may provide a tellingclue.

The same informational gradation applies to even basic data. In many
cases in the daily life of a practitioner, the meridian system reduces to no
more than the coordinates by which we label or locate the points chosen
through the intellectual process of diagnosis. It is simply a tool, and like
many tools in many disciplines, more used than considered. We doubt, for
example, that many allopaths think deeply of the bonds and valences that
create the molecules of die drug they are about to prescribe. In some por
tion of cases, meridian theories are no more than another clue to the prob
lem itself. Again, there are elements of palpation that demand an attention
to the meridian system that would be unnecessary if the body were not
touched. Further, there are times when a simple, superficial "wiring
diagram" is insufficient and we must consider the interior pathways, the
extraordinary vessels, or the nature of meridians and the energy they
transfer.

Energy in Oriental medicine is a highly specialized concept that is not
always given detailed consideration in clinical application. In truth, there
are illnesses that can be cured without the slightest consideration of the
Chinese concepts of "source," or the multi-dimensionalconcept of qi. It is
not always necessary to enter into the theoretical realm to fix a pain in the
elbow. The triple burner may be nothing more than lines on chart when a
common pattern is clear. However, both in understanding the function of
abdominal diagnosis and the development of the systems derived from it,
the fascial sheaths of the interior body, the collagen electrical properties,
the concept of "no form," and the abstruse energetics of the triple warmer
are important. Like the pulse, the techniques are simple. Most beginners
can recite the modern positions and correspondences, given an hour of
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study, but the theoretical background is various, and essential to advanced
application. It should not be forgotten that abdominal palpation is a
powerful tool, and not the least of its powers is its ability to enhance the
practical application of many profound ideas that have developed in the
genesis of Orientalmedicine.

In preparing this text we have been forced to grapple with what we
have found to be among the most perplexing issues in the research and
presentation of Orientalmedicine. The stark reality is that it is not possible
to present information that is divorced from interpretation. The attempt to
do so is illusion at best and commercial pandering at least. Even a list of
acupoints and corresponding functions imposes an interpretation on the
data, implied in the compilation from the source material and the choice of
terminology. All texts, in this or any field, are necessarily the result of the
authors' choices and selections. In the field of Oriental medicine, this holds
true not only for English-language authors, but for the generations of
Oriental writers from whom the material derives.

Abdominal diagnosis has its deepest roots in the concepts of circula
tion that, as Paul Unschuld has noted, are the domain of the Nan Jing.
Thus, our readers will discover a clear emphasis on the Nan Jing concepts
and on subsequent works that share an emphasis on system-circulation.
Indeed, these ideas find their most sophisticated modern expression in the
works of Manaka and others of the Japanese "meridian school" that
Matsumoto and Birch have helped introduce to the West. This fundamen
talemphasis is followed through the array of Chinese andJapanese sources
for the text.

There is an additional layer of decisions to which the reader must
attend. This text does not share with many of the Western works in the
field the assumption that Oriental medical thought is bound by its chronol
ogy. There is a clear prejudice among Western authors that ancient Orien
tal ideas must be discussed via Western concepts that are themselves pre-
modern. In the preparation of this text it became increasingly more
apparent that this presumption was flawed. Simply, the material did not
fit, in structure or application, an approach that presumed the Chinese
ideas to be unrelated, non-technical, and absolute.

Practically, this discovery lead to a complete rewriting of the text after
its initial completion. Editorially, this lead to the inclusion of Stephen
Birch's considerable research in the areas of biological fields, systems, and
biological information theory. For the reader what is important is a clear
understanding that the text assumes that conceptual and logical structures
that are only recendy becoming part of the general Western awareness are
appropriately and profitably applicable to the observations of Oriental
medicine. This decision, one that is explicit as well in Dr. Manaka's work,
finds expression not only in the inclusion of information derived from,
and dependent on, modern techniques of inquiry, but in the ordering of
the text as related systems and sub-systems.

With this understanding we welcome you to what we have found to be
one of the most fascinating and useful creations of the Oriental medical
approach. We hope you too will be captivated by the brilliance of those
who have contributed the theories and techniques of hara diagnosis to the
healing professions of the world.
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The Hara

The importance of the abdomen to Oriental thought and medicine
causes puzzlement to Westerners unfamiliar with the Oriental notion of
hara. What is it about the abdomen or the hara that echoes with such fun

damental resonance in Chinese and Japanese tradition? Why make such a
fuss over the belly? After all, the abdomen is just the physical center of the
body; fat, flat, beer belly, or tighdy muscled as the "washboard" of an ath
lete; no more than a muscled cage. The important stuff is all inside, the
organs of digestion, excretion, and reproduction. Yet what are these but
anatomical pieces of flesh with a certainphysiological importance, more or
less necessary to our overall function? We can remove the gallbladder,
spleen, parts of the stomach, small and large intestines. People live on one
lung. We can get by, impaired but active, with one kidney and for a lim
ited time with none at all. We can easily fix up something to replace the
bladder. People even have their hearts and livers repaired and replaced.
The brain is the singularly most vital organ, and by its failure we define
death. The abdomen is positioned at the bottom of Western physiological
hierarchy. Why then doesnot Oriental tradition concur?

An examination of this Western attitude toward the abdomen can pro
vide the context for understandingthe Orientalidea. Since Western theory
believes that health is the absence of disease, rather than a recognizable
state of being, concern focuses on disease and the disease process. Indeed,
we rarely speak of health in any other way. Even Western "preventive
medicine" concentrates on the avoidance of certain specific diseases. We
vaccinate, measure and supplement nutritional values, test for the biological
precursors of disease, and hope to decipher our own genetic code so well
that wemay predict pathological predispositions. Ourstatistical definitions
of health, minimum nutritional requirements, expected lifespans, and sur
vivability rates are neither ideas nor goals. These are simply mathematical
assessments of "normal" as defined by averages.

Even the most superficial look at the Western ideas of health shows
that we are disease-centered. This, however, is not absolute or unchanging.
At the fringe of medicine, the layman's venue, individuals have preceded
their professional healers in creating a concept of health. We have begun
to "run for life" and "eat for health." Lifestyles that promise longevity are
getting more than a cursory look. Modern cultural experience is replicating
the achievement of traditional Oriental thought where we have begun to
view what we do, feel, think, and how we live as the primary causes of
health or distress. Our idea of health now includes capacity and ability,
and other positivestates measured by how they contribute to our lives, our
"well-being." In the recent past we have begun to talk about the ability to
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The Hara 10

stay focussed from the center of one's being, to be "centered." Perhaps
influenced by the gradual introduction of Oriental thought, we have begun
to ascribe this physically to the abdomen, the centerof the body.

We commonly use the term "centeredness" as a way of describing a
state of being. Often it is an ideal, a description of optimal behavior or
reaction that avoids extremesof emotion or intellect when dealing with cer
tain situations. Yet, this idea has not developed the robust generality of the
Oriental connotation of a "vital center." We continue to see the mind and

body as distinct entities. Again, it is the brain that is seen to be most
important, that we most closely associate with our "self." Arthur Koesder
has neady and poetically named this pervasive concept "the ghost in the
machine." While it is clear that Western culture has begun to struggle with
its own organizing concepts, the Oriental ideas of health, disease, and cen
teredness evince no such duality.

In Oriental thought and medicine, health is the sine qua non, the first
principle without which disease itself may not be defined. Disease is an
"out-of-balance" state and an aberration of the harmony of life. From this
primary definition of health, Oriental theorists have constructed a homeos-
tatic medicine that aims to restore harmonywhen it is lost through internal
or external influences. To practitioners of Oriental medicine, health is the
normal and natural function of the body and the goal of ideal treatment.
Within the idea of health are the concepts of natural resistance to diseases
and an inherent healing power. To help restore harmonious function is to
bring about the state where healing may optimally occur. This is the pri
mary objective of the practitioner of Oriental medicine and the central rea
son why Oriental medicine has come to include such a broad range of
modes —exercise, diet, meditation, and the minutiae of daily life that each
contribute to health.

This conceptual unity is reflected in the tradition of Oriental behavior
and thought. Mind and body are viewed as different manifestations of the
same phenomenon. TheJapanese idea of hara expresses this unity well.
Theharais accepted as an energetic center as well as a physical center. Not
only is it an important concept in Oriental martial arts, healing arts, and
contemplative practice, it is also important in many aspects of daily life.
Often aJapanese person will speak of "thinking with thehara," or "feeling
with the hara."1

Although we too have folk ideas that express similar perceptions, the
energetic focus inherent in the concept of hara is not obvious, at least to
Westerners. We often talk about havinga "gut feeling," as a way of staking
a claim to truth where fact and reason are not available. One of the most

ironicexamples of this usage occurs in a short documentary film concern
ing the philosophical school known as "Logical Positivism." This group
was logically nihilistic, and quick to describe the fallacy of truths or beliefs
without a rational base.2 Yet, in the film's final dialogue about the school's
demise, its founder, A.J. Ayers, cites his "gut feelings" in support of the
essential truth of the system. While this example is more humorous than
most, many instances of this expression are known to us all. The West has
concepts for these phenomena, but they are not very well developed. It is
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11 The Hara

as if we were out of touch, or only vaguely remembered the ideas. Ordi
narily when we talk about our feelings we point to our heart as the seat of
these experiences. When we talk of our thoughts, we point to our head.

In the Orient the relationship is clear. A few examples from everyday
Japanese usage should suffice. If one were to say, hara ga ookii, this would
translate literally to mean "big hara." Colloquially it means "to have an
open mind." Interestingly, receptivity and openness are qualities expected
from the practice of deep, meditative breathing. Similarly, to say hara ga
chiisai would literally translate as "small hara," but colloquially carries the
meaning of having a small or narrow mind. These expressions impart the
sense of mind as indistinct from the physical and energetic body, a percep
tion also reflected in emotions and attitudes. Hara ga tatsu literally means
"the hara stands up." The Japanese, however, use it to identify anger. Its
correspondence to the Oriental medical model is direct.

Anger is associated with the liver and the wood phase. Frequendy it is
said that the upflow of liver qi causes anger or conversely that anger causes
liver qi to upflow (SW 39:p)3 Anger can also come from a general condition
of counterflow qi where the qi in the hara rises upward creatinga lack of qi
below and relative plethora of qi above. Thus, the "hara stands up." The
opposite expression, hara ga suwaru literally means, "the hara is sitting."
This expression is used to indicate that someone's focus does not change,
or is not disrupted by their surroundings. One maintains their focus and
determination. This is an important concept in Japanese culture.

As a last example, consider the expression used perhaps by a coach to
his athletes, hara ga nattanai. Literally this states that the hara is not cen
tered or grounded and is a warning to the athlete that movement or action
is not coming from the hara, the center. By offsetting the center of gravity,
balance, coordination, and resolve are lost. To be balanced and yet without
resolve is an impossible juxtaposition for the Japanese individual, as the
two states are considered the same. Posture and movement are an impor
tant part in this concept, not just attitude. Again the idea extends into the
realm of Oriental medicine. An example of this extension is Sotai exercise,
a system of simple movements devised by Keizo Hashimoto of Japan to
restore and maintain balanced posture and movement. 4

In Japan the concept of hara is much larger than the simple idea of
abdomen or belly. It is part of a pervasive social and cultural concept,
rooted in the Chinese classics and the practice of meditation. In medita
tion, breathing techniques are very important and certain experiences
occur, not in the mind, but in the hara. As we have suggested in a previous
work (Five Elements and Ten Stems), the energetic centrality of the hara was
at least implied by some of the premedical classics. For example, in the
Dao Dejing it is said:

Therefore the Chinese sage becomes the abdomen [puts his
consciousness in his abdomen]. He doesn't become his eyes
[put hisconsciousness in his sense perceptions].5

In the classics of Oriental medicine, the Huang Di Neijing Su Wen, the
Huang Di NeiJing Ling Shuy and the Nan Jing the authors presented the
essential description of health on which Oriental medicine flourished and
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The Hara 12

developed. Since all these texts were written before the end of the Han
dynasty, circa 200 A.D., and in part by the end of the Zhou dynasty, circa
300 B.C., they share with the great religious documents of mankind the ven
eration we reserve for ancient wisdom that holds meaning for us today.
Among the great accomplishments of these unknown authors is the
description of the principles of normal and balanced operation of the body
and the basic patterns and developmental stages of various pathological
occurences.

In places these descriptions were painted in broad strokes, in others the
picture is drawn with fine, detailed lines. Often, the description of the
person's intimate relationship with the macrocosm and microcosm is
interwoven with the basic therapeutic principles that would, when correcdy
applied, restore the original balanced state. The older texts, the Su Wen and
Ling Shu, were very clear in places and quite unclear in others. The Nan
Jing (Canon of Perplexities) was created to clarify difficult ideas of the two
earlier books. It explained in more detail some of the fundamental diag
nostic and therapeutic principles, systematizingmany of the ideas from the
Su Wen and Ling Shu, along with newer ideas. Today, many of these prin
ciples are still applied in the daily practice of Oriental medicine, particu
larly in thepractice of acupuncture.6

It is in these texts that we first find the hara described as the vital ener

getic center. In the Nanjing, we leam the function of the abdomen or hara
in treatment, in diagnosis, and in the natural function of the body. In one
passage, we are told clearlyof the hara's energetic function:

The Yellow Emperor asked, "The pulse can be normal, yet
sometimes people die, why is this?"
Qi Bo answered, "Each of the twelve meridians has a relation
ship to the source of the vital energies [the living qi]. The
source of the vital energies is the root origin of the twelve meri
dians, it is the moving qi between the kidneys. This means that
the source of the vital energies is fundamental to the five yin
and six yang organs, the root of the twelve meridians, the gate
of breathing. It is the source [origin] of the triple warmer.
Another name for it is the shen which protects against evil;
therefore, qi is the root of the person. This is why if the root is
dying, the stems and branches [meridians and organs] will be
drying [drying-out], yet appear normal. The vitalqi is dying on
the inside, but it is still there on the outside" (N]8(l):ll)7

Here the source of the body's qi or energies is described as being in the
area of the "moving qi between the kidneys," which is located in the abdo
men. The idea of source is not only philosophical, the relationship to the
meridians is direct, the moving qi is their origin. If the source is drying-up,
like the source of streams or rivers, there may be flow in the branches, but
it will soon end. Thus, the abdomen is more than the physical center, the
cavity in which the organs reside. It is the residence of the source of the
body's energies, the energetic center from which life springs. Understand
ing this, understanding the condition of the center, is central to promoting
the wellbeing of the person. Even the pulse and its indications are "down
stream" from the hara. Thus, diagnosing and treating the hara is central to
the practice of Oriental medicine.
•
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This centrality is demonstrated in a variety of ways. The Nan Jing
theory states the basic energetics well and the earlier texts present ideas that
serve to connect a number of energetic theories. The specific energetic
models of the Ling Shu and Nan Jing and their respective source theories,
each contribute to a picture of the energetics of hara which are important
and extensible. Further, the internal trajectories of each of the twelve meri
dians and the pathways of the eight extraordinary vessels are rooted in the
hara. An analysis of the more significant points used for diagnosis of the
abdomen by palpation and their relationships to distal acupoints reveals
that these points are named to emphasize their central location and func
tion. We also find the energetic centrality of the hara when we examine
the basic energetics of the abdomen and study the Chinese concepts of
mind and spirit.

•
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Palpation
Most English translations of Oriental medical literature say very litde

about palpation as a diagnostic tool. In some schools of thought, palpation
is supposed to concern only the pulses of the radial arteries. There are
styles of acupuncture practice where patients are touched only when the
pulsesare evaluated. While this absenceof interaction is often the resultof
a clinical reality that must contend with vast numbers of patients in short
periods of time, there is nonetheless a noticeable lack of considered
emphasis on the tactile arts in the basic teachingliterature available in the
West. Of course, this does not apply to those who use massage as their
basic therapeutic modality. Yet even in most massage literature, a sys
tematic diagnostic system or even a broad understanding of point reactive-
ness cannot be found. Judged by the contents of our current texts, palpa
tion has become a neglected art. There are exceptions. In Japan the educa
tional curricula of acupuncture, moxibustion, and intemal medicine teach
palpatory programs that provide information relevant to both diagnosis and
treatment.

There are reasons why palpation has been neglected in Western train
ing. Nowhere, however, are there reasons sufficient to conclude that the
practice of palpation is redundant or inadvisable. Certainly the classical
texts did not ignore palpation, recognizing the importance of palpation as a
means of expanding the practitioner's diagnostic and therapeutic repertory.
Traditionally, when diagnosis was presented as a system, palpation was
discussed as one of the four observations (LS 4; N] 61 :p)1 As a diagnostic
tool, it was taken in relationship to the other three observations —looking,
listening and smelling, and questioning. In these discussions of the four
observations, palpation was mentioned specifically in reference to pulse
diagnosis. Pulse diagnosis gained a special placein the overall diagnosis of
the patient. Using this single palpatory technique, practitioners and theor
ists were able to determine information regarding almost all the conditions
to which the patient's meridians, organs, warmers, phases, yin, yang, blood,
and qi were subject. As a consequence, the Chinese often went no further
in their own palpatory investigations. The desire for a single, absolute
investigatorymechanism is strongly attractive in any discipline.

While recognizing the importance and centrality of pulse diagnosis, as
is delineated by the essential medical texts themselves, we must also ack
nowledge that the absolute reliability and effectiveness of this diagnostic
tool is only true in a general sense. We must be careful that the centrality
of the pulse in acupuncture theory does not devolve into an exclusivity
never intended by the classical theorists and unsupportable in practice.

•
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Chapter 8 of the Nan Jing warns us about placing all our emphasis on
the pulse, cautioning that diagnosis of the abdomen or hara is also impor
tant. In his commentaryon the first chapter of the Nanjing Wang Shu He
tells us, "The origin of the pulse is at the moving qi between the kidneys."2
The moving qi between the kidneys is the central focus of the hara, and
thus of the whole body. Diagnosing the hara by palpation direcdy diag
noses the condition of the body at its most central point. This is an excit
ing concept, one that has inspired a body of brilliant and useful work
throughout the history of Oriental medicine.

Because this present work addresses the void of available English-
language information about palpation, there is litde detail of pulse diagnosis
available in the pages of clinical information to be found in this text.
Please be aware that it is not our intention to detract from the value of the

pulse, or any other technique, to dispute relative importance, or to provoke
some imaginary "contest" between the exploits of "pulse masters" and
"bellypokers." It is clear that the livingmasters of hara diagnosis are them
selves expert in the use of the pulse. Thus, where we present palpation as
the main diagnostic tool, relegating other diagnostic techniques to a confir
matory role, we intend only to direct your attention to the subject at hand,
and convincingly demonstrate how useful palpation may be.

The Uses of Palpation
Palpation of areas of the body, of the meridians, and of the acupoints

is of diagnostic utility, providing clues to the patient's condition, and in
particular to the general condition of the meridians and organs. Palpation
simultaneously extends into the realm of treatment. It may tell us exacdy
which acupoints should be selected. For example, simply treating reactive
acupoints is sometimes advisable. Treating die acupoints that direcdy
reflect the disharmonies often resolves these disharmonies, probably as a
reversal of the mechanism by which those disharmonies reflect in the acu
points. In certaincases, palpation providesus with a preliminary diagnosis
of the phases, meridians, extraordinary vessels, or organs affected. We can
also learn whether corrective exercises are appropriate from the structural
or physical problems we discover with our eyes and hands. This prelim
inary diagnosis is subsequendy differentiated by more palpation, pulse
diagnosis, looking, listeningand smelling, and asking.

Another use of palpation is the preparation of the acupoints for treat
ment. This is important when using either needles or moxa, though partic
ularlywhen using needles. Palpatory techniques are used to protect certain
types of qi and to draw qi to the points where it may be manipulated by
the needles. This is one technique that allows the practice of acupuncture
to become a fine art. The way that acupoints are touched and prepared
and the techniques of needle manipulation are important skills that deter
mine exactly how the qi will be affected. It is at this level of practice and
skill that the importance of touch becomes most evident. The energetic
exchange between the practitioner and patient in palpatory technique is
one factor that determines why one acupuncturist may gain far more posi
tive results than another, even when both have selected the same points for
treatment.

•
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Palpation may also be expedient as a guidepost for treatments that min
ister harmonizing and preventive effects. To perform subde diagnoses of
diseases before they manifest pathologically has long been considered the
highest expression of the art of acupuncture. Treating the subde precursors
of disease has been referred to as the work of the "great person" or the
"skilled artisan." Palpation is a major tool used to achieve this goal. Dr.
Yoshio Manaka, a truly inspiring acupuncturist, has offered some useful
and interesting comments on the subject of palpation.3 In his experience
pressure pain elicited by palpation does not necessarily reflect diseases or
problems that have a Western name, or even problems that have advanced
to the state where they may be labeled with a specific Oriental medical
term or syndrome. Both Eastern and Western concepts of disease imply a
measurable pathology — tuberculosis or hepatitis; liver qi stagnation or
splenic transformation failure. However, pressure pain is a sign of imbal
ance that may not have progressed to the point of manifestation on the
symptomatic level. They are, in Manaka's words, "biases" or the tenden
cies and probabilities that precede some more specific pathological state.
Thus, treating distal acupoints to eliminate the pain found on palpation, or
treating the reactive acupoints themselves, may change these subde influ
ences. With experience and understanding, one can treat problems before
they develop to named diseases or specific syndromes. In these cases, the
acupuncturist is truly performing preventive treatment.

The implications of this concept are spectacular. If palpation is able to
cue us to the existence of pre-disease tendencies or states that have some
probability of developing into specific pathologies, it thereby achieves a
unique place in the diagnostic tool chest of Oriental medicine. By objecti
fying and confirming the existence of conditions of extreme subdety, pal
pation serves us as the major methodology when the pulse, tongue, and
symptomatic data may be "normal" or extremely difficult to evaluate. If
we can develop treatments based on the information derived from palpa
tion, using methods that reduce or eliminate pressure pain in reactive acu
points, we can begin to treat less symptomaticalry.

In tracing the history and development of palpation theory using the
classical texts as our source material, we can begin to acquire a sense of the
importance of touch in energetic exchange. Importandy, we can also see
that the theoretical background of palpation is particularly subde. This,
indeed, may be one reason that palpatory discussions have not become part
of the basic student literature of acupuncture. It is also true that informa
tion gained from palpationis often not evaluated in a linear fashion, that is,
ifA, then B. Frequently, palpationpresents us with multi-dimensional deci
sions: ifA, then Bin the presence ofC, orD in the presence ofE. However, the
use of palpation itself is not so obscure nor difficult that it is limited to
some few particular specialists. It is the objective nature of the information
gained —swelling, pressure pain, coloration, texture — that makes palpa
tion such a usable tool. Since these qualities are more easily recorded and
observed, learning may be effectively realized through the clinical experi
ence of top practitioners whose oral or written records are available.
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Acupoints and Body Landscape
Energetic exchange is deeply set within the concept of an acupoint.

Some interesting implications for the diagnosis and selection of acupoints
are provided by the etymology of the original Chinese term. The character
xue ft, commonly translated as "point" or "acupoint," literally means
"hole." In Chinese medical texts the term qixue IR?C, literally "qi hole," is
used to signify "acupoint." Gong xue ?L>^, which also carries the literal
meaning of "hole," is another frequendy used term. Although it is com
mon practice to translate the characters xue, qi xue, or gong xue as "point"
or "acupoint," the English word leaves us with the idea that the xue are lit
tle more than their anatomical locations, i.e., points on the surface of the
body.

The true connotations that accompany the Chinese character need to
be associated with the English translation. The character xue itself has
more the meaning of a hole, a pit, than the more geometrical concept of a
point or position. Classically it meant a cave. The Shuo Wen Jie Zi says the
xue refers to a "chamber below the earth" (Mor).4 Several other classical
texts report that the term refers specifically toa grave orgravesite.5

There is an historical context to the term xue that has an implied mean
ing when used in the medical texts. This connotation also relates to the
practice of palpation in the medicine of classic times. Most particularly, the
term was used by pre-Han geomancers, particularly the school known as
the Feng-Shui SL* .6 The xue were locations on the surface of the earth,
divined using the relationships of symbolized principles. Many of these
principles are shared with acupuncture theory. The choice of these xue, or
locations in the landscape, was determined by many factors, including
locations of mountains, rivers, and nearby streams. Once found, these
locations were used as gravesites. Here, the energies of the earth were in
harmony with the energies of heaven. These places represented propitious
spots to bury the dead, since the harmonious geomantic relationship would
ease the passage of a corpse's energies into heaven and into earth.

Theenergies concerned were probably the hun 51 and thepo §& familiar
to acupuncture theory. The Huai Nan Zi tells us, "Heaven's qi becomes
hun, earth's qi becomes po" (Mor). The hun and the po are important ener
getic entities vital to life. Theyare stored respectively in the liverand lungs
(SW 23:p) and are described in the Liji as leaving the body at death: "The
hun, qi, returns to heaven; the form, po, returns to earth" (Mor).

It is worth noting that the use of the term xue in relation to the acu
points of the body was not haphazard or coincidental. These xue have
much the same connotation as the geomantic xue. The body too has a cer
tain landscape. At certain places on this landscape the qi has a particular
function and movement. This is one of the obvious implications of the yin
—yang divisions of the body, the meridian classifications, and the chrono-
biological circulation of the meridian qi. It is an idea reflected even in the
names of points, which reference streams, wells, holes, and hills. Not only
is this an important factor in the choice of the particular names of each of
the body's xue, but it is also potentially important for the selection of
points to treat. Point selection itself becomes almost a geomantic process.
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According to how the internal and external landscapes of the body change,
certain xue are chosen for treatment. There are a number of ways to deter
mine which xue to use, not the least of which is palpation.

The xue are generally said to have fixed locations and these are what
we find in the acupointlocation texts. However, as the qi flows and as the
landscape of the body changes, so too do the locations of the xue. Since
these changes are usually quite subde, so are the changes in location. Cer
tainly, the positional changes are far more subde than can be detected by
reference to two-dimensional acupuncture charts or verbal descriptions.
The practitioner must find the xue to administer treatment. Palpation is
probably the most direct way. It is curious and indicative that as research
ers have responded to the Western urge for precise measurement, it has not
been a sophisticated three-dimensional charting that has satisfied our itch
for precision. It is instead an electronically assisted palpation, electrical
measurement of skin resistance, that has been chosen. This indirecdy
recognizes that points are not fixed or precisely locatable in the sense of a
mapped position. (Perhaps the researcher's "gut feelings" were at work.)

Whether fixed or mobile, acupoints project a quality that reflects the
bodily landscape. This is why palpation is so important. Not only does it
help us find the acupoints we want to treat, but these acupoints project cer
tain qualities relative to the nature of the problems we seek to cure: pres
sure pain, tension, tightness, swelling, indentation, thickness and supple
ness of the skin, temperature variation. Through palpation we are able
simultaneously to gain diagnostic information and find the xue. Based on
the patterns of reactivity found and the records of many years of research
and practice, we are able to interpret this information and to understand
the body landscape.

Simply stated, this is one main reason why palpation has such
widespread use in Japan. Practitioners there generally recognize that the
acupoints always move and that treating the location at which a reaction is
found is more therapeutically valuable. It is perhaps a cultural tendency of
the Japanese (their reticence to discuss their condition or their social con
ventions that discourage the admission of pain or discomfort) that has pro
duced this clinical emphasis on palpation. In practice the location of even
theoretically "fixed" points is often palpatory. The geography that
describes the locations —the edges of muscles, bones, or tendons —serve
as the starting point. The results that indicate correct location, for instance,
the strongest needle stimulation, or a specific direction or extent of the
stimulation, are also variable within the confines of the descriptions by
which they are recognized. In short, whether we consider the points fixed
or movable, preciselocation is often best achieved through touch.

Palpation in Classical Literature
Examining some of the important medical texts from Han to modern

times, one may find many places where palpation is discussed, often in a
clinical context. Palpation was a common practice at certain times in classi
cal China, yet there are not frequent theoretical discussions of palpation in
the classical texts. An understanding of the etymological background of the
xue or acupoints can help us to see that palpation was incorporated in the
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practical discussions of classical acupuncture and was frequendy implied
by the very nature of the terms used to explain medical procedures, most
frequendy for specific techniques of diagnosis and treatment.

We knowwithcertainty thatpractitioners of the Handynasty usedpal
pation as part of the diagnostic process. When Han Chinese culture was
imported toJapan, Chinese medicine arrived along with the entirety of the
Chinese cultural and philosophical systems. The practitioners of that era
found it easiest to understand the medical classics by using palpation, and
as a result major trends of palpatory diagnosis developed in Japan. How
ever, palpation was not a practice unique to Japan; as with any human
activity that proves useful and adaptable, Chinese medicine has become
Oriental medicine through the contribution of the many cultures in which
it developed. Palpation arrived at a sophisticated level of refinement in
Japan as a function of their interpretation and adaptation of the Chinese
medical system, and perhaps as well as a consquence of cultural predispo
sition.

One other facetof palpationworthy of note in regard to its place in the
medical classics is the probable role touch played in the development of
the meridian and acupoint theories. According to Joseph Needham, this
was a significant role, a major tool by which the meridians and acupoints
were found and systematized:

There can be litde doubt that visceral malfunction of many
kinds can be reflected in all sorts of phenomena ascertainable
on palpation.7

It is probable that after such early developments, the medical classics them
selves were compiled to detail the theories and treatment principles derived
from earlier observations. Certainly, there is documentary evidence that
the meridian system concept developed from earlier descriptions of fewer
and less detailed lines and points. While shrouded in prehistory, coundess
experimentations no doubt preceded the theory and practice of Chinese
medicine.

On examining the classical texts, among them the Su Wen and Ling Shu,
we find numerous passages that relate to palpation. The Su Wen does not
discuss palpation in depth; it was mosdy a text of theories and principles,
rather than practice. However, within general discussions of classical nee
dle technique, palpation was noted. In the Ling Shu there are several
chapters that posit general diagnostic principles and techniques, as well as
general therapeutic principles. Point palpation frequendy figures in these
discussions. This is also true of later texts through the Mingdynasty.

Despite the inherent obscurity of passages from these early texts, they
become intellectually and practically comprehensible when understood as
describingpalpation. Often the only clear interpretation assumes some pal
patory process. For example, while discussing the luo meridians, the
author of the Ling Shu tells us to look for signs of vacancy or repletion,
such as a pulsing or an indentation around the luo acupoint. If one cannot
see anything, we are told, "ask above and below the point, because each
person's meridians are not thesame" (LS 10:145)6 This "asking" only makes
sense if it is palpatory.
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When discussing the back shu points, the Ling Shu tells us about loca
tion and selection:

If you want to get the points or examine them, you have to rub
them. Inside [the point], there will be some reaction or pain;
this is the shu point (LS 51:381).

This is an explicit description of point selection and diagnosis by palpation.
The points that are painful are the shu points. The Ling Shu also tells us a
litde about the treatment of the back shu points when there is a pathogenic
invasion of the lungs. To treat the problem, "rub [the point] with one's
hands. Then, if the patient feels comfortable, the needle can be inserted"
(LS 20:208). Here again, palpation is part of the treatment.

More general palpatory diagnostic principles are derived from and
presented in the Ling Shu. These are important and particularly useful in
modern practice. It is often stated that if palpation of a point or area elicits
pain, repletion is indicated. If palpation elicits a comfortable sensation,
vacancy is indicated.

[After] researching and palpating the painful points on the left
and right, the upper and lower parts, and diagnosing the tem
perature of the body, to see if it is uniform, [after this] one can
diagnose the meridians that have the problems (LS 73:513).

These principles of diagnosis are important and particularly useful in
modern practice. Pain or lack of pain on points, the comparison of left,
right, upper, and lower relationships as pressure pain or temperature varia
tions, are the fundamental aspects of several important palpatory systems.

In discussing the use of needling techniques, the Ling Shu tells us:

First, attentively observe and differentiate the repletion or
vacancy of the meridians by pressing with the fingers, using
sliding techniques, and also rubbing and flicking the points.
Then, very attentively, watch the response and reactiveness of
the point (LS 75.5H).

In short, observe, analyze, and treat to decrease the reactiveness, whatever it
may be.

Clearly then, palpation played a significant role in the diagnostic and
treatment procedures of the Ling Shu. These procedures remain open to
interpretation and further research. Throughout the progression of medical
history, many practitioners and authors have taken these vague references
and sketchy techniques as the starting point of their research. Two further
passages from the Ling Shu point us to possible interpretations that may be
used to develop our understanding of palpation:

If there is abdominal pain, insert the needle to the moving
[pulse] place at both sides of the umbilicus.9 After removing
the needle, rub the place, it can immediately cure the problem.
But, if it doesn't cure the problem, needle qichong [ST-30].
Then rub the place when the needle has been removed. This
can immediately cure the problem (LS 26:249).

a
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Understandingwhat is the "moving place at both sides of the umbilicus,"
and how to observe this pulse is at once clear if one considers this passage
a description of an event observed by abdominal palpation. Rarely in clini
cal practice is a pulse visually observed in a simple case of abdominal pain.
However, a pulsein the location described is a frequent palpatory finding.

In the same manner Chao Yu, one of the famed figures of the Ling Shu,
discusses different types of lumps in the intestines:

If the skin is thin and dry, the flesh not hard [elastic], but
muddy [weak and soft], this is a sign of bad intestines and
stomach (LS 48:347).

There are times when the flesh will lose its elasticity, becoming weak and
soft to such an extent that the condition will be visibly obvious. However,
this conditionis more easily confirmedwith palpation.

The Nanjing has several comments to make about palpation as a diag
nostic and treatment technique:

Palpation below the sternum conveys the condition of
heart/fire. Palpation around the umbilicus conveys the condi
tion of spleen/earth. Palpation below the umbilicus conveys
the condition of kidneys/water. Palpation on the right side
below the ribs conveys the condition of lungs/metal. Palpation
on the left side below the ribs conveys the condition of
liver/wood (Nj 16; N] 56).

There are several ways we may interpret these correspondences, and more
possible interpretations will be discussed in a later chapter; the correspon
dences are obviously important and have remained so in later develop
ments of five-phase theory. The Nan Jing also talks about palpating the
skin of the forearm as a way of confirming the quality one finds in the
pulse (Nj 13). In effect, it recommends parallel qualities as confirmation.
Thus, when one finds a tight pulse, the skin of the forearm should feel
tight. Fora slippery pulse, theskinof the forearm should feel slippery.

As the major medical text that detailed and explained ideas introduced
only randomly or discursively in other texts, the Nan Jing is an essential
resource. In regard to palpation, the Nanjing most intruiguingly details the
importance of the abdomen, correct breathing, and diagnosis and treatment
of the source qi, each a concept central to the understanding of an
advanced use of palpation. If we compare, for example, the Su Wen dis
cussion of needle techniques with the Nan Jing interpretation of the same
concept, we can see how the later authors systematized the idea.

The earlier Su Wen described the needlingtechnique for tonification:

When the point has been chosen, rub it lighdy, then harder.
Then flick or tap the point with your finger to stimulate the
point. With your fingernail, press the point slighdy, then with
the finger and thumb, pinch the skin slightly. All this serves to
close the shen . . . [Upon removing the needle] rub the point;
thiswill protect and preserve the shen qi (SW 27:170)l0
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Figure 2.1 Shao yang substernal tightness
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Figure 2.2 Shao yang subcostal discomfort
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The later Nan Jing explanation demonstrates a systematic development of
this concept:

When putting the needle into the yang [wei qi area], angle the
needle and then insert. When putting the needle into the ying
[qi area], use the left hand, rub the point to disperse the qi
[wei qi], then insert the needle (NJ 76(4):19).

The Nan Jing contains further discussions of the treatment technique that
describe the importance of feeling the qi with the left hand while inserting
and manipulating the needle with the right hand (NJ 78(4):20-21). In effect,
the Nan Jing oudines a technique for the preparation of the acupoints that
protects thevarious qi circulating throughout thebody.11

The Ling Shu succincdy states the most vital facet of needle technique:

The important part of tonification and dispersion techniques
when using the nine needles lies in the subde sensitivity of the
fingers (LS 1:6).

Extrapolating from the Classical Texts
As is often the case in Oriental medicine, the discussions from the ear

liest texts, the Su Wen, Ling Shu, and Nanjing, comprise the foundation for
further studies. This holds true for what has been said about palpation.

Expanding on the Ling Shu ideas, the Jin Gui Yao Lue Fang Lun
(Essential Prescriptions from the Golden Chest), one of the very earliest inter
nal medicine texts from approximately 200-300 B.C., states:

When one palpates an abdomen that is swollen and full, and
the patient does not feel pain, this indicates vacancy. If the
patient feels pain, this indicates repletion. Therefore with
replete patients, one must address and eliminate the repletion.12

The author of this text was Zhang Zhong-Jing, who also wrote the Shang
Han Lun (Treatise ofInjury by Cold), probably the earliest systematic text of
herbal medicine. In this text are other references to abdominal palpation,
including tension felt in the upper part of the abdomen below the ribs and
sternum. As a primary abdominal confirmation, tension in that area is usu
ally indicative of a disease progression at the shao yang stage. However,
the condition is also noted in regard to the yang ming state.

When there is a lump or tightness below the heart, the patient
feels stagnation in this area, and the healer feels tightnesswhen
touching.13

Medications are prescribed for this abdominal conformation.

The Shang Han Lun also describes a feeling of subcostal fullness, in
reference to a shao yang disease.14

The patient feels the presence of stagnation, and when one
touches [in the subcostal region], it feels like a knot or is tight.
The patient feels uncomfortable or full in the subcostal region,
and there is resistance or pressure painwhen one touches.15
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These passages, and others from the Shang Han Lun, have stimulated
considerable work and research on abdominal palpation in herbal diag
nosis, both in China and Japan. In Japan, where abdominal diagnosis is
routinely used in the Kanpo Yaku diagnosis for the prescription of herbal
formulae, this research has yielded a recognized system of drug prescrip
tion that has penetrated Western medical practice. The accompanying two
illustrations are taken from Fuku Sho Kiran by Inaba Bunrei, an herbal text
compiled at the beginning of the nineteenth century. These are representa
tive of the degree of sophistication achieved with the use of abdominal
diagnosis for determining herbal prescriptions.

Palpation Systems
Several systems of palpatory diagnosis have arisen in both China and

Japan over the years. Sorei Yanagiya discusses a number of these in his
text, Kanmei Humon Shinsatsu Ho (Diagnosis of the Body Without Asking
Questions). This book is among the best in presentation of these systems in
synopsis. At the heart of the book are presentations of correspondences
that detail the areas of the abdomen that have been found to correspond to
different diagnoses by different practitioners.16 As might beexpected, there
are many different interpretations, each based on the work and experience
of the practitioner who has formulated each idea. These ideas are impor
tant since they help expand our perspective of palpation and because they
are historically interesting. However, many concentrate on the practice of
internal medicine and thus will not be described or explained in detail in
this text. In each of the following diagrams the correspondences are noted
as abdominal positions. These are keyed to an associated diagram that
details the areas of the abdomen and their correspondences.

In the following diagram, positions one and two are from the work of
Todo Yoshimasu and positions three through eight are from Mr. Tokaku.
The types of lumps that may be palpated on the abdomen are:

Position Correspondence
1 qi lump
2 food lump
3 wind lump
4 dry stool lump
5 pregnancy

6 water lump
7 blood lump

8 blood lump

Yanagiya also presents diagrams from Dr. Tai Zhou. In this example
the findings at each of the positions are various. The first diagram gives
general indications, the second greater detail:
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Figure 2.3 Jujube combination sho

Figure 2.4 Major bupleurum sho



Figure 2.5 Abdominal Lumps - Yoshimasu &
Tokaku.

Figure 2.6 Tai Zhou's abdominal diagnosis.
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Position Correspondence

1 stagnation from drinking
2 pulsing below the heart
3 digestate accumulation
4 (around CV-10) pulsing of an empty stomach
5 blood lump
6 dry stool lump

7 blood lump

8 blood lump or dry stool lump
9 dry stool lump

In an.infectious disease, position 1 and position 2 (Figure 2.7) will feel
hot. If there is a pulsing at position 2 that is becoming larger, it means
ascendant vacant yang, or ascendant gu qi^kM*. At position 3, if one feels
accumulating qi (fullness) below the sternum, press hard with the thumb
while the fingers rest on the sternum and the discomfort will be relieved.
If you hear water rumbling while rubbing or tapping at position 4, it is a
sign of fluid accumulation. Something felt at position 5 is a sign of dige
state accumulation. If this stagnation becomes worse, the indication will
grow to reach positions 3 and 4. It will feel hard and tight like a stone.
Dietary changes are recommended. At position 6, if there is pain when the
skin and flesh are pinched, this means a vacant middle warmer. Position 7
is the place of blood lumps. Occasionally a lump may be felt here that
stretches down to position 9. Position 8 is the place of dry stools, it is
often painful with slight pressure. When the fingers seem to press through
into a valley at position 9 —that is, the muscle walls are soft and seem to
separate — this indicates vacant kidney. If it is very soft at this position,
like cotton, the condition will be hard to treat. If you find an area that feels
like a bar at positions 10 and 11, this is a hernia. Positions 12 and 13 are
the spleen mu points. If these feel like cotton, there is a vacant qi condi
tion.

The followingschema comes from from Dr. Wu Chao:

Position Correspondence

1 spleen (reflex) zone

2 qi (reflex) zone

3 (reflex) zone of the right kidney and small
intestine.

4 (reflex) zone of the left kidney and large
intestine.

Todo Yoshimasu, an important herbalist in Japan in the 1700's, based
his research on the work of the Kohotta Herbal Medical Group, which dur
ing the preceding century had researched the use of herbal medicines
according to the classics. He makes two interesting comments about
abdominal palpation:

•
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The hara is the basic place of the living energy. Therefore, the
roots of all diseases are here. When you diagnose the disease,
you must diagnose the hara.
Before touching the pulse, one has to diagnose the symptoms.
Before diagnosing the symptoms, onehas to touch the hara.17

China's great medical sage, Li Shi Zhen, is another famous herbalist
who referenced palpating the abdomen. In his study of the eightextraordi
nary vessels, the QijingBaMai Kao, he said:

To the right and left, above and below the umbilicus, if the qi is
stabbing [a sensation as if being stuck by something], and when
pressing hard, a [prison] strong pulsing or pain can be felt, we
can think that it might be the chong mai, the ren mai, the leg
shao yin or leg tai yin. ...
To the left is the liver, to the right is the lungs, above is the
heart, and below is the kidneys.18

Li ShiZhen was obviously wellstudied in Nanjing five-phase diagnosis, as
well as the eight extraordinary vessels. It is likely that this comment is
what has led some modern practitioners to confirm the same or similar
diagnoses for the area around the umbilicus. In modern practice the idea
has been extended to incorporate different acupuncture treatments and not
only the herbal formulae that LiShi Zhen would have prescribed.

One of the earliest acupuncture texts, the Zhenjiujia Yijing (Systematic
Classic ofAcupuncture and Moxibustion), of 282 A.D., makes numerous refer
ences to certain acupoints that are able to treat tension or tightness in cer
tain areas of the body, particularly the abdomen. For instance:

Qugu [CV-2] can treat tightness of the small abdomen
[lower abdomen].19

Shuifen [CV-9] can treat tension of the spine and lining, and
twitching, tense, acute pain in the abdomen.20

Zhongwan [CV-12], zhongting [CV-16], zigong [CV-19], and
huagai [CV-20] treat tension and pain below the ribs.21

Tiantu [CV-22] treats a full condition of the chest, with abdom
inal skin that feels hot when touched.22

These references are similar to the quotes from the Ling Shu. While each
may be interpretedas referring to symptoms reported by patients, these are
diagnostic signs often ascertained by palpation.

Sun Si-Mo, an herbalist and acupuncturist of the seventh century
famous for his contributions to the Daoist treatise, the Dao Zang, as well as
the internal medicine text Qian Jin Yao Fang (Priceless Prescriptions), and its
supplement, Qian Jin Yi Fang (Supplemental Priceless Prescriptions), wrote in
his discussion "for the protection of one's health,"

After eating, massage [or rub] the hara; one can take away all
diseases.23

Gao Wu, whose work from 1537 A.D., the Zhenjiuju Ying (Gathering of
Eminent Acupuncturists), compiled information from many different
sources, summarized his understanding of Nan Jing five-phase diagnosis
•

Figure2.7 Tai Zhou's abdominal diagnosis

Figure 2.8 Wu Chao's reflex positions



Figure2.9 Mubunryu hara diagnosis
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and treatment by presenting abdominal correspondences. Although his
ideas are simple, they have useful clinical merit. His synopsis retains the
Nanjing emphasis on abdominal palpation, at least with respect to the five
yin organs:

For the liver, there will be a pulsing, lump, tightness or pain on
the left side of the umbilicus. ...

... For the heart... above the umbilicus. ...

. .. For the spleen ... around the umbilicus. . ..

... For the lungs ... to the right side of the umbilicus. ...
. . . For the kidneys ... a sudden pain in the area below the

umbilicus.

One last historical example comes from the work of Yoshio Manaka.24
In his considerable work with Oriental medical literature, he has researched
and explained many theories and styles. One of these is the Mubunryu
style of hara or abdominal diagnosis, created in the late sixteenth century
by a Japanese acupuncturist, Isai Misonou. Using exclusively abdominal
diagnosis and treatment, Misonou achieved phenomenal results with prob
lems occurring anywhere in the body. He identified conditions that he
treated using gold needles and special insertion techniques. According to
Manaka's research on this style of diagnosis and treatment, Misonou's pat
tern of abdominal diagnosis made noticeably distinct assignments of areas
to internal organs.

Abdominal diagnosis is an idea that has appeared in the famous texts
of internal medicine and acupuncture through the entire history of Oriental
medicine. It has played a greater or lesser role in the systems of diagnosis
used at different times by different practitioners, gaining or losing prestige
and acceptance based on a variety of trends and cultural conditions, few of
which have been clearly identified or studied. Abdominal diagnosis by
palpation was used in the Ming dynasty in China, but does not seem to
have played a large role in the practice of internal medicine or acupuncture
of the time. However, in Japan at the same time, the classics had been
absorbedand werebeingapplied in practice. The art and practice of palpa
tion was beginning to become generally known. Todo Yoshimasu's work
concerning abdominal palpation had become very important. In the field
of acupuncture, Waichi Sugiyama refined and developed palpation to a
very fine art. Sugiyama, a blind acupuncturist who lived from 1610-1695,
was the inventor of the insertion tube. In Japan, he is often seen as the
father of acupuncture. Developing extraordinary sensitivity and skill with
his hands, he became a great healer, and contributed a significantbody of
information regarding palpation.

The core of information that Sugiyama taught is still of great utility,
providing an excellent theoretical foundation for much of modern practice.
In addition, much of what Li Shi Zhen said about the area around the
umbilicus is used today, as is the Nanjing theory. All offer basic extensible
and eminendy useful information. Here we quote Sugiyama's eight princi
ples of abdominal or hara diagnosis from his book, Sugiyama Ryu Sanbusho
(Sugiyama's Style ofTreatment in Three Parts)}5
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The Essentials of Hara Diagnosis

Principle 1: Press below the rib cage, to see if one
side is harder, tighter, or has a lump.

Principle 2: Touch CV-12 and move it slighdy; if
you feel a slight lump, it is a sign of a
problem.

Principle 3: Feel below the navel, if you feel a
pulse that goes up to the chest, it is a
sign of a problem.

Principle 4: Feel around the navel, if the muscle
feels like it is separating slighdy, it is a
sign of a weak hara.

Principle 5: Feel from inside the navel down to

CV-6, if you feel a lump, it is a signof
a problem.

Principle 6: If on palpation around the hara, you
feel many small lumps like beans in a
bag, this is a sign of problems of the
hara.

Principle 7: If you feel a lump like a brush around
CV-6, it is a sign of a problem.

Principle 8: Press SP-15, GB-27, and LV-14. If
there is a depression on slightpressure
and on greater pressure it is loose or
slippery without elasticity, it is a sign
of a weak hara.

30

What we learn with certainty from an overview of the variety and
extent of the historical systems of palpation is that there have beenperiods
of attention and inattention, development and decline. Some systems con
tradict othersystems, even to the extent that they seem to represent a dif
ferent diagnostic paradigm. We must approach the subject of palpation
withan open mind and with caution. It is all too easy to become confused.

For the theoretical framework of palpation, we must delve again into
the past, into classic times and texts. While it is remarkable that after the
Nanjing, litdeseems to havebeen said aboutpalpation otherthan palpation
of the abdomen or hara, this is the direction we must take. This is the his
torical emphasis in the realm of palpation. It is then appropriate to shift
our concerns to a closer examination of the hara; to look deeply into its
energetics and theories. Fortunately, most of the historical information has
been tested by a number of excellent modern practitioners during many
years of practice. In modern practice, at least in Japan, the treatment of
what what one finds on the hara, eitherdirectly or indirecdy, has proven to
have profound effects on the patient's health and wellbeing. Thus, we are
able to use the experience of these clinicians to gain an understanding of
how palpation may be successfully applied. The emphasis of the diagnos
tic and therapeutic chapters of this book will be on the work of these
modern masters.
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The Spiritual, Mental,
and Emotional Aspects of

Chinese Medicine
One pronounced trend of Western medical thought has been the

separation of mind and body. This tendency has a long history and has
particular dramatic expression in the famous 1637 statement of Rene Des
cartes, "Cogito ergo sum" —I think therefore I am.1 This single dualism is
one of the major stumbling blocks for understanding Oriental thought and
philosophy. This, and several other major cultural differences, give rise to
numerous natural, conceptual, and translational difficulties. For the
Western mind, that mental and emotional phenomena can be distinguished
from physical phenomena is a sine qua non. In Oriental medicine no such
distinction is recognized. The Chinese sage does put his mind in his abdo
men and theJapanese youth's hara does "stand up" when he is angry. To
think of these as colorful aphorisms and no more is a critical error. When
we render this last expression, "hara ga tatsu,yy as "he is angry" ourwords
really don't capture the sense of theoriginal. This indeed, is the fascinating
question —can we render the expression in English without the shared
experience thatcreates meaning in natural languages?

This problem exists for many important concepts in Oriental thought
and medicine. For instance, the character that is often translated as "joy"
in the medical literature, the emotion of the heart, is xiH. Etymological
study yields the meaning of "joy or pleasure derived from eating." (Fuj)2 In
a medical context, xi accurately refers more to the notion of problems
caused by overeating than to "joie de vivre" or the pleasure of astute and
attractive company. It is really overeating that causes the problem, the
pleasure orjoy derived from overeating is what animates the difficulty. In
English texts, xi is rendered as "joy." Practitioners say with assurance that
this emotion may injure the heart. How much greater is our comprehen
sion when we understand the literal derivation of this term!

There are many other examples that actually exhibit greater transla
tional problems. Terms like qi, jing, and shen are not renderable into
English and are best left untranslated. We do nothave concepts for these
technical terms, and those words that most closely fit the characters carry
connotations deeply colored by our cultural experience. Until we do mas
ter the concepts, from our absorption of the ideas and practices, whatever
words we choose will inevitably carry the flavors of our early misconcep
tions. Mental and emotional states are particularly subject to these transla
tional problems. Although we will be translating terms in this text that
describe mental and emotional life, we will do so as approximations, as
clues that will help us relate our own experiences to those of the authors
quoted. The etymological context of many terms precisely demonstrates
this point.
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The spiritual, mental, and emotional states thatare studied by Chinese
medicine are often simply stated but profoundly implicated in the process
of disease. These ideas were almost universally understood to relate to qi
rooting in the hara. If the correct interactions of qi, jing, and shen in the
hara do not occur, problems begin to manifest in all the "non-physical"
arenas of human life —spiritual, mental, emotional. This is why counter-
flow qi is a pathological entity of such profound clinical importance. It is
more than the signs that we translate as its indications. Due to vacancy in
the lower warmer the root is not nourished sufficiendy, the qi cannot root
itself; it becomes entrapped and replete in the upper parts of the body.
This condition, in turn, disturbs the yin organ functions of storing and
regulating the jing, shen, qi, hun, po, yi, and zhi, creating disturbances of
the spiritual, mental, and emotional elements of human life.

However, these disturbances are not "emotional problems;" this Carte
sian separation is neither implied nor justified. As the condition of coun-
terflow qi is established as a lasting pattern, spiritual, mental, and emo
tional states become disturbed. There are often energy blocks in the body,
particularly in the diaphragm. If the diaphragm is overtense and rigid, it
restricts the flow toward correct balance. This is not a "physical problem,"
it too is counterflow qi.

Breathing into theabdomen, simple diaphragmatic breathing, is thesin
gle most powerful correction of such an imbalance. Abdominal breathing
cures neither mental difficulties, nor a blocked diaphragm; rather, it helps
ameliorate counterflow qi.3

Adequate circulation among the various energy centers of the body is
essential to the Oriental concept of a dynamic homeostasis. Indeed, this is
most clearly implied by the pulse diagnosis of the Su Wen where palpation
of the deep positions reveals not the condition of the yin organs, but the
condition of the energetic centers and the diaphragm (SW17). Clearly, there
are profound implications inherent in a diagnostic system that reflects the
Su Wen idea of the "great sage" who treats disease before it manifests.
Attention to the diaphragm and energetic center are means by which this
may be accomplished. In the Nan Jing the same pulse positions and
depths relate to the yin and yang meridians (Nj 18). Again, the organ level,
the most physical, is less important since "the great artisan treats disease
before it happens." The differences between the artisan and the sage are
many and various. There is a wealth of research, argument, and discovery
in just the differences of pulse positions.

Some specific passages in the Ling Shu and Su Wen can focus our
research most direcdy. In one interesting and perplexing passage from the
Ling Shu, the Yellow Emperor asked:

When we study the technique of needle insertion, the basic
[most important] part is always the shen. The blood, the
vessels, the ying, the qi, the jing, the shen, are each stored in the
five yin organs. Excessive dissoluteness [will cause them to]
leave the organs. This means one will lose the jing; the hun
and po will jump up [become unsetded]; the zhi [will] and yi
[ideas] will become unclear. Intelligence will leave the body.

•
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What causes this? Is it a punishment from heaven or a mistake
by the person? What are deH, qiS, zhiS, jingffi, shenW,
hun*&, poSt, and yi;t? (LS 8:84-85); (TS 70f

These are questions Oriental philosophers have attempted to answer in all
times. Today it is no more possible to give totally satisfactoryanswers than
it has ever been. But in Qi Bo's answer there are important clues to the
solutions the Chinese practitioners provided for themselves:

The heaven in one is de. The earth in one is qi. The de
streams down and the qi reaches up to it, subsequendy there is
life. Therefore, the coming of life is called jing. Both jing beat
[meet] together; this is called shen. Following shen, going and
returning, this is hun. Paralleling jing, going-outand coming-in,
this is called po (LS 8:85).

The two jing beating together becoming shen refers to the physical expres
sion of the male and femalejing sperm and ovum —that unite during con
ception. Of the last two lines, the Tai Su comments:

Hun is a different ling [spirit] of shen; therefore it follows
shen; going and returning, it is stored in the liver, it is called
hun. Po is also a different ling of shen, it parallels jing; going
out and coming in, it is called po (TS 70-71).

Of these same lines Xie Lin of the late Qing dynasty makes an interest
ing comment:

The liver stores the hun. The hun is the jing of the yang, the
ling of qi. The qi of the person is yang, the blood is yin. The
liver controls the blood and inside it is the yang qi, this is called
the hun. [On] researchingthe root of hun [we can say that] it is
created at the one yang of zrz water. [Thus] we can infer that
the actions of the hun begin at and are the basic [fundamental]
qi of == metal. [The Ling Shu says] the hun follows the shen
coming and going; this is ling's manifestation in the senses.
The lungstores the po, the po is the jing of yin, the ling of the
form. The liver controls the blood, basically it is yin and stores
the yanghun, the yang is hidden in the yin. The lung controls
the qi, basically it is yang and stores the yin po; yin is created
in the yang. After labor, the ears, eyes, heart/mind, the hands
and feet move, the baby's cries are the voice, all are the ling of
po. [TheLing Shu says] that which parallels the jing and comes
out and goes in is the po. This is the capacity of movement.5

As is often the case with the circular logic of Chinese medicine, each basic
term is referenced to and defined by the other. To explain Qi Bo's answer,
we need to enter the spiralling metaphor and attempt to define some of the
basic terminology. What are the jing, shen, hun, po, de, zhi, yi, xin, qi and
ling?

Such answers cannot, and will not, come quickly or simply. In each
area of human energetics that we will explore in this text, we will meet
these essential terms. In each exploration greater detail will appear, and
more will become clear about each idea. To begin, there are the basic
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translational clues. Jing, shen, and qi are general terms referring to various
forms ofenergy and energetic function. The jing isakin to "vital energies,"
the kinetic processes intimately involved in life itself. Itisanenergetic pre
cursor of matter. Shen is a more rarified form of energy; defining it in
English brings to mind superlatives suchas "most pure" or "mostvital." It
is a functionally activating energy. Qi is energy almost in the sense of
modern quantum physics. It is in everything, both animate and inanimate.
It is involved in and composes all things and all processes. It is the kinetic
aspect of matter, the functional quality of phenomenae.

Hun and po are more specific energetic entities. Of all the Chinese
concepts, hun is most like the Christian idea of soul. It differs most expli-
cidy as it recycles, rather than belonging to a specific being for all time,
entering the body at conception and leaving at death to return in another
conception. It comes from and returns to heaven. Po is like the hun
except that it is more material, coming from earth and returning to earth.
Ling is another general term, similar to shen. It too is a more spiritual
energy, even more strongly associated with the energy of heaven than is
shen. De is more a state of being, developing with self cultivation yet bes
towed on us by heaven; it is often translated as "virtue" or "power," andis
seen as part of character or personality. As healers it is part of what we
must cultivate to become good practitioners.

While none of the isolated translations of these elemental concepts are
sufficient, and no one quotation describes their qualities completely, there
is a consistency from which we may gain a more complete idea, even
something of a feeling for the words as they were used by the Chinese.
The quote from the Ling Shu, for example, speaks of the de streaming
down from heaven to meet with the qi that is reaching up to it. This is
echoed by the Su Wen discussion of the idea of ming ^ that comes down
from heaven to create the living being. In the Wang Bing commentary on
this passage, from Su Wen 25:158, the Ling Shu idea of de and qi is foot
noted as an explanation of the ideaof ming.

The concepts with which we are here most concerned are zhi
M, yi M, and xin *L\ Xin is both "heart" and "mind." Etymologically it is
derived from a picture of a heart (Fuj). It is almost impossible to say for
sure that the classical Chinese scholars and practitioners made an explicit
distinction between the heart and mind, or if, depending on context, they
understood implicit differences between them. It is probable thatfor them,
the heart and mind were inextricably linked. Thought of one necessarily
involved some reference to the other. In an interesting allegorical story
from the Lie Zi,6 the famed physician Bian Que, whose name was used by
the author of the Nan Jing but who actually lived several centuries before
the Nan Jing was written, was presented with two male patients. He
designed a radical treatment for the two which illustrates these relation
ships. Diagnosing one patient as having weak will and strong qi and the
other as having strong will but weak qi, he suggested to the two that the
best therapy would be to transfer their hearts from one to the other. The
twoagreed. Bian Que performed the surgery and sent the patients home.
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The patients returned complaining that their wives and family no
longer recognized them. Bian Que found that the men had returned to
what they considered home, but no one recognized their physical appear
ance, because each had taken on the physical appearance of the other. The
personality associated with a particular family now had the physical
appearance of the other. This allegorical tale demonstrates dramatically
that the conceptual associations of what we call the "mind" and "heart" are
far more intimate than we would suppose by thinking only that the "heart
stores the shen," as if it were some prized jewel packed away in a treasure
trove. In the context of the Ling Shu passage, the Yellow Emperor's ques
tion about xin does seem to refer more to the concept we call "mind," but
we should not forget the reference to the heart.

Both zhi and yi are also related to xin, "mind." This can be seen in the
characters themselves, both have the xin radical'5. This connection is also
stated in the Ling Shu:

The controller of the body is xin [the mind]. The unexpressed
thoughts [of the mind] are called yi [ideas]. The placeat which
the ideas exist is zhi [the will] (LS 8:85).

Ideas and will are seen in direct relationship to the mind, xin.

The Shuo Wen Jie Zi says of yi, ideas: "The yi is the same as the zhi,
will" (Mor). Etymologically, The characteryi is comprised of two basic com
ponent parts, 1? which means "verbally expressed thoughts," and *b ,
which means heart—mind (Fuj). The yi itself seems to refer to putting the
mind into the verbally expressed thoughts. Hence the common translation
as thoughts, ideas.

The characterzhi /fe which means "will" approximates this meaning: ±
refers to a foot; *b refers to the heart/mind (Fuj).

The mind controls the feet to bring about movement and ultimately
action. This capacity for instigating actions with what we call will is
expressive of the mind's fixed purpose.

The yi, "ideas," relates to the intention someone expresses with words
or sounds. Zhi are the actions that express the mind, the verbal expres
sions of the mind. The Ling Shu concept is thus more simply seen as an
expression of the interrelation of the mind and ideas, that manifest through
both thought and action.

The energetic and medical implications are also found in the Ling Shu:

Zhi and yi [will and ideas] are therefore the controller [harmon-
izer] of jing and shen, the secure place of the hun and po, the
regulator of the temperature. They harmonize joy and anger . . .
When the will and ideas are harmonized, the jing and shen
become straight [fluid]. The hun and po don't disperse. One
doesn't become too regretful or too angry. The five yin organs
don't accept evil qi (LS 47:349); (TS 76).

When thought, expression, and action are in harmony, everything works
well and the body remains healthy.
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Problems of too much or not enough, too weak or too strong of will,
can engender serious consequences. This particular passage is very impor
tant to remember when we examine the concept of counterflow qi in
greater detail. Having come so far in this metaphoric spiral, it is perhaps
hard to remember that the discussions from which the Ling Shu comment
derived was a discussion of needle technique. The important aspect of
needle technique is the shen. For the classical practitioners these ideas had
many practical consequences for howweshould approach ourpatients and
with what states of mind we can best work.

The Zhenjiu Da Cheng from 1601 A.D., discusses a "shen needle tech
nique" that reflects the Ling Shu discussion:

The shen needle, eight techniques:
In themind of thephysician there should be no desires, only a
receptive and accepting attitude, then the mind can become
shen. The mind of the physician and the mind of the patient
should be level, in harmony, following the movements of the
needle. First, focus on protecting the needle. Place the tip of
the needle in the mouth to keep it warm. With the left hand
rub the pointwhere one will insert the needle. When rubbing,
bevery attentive and careful, as though one were holding a tiger
by the tail. With the right hand, insert and rotate the needle,
but with no power. Donot be tense, keep one'shand relaxed.7

Though modern sterilization procedure requires that we never place the tip
of the needle in the mouth, the crux of the idea remains to warm the nee
dle so as to not disturb the patient with a cold needle. Most important are
the instructions regarding the physician's attitude. This passage stresses the
importance of remaining calm and not emotional, both for the patient and
practitioner. Emotional, mental, or attitudinal states were seen as both
causes and effects and the barriers between one individual's mental and
spiritual condition and that of another individual were experienced as far
more permeable than they are in the West. Not only were touch and tech
nique required to protect the patients' vital energies, butas importandy the
spirit of the physician was a necessary and important consideration. Litde
wonder that there was such great emphasis on the development of charac
ter for the "great artisan."

The Ling Shu, in the same chapter as the discussion of needle tech
niques, presents a brief discussion of the five yin organs, concerning gen
eral energetics:

The liver stores the blood. The blood stores the hun. When
liver qi becomes vacant, the emotions are of fear. When liver
qi is replete, anger and irritability result. The heart stores the
vessels. The vessels store the shen. When heart qi becomes
vacant, grief results. When heart qi becomes replete, there is
laughter thatnever stops. The spleen stores the ying. The ying
stores the ideas. When spleen qi becomes vacant, the four
limbs lose theirnormal motion and the five yin organs become
insecure. When spleen qi becomes replete, the body becomes
swollen and the urine and menses lose their smoothness. The
lungstores the qi, the qi stores the po. When lungqi becomes
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vacant, shortness of breath will develop. When lung qi
becomes replete, panting, a feeling of fullness and discomfort
in the chest, and difficulty breathing will develop. The kidney
stores the jing; the jing stores the zhi. When kidney qi
becomes vacant, it means counterflow. When kidney qi
becomes replete, there will be swelling and the five yin organs
become insecure. Pay attention to the form of the disease of
the five yin organs, the emptiness and fullness of the qi, and
then carefullycontrol this (LS 8:88-89).

Aside from the emotional and energetic characteristics of yin organ
problems, it is important to note that if the spleenqi becomes vacantor the
kidney qi becomes replete, insecurity of the five yin organs will result.
This echoes the other discussion from the Ling Shu regardingthe harmony
of the zhi and yi, will and ideas. Harmony results in protection of the five
yin organs from evil qi. Note too that the author of the Tai Su comments
that the swelling producedby spleenqi repletion is a swollen abdomenand
that the swelling produced by kidney qi repletion is edema (TS 75).

The description of heartqi vacancy resulting in grief and heart qi reple
tion resulting in laughter that never stops is paralleled in the Su Wen:

The Yellow Emperor asked, "Is there replete shen or vacant
shen?"

Qi Bo answered, "Replete shen is laughter that doesn't stop;
vacant shen is grief" (SW 62:335).

The function of the heart qi is synonymousor similarto shen. Problems of
the heart ultimately are problemsof the shen, or at least the heart's capacity
for storing shen. As the Su Wen tells us, when the shen is impaired in any
way it is more difficult to treat the patient (SW 14:87). This is one reason
why some practitioners see the heart as incapable of being diseased or as
the root of its own disease. Problems of the heart come from other

sources, other organs and meridians.

The relationships of emotional and mental states and diseases are by
no means simplistic. The mechanisms are not linear causes and effects,
rather they are simultaneous occurrences. Energetic and emotional prob
lems are bidirectional. The yin organs can becomeunbalanced resulting in
emotional manifestations, which in turn can lead to further energetic
disharmonies. Emotional disharmonies can lead to organ imbalances. It is
not that one causes the other, althoughwe do tend to perceive the relation
ship in that way. There is only one energetic pattern and it manifests both
internal organ problems and emotional states. The nature of our percep
tions leads us to see one or the other and rarely the two together, and we
presume a causal relationship. It may be a useful attitude, but is definitely
a questionable explanation. To see these Chinese medical discussions as
implying the same causal relationships that we are culturally conditioned to
see can lead to neglect or overemphasis of one part of the pattern or
another. This is even true for the Chinese themselves, for whom the emo
tional and mental aspects have become increasingly understated as their
own cultural tendency toward a reduced emphasis on personal mental
states has been acceleratedand exacerbated by their recent social history.
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Returning to the pattern of counterflow qi, for example, we find that
the general category of counterflow qi is most commonlya repletion in the
upper body that results from a vacancy below. Many of the symptoms
associated with the condition are emotional or mental, yet emotional and
mental states themselves can engender a pattern of counterflow qi. The
following passage from the Su Wen is representative of its various discus
sions on the nature and causes of counterflow qi, and demonstrates the
relationship of the various types of counterflow qi and the paired yin-yang
meridians.

To diagnose the beginning of diseases, there are the principles
of the five decisions. To know the beginning of the disease,
first find the mother [origin]. The five decisions are the five
vessels. If there is headache and epilepsy, this is vacancy
below and repletion above. The disease is in the leg shao yin
[kidney] and ju yang [vast yang - probably tai yang—bladder].
If the diseasegets worse it comes into the kidneys.

If there is vertigo, a loss of the sense of a center of gravity, if
the eyes are unclear and there is hardness of hearing, this is
repletion below and vacancy above. The disease is in leg shao
yang [gallbladder] and jue yin [liver]. If the disease becomes
serious it goes to the liver.

If the abdomen is swollen and tense, if the diaphragm and
lower edges of the sides of the ribs feel stagnant, this is coun
terflow. This passes through at leg tai yin [spleen] and yang
ming [stomach].

If there is panting, coughing and rising qi [like a forced, harsh
exhalation], the counterflow is inside the chest. The disease is
in arm yang ming [large intestine] and tai yin [lung].

If there is [physical and/or mental] suffering of the heart and
headache, the disease is in the diaphragm. The disease is at
arm ju yang [small intestine] and shao yin [heart] (SW 10:73-74).

This notable passage categorizes five kinds of counterflow qi according to
the five pairs of yin and yang meridians. Each is referenced in the context
of seeking the origin of disease, finding the precursors of morbidity prior
to its more serious symptomatic expression. The third and fifth passages,
associated with the spleen—stomach and heart—small intestine, are direcdy
related to problems of the diaphragm, an area that commonly becomes
tightor blocked in mental or emotional disturbances. For instance, the yin
wei mai in modern acupuncture practice is diagnosed by palpatingthe sub
costal area in the upper abdomen. Tension here is often related to the yin
wei mai. The yin wei mai, because of its connection through PC-6 to the
heart, has powerful effects on emotional and mental states. "Inside the
chest" is a category that relates many energetic, emotional, and mental
states. Severalmeridians pass through to the inside of the chest —the kid
ney, pericardium, gallbladder, pericardium luo, and the chong mai. The
inside of the chest is associated with or comprises the "upper qihai" where
zong qi is stored:

That which does not follow the stream of ying and wei piles up
at the inside of the chest. It is called qihai (IS56:402).
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Pulse diagnosis in the Su Wen subdy reflects the discussion of the vari
ous forms of counterflow qi (SW 17:106-107). The left pulse at the inch posi
tion superficially reflects the heart. Deeper it reflects CV-17. At the left
bar position, the surface reflects the liver, the deeper pulse the diaphragm.
At the left foot position, the superficial pulse is the kidney, the deeper
pulse is inside the abdomen. In the right pulse, at the inch position, the
lungs are reflected at the surface, deeper we are told that the inside of the
chest may be diagnosed. At the right bar position, the superficial pulse is
the stomach; the deeper pulse is the spleen. Both bar positions reflect the
rib cage. In the right foot position, the kidneys are reflected at the surface,
deeper we find the inside of the abdomen.

Except for the right bar position, the deeper radial pulses reflect general
areas or specific locations, as opposed to organs. Included here is the
diaphragm, thus interpreted as being at a deeper or more fundamental
energetic level. Althoughit is possible that "inside the abdomen" is a literal
reference, it is more likely that it refers to the energetic centers in the abdo
men, qihai and dantian.

In the clinical practice of many renowned acupuncture and moxibus-
tion therapists in Japan, certain areas of the body are commonly found to
be reactive when patients have mental or emotional problems. These areas
include: on the sternum, around CV-17, on the spine (T2-T10), on the du
mai, around GV-20, around qihai—dantian. The areas in the upper parts
are seen to become reactive because of a repletion of energy above. Qihai
dantian is often found to be weak and empty, indicating a vacancy below.
This is the pattern of counterflow qi.

In the Su Wen, different emotional states were seen in relation to dif
ferent manifestations of qi.

The Yellow Emperor asked, "I heard all diseases are created
by qi. [With] anger the qi rises; [with] joy the qi becomes loose
or moderate; [with] grief the qi disappears, [with] fear the qi
descends; [with] cold the qi shrinks; [with] heat the qi leaks;
[with] fright the qi is disordered. [With] tiredness, the qi wilts;
[with] thinking the qi knots [becomes stagnant]. These nine qi
are not the same. What causes these diseases?"

Qi Bo answered, "[With] anger the qi becomes counterflow;
if it gets worse, one will vomit blood and there willbe diarrhea
with undigested food. Therefore, this is qi rising up. [With]
joy the qi becomes harmonized and the will becomes stronger.
The ying and wei are able to flow through; therefore, the qi is
loose or moderate. [With] grief the supporter of the heart
becomes tense; the lungs become swollen and weak; the upper
warmer does not pass through; the ying and wei cannot
disperse; there is hot qi in it; therefore, the qi disappears.
[With] fear then the jing returns; the upper warmer closes; then
the qi circles and returns. Upon circling or returning the lower
warmer becomes swollen. Therefore the qi doesn't move.
[With] cold the skin tissues close, the qi doesn't move; there
fore the qi contracts. [With] heat, the skin tissues open, the
ying and wei pass through, there is a great sweating. Therefore,
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the qi leaks. [With] fright the heart cannot perform its regal
tasks. The shen cannot return. The thoughts and conscious
ness are not stable; therefore, the qi becomes disordered.
[With] tiredness there is panting and sweating; the inside and
outside are overcome; therefore, the qi wilts. [With] thoughts
the mind—heart has a focal point. The shen has a place of
return [focus]; the correct qi becomes stagnant and doesn't
move; therefore, the qi becomes stagnant" (SW 39:221-222).

This passage details the relationships among emotional and mental
states and the various qi manifestations and pathologies. The "supporterof
the heart" is the series of blood vessels comingout of the heart —the aorta,
vena cava, pulmonary arteries and veins. It is interesting thatgrief was seen
to create tension at this location and to affect the lungs. Perhaps this
explains how vacancy of the heart qi or shen results in grief. The heart
meridian does not "belong to" or "permeate" the heart itself, rather the
supporter of the heart. (See next chapter.)

Fear causes the ascendingjing from the kidneys and dantian to return.
This in turn causes the upper warmer to close; meaning perhaps that the
diaphragm becomes blocked. As the upper warmer closes, the qi in the
lower warmer becomes stuck, and circles in the lower warmer. This could
also be seen as relating to both the ascension of qi from qihai dantian and
the ascension of breath on exhalation causing stagnation of the qi in the
lower warmer.

Fright or shock disturbs the heart causing it to lose its ability to store
the shen. This creates instability in the mental states resulting in disor
dered qi. With tiredness or fatigue, the outside is overcome by the sweat
ingand the insideby the panting. The character we translate as "thoughts"
is si!&, another very interesting character much like zhi and yi. It refers
more to the interior thoughts that are neither verbally nor actively
expressed. The Shuo Wen Jit Zi says of si: "Thought is capacity, it is the
expressed words of the brain-mind" (Mor). That is, si refers more to the
mental process that results from the interaction of the mind with the brain,
whatwe now call mental activity. We can distinguish between zhi, yi and
si thus:

Yi refers to verbally expressed thoughts.
Zhi refers to actively expressed thoughts.
Si refers to thoughts that manifestin the process
of the interaction between the mind and brain.

All three terms describe facets of the mind, functional properties. How
these functions work together, in and out of harmony, has various influ
ences on overall health.

The yi and zhi, when balanced, harmonize the jing and shen, secure
the hun and po, regulate the temperature, and prevent excessive emotions
such as regret or anger. Si, thought, carries a slighdy different connotation.
Yiand zhi help regulate and harmonize. Si, from the quote above, seems to
cause problems by its very nature. Mental thought, si, is a focal point of
the mind. It represents a place for shen to return to, coalesce, causing stag
nation of the correct qi and thus stagnation of qi in general. It is unclear
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whether this is true of all thought, but it is rather a startling idea. Too
much mentation causes stagnation of qi. Perhaps this is part of the reason
for the aphorism "thinking with the hara."

Mental and emotional states are at once the result of energetic imbal
ances and the cause of energetic imbalances. It is easiest to see many of
these disorders as a parallel to the condition of counterflow qi. The qi is
not rooted at its source; it is too actively engaged elsewhere in the body,
causing problems in the organs and meridians, and manifesting as mental
and emotional disturbances.

Treating the conditions when they manifest as tension, tightness, or
pressure pain at specifically reflective areas found by palpation is particu
larly advantageous. Not only will such treatments address the underlying
problems, they will do so prior to the obvious manifestation of the mental
or emotional symptoms or the simultaneous physical correlates. As men
tioned, some therapists see mental problems as coming from vacancy of
the dantian. Dantian functions to store the jing and shen. If it is weak, the
jing and shen are not well retained. Since the yi and zhi harmonize and
balancethe jing and shen, it is not unreasonable to suspect that imbalanced
thinking (which may cause or result from disharmony of the yi and zhi),
also causes this dispersion of jing and shen. Since the yi is stored by the
spleen and the zhi by the kidney, disharmonies of the spleen and kidney
may be the root of this problem.

That dantian should show vacancy in mental or emotional problems
correlates to its palpatorydescription as the area on the abdomen where the
spleen and kidney reflex positions overlap. Is dantian's ability to store the
jing and shen related to mental and emotional stability and the balance of
the spleen and kidney? Certainly underlyingand resulting vacancies can be
seen in emotional disorders. This is indicated in several passages from the
Su Wen. Very commonly, the five emotions are seen to cause vacancy of
the corresponding yin organs by injuring shang %, the yin organs. This
injuryis usually described as somethingthat weakens function.

Anger injures the liver . . . joy injures the heart . . . depression
injures the lung . . . fear, shock injures the kidney . . . thinking
injures the spleen (SW 5:37-42).

Here the emotions injure the organs. Whatever the cause of a certainemo
tion, expressing the emotion too much (or possibly even at all) can weaken
an organ. One cause of the emotional expression can be a weakness or
vacancy of the organs. It is almost a spiral, a vicious circle. In the classical
descriptions of the relationship of emotions to organ weakness, the one
gives rise to the other, which in turn can giverise to the first again. English
language and cultural conditioning do not express well the simultaneity of
these manifestations; rather our tendency to assume one-way, causal rela
tionships is emphasized.

The Su Wen discussions of organ weakness and emotional states is
quite complex. It involves the reverse process of the "controlling cycle"
among the five yin organs. When there is weakness or vacancy of the
organ that should transmit jing qi to any of the five yin organs, the result is
that the jing qi will unite with the transmitting organ, producing a certain
correspondent emotional state.
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It is useful to remember that the Chinese almost never distinguished
mind, energy, emotion, and body. These were viewed as a continuum.
Indeed, considering how cyclical the psyche—soma relationship was in
Chinese thought, we can conclude that dwelling mentally or emotionally on
an element of the psyche that has caused problems makes litde sense at all.
The "cure" might cause the "problem." Contrary to modern urges in acu
puncture practice in the West, the emotive and mental correspondences of
Oriental medicine were not the basis of a form of counseling. While the
adoption of counseling techniques into the practice of acupuncture may be
an outcome of the cross-cultural journey, its creation and developmentcan
not be based on simplistic "translations" of Oriental spirit-affect concepts.
This is a translation the Orientals never implied.

Individuals from an Oriental culture do not customarily discuss their
problems. Their attitudes toward such issues are more likely to rejecteven
the idea of a psychological counselor. Even today, Orientals tend to
express their emotional concerns in terms of their work group, family, or
social environment rather than in personal emotive conditions. Indeed,
much of what is the realm of the counselor in Western therapies are issues
that are decided in Oriental societies as familial or social processes. One
need study very litde of cultural anthropology to understand that Oriental
peoples have many very different means, Zen Buddhism for example, for
dealing with the psyche. These methods have been uniquely successful for
their cultures. We cannot assume from our cultural perspective that what
they do is similar to what we do in the West.

From the medical perspective, the very act of focusing on mental or
emotional states is a logic that presumes a dualistic framework. Looking
for an underlying emotional trauma requires the assumption that the emo
tion really is distinct from the body and its symptoms. For the Oriental
practitioner this is really approaching the problem backward, since the
dualism itself is neither seen nor acceptable. The underlying trauma and
the symptoms are two ends of the same stick, indeed, there is no need to
emphasize or recall the trauma, the symptoms are quite obviously doingso
already.

We have seen some of the interdependent relationships between men
tal, emotional, energetic, and physiological function. These are all expres
sions of the samehuman reality. Recognizing this, the Oriental practitioner
does not focus on the emotional or mental states, but perceives these as
more input to the diagnostic process. For example, in die Japanese tradi
tion,were the practitionerto hear a statementsuch as, "he has a psycholog
ical problem," what would come immediately to the practitioner's mind
would be the tightness of the patient's neck, shoulders and back. How the
patient's structure was imbalancedmightbe the focus of exploration.

It is a necessary part of learning of Oriental medicine that students
enjoy a focus on the simpler aspects of the medicine before progressingto
a more sophisticated understanding and practice. Certainly, a review of the
famed Oriental apprenticeship demonstrates that it supplies ample periods
of just such a concentration. Thus, it is practical that students of medicine
in the West should focus on the simpler aspects, the correspondences of
pathological syndromes, as a means of grasping the initial concepts.
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However, as in the Orient, this understanding should mature, and the early
focus should give way to a more sophisticated understanding. One syn
chronistic model we can use to develop a deeper understanding of the
inseparability of mental, emotive, energetic, and physical states, is natural
adaptation.

Any organism, whether "diseased" or "healthy," manifests a continu
ous adaptation to changing internaland externalenvironments. The patho
logies of Oriental medicine are adaptive responses to either internally or
externally generated pressures on the organism. No distinction need be
made between mental, emotive, energetic, or bodily sources of adaptive
stress. Each is a stress on the individual's condition to which the person
must adapt or suffer some degradation of capacity. The homeostatic func
tions work at all levels, from the biochemical to the energetic. The fact that
we label those states we consider undesirable as disease or pathology does
not make the condition any less adaptive. In the Oriental tradition, where
the relativistic nature of energy, the continuum of what we callmind, emo
tion, energy, and body, is more strongly reinforced by the intellectual
environment, there is less temptation to separate the adaptations of mind
and body. For us, with our longstanding Cartesian prejudices, difficult
conceptual problems arise, not because the models are inherendy difficult,
but because we must maintain a constant vigilance for our own habits of
mind.

Using our adaptive model there is no need to differentiate mind, body,
emotions, energetics. Since the pathology is the result of an adaptive
response to environmental pressures, the person will exhibit natural
homeostatic responses. It is likely that if these responses are desirable for
the person, they will not seek a cure, there being no perceived need to
change the condition. Those for whomthe adaptations areundesirable will
seekhelp at someindividually and culturally determined threshold of pain,
discomfort, or even some perceived departure from an ideal or norm.
Since the patient is already in an adapted, homeostatic state, any disruption
of that state, the insertion of needles for instance, can initiate a further
adaptive response. Healing results from influencing the natural, adaptive
homeostasis.
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The Internal Trajectories
of the Twelve Meridians

Although definitive statements about the internal trajectories of the
twelve meridians, and the relationships these internal pathways have with
the internal organs, can be made only presumptuously, interesting and
noteworthy energetic connections between the organs and meridians are
commonly described. To understand these relationships it is helpful to
examine the language with which these pathways are classically described.
When the internal trajectory of a meridian goes to its own organ — for
example, when the liver meridian arrives at the liver organ —it is said to
"permeate" or "belong to" that organ. Here the character used, shu IS, has
the connotation of a complete permeation of the organ by the meridian.
Rather than just passing through or arriving at the organ, it roots into it
completely. This use also seems to imply a concept of mutual ownership:
the organowns the meridian and vice versa. It is a complete, total relation
ship, as if the distinction between the meridian and the organ were only a
matter of degree. Thus, the liver and the liver meridian are a whole,just as
a river and the lakes that it forms are separately named, yet inseparable.

This is not the case for the relationship between a meridian and its
coupled organ. When an internal trajectory goes to a coupled organ —for
example, the liver to the gallbladder — the internal trajectory is said to
"spirally wrap" (luolS) the organ. This implies a less physical and less total
energetic connection than is expressed by the term "permeate." The meri
dian encloses or wraps rather than permeates. Continuing the metaphor,
the river passes around a boulder in its stream.

The physical or energetic analogs of these ideas are speculative. Based
on other discussions regarding the nature of the relationship of the meridi
ans in anatomical structures, which we will pursue in greater detail later in
the text, we propose that these connections are effected through the fascia
and connective tissues of the organs. In the instance of a meridian per
meating the organ, the connection would be created through the organ tis
sues themselves. "Spiral wrapping" would be a connection through the
fascialenvelopes of the organs.

However, the general sense of these relationships is not easily formed
as an absolute rule. The model is more complex. There are some interest
ing exceptions to the general concept, namely, the internal trajectories of
the heart and the kidney meridians. Further, the internal trajectories at
times go to or through other organs, not just those with which they are
associated or coupled. These energetic connections are of another order.
Indeed, the kidney internal trajectory, the triple warmer, and "master of the
heart" (pericardium) internal trajectories, are of a very different nature than
all the others, as we shall see as we pursue our inquiry.
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While it is the external trajectories of the twelve meridians that are the
subject of most meridian theories or discussions, it is the internal trajec
tories thatwere classically thought to be the "main" meridians. The super
ficial aspects, on which are located the acupoints, were seen as the
"branches." This implies a less significant role in the energetics of the
body. Again, there are exceptions to this rule —the heart, stomach, and
bladder meridians. The main information to be derived from this idea is
that the more important energetic exchanges and interactions occur within
the internal meridians; the superficial extensions of the meridians describe
the movement of energy through the rest of the body. It is also interesting
to note that some of the body's most important points, including those that
are important for diagnostic palpation and treatment, lie on the "main"
meridians that are the exceptions to the rule, i.e., the stomach and bladder
meridians.

Again, we are learning by inference more of what the idea of "main
meridians" means. The overall importance of understanding the internal
trajectories, at least in this context, is two-fold. First, a detailed under
standing and knowledge of the internal pathways plainly demonstrates the
energetic centrality and importance of the hara. Second, a close scrutiny of
the acupoints on these trajectories through the abdomen, particularly those
that are on main pathways, gives us a basic working knowledge of acu
point, meridian, and organ correspondences. These are extremely useful in
diagnosis.

To help provide an accurate image of the internal trajectories, we have
assembled information from several respected sources. These sources
include the Ling Shu (LS 10:104-135); also the Shisijing Fa Hui (Elucidation of
the Fourteen Meridians) from the Ming dynasty in 1341 A.D..1 The author,
Hua Shou, includes the internal trajectories of themeridians, and also gives
detailed descriptions of the earlier Ling Shu information. From modem
China, the Neijingjie Po Sheng Li Xue (Anatomy and Physiology ofthe Yellow
Emperor's Internal Classic), a useful compilation of theoretical materials
from a broad range of classical sources, provided us with significant infor
mation.2 Amodem Japanese researcher, Shinji Imamura, M.D. PhD., in his
article, Zofu Keiraku Oyohi Chukankeiraku no Ruchu Ni Tsuite (Pathways of
the Internal Meridians),3 provided us with remarkable internal meridian
descriptions. These are the results of his careful and detailed research of
all the old texts coupled with the data of modem anatomy andphysiology.

For each meridian, the Ling Shu description provides the basic informa
tion. This is supplemented by the detailed explanations and diagrams
derived from other sources and commentaries. Generally, the yin meridi
ans are more complex and detailed than the yangmeridians, reflecting their
relatively greater importance.
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Internal Trajectories of the Lung Meridian

The Ling Shu describes the internal trajectories of the lung meridian thus:

The vessel BR of the lungs, hand tai yin, starts at the middle
warmer. It comes down and then spirally wraps the large intes
tine. It then returns to and circles the entrance of the stomach,

coming up, and permeates the lungs, then going to and coming
out at the sides (LS 10).

Figure 4.1 - 4.5 Lung meridian trajectory

We may interpret this description in the following manner: The start
ing place is seen as CV-12 (middle of the stomach); from here it passes to
CV-10 (exit of the stomach), then up to CV-13 (entrance of the stomach),
then down to CV-9 (dividing place of water) (Shisi). Next it traverses the
lower part of the large intestine, by way of the greater omentum or possibly
the mesenterial folds, following the length of the large intestine and spirally
wrapping it until it reaches the rectum (ima). From here it returns to CV-13,
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then passes up to the lungs, permeating the lungs (ima). It then follows the
"supporter of the lungs" (Shisi), the bronchii and trachea (ima), to pass out to
the surface at LU-1 (Shisi).

We can also view the first stages of the meridian as a spiral from a
three-dimensional perspective:

Figure 4.6 - 4.10 Sideview of lung meridian trajectory
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Figure 4.14 Stomachmeridian trajectory

53 Internal Trajectories of 12 Meridians

Internal Trajectories of the Large Intestine
Meridian

Figure 4.11 - 4.13 Large intestinemeridian

The Ling Shu describes the main internal trajectory of the large intestine
meridian thus:

[It] comes into ST-12, down to and spirally wrapping the lungs,
then down to the diaphragm, and then permeates the large
intestine (LS 10).

We may interpret this description in the following manner: From ST-
12 the trajectory passes to and spirally wraps the lungs; then, following the
aorta, it passes downward through the diaphragm. Here it splits to per
meate the large intestine (Shisi). Several commentators, including Hua Shuo,
think that this trajectory involves ST-25 (Li Xue).

Internal Trajectories of the Stomach Meridian
The Ling Shu tells us that at ST-12, the "main" meridian passes down

along the chestand abdomen to ST-30, while the branch:

. . . passes down to the diaphragm (fromST-12), permeates the
stomach, and spirally wraps the spleen. Another branch start
ing at the exit of the stomach passes down through the lining
of the abdomen to ST-30 (LS 10).

Most commentaries agree with this simple trajectory, the one notable
exception being the Lei Jing (The Classic of Categories), which tells us that
the branch that comes down through the lining of the abdomen to ST-30,
comes down slighdy lateral to the kidney meridian, starting at the same
level as KI-16 (Li Xue).
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Internal Trajectories of the Spleen Meridian

The spleen vessel comes into the abdomen, permeates the
spleen, and spirally wraps the stomach, comes up past the
diaphragm, surrounds the throat, makes contact with and
disperses into the base of the tongue (LS 10).

This passageis interpeted to mean that the spleen meridian rises up the
leg to SP-12 on the abdomen, thence to SP-13, to CV-3, to CV-4, to SP-14,
to SP-15, to CV-10, to SP-16, to GB-24 to LV-14, to CV-12. There is also
some suggestion of a downward connection to CV-10 from here, which
would create a cyclic pattern. Generally, however, the internal trajectory
starts from CV-12, passes inside to and permeates the spleen, then comes
to and spirally wraps the stomach (Shisi). There it comes up through or
along the esophagus to the base of the tongue (ima). From this trajectory a
branch passes to the heart (Ima) (Shisi).

Internal Trajectories of the Heart Meridian

The heart, hand shao yin vessel, starts at the center of the heart,
comesout and permeates the supporter of the heart, goes down
to and spirally wraps the small intestine. A branch following
the supporter of the heart surrounds the throat and passes up
to and makes contact with the supporter of the eye. The main
meridian following the supporter of the heart goes up to the
lungs, comes out below the armpit, and then starts at HT-1
(LS 10).

The heart meridian has its origin in the heart itself, but does not per
meate the heart, rather it permeates the "supporter of the heart," probably
the aorta and other major blood vessels entering and exiting the heart (Ima).
Following the descending abdominal aorta, the descending part of the
"supporter of the heart," it passes down to the mesenteric artery and to the
small intestine, spirally wrapping the small intestine (ima). The branch that
passes upwards, surrounding the throat, and going to the "supporter of the
eyes" (the optic nerve), probably follows the blood vessels passing up into
the head, i.e., the carotid artery (Ima). The main meridian passes from the
"supporter of the heart," probably along the pulmonary artery, to the lungs
and thence to the side of the body, exiting at HT-1 (Ima). A passage from
the Su Wen tells us how the heart and uterus are related:

When the menstruation doesn't come, it means that the blood
vessel of the uterus is stagnant. The vessel of the uterus,
belonging to the heart [meridian], spirally wraps the inside of
the uterus. In this case, qi rises up and presses the lungs from
the lower parts. The heart qi cannot pass down smoothly,
therefore the menses do not come (SW 33:197).
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Figure 4.15 Abdominal pathway
of the spleen meridian
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Figure 4.16 Spleen meridian trajectory
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Internal Trajectories of the Bladder Meridian
The vessel of the bladder, foot tai yang, starts at BL-1 and passes over

the head. The main meridian is the first line on the back, the shu points
line. It then:

. . . comes down the shu line to the lumbar area and goes into
the body, spirally wraps the kidneys, then passes down to and
permeates the bladder (LS 10).

This quotation is usually understood to mean that after spirally wrap
ping the kidneys, the trajectory descends through or with the ureter to the
bladder, to permeate the bladder (Ima). It is possible that in passing from
the lumbar area to spirally wrap the kidneys it passes through the renal
artery.

• BL-23

Figure 4.20 - 4.21 Bladder meridian trajectory

Internal Trajectories of the Kidney Meridian
The kidney meridian begins below the small toe, then comes across the

foot to the "heart of the sole" (near KI-1), then to KI-2, and up the leg
alongthe kidney meridian pathway. At the thigh it goes interior:

[It] passes up the spine, permeates the kidneys, and spirally
wraps the bladder (LS 10).

According to most sources the kidney meridian has a complex series of
trajectories. Once the meridian goes internal at the thigh, it passes to the
spine at GV-1, then up the spine (an indefinite distance), back down the
spine and out to KI-11 (Shisi). From KI-11 it superficially passes up to
KI-16.

•



Figure 4.23 Spinal trajectory of the
kidney meridian

57 Internal Trajectories of 12 Meridians

At KI-16 an internal trajectory circles backward between the skin and
the peritoneum (Ima), almost following the dai mai trajectory. The meridian
then enters arid permeates the kidneys (Shisi). Then, passing downward
through the ureter (Ima) to the bladder, it spirally wraps the bladder. This
path also passes out to CV-3 and CV-4 (Li Xue).

km 6

Figure 4.22 Beginnings of the kidney meridian.
Figure 4.24 - 4.25 (Peritoneal)kidney meridian trajectory.
Figure 4.26 Kidney meridian trajectory passingto the bladder.

,C^c=^

From KI-16 the external meridian passes up to KI-21. Here, another
trajectory goes internally to and through the liver and up through the
diaphragm into the lungs (Shisi). There are two main interpretations of the
trajectory after it reaches the lungs. The first posits that from the lungs the
meridian passes along the pulmonary vein to the heart and spirally wraps
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the heart. It further travels to the "inside of the chest," usually seen as
CV-17. CV-17 is the reflex point of the "inside of the chest" and may be a
synonym for upper qihai (Ima). A second interpretation proposes that the
internal trajectory ends at the lungs and that from KI-21 the external meri
dian passes up to KI-25. From this point a trajectory passes inward to
spirally wrap the heart and reach to the "inside of the chest," CV-17 (Ima).

Since Yoshio Manaka's research suggests that KI-25 is a better reflex
point, or mu point, for the heart than the traditional point, CV-14,4 the
second interpretation would thus be better justified. Regardless of interpre
tation, it is interesting to note that the kidney meridian has a trajectory that
spirally wraps the heart, an energetic connection usually reserved for the
coupled yin-yang meridians. These kidney meridian deviations from the
usual relationships have major energetic consequences and ramifications.

Figure 4.27 Kidney meridian trajectory passes through theliver and lungs to theheart.
Figure 4.28 - 4.29 Alternative interpretation of thekidney meridian trajectory.

Internal Trajectories of the Pericardium
Meridian

The vessel of the master of the heart, hand jue yin, heart-
wrapping luo [pericardium], starts at the inside of the chest,
comes out and permeates the heart-wrapping luo, passes down
through the diaphragm, then timelessly spirals down through
the triple warmers (LS 10).

The "inside of the chest" is commonly viewed as CV-17 (Shisi). The
intemal trajectory starts at CV-17, then passes to the pericardium. From
here it passes downwards, probably along the aorta or the esophagus (Ima),
through the diaphragm, then "timelessly" spirally wraps the triple warmers.

•
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Figure 4.30 Pericardium meridian trajectory

Figure 4.31 Pericardium meridian trajectory

59 Internal Trajectories of 12 Meridians

The idea of timelessness offers fascinating insights into the nature of
the triple warmers. The character we translate as "timeless," is HM. This
character has a number of different meanings, including"to pass through"
and "successively." Our selection of "timeless" is based on the Nan Jing
and Zhuang Zi. We propose that this interpretation ameliorates commonly
misinterpreted ideas about the triple warmer and the master of the heart by
emphasizing the absolute energetic nature of these concepts. In a discus
sion relating to the reasons why there are five yin organs and six yang
organs, the Nanjing comments:

The triple warmer has the function of dividing the source qi
W-M and controlling each of these qi. This has a name but has
no form (NJ 38:3,3).

Another passage discusses the same problem:

The master of the heart with the triple warmer are the outside
and lining of the body. They have a name but they have no
form (NJ 25:2,12).

This idea of "no form," in this context, is usually seen to refer to the
absence of a physical organ in the body for the set of functions which we
identify as the triple warmer. It actuallyhas much deeper implications than
the absence of physical substance.

The term "no form," MM, wu xing, is used by Zhuang Zi. We feel that
the Nanjing references the idea of no form from Zhuang Zi.

Absolute jing ©fit has no form. Thejing is tinier than the small
[the concept of smallness]. Rough jing has form. No form
means that it cannot be divided further.5

The idea of no form does not simply refer to absence of material sub
stance. It refers to the essential change of state between matter and energy,
to the basic underlying substrate of material substance. Much like the con
cept of the atom in pre-relativistic physics, or quarks and the multitudinous
sub-atomic particles of currentphysics, it is the theoretical smallest particle
of matter. The "absolutejing" is the precursor of matter or form. While it
is always delightful to find an idea of such sophistication in an ancient
medical text which Western scientific prejudice has overlooked, this is not
such a rare idea. Other classical texts have referred to the concept of no
form in similar terms and we will meet this idea again in our studies. For
now, however, the essential information that we must relate to the interior
energetics from classical description is the sense that rather than the attach
ments of so many imaginary wires, the connections indicated are the con
fluence of quintessential forces. What occurs at this intersection is not
completely described by a terminology that allows us to think of the con
nection of simple electrical currents. It is more like the opposed coils of a
generator or transformer where the currents create a change of state, or a
cyclotron where matter becomes energy.

While admitting that the "passing through" translation of the character
li M is sufficient for the description of the body's interior "wiring diagram,"
and certainly less subject to the criticism of orthodox translation, it lacks
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the recognition of the profound relativism of the classical idea of energy. It
is not just that the trajectory of the pericardium intersects the triple warmer.
The pericardium and triple warmer intertwine and become identical. It is
not just that both the triple warmer and pericardium have no material
organ. Both are gateways to an energeticenvironment that is not limited by
the boundaries of form. Space, matter, and time are not descriptions that
suit the "tiny absolute jing." These are the dimensions of form, not the
boundaries of energy.

Aorta and Vena Cava

(Master of the Heart)

Area of Moving Qi Between the Kidneys
(Related to Small Heart and Ming Men)

Figure 4.32 The pericardium meridian trajectory comprises three parts, the meridian branches - arm
jue yin - the pericardium proper (the protector of the heart) and the master of the heart. Notice the rela
tionships with the "moving qi between the kidneys," the "small heart/ming men," and the kidneys.

We feel at least poetically justified to allow the concept of timelessness
to indicate that this deep, interior connection represented for the classical
authors a boundary where the particular human energies of the body meet
and become the more absolute energies of cosmology.
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Regardless of our reader's willingness to accept our feelings that there is
a tremendous relativism in the ideas, the fact remains that the master of the
heart, the heart-wrapping luo (pericardium) is intimately connected to the
triple warmer. It carries out similar functions. There are effectively three
distinct aspects of this meridian. The first is the branch, arm jue yin,
which emerges at PC-1 and passes down the arms to PC-9. The second is
the heart-wrapping luo which is a trajectory that passes only around the
heart, in normal usage, the pericardium. The third is the master of the
heart. There are many places (for instance Ling Shu, chapter 10) where
these three names are used in reference to the one meridian.

Diagrammatically these three aspects can be seen as follows: The mas
ter of the heart most logically relates to the aorta. It is an extension of the
heart; branching from this is the heart-wrapping luo and the arm jue yin.6
That arm jue yin branches from the master of the heart is something we
can derive by inference from an understanding of how the other meridians
branch from their main pathways, and from the text of the Ling Shu:

The heart-wrapping luo is the vessel of the master of the heart
(LS 71:494).

The master of the heart is likely the main pathway, with both arm jue yin
and the heart-wrappingluo as branches.

The master of the heart carries out the functions of the shen;7 the heart
stores the shen (SW 23:153). The pericardium, heart-wrappingluo, functions
to protect the heart from all types of disturbance (LS 71:494). If the heart is
injured, the shen will be disturbed and this will result in death or an incur
able disease (SW 14:87); (LS 71:494). The master of the heart functions ener
getically as a communicative pathway for the shen between the heart and
the moving qi between the kidneys.8 In conceptualizing these pathways
and functions, it is evenpossible to see this pathway as the meridian of the
"small heart" or ming men:

The Su Wen says, "At the sides of the seventh vertebra on the
inside, is the small heart." Mr. Yang, the writer of the Tai Su,
says, "There are twenty-one vertebrae in the person. Counting
upwards from thelower parts, to the sides of the seventh verte
bra, on the left is the kidney, on the right is ming men. Ming
men is the small heart." The Nanjing says, "The source of the
heart comes out at PC-7; thus PC-7 belongs to arm jue yin.
Wrapping luo, helping fire, this is the meridian of the small
heart."9

This particular passage from Liu Wan Su gives us a significant description
of the pericardium meridian, as it is commonlycalled, and its various inter
nal trajectories. This significance willbecome clearer in later chapters. For
now, however, we may expand our diagrammatic representation of the
internal trajectories to the kidney (see last figure).
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Internal Trajectories of the Triple Warmer
Meridian

Having passed up the lateral aspect of the arm from the ring finger, the
triple warmer meridian passes to ST-12:

[It] comes in at ST-12, then passes down to CV-17, disperses
[into the chest], and drops down into the pericardium. It then
passes down through the diaphragm, circles down through and
permeates the triple warmers. A branch starting at CV-17
passes back up to ST-12 (LS 10).

When the meridian "disperses" into the chest it is like a pervasive
spray. The stream widens and becomes less dense, the picture is one of
rain covering and moistening rather than a river passing through. Notice
also that it does not spirally wrap the pericardium. Rather, it "drops down"
as if it filtered through after dispersing from CV-17 into the chest.

This idea helps us see the relationship of the triple warmer to the
breathing process. Perhaps this relationship to breath and the movement
of breath downward to below the umbilicus is related to the action of

"dispersion into the chest." Air is drawn into the lungs upon inhalation;
once inside the lungs (inside the chest), it then mingles with the triple
warmer pathway which is dispersing into the chest. Then, it filters down
to the pericardium. From there it may circle downward through the triple
warmers. This downward movement through the triple warmers may well
be the means by which the qi of breathing arrives below the umbilicus
where it is an important ingredient in the formation of the source qi and
the nourishment of the source.

ST-12/,

CV-17

Figure4.33 - 4.34 Triplewarmer meridian trajectory.
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Internal Trajectories of the Gallbladder
Meridian

Having come down from the head, a trajectory passes to ST-12.

[Thence] it passes to the inside of the chest and then down. It
passes through the diaphragm, spirally wraps the liver and per
meates the gallbladder. Then it circles round the inside of the
lining of the ribs and the side of the body, and comes down to
ST-30 (LS10).

Figure 4.35 - 4.37 Gallbladder meridian trajectory.
Figure 4.38 Sideviewof the gallbladder meridiantrajectory to ST-30.
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In this case, "the inside of the chest" is seen as the sides of the chest,
around PC-1 (Shisi). In general, we should be aware that the inside of the
chest has a wider meaning which depends on context. It can be inside the
chest, CV-17, the sides of the chest, as well as some other less common
referents. In coming down through the diaphragm it probably passes
through the esophagus and then the stomach, before it passes to and
spirally wraps the liver (Ima). After this, it permeates the gallbladder. In cir
cling around on the inside of the lining of the ribs and the sides of the
body it passes out to LV-13, and then to ST-30 (Shisi).

Internal Trajectories of the Liver Meridian
The liver meridian rises up the medial sides of the legs from the big

toes.

[It then] comes into the yin organs [sexual organs] and circles
around the yin organs. Then it passes through the small abdo
men; then up to and surrounding the stomach; then it per
meates the liver, and spirally wraps the gallbladder. It comes
up and passes through the diaphragm, up the sides of the ribs,
up behind the trachea, to behind the throat. Then it rises up
the cheeks, comes into the eyes, passes up the forehead and
meets the du mai at the top of the head. ... A branch
separates from the liver, passes up through the diaphragm, and
goes to the lungs (LS 10).

After circling around the sexual organs it passes into the small abdo
men, the kidney reflex area, and an area below the umbilicus described by,
or including CV-2, CV-3, CV-4 (Shisi). Then it passes up to and surrounds
the stomach, permeates the liver, and spirally wraps the gallbladder. When
it passes up and out to the sides, it surfaces at LV-13 and re-enters inter
nally at LV-14 (Shisi).

The trajectory that passes up to and meets the du mai joins at GV-20
(Shisi). The branch passes up to the lungs, then comes down to the middle
warmer and "surrounds CV-12" (Shisi). Once at CV-12, the cycle of the
twelve meridians is ready to start again, as the lung meridian has its origin
at CV-12. This interpretation of the meridians beginning at CV-12 and
ending at CV-12 so that they make a complete circuit is one that comes
from the Shisijing Fa Hui.

The Ling Shu contains another very different idea about the pathways
of the liver meridian which also brings it back full circle to the lung meri
dian. This interpretation is particularly interesting in that the trajectory
includes the du mai and passes up the abdomen to enter the chest at ST-12.

The liver meridian passes up to the liver. [From the liver] it
passes up through to the lungs, rises up to the throat, to the
nasal pharynx, to the nose. Abranch splits and rises to the top
of the forehead, to the top of the head. It then goes down
around the spine into the sacrum-coccyx; this is the du mai.
[It passes inside and] spirally wraps the yin organs. It passes
up to the pubic hairs, [goes up to and] enters the umbilicus,
rises up the lining of the abdomen, enters at ST-12, passes
down into the lungs and comes out at tai yin [the lung meri
dian] (LS 16:186).

D

Figure4.39 Liver meridian trajectory

Figure 4.40 Liver meridian trajectory

Figure 4.41 Liver meridian trajectory
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Origins and Energetics
In Chinese thought, the concept of an origin or source is very common.

It is important to the systems of Chinese astronomy and is mirrored on a
smaller scale in the human body. This source is known by many names,
but is always essentially the same concept. Since the language in which the
source is described is difficult in many ways, the interpretation of the
source concept tends to be specialized. Cultural anthropologists find
descriptions of cultural trends, students of religion find religious ideas, and
practitioners of the meditative arts discover descriptions of meditative
experiences. In translated Oriental medical literature the idea of source is
often either ignored or left as a vague generalization. Modern medical
language in particular finds interpretation of such ideas speculative, and in
many ways prefers more precise, if smaller, ideas.

Again we meet with the difficulty of translating a character language
where borrowing or re-defining, and the loss of the context necessary to
understand the characters as they were used in a particular time and place,
complicates the understanding of any passage. Finally, we are faced with
the admission that any discussion attempting to interpret very central ideas
must be speculative. However, the reasons to shy away from speculation
— opposing criticism or interpretation — are not sufficient to vitiate the
benefits of speculative discussion. From our efforts to understand the
ideas most important to the Chinese who helped create Oriental medicine
we may gain broader perspectives, deeper insights, new applications, and
increased sensitivity to the refinements of the medicine.

One of the first sciences in which the idea of an ultimate source was

developed and discussed was astronomy. In a very early age, as happened
in most civilizations, the Chinese recognized that the stars moved in regular
patterns. They learned to measure these movements, to make accurate
calendars, and to predict seasonal variances that were helpful to an agrarian
society. Indeed their records remain today as a source for modern astrono
mers seeking historic data.

As the earth rotates, the stars are seen to describe near circular patterns
around an axis. This axis corresponds to a line that coincides with the axis
of the earth's rotation, at about twenty three and a half degrees from the
vertical.1 If we were to stand on the terrestrial north pole and look direcdy
upward for a period of time, we would notice that all the stars revolve
around one star that doesn't appear to move. This star is the north pole
star and lies almost exacdy on the axis of the earth's rotation. Today this
star is Polaris, which can be found in the Litde Dipper (Ursa Minor) con
stellation. The south pole star presents the same illusion of centrality in the
southern hemisphere.
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Polaris was not always the north pole star, nor will it always be.
Because the earth is not a perfect sphere, its axis wobbles through a period
of approximately 26,500 years, describing an imaginary circle dirough the
heavens. This imaginary circle is what is called the ecliptic. The process is
known as the precession of the equinoxes. What results over this period
of time is a series of different stars becoming the pole star. For instance,
from around 1000-500 B.C. the star Kochab, which is at the the end of the
Ursa Minor constellation opposite the star Polaris, was the north pole star
around which the heavens were seen to turn. By approximately 13,000
A.D., the star Vega will become the north pole star (S&c 3:259)} The Chinese
wereaware of this precession at leastas early as 3000 B.C..

Needham's research recounts that many other stars were once pole
stars and that this function is reflected in their names:

It is therefore a fact of the greatest interest that we find, along
the whole length of the path which it [the pole] has traversed
since that date (about 3000 B.C.), stars which have preserved
Chinese names indicating that they were at various times pole
stars, but later ceased to be so (S&C 3:259)!

One of these stars, for example, is tian shu :^fll, the pole star in 350 A.D.
(S&C 3:278,281). Tian shu lies within the siJu, four supports constellation.
This was the pole star of the Han dynasty (S&C 3:260-261). Tian shu is also
the name of die first star in the big dipper. In fact, several of the stars of
the big dipper have relevance for us (S&C 3:232-233).

Thus, we have two stars named tianshu, one of which was oncea pole
star, and one of which has significance with reference to the polestar. The
name tian shu seems to have been a general synonym for the north pole
star. It was accorded much significance in the systems of Chinese astron
omy.

The ShiMing says that tian shu is "the master of heaven, the north star"
(Mor). The Guan Xiang Wan Zhan says:

The first is tian shu; the first is the north constellation. This is
the most respectable star of heaven; this string star is the shu
[pivot] of heaven (Mor).

Another pole star, or synonym for the pole star, was zhongji +»ffi, which
was thus described by die Yunji QiQian:

[Zhong ji is] the centerof heaven, the highest star. This star is
in the best place in the heavens. This is the highest and most
respectable; it is the master of many stars (Mor).

Zhong ji doesn't seem to refer to a specific star, it is more a general
synonym for the pole star.

Another name commonly associated with the pole star is tai yi ~%Zj .
The star tai yi was also a former pole star (S&C 3:260). This name is of par
ticular interest since taiyi izZ* is synonymous with taiyiX—? "The great
one," tai yi is also synonymous with taiji ^ffi the great, ultimate pole (Fuj).
Tai yi, the great one, is another general synonym for the pole star. The Shi
Ji tells us:
•
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The middle palace, heaven's ultimate star, the one which is
bright, is the great one. The position of it is always the same
(Mor).

The middle palace is the area around the pole star that was seen as the
center of the heavens. The Shiji informs us that it is synonymous with zi
gong ^IeT, the purple palace(Mor).

The Sou Shen Ji says that zi gong is "the place where the shen xien
dwell" (Mor). The shen xien are the immortals of Daoist mythology. The
general significance of the great one can be seen in the following quotes
from the Shiji and the Lu Shi Chun Qiu.

The noble heaven, shen, is the great one (Mor). The myriad
things emerge and are created in the great one, the alchemical
changingof yin and yang (Mor).

As the heavens turn around the pole star, the creation of yin and yang was
seen to occur, for the pole star is the very center and thus the origin of all
movement and process in the universe. It is the only place in the heavens
whose "position is always the same."

The one,yi —is often synonymouswith the tai yi; the Huai Nan Zisays
of the one:

The Dao begins at the one.
The one itself does not create.

The one divides and then becomes yin and yang.
Yin and yangunite harmoniously,
subsequendy everything iscreated (HNZ 3:167).*

Taiji can be seen in a similarvein:

In tai ji the basic qi is still blending before heaven and earth
divide.5

This idea is very similar to the concept of tai yi as that from which every
thing emerges and is created, since the basic qi is like the primordial qi
from which all else comes.

The tai yi, the great one, and tai ji, the great ultimate, are nearly
synonymous with one another. The Yijing references tai ji to the creation
of yin and yang, the dual nature: "The yi has tai ji; this creates the dual
nature."6

As the reader has undoubtedly recognized, tian shu is the name of the
acupoint ST-25 found to either side of the umbilicus. Zhong ji is the acu
point CV-3 and tai yi is the name of ST-23. Thus, we have at least three
points on the abdomen which are named after the north pole star or a pre
vious pole star. Zi gong, the purple palace, an area around the pole star, is
also the name of an acupoint, CV-19. Tian shu, tai yi, and zhong ji are
important philosophical concepts as well. They represent the original
movement, the "one" from which spring yin and yang and all else. What
the names of these acupoints indicate is that the Chinese chose to relate an
area in the abdomen to the polar region of the heavens. In some fashion,
they considered this area as a microcosmic reflection of the center of the
heavens. The Chinese envisioned a microcosmic universe in the body that
mirrored the universe itself.
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This parallel is consistent in the medical context. ST-25 is described as
having a pivotal role in the body; metaphorically it is equivalent to tian
shu's pivotal role in the heavens:

Above tian shu is controlled by heaven qi.
Below tian shu is controlled by earth qi (SW 68:397).

In this quotation, tian shu is very probably ST-25, which would accord
great significance to this acupoint.

The same parallels exist for tai yi and tai ji. In the eleventh century, the
Tong Ren Shu Xue Zhenjiu Tujing (Bronze Statue Textbook ofAcupuncture)
named ST-23 tai yi ^^ rather than tai yi ~XZj.7 Tai yi, in its known rela
tionship to tai yi the great one, can be seen in the following passage from
the famous twelfth century herbalist Liu Wan Su, who quite clearly
expresses the importance of tai yi in the body:

Tai yi is the heavenly true basic qi. It is not yin; it is not yang.
It is not cold; it is not hot. Inside the jing, qi is created. Inside
the qi, shen is created. Shen is able to control the form. There
fore, jingis the root of theshenqi.8

Tai yi as the "heavenly true basic qi" is seen in the same vein as tai ji, the
great ultimate. Both ideas attempt to express the ultimate point where the
basic qi acts before heaven and earth, yin and yang, divide. Before the
qualities of hot and cold, yin and yang exist, there is a single unity and this
unity is named and philosophically related to the polar region of the
heavens.

The north pole star has many other interesting names and connota
tions, one of which relates to the emperor and his family. The Chinese
emperor was the heavenly child, tian zi. He inhabited the middle palace;
he was the mediator of heavenly and human affairs. Certain stars around
the pole star or found within the middle palace carry the names of the
emperor and his family (S&C 3:260-261). The Big Dipper, Ursa Major, held
something of a similar significance (S&C 3:241). Needham describes this fig
ure in the ladle as a "celestial bureaucrat" (S&C 3:241).

The bigdipper and the pole starwere symbolically significant in many
ways. Consider Henri Maspero's description of a vision of certain entities
in the body as experienced through a particularDaoistmeditation.

On the day of the establishing of spring, at the midnight hour, I
sit down facing the east; I breathe the breath nine times, I swal
low saliva thirty five times. That done, I concentrate upon the
seven stars of the great bear; litde by litde they come down
onto the top of my head. Then, I turn toward heaven, in the
direction of the handle [of the great bear]. . .9

Maspero comments on the whole passage describing this vision:

We see that the gods come down from the great bear for the
adept. This is because man and heaven are in fact alike. These
gods that the adept sees through meditation, sitting upon
thrones within him, are also the gods who are enthroned in
heaven and govern the world.10
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There are other passages that have analagous correspondences and
ideas. In describing die "three ones, supreme divinities of the three sec
tions of the body," Maspero quotes a Daoistwork:

The perfect man, the great one, in his left hand holds the han
dle of the bushel [the bigdipper, great bear]; in his right hand
the first net of the boreal constellation; that is, the star which
does not move [the pole star]. This perfect man dwells within
the mysterious cinnabar field that is associated with upperdan
tian.11

These passages describe symbolic figures, but what is most interesting
is that phenomena in the heavens had analogous phenomena in people,
since we are mirrors of heaven. The details of these correspondences are
complicated by the fact that many authors at different times, and even in
different areas of China, used a host of different names for the same
phenomena. Though compounding the problems of scholarship, the sys
tem of correspondences is sufficiendy documented to be understood.
What then is the crucial importance and significance of the pole star? It
represents a fixed center in a moving heaven; thus, it provided a fixed
point from which to make observations and measurements. For example,
the twenty-eight xiu, or twenty-eight mansions, are centered around the
pole star (S&C 3:261). These mansions represent fixed points relative to the
pole star by which the movements of the moon couldbe gauged and meas
ured. Needham calls these "lunar mansions" (S&C 3:239).

We understand these mansions as a system of star boundaries or coor
dinates by which the moon's relative movements may be measured and as
the means by which the twelve branches are delineated. In fact, the tem
poral sequence of the trigrams, the twelvebranches and the four directions,
were all seen in relation to the twenty-eight lunar mansions and the pole
Star (S&C 3:248).

The twelve-year cycle of the branches is related to the nearly twelve-
year cycle of Jupiter (S&C 3:402). The daily cycle of the branches in twelve
bihourly periods is related to the division of the day and thus the rotation
of the earth around its own axis (S&C 3:398). Some scholars propose that the
ten stems are also centered around the pole star, with the fifth and sixth
stems at the center near the pole star itself.12 The stems are thus related to
the movements of the earth around thesun.13 The sixty years of the stem-
branch cycle appear to be correlated to the conjunction of Jupiter and
Saturn (S&C 3:408). Aside from the correspondences of the twelve branches
to the twelve meridians (LS 10; NJ 1), and the ten stems to the five-phase
points and organs (NJ 64; NJ 33). They were important in medical theory for
calibrating and describing rhythmic occurrences in the body, such as the
cyclingof the wei qi and ying qi (LS 15; LS 76; NJ 1).

What is important in the uses of the stems and branches as circumpo-
lar systems is that the astronomical phenomena they reference produce
cyclic rhythms on the earth, in particular in the geomagnetic field direcdy
(or through the earth's gravitational field). As such it is possible to see the
stem-branch cycles as describing geometrical coordinates within space and
time, or within the "space-time continuum." These coordinates, using the
north pole star as the most fixed reference point, then used the regular and
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repeated movements of other celestial bodies, the Sun, Moon, and Jupiter,
as further reference points. At any particular time within this geometrical
system, specific changes and phenomena were described as occurring in
the body. If the geomagnetic field is seen as the main medium for these
phenomena, wecan find much support in modern literature.14

The north pole star, as the central coordinate in this geometrical sys
tem, was thus extremely significant. Indeed, many of the important sys
tems or ideas that influenced much of Chinese life and medicine are cen

tered around or based on the pole star. It is probably because of these rela
tionships that the emperor, who was symbolically the center of Chinese
culture, was compared to the pole star (S&C 3:240). We feel that the deli
berate selection of names for acupoints or areas of the body from the voca
bulary of astronomy, and the particular symbolism of the pole star, was
designed to create symbolic analogies. This is especially true in the relation
of tian shu and the pivotal nature of the pole star to the moving qi between
the kidneys. This, the central energetic focus of the body, has a pivotal role
as the yin-yang, water-fire poles are centered here. We can also think of
this as being the "great one."

These relationships are more significant as they are neither partial, nor
occasional, but consistent and complete. Several of the big dipper stars are
significant as they complete the pole star analogy found in the names of
important points in the hara. In particular the second and third stars, (tian)
xuan and (tian) ji are important.15 Xuan ji is the name of an astronomical
sighting tube used by classical Chinese astronomers. It was pointed at the
pole star, then observations and measurements were made.16 Also, xuan ji
is used to refer to the second and third stars of the big dipper, and is thus a
synonym for the big dipper itself (Mor). Xuan ji is also the name of the acu
point CV-21. The relationship of CV-21 to zhong ji, CV-3, for example, is
speculative, but fascinating. One practitioner in Japan, Naoichi Kuzome,
notes that tension of the rectus abdominis muscles (on which lie ST-25 and
ST-23, and between which lies CV-3) stresses the rib cage, resulting in a
palpable pain around CV-21. Thus, pain found around CV-21 is indicative
of tension in these areas and a particularShiatsu technique that relieves this
tension.

The fourth and fifth stars of the big dipper are also important. If we
examine the etymology of the name of the fifth star, yu heng, we note that
heng Hr refers to an astronomical machine used to calibrate the movement
of the stars.17 Heng is associated with another important concept, chuan
heng, pivot. Chuan is part of the name of the fourth star of the big dipper,
tian chuan. The Su Wen explains,

The qi goesback to chuan heng [the pivot]. If the pivot is nor
mal, the pulse will be normal (SW 21:139).

The characters we translate as "pivot" are the same charactersused to refer
to the fourth and fifth stars of the big dipper. Chuan also refers to the
weight on a bar scale; heng also refers to the bar of a bar scale (Fuj). The
pivot refers to the kidneys or the moving qi between the kidneys.18 At the
least, this concept pertains to a balance of fundamental energies. The rela
tive balance (healthiness) of the qihai dantian area of the hara is the pivot,
the relative balance of water-fire, yin-yang in the moving qi between the
kidneys.
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The big dipper was generally called the bei tou qi xing Jt4-t:S. and at
times called simply bei tou, north constellation(Mor). The Huai Nan Zi says
of the bei tou:

The shen of the north constellation has female and male

[parts]. The male goes to the left side, the female to the right
(HNZ 3:190).

In medical literature, the left side of the body was seen as more yang (male)
and the right side of the body more yin, (female) (SW 5). This idea is prob
ably based in part on the quote from the Huai NanZi.

We can see that not only the specific areas of the abdomen, below and
around the umbilicus, were named after highly significant stars and con
stellations, but also the general nature of the body was reflected in the anal
ogy thus created. Again, these relationships are neither unusual nor iso
lated, but appear in medical and non-medical literature alike.

There are other energetic considerations that represent extensions of
this cosmological model. The umbilicus itself was considered a central
focus for the body. This idea also specifically references the north pole
star acupoints on the abdomen as well as other important philosophical
and energetic concepts that appear as the names of acupoints. The Yun-Ji
Qijian says:

The umbilicus is the life of the person [represents the living
energies of the person].
One name [for it] is zhong ji.
One name [for it] is tai yuan.
One name [for it] is kun lun.
One name [for it] is te shu.
One name [for it] is wu cheng (Mor).

Zhong ji is CV-3, tai yuan is LU-9, kun lun is BL-60. Te shu probably
refers to tian shu and wu cheng refers to the five mansions on the top of
kun lun mountain. Bao Pu Zi says: "On the top of the kun lun mountains,
there are the five mansions" (Mor).

In Daoist mythology, the Kun Lun mountain or mountain range was
imagined to be at the western end of China in Tibet. This was the origin of
the Yellow River and was seen as the origin of the center of early Chinese
civilization. It is now given a certain location and said to be a specific
mountain range, but there are no ancient maps that show any particular
location. Morohashi notes that kunlun is often thought of as kuntun; the
two can be seen as synonymous partly because theirpronunciation is very
similar and partly from etymological considerations. In Daoist mythology
kuntun is also very important, as the origin of everything, as a precursor of
qi. The YunjiQiQian, apparently quoting the Tai Su, states:

The great origin of nature's qi [before the basic qi divides] are
the big rains. It is like the condition of the child of a chicken
[an egg]. It is called kuntun. [It is] dark yellow; [it has] no
light, no form, no sounds, no voice, no beginning,19 no roots.
Inside this [place] dark [and] deep inside, there is jing. This
jing is for certain. [With] the great threads [there is] no longer
an exterior, [it is] wide, slow and empty. At the center [of this]
deep and dark origin, the one qi is created (Mor).
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This is an extremely difficult passage. It is helpful to know that in Daoist
mythology the earth was seen as suspended and cocooned within a vast
network or web of threads hanging down from heaven that controlled ter
restrial events. If we try to analyze thispassage completely, webecome lost
in speculation. However, it is clear that the idea of kuntun and thus kun-
lun is, like the idea of the pole star, an idea of the origin of everything.
Kunlunis the earthlyequivalent of the pole star.

The Huai Nan Zi supports the interpretation of kunlun as kuntun.

Everything is madly, hurriedly created; subsequendy, there is
no origin. The river has nine curves and streams to the ocean.
Subsequendy (it) streams without end, because of the transpor
tation of kun lun (HNZ 6:3-4).

This is a strong parallel to the idea of kun tun. Kun lun, as the mythical
mountain range on which the Daoist immortals dwelled, has tai yuan as a
synonym. Morohashi describes tai yuan as the place where the realized
person or sage dwells. The Huang Di Wai Jing Jing makes reference to it as
the place where the sages obtain their sustenance, a symbolic place in
heaven where the sage lives, "riding on the dragon's back to travel the five
oceans(Mor). The Can Dong Qi describes the peculiarqualities of tai yuan:

The realized person [sage] attains the unusual; it is like some
thing; it is like nothing. Wandering at tai yuan, sometimes
sinking, sometimes floating (Mor).

Tai yuan, as LU-9, is particularly important for us as#it is the place of the
pulse.

The Nan Jing begins with discussions of pulse diagnosis. Initially it
seems to be explaining and expanding an earlier discussion from the Ling
Shu. Here again, we reference the north pole star and the Chinese system
of astronomy.

The Yellow Emperor asked, "What does 'fifty ying' mean?"

Qi Bo answered, "Heaven has twenty-eight xiu [mansions].
One xiu equals thirty-six measurements. Thirty-six parts to the
twenty-eightyields one thousand and eight. During one day [it
circles through] the twenty-eight mansions. The person's meri
dians, pulses are above and below, right and left, front and
back [totaling] twenty-eight vessels. They circle the body
[through] 1,620 divisions. Therefore when the person per
forms one exhalation, the pulse moves [beats] twice and the qi
moves three divisions. In one inhalation and one exhalation of

regular breathing, the qi moves six divisions. In ten breaths the
qi moves sixty divisions and the day moves two [tenths of a
degree]. In 270 breaths, the qi moves 1,620 divisions [one
complete circulation of all the meridians]" (LS 15:182).

As is evident, there is a definite need for some clarification, which the
Nanjing author tried to supply. Many of the numbers here have interesting
numerological correspondences. At the least, we may determine that the
Chinese understood and used a definite parallel of the movements and
qualities of the heavens and the movements and qualities of the energies
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that structured the human body. The pulse reflects these energies as their
movements are regular, measured and named through an analogy to the
heavens. The NanJing tellus:

All the twelve meridians have moving pulses. Using only the
division mouth [radial pulse] we can decide the death or life,
getting better or worse, of the five yin and six yang organs.
How can we do this? Exacdy [because] the division mouth is
the great meetingplace of the pulses, vessels. This is the mov
ing pulse of hand tai yin. Inhaling and exhaling two hundred
seventy breaths makes the pulse move sixteen zhang and two
forearm divisions. This makes one circulation [of the meridi
ans]. Fifty times a day as thirteen thousand five hundred
breaths, the pulse moves eight hundred ten zhang. It starts at
[the time of] the tiger [third branch], then comes back and
starts again. When the person does one inhalation, the pulse
moves three divisions [and with] one exhalation the pulse
moves three divisions. With one inhalation and one exhala

tion, breathed regularly, the pulse moves six divisions; in one
day and one night, the person breathes about thirteen thousand
five hundred times. The pulse moves fifty circulations through
the body. The clepsydra water drips one hundred times; the
ying and wei go through the yang [areas] twenty-five times.
The ying and wei [move] according to the pulse and go
[through the] yin also twenty five times, and then [this] is one
circulation. Therefore [they go] fifty times [and] meet again at
hand tai yin. Division mouth [the radial pulse] is the beginning
and ending place of the five yin and six yang organs (NJ 1:1-2).

This all serves to expand upon the earlier Ling Shu discussion. Know
ing that one forearm division is ten divisions and that the clepsydra water
is a reference to a Han dynasty water clock is interesting, but none of this
helps us understand pulse diagnosis very well. The fact that the Nan Jing
author accorded this strange passage the priority of the first chapter tends
to suggest that this is extremely important material. Fortunately, Wang Shu
He in his wonderful commentary on the Nanjing is much more explicit in
explaining the energetics.

The meridian is [like] a vertical street [way]. The twelve meri
dians are the hand and foot three yin and three yang. The three
hand yang run from the hands [to] the head; the three leg yang
run from the head [to] the feet. The three leg yin run from the
feet [to] the chest. The three arm yin run from the chest [to]
the hands. The pulse, vessel's origin [root, beginning] is at the
moving qi between the kidneys. A source of the moving qi
between the kidneys is created inside the stomach [from food].
Gu qi passes [to] the twelve meridians. All twelve meridians
have moving pulses; [of these] hand tai yin, foot shao yin and
foot yang ming move together and never rest. Using only the
division mouth of arm tai yin, we can decide the death or life,
gettingbetter or worse, of the five yin and six yang organs. The
stomach is the ocean of the five yin and six yang organs. Clear
qi comes up [from the stomach] into the lungs. The lung qi
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starts at tai yin, [moving] next [to] hand yang ming [and] next
[to] foot yang ming, going around and circling all the meridians
day and night without stopping. In the Nei Jing: All [one hun
dred] of the pulses, vessels meet at tai yuan, LU-9, the point
LU-9 is called division mouth (NJ 1:1-2).

Thispassage quite elegandy and more clearly explains why we are able
to take the pulse at the radial artery. But, to fully explain the relationships
described in this passage we must go back to the Ling Shu theory of clear
and unclear qi to which Wang Shu He refers (LS 40).

Foods are seen as unclear; breath, qi, as clear. The breath comes into
the yin organ partof the body. Foods come into the yang organ part of the
body. Portions of the unclear are transformed into a clear part that rises to
the lungs and exits at the throat. Part of the clear is transformed into an
unclear part that is passed downward to enter the stomach. There, since
the stomach is the ocean of the five yin and six yang organs, this qi passes
to the meridian [probably leg tai yin] and then amasses at the ocean.20 The
remaining unclear part of the unclear passes into hand tai yang. The
remaining clear part of the clear passes into hand tai yin and then to the
acupoints.

Wang Shu He's explanation is that gu qi is passed to the twelve meridi
ans. This probably represents the unclear part of the unclear. This nour
ishes the moving qi between the kidneys. This is the hai, ocean, at which
the unclear part collects. The clearqi derived from the unclear rises to the
lungs to become the meridian qi, which enters the lung meridian. This
would be carried via the internal trajectory of the lung meridian from the
acupoints, CV-10, CV-12, CV-13, often seen at the lower, middle, and
upper portions of the stomach, to the lungs:

Hand tai yin, foot shao yin, and foot yang ming move together
and never rest.

The constant process of refining and separating the clear and the
unclear is a permanent dynamic function of the stomach and lungs. The
relationship of the stomach and lungs to the meridians, qihai, and the mov
ing qi between the kidneys is the interrelation that drives the pulse. Wang
Shu He seems to be saying that it is because of tai yuan's function that we
are able to measure the wellbeing of the organs. Tai yuan's relationship to
zhongji, the root of the body, qihai dantian, is the critical connection. The
energetics of breathing and eatingcenter in the movingqi between the kid
neys.21

Interestingly, tai yuan also refers to the bottom of a waterfall where the
water has worn away the rock. It is a pond created by the force of a mov
ing stream: "All the pulses, vessels meet at tai yuan" (Fuj; Mor). Energetically
and symbolically, the radial pulse is a powerful diagnostic tool because the
hara is an energetic center.
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This can be seen diagrammatically as:

Lung!

Pulse Palpation

Arm Tai Yin (Lung)

Source Qi

Source Points of the Twelve Meridians

80

Tai Yuan (LU-9)

Figure 5.2 Diagrammatic representation of tai yuan - radial pulse palpation and the energetics of
breathing, digestion, movingqi betweenthe kidneys, and the sourceqi.

The area below the umbilicus in all its names and functions — the

movingqi between the kidneys, the lower dantian, or qihai dantian —has a
vitally important and central role in the body. It is as important to the body
as kunlun is to the formation of qi on the earth and as the north pole star,
zhong ji or tian shu, or tai yi, is to the creation of yin and yang in heaven.

This importance can also be seen in references to dantian. Classically
there were three dantian in thebody.22 The lower dantian, "qihai dantian,"
is situated below the umbilicus near CV-6 and CV-4. Middle dantian is

related to the heart and is situated on the chest, in front of, or near to the
heart. Upper dantian is situated between the eyebrows. The dantian are
energetic centers at which certain energies are stored, interact, and
transform. They are important centers to which the breath is directed and
through which it is circulated in Daoist contemplative breathing practices.23
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Dantian is important in Chinese alchemy, both in external alchemy or early
chemistry and in internal alchemy, die process of self-transformation
through thepursuit of specific developmental techniques and practices.

The areas in the body more specifically related to the intemal practices
of alchemy are also symbolic of some of the external alchemies. The
difference is not uniquely defined. Dan ft refers to cinnabar (HgS, Mercu
ric Sulphide).24 This is a red-colored ore thathas some peculiar properties.
It was mined for early alchemical practices. In fact this must have been a
widespread practice. The Shuo Wenjie Zidefines dan thus:

A red stone from Ba Yue [an area to the north and east of
ancient China], it symbolizes digging holes [mining] (Mor).

The origin of the character dan ft refers to a mine ft in which one finds
cinnabar, the Ninside the character dan (Fuj; Mor). The Shuo Wenjie Zi tells
us that an alternate form of the character refers to the actual vessel or kiln
in which the cinnabar was placed by the alchemists for purification to a
more potent form (Mor).

Tian ffl refers to a field, specifically a field tilled to grow food (Fuj).
This is how the the common translation of the term dantian, "red fields" or
"cinnabar fields" comes to be.

Dan is a substance that was seen to symbolize life itself. There are a
number of reasons for this. Pardy because of its transformative and mut
able qualities, partly because the color of dan in its natural state is bright
red, the substance had powerful magical qualities. At certain times in the
early history of China, in particular the Zhou dynasty, red was a symboli
cally important color, the imperialcolors (S&C 5:5).

Joseph Needham notes that the practice of alchemy seems to date from
before five hundred B.C. (S&C 5:4). The earliest recorded reference to dan
comes from the Yu Gong chapter of the Shu Jing (S&C 5:5) where it was given
symbolic significance since the emperor in China during the Zhou dynasty
was the heavenly child, tian zi, and held a special position in the religious
practices of thepeople. Needham also comments that theuseof red things
or painting things red was a "natural piece of sympathetic magic," as red
was the "colour of blood, and its ceaseless movement" (S&C 5:3).
In the five phases, red symbolizes the phase of fire and fire rules transfor
mation.25

Most importandy for our study, jing ft (or at least the jingqi) is stored
at dantian and is distributed to the rest of the body from there. The Huang
Ting Waijingjing says:

In the dantian is jing qi; the jing qi disperses [to the whole
body] (Mor).

The modem character for jing, W, has the moon radical in the lower right
comer; however, the classical character for jing, ft, had the dan character in
that place (Mor). This has important connotations for the nature of jing as
well as dantian: * is the rice radical, a general term for food. ± refers to
newly germinated younggrasses growing in spring, ft symbolizes life and
livingenergies. The whole character refers to vital energies in living things,
possibly those derived from food (Fuj).
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TheShuo Wenjie Zi supports this idea, and explains the relation of this
to the five phases. In talking about qing, the right part of the jing character
which means bluegreen (cyan), it says:

Qing is the color of the east direction.
Wood creates fire.

Accordingly it [jing] creates dan.
Believe in dan's creation, this is obvious (Mor).

The author of the Shuo Wen was firm about the creation of dan from
qing and its parallel to wood creating fire. Wood relates to qing, the color
cyan, and the east direction. Life was created in the east, symbolically the
origin of everything (the sun rises from the east). This symbolism is stated
in the Su Wen: "The liver creates at the left side" (SW 52:275). Later the Nan
Jing associates the east, left side as the reflex area of the liver (NJ 16; NJ 56).
Since dan is created from qing, east (wood) naturally symbolizes life, and
all the associated symbolism carries overto jing. Needham comments:

It can hardly be without significance that the bright red sub
stance, used in ancient times as what might be called a strong
magic of resurrection, should have turned out to give rise to the
mostliving of the metals, quick (living) silver, metallic mercury.
It but a small step to see dan as symbolizing life itself (S&C 5:3).

By storing this jing the three dantian take on an important energetic
function as storehouses of the qi and jing. By symbolic implication and
energetic function, the three dantian are centers of extreme importance.
The lower dantian also lies in the same area, the hara, where the other
important energetic functions are found.

There is general agreementabout the exact location of lower dantian. It
is said tobe three divisions below the umbilicus,26 near the acupoint CV-4.
Shohaku Honma states that dantian is three divisions below the umbilicus,
centered around CV-4 and extending two divisions either side of that
point.27 Passages from Henri Maspero also support the view that the lower
dantian is three divisions below the umbilicus.28 Yang's seventh-century
commentary on the Nan Jing concurs.29 However, when known by the
name "qihai dantian" a slighdy different location is suggested. Since qihai
is the name of the acupoint CV-6 and is found one and a half divisions
below the umbilicus, the qihai dantian is often located there. Since dantian
is more an area extending to CV-6 and centered around CV-4, this location
too is consistent.

Again, the implications all point to an energetic center of symbolic and
functional import. In Daoist contemplative and inner alchemical practices
many practical relationships are suggested. Henri Maspero summarizes the
basic theory and practice:

The human body is indeed a world (microcosm) like the exte
riorworld, that of heaven and earth as the Chinese say(macro
cosm). And it too is peopled with divinities. Life enters into it
with breath (qi). This breath descending into the belly through
breathing, there joins the essence (jing) enclosed in the lower
cinnabarfield, and theirunion produces the spirit (shen)which
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is the master principle of man, causing him to act well or badly,
giving him his personality. This spirit, unlike what we call the
soul, is temporary: formed by the union of breath which has
come from the outside and essence which is contained within

each man, it is destroyed when these separate at the moment of
death; it is reinforced by increasing breath and essence through
appropriate practices.30

This centrality is further demonstrated by the symbolism of the names
of acupoints near dantian in the hara. Qihai, CV-6, is known as the "ocean
of qi," implying an energetic reservoir. The Shuo Wenjie Zi supports this
interpretation, stating that qihai is "heaven's pond, to which all rivers
come" (Mor). Qi flows in the body just as rivers flow on the earth's surface.
Qihai is the place to which all rivers flow.

More than just a center of energies, qihai dantian is the center from
which the energies emanate. This can be seen, for example, in the triple
warmer function of carrying source qi from the center to the extremities,
the source points of the twelve meridians (Nj 66). It is also the center from
which healers derive their energy used for healing. Two of Japan's most
famous acupuncturists, Sorei Yanagiya and Keiri Inoue, used non-insertion
needle techniques, utilizing qi alone to stimulate the acupoints.31 There are
many more examples of qi gong masters, martial artists, and healers who
attribute their abilities to the cultivation of this center.

Dantian is focussed around guan yuan, "the gate of basic," CV-4. The
name guan yuan also has considerable significance. Bunshi Shiroda, a
modem scholar and practitioner, tells us that CV-4 was seen as the "lower
regulator":

The upper regulator is wei wan [CV-12].
The lower regulator isguan yuan [CV-4].32

He also notes that CV-4 is called dantian and quotes Kisei Matsui as saying
"dantian is the secure place of the master of the heart."33 The most signifi
cant aspect of the name is the relationship of yuan x (basic) to the basic qi,
the original or fundamental qi, one of the most fundamental energies of the
body, indeed of the universe itself.

According to the Zhou Yi, basic qi precedes the division or separation
of heaven and earth:

The greatultimate, tai ji, is where the basic qi is stillblending or
swirling before heaven and earth are divided.34

The Shuo Wen says of the basic qi:

The basic qi divides.
The light, clear, yang part becomes heaven.
The heavy, unclear, yin partbecomes earth.35

Heaven and earth arise from the division of the cosmic or basic qi.

There are many ideas about basic qi. It has been seen to arise from
several sources and bring about a number of different effects:
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Thebasic qi is the beginning qi of the great transformation.36
The daois thebasic qi.37
Space creates the basicqi. Basic qi has boundaries [limits].38

As these expressions show, basic qi is a broad concept. The great transfor
mationprobably refers to the division of yin and yang, from the primordial
source, tai yi. The second quote is one of many that demonstrate the
importance of the conceptof basic qi in Daoism. Interestingly, we are told
that basic qi arises from the void, space, but is not limidess. In this sense
basic qi is an underlying qi, the division of which produces odier forms of
qi, yin, and yang. Classically it was related to the process of birth and
death, in particular to the cycles of birth, death, and rebirth:

All living things have qi, they are bom and then they die. This
is the common cycle of heaven and earth. This is nature.
Death is when the basic qi leaves the body and the hun
disperses, returning to the root, returning to the beginning,
returning to the cycle.39

An examination of yuan IS, source, is also revealing. The Chun Qiu
defines yuan as the source and ben *, the root or basic part.40 Basic qi is
almost the same as source qi except that source qi is more active in the
interaction of prenatal and postnatal qi. The basic qi is a somewhat more
primordial concept, related to the creation of life itself. As Sugiyama says,
"The basic qi of before heaven [prenatal qi] is said to be the moving qi
between the kidneys"41 Thus, basic qi is the source of the source qi. Quot
ing from the Chun Qiu Wei Yuan Ming Bao, the authors of Ki No Shiso tell
us, "The basic haslimits and is also thespring of qi."42

The effects of the basic qi are explained in the following passage
quoted from Shinsai Ota, a late seventeenth-century practitioner of anma,
traditional Japanese massage:

If the basic qi of the body stagnates, disease will result. If the
basic qi cannot move, it means impending death. How do we
get stagnation of the basic qi? It is from of overwork of the
heart and shen orjust from overworking (psychological orphy
sical stress). If one has a lotof self-serving desires, the basic qi
stagnates. Overeating, drinking too much alcohol, too much
sexual desire, [exposure to] too much wind, cold, heat, damp
ness or physical trauma, all cause the basic qi to stagnate.
When the basic qi stagnates, the shen qi loses its freshness.
This causes disharmony of the five yin andsix yang organs; the
blood and vessels become stagnant; the joints lose flexibility;
the muscles become tense; the skin becomes dry or edema-
tOUS.

Virtually all pathologies are seen as stemming from stagnation of the basic
qi. This passage expresses quite clearly the underlying, undifferentiated
form of the basic qi.

Thatthere is a point on the abdomen called guan yuan, implies for this
point a very significant role or symbolic function. As with dantian and
qihai, guan yuan may symbolize life. These points and areas all lie at the
energetic center of the body at the moving qi between the kidneys.
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Through their names and associated symbolism, they may be seen symbol
icallyas belonging to the center where the source is located.

There are also a number of points on the back at the same level as
these points on the abdomen. Qihai shu, BL-24, and guan yuan shu,
BL-26, are probably related to CV-6 and CV-4. Often, these points are
checked for reactions when CV-6 or CV-4 are reactive on palpation. It is
possible that these two points treat the problems that create the reactive
ness on CV-6 or CV-4. Mingmen, GV-4, is also related to these points and
this area in the abdomen. It too shares a relation to the energetic center and
the origin of life:

The person is created on the earth, the S [thread that hangs
down to hook onto the] ming, in heaven. Heaven and earth
meet the qi; it is called the person (SW 25:159).

This is a difficult passage. The character S is the modem form of S$,
which commonly means to "hang" or "suspend." Thus, the passage refers
to the creation of the person and the suspension of personal life (ming)
from heaven. The character M specifically refers to a thread that hangs
down to hook onto something (Fuj). This usage recalls the Daoist creation
story that explains the relation of heaven, person, and earth. In this story,ji
ft, "heaven's loom," weaves the threads, the jing (vertical threads, meridi
ans) of the fabric of the universe (Kad).** This may be related to the other
Chinese concepts of meridian cycles controlled by the cycles of the stars
and constellations.45

The term ji, in other Daoist contexts, refers to the idea of a "germ."
Here, germ implies the sense of "germ cell" or "germination," the sourceof
life. The Zhuang Zi contains an interesting discussion that appears to be a
theory of evolution. All things start at the ji, the germ, changing into larger
creatures, ultimately producingman. Needham offers an excellent transla
tion of this passage (S&C 2:78-79). Similar articles may also be found in the
Lie Zi: "All things come out from the germ and return to the germ."46
These ideas at least hint at the microscopic origins of life. Both these ideas
of ji may well be the same. The threads may be thought of as a germ too,
producingthe sameeffects in livingthings.

A passage from the Huai Nan Zi raises more questions about our
understanding of this term.

The realized man [the sage] is able to attach or connect to tian ji
[heaven'sloom,heaven's germ] inside the body (HNZ 1:74).

This may be referring to a cultivated ability to connect with the threads
from heaven, or the Ling Shu conceptof ming. Thus, we should not think
of the threads as literal threads, but as some kind of energetic connection.
This is important in this context because there are two points on the back
which relate specifically to this idea. Ming men, GV-4, liesbelow the point
xuan shu, GV-5. If we take the Su Wen idea of the thread suspending ming
from heaven, we can see this in these two points. The thread suspends the
ming, life, at mingmen from xuan shu. As we willsee in the next chapters,
ming men is intimately tied to the ideas of the water-fire interaction as the
"small heart," the active aspect of water, the source, and the moving qi
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between the kidneys. While this too is interpretive, we see once again the
implication of a very significant and symbolic function in this area of the
body below the umbilicus, the hara.

Transformations
The classical concept of a source is like a puzzle, each piece joins and

supports the others. We see the hara as the place where many essential
energetic functions occur. It is the residence of basic qi, that energy that
precedes yin and yang, fire and water. It is the meditative center, the driv
ing force of the pulse, the center of meridian circulation, and it plays a
powerful role in classical nutrition theory. The hara is associated with jing,
shen, qi, the essential energies; it is related to majorphilosophical concepts:
middle palace,purple palace,heavenly child, trigrams, branches, stems, and
the dantian. Some of the most important acupoints —CV-3, CV-4, CV-6,
CV-12, CV-17, CV-19, CV-21, ST-23, ST-25, LU-9, BL-60, are either
named as part of the philosophical concepts related to the hara, to its func
tions, or to both. As we have seen, the interior branches of the meridians
interweave the abdomen in a fine tapestry.

While it is true that we must speculate to understand much in the clas
sical literature, the philosophical centrality of the hara is hard to deny. Yet,
if we carefully consider the work of the classical authors, we may also see
that there is another consistent theme: transformation. The area below the

umbilicus, qihai dantian, as well as the other dantian in front of the heart
and between the eyebrows, are areas particularly associated with transfor
mation. In regards to nutrition, energetic anatomy, and qi function, the
abdomen is where essential transformations occur. This idea, though
requiring some interpretation, is particularly reinforced by Daoist alchemi
cal practices.

Transformation is a difficult cause to champion. The misconceptions
and misrepresentations that have plagued the ideas of alchemy and
transmutation have colored the word with derision. For many, the idea is
superstitious nonsense. However, there are ways we can think of transfor
mation thatare worth ourinvestigation. It is possible, forexample, to think
of transformation as simply the processes of digestion and respiration
where elements of the environment are utilized by the body. It is also pos
sible to think of transmutation as the result of the processes of nuclear fis
sion and fusion where chemical elements are transformed by the emission
of subatomic particles. However, it does not always take nuclear reactions,
as we currendy know them, to cause transformation.

Scientists in the last few decades have demonstrated beyond reasonable
doubt that life can transform chemical elements according to need. Much
of the research work done has centered on plants; however, animals and
humans also demonstrate this ability. Louis Kervran, a well-known and
respected French scientist, has led the field in this research.47 He con
ducted much of his own research and compiled the results from a large
number of other studies. These studies range from the geophysical to the
microorganismic and include research on industrial accidents, agriculture,
plantdevelopment, and bone mending. His conclusions provide a startling
challenge to our lay understanding, demonstrating that the old chemical
theories of Lavoisier are outmoded and do not applyin biological systems.
•
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Scientists have, until quite recendy, assumed that chemical elements are
immutable; that is, in a chemical reaction, nothing is lost, nothing created.
Instead, all the elements of the reaction are changed from one state to
another, retaining the integrity and structure of the basic building blocks,
the atoms. This assumption is based on the idea that atomic interaction
occurs only by the exchangeof electrons from the outer orbits of the atom.

Kervran has shown that in biological systems, there are other funda
mental reactions involving the exchange of protons from the core or
nucleus of the atom. One chemical element, for instance Sodium, can be
transmuted to another element, Potassium. These changes are mediated by
biological reactions and catalysts, such as enzymes, and do not require the
enormous power involved in nuclear fission and fusion. Kervran postu
lates that this function is essential to the continued survival of living things,
an essential part of life's adaptability.

Most biological transmutations occur within the first twenty elements
of theperiodic table and to a lesser degree with thenext ten.48 Some exam
ples he cites are the abilities of man's physiology to transmute Nitrogen to
Carbon and Oxygen, Sodium to Potassium, Sodium to Magnesium, Iron to
Manganese and vice versa. Animals such as chickens are able to transmute
Potassium to Calcium, and rats Calcium to Magnesium. In plants, Phos
phorus to Magnesium, and Manganese to Iron transmutations occur.49 The
list of examples is large. What it evidences is that the basic building blocks
of matter are not immutable and are constandy changing. As Kervransays:

Most of the reactions studied can occur with the movement of

an atom of Hydrogen or an atom of Oxygen, thus with the
addition or subtraction of H or addition or subtraction of O.50

The greatest source of Hydrogen and Oxygen is water. Thus it would
follow that water is a substance essential in these transmutations. This mir

rors the nature of water in Chinese thought. The Dao Dejingstates:

Under heaven, nothing is more soft and yielding than water.
Yet for attacking the solid and strong, nothing is better. It has
no equal. The weak can overcome the strong.51

At times the Daoist literature expresses the mutability of water obscurely.
An interesting and potentially important passage from the Huai Nan Zi
compares the nature of heaven and earth, brightness and darkness, fire and
water:

The dao of heaven is round.

The dao of earth is square.
The square controls the darkness.
The round controls the brightness.
Brightness is like blowing qi.
Therefore, fire is the outer shadow.
Darkness is absorbing (containing) qi.
Therefore, water is the internal shadow.
The blowing qi is nourishing.
The absorbing (containing)qi alchemically transforms.
Therefore yang is giving,
and yin is transforming (HNZ 3:133).
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The parts of the passage we want to focus on are the fifth through
eighth lines. Various commentators contend that the "outer shadow" refers
to the shadow that is cast by a light source, such as a fire. The energy or
light from the fire emanates outwards, "blows out," casting its shadow
externally. These commentators note that the "internal shadow" refers to
the shadow that can be seen in water, a reflection. The light is reflected
from the water and the shadow appears internally, as if floating in the
water. Not only does this important reference express the classical concep
tion of the inherent difference between the symbols water and fire, it also
expresses the mutability of water.

If we can recall our own youthful playing in ponds we will remember
that when different objects are placed by the water the reflection will
change. If the water is disturbed, the shadow or image in the water will
change. Water has, in this sense, the ability to transform the image. Thus,
in terms of the passage "the absorbing qi alchemically transforms," and the
nature of yin is "transformative," we see the classical idea of transforma
tion described through the metaphor of the subde, moving changes of a
reflection. The changing image, the interior shadow, stands for the process
of transmutation.

There are passages in the medical literature that state similar principles:
"Water can alchemically transform everything."52 The relationship between
the great symbols fire and water and their associated functions —the kid
neys, heart, master of the heart and triple warmer, the interaction of the
jing, qi, and shen — are the relationships of transmutation. The Daoist
alchemists utilized these elements in their techniques of internal alchemy.
This concept of transmutation was the one that the medical authors most
probably presupposed in their theoretical discussions. We are thus able to
understand that the Chinese concept of transmutation, the result sought
through their alchemies, carries none of the gross misperceptions that have
come to be associated with the word. Instead, they understood that subde
processes of transformation occurred within the human body, that these
processeswere important to human life, and were part of the general nutri
tive, yin, category of events.

While we cannot say, nor expect, that the ancient Chinese medical
authors were aware of biological transmutation in the sense of modern
language and principles of science, we can say that their observations and
theoretical principles lead them to suppose and attempt to describe in their
own symbols the ability of living beings to transform. Perhaps, in the light
of the accomplishments of Kervran and his associates, we can realize that
the ideas of alchemical practices and transformations are not so bizarre.
Kervran suggests that his ideas and findings challenge modem relativistic
and quantum theory, by showing that it cannot be applied to living things
or biological processes. These basic transformations at low energy levels
differ from the exchanges studied in high energy physics.53 It is not that
the general laws of nuclear physics cannot be applied to biological systems,
more that these laws are not the exclusive explanation of transformative
events. There are definitely similarities in these processes, though funda
mentally of different energetic orders.
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That biological transmutation or transformation is a concept and
phenomenon seenin Chinese thought, complements thoseparts of Chinese
theory that parallel the modem ideas of quantum physics. Detailed exami
nation of Daoist and medical concepts reveal ideas quite similar to con
cepts and ideas that are basic to our modem conception of the physical
world. In the Chinese model, bian, change9t; hua, alchemical transforma
tion it\ xing, form^; wu xing, no forrn^^; shen, spirit #; qi, M* each
exemplify aspects that suppose a far more sophisticated understanding of
physical nature than we might expect.

Translations of most of Oriental energetic terminology into simple
English equivalents is usually fruidess, an almost impossible task. Simple
renditions of qi as "energy" did work to facilitate communication of the
earliest understandings, and basic concepts, of a complex symbol, but
should not be taken too literally. The connotations attached to the English
words are sometimes subdy, sometimes grossly different than those of the
concept as it was used traditionally. The idea of "no form" is, for example,
a very complex term that is not clearly understood if we think of it as a
simple absence of substance. In the Nanjing the triple warmer and master
of the heart are said to have a "name but no form" (NJ 25; NJ 38). From this
comes a pervasive idea of the triple warmer and master of the heart as
"insubstantial organs." This, although "correct" and "properly translated,"
is far too incomplete to stimulate an appropriately profound understanding
of the idea; an idea we must explore in detail if we are to gain a reasonable
understanding of how the Chinese saw the processes of change and
transmutation.

Zhuang Zhou conceived of no form as absolute jing, the tiniest non-
divisible, underlying jing, the underlying substrate of material things.54 This
concept ascribes to the triple warmer some important properties and impli
cations. In addition, the concept of no form has been discussed by a
number of classical authors. There have therefore been a number of dif

ferent ideas about the nature of no form. Although slighdy different in
their detail, all refer to the same concept: the pure energetic, immaterial
precursor of both animate and inanimate matter. Some of these discus
sions remind the reader so much of the modern relativistic model that it is

impossible not to think of no form in those terms.

To reiterate what Zhuang Zhou said:

Absolute jing has no form. The jing is tinier than [the concept
of] smallness. Rough jing has form. No form means that it
cannot be divided futher.55

Zhuang Zhou, one of the earliest and most famous Daoist masters,
seems to be talking about the non-divisible components of matter. The
idea of "absolute jing" is almost atomic in nature, perhaps even sub-atomic.
Modem physicists tell us that matter and energy are hard to distinguish.
We cannot really say that atoms or subatomic particles are material or ener
getic; they are both and in some sense neither. How they are perceived is
dependent on the model, measurements, and techniques used to study
them. Yet it is from these basic building blocks that material things are
constructed. Thus, in the terminology of Zhuang Zhou, form is composed
of something that is insubstantial: no form.

•
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There are other ideas about no form. The Shi Ji, the book of history,
tells us:

The Daoists cause the person's jing and shen to become one, to
move and unite with no form (Mor).

Here the term no form is seen in a Daoist context, relative to some Daoist
practice. Another Daoist text, the Huai Nan Zi from 122 B.C., makes
numerous references to the concept of no form. From these we gain
greater insight into the nature of no form:

No form is the great ancestor of matter.
No sound is the great ancestor of the voice.
The child [of no form] is light.
The grandchild [of no form] is water.
All are created from no form (HNZ 2:59-60).

Because of the grammatical structure of these lines we can see this passage
as referring to no form, the parent, giving birth to light, the child, and in
turn to water, the grandchild.

This passage is describing the materialization of no form, the precursor
of material things, from the point at which it cannot be perceived, to a per
ceived state, light. It then evolves to a materialized state, water. This is
remarkably similar to Einstein's idea about the interchange of energy and
matter. In this concept, as energy is slowed down it becomes more
material. As matter speeds up, it becomes more energetic. Matter and
energy are seen as being interchangeable, undergoing changes or transfor
mations back and forth. The same passage from the Huai Nan Zi contin
ues:

Lightcan be seen; it cannot be grasped. Water can be molded;
it cannot be destroyed. Therefore, of all things that have
matter, nothing is more respectable than water (HNZ 2:59-60).

Water is again seen as the highest, first, or most respectable material man
ifestation. This was so clearly understood that it was referred to as obvi
ous: "No forrh thus creates form, this is obvious" (HNZ 105).

Form and no form were found in the Daoist concepts of life, death,
and rebirth:

The form is the abode of life.

The qi is the fullness [plenitude] of life.
The shen is the controller of life (HNZ 77).

The material manifestation, the form, the body, is the dwelling place of life
filled with qi and controlled by shen. No form, on the other hand, was
seen in relation to the one, to tai yi.

It is said, no form is said to be of the one. It is said that the one
cannot be compared with anything below heaven (HNZ 61).

The "one" is the great one, the origin of change and transformation, yin
and yang and all things. No form was seen to derive from, or be related to,
the great one:
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All the myriad things, all of them, can be placed in one
category. The roots of all material things come out from one
gate; its movement is no form; its hua [alchemical transforma
tions] and bian [changes] are like shen (HNZ 2:62-63).

No form is the greatancestor of matter, it is that part of the greatone which
gives rise to matter and all things. The shen is the other part of the great
one, which governs and controls the transformations and changes of no
form. The interaction of shen with no form, or the derivatives of no form,
was seen to be the constant recyclingof life and death.

The form, the material things that are derived from no form, also revert
to no form:

Therefore, when the form declines, the shen which [itself] is
never alchemically transformed, responds by alchemically
transforming [the form]. [Even with] a thousand changes and
ten thousand transmissions, it has not yet begun to polarize.
[The form that is] alchemically transformed returns again to no
form. [The shen that is] never alchemically transformed dwells
together with heaven and earth (HNZ 338).

Shen as the eternal unchanging principle constandy transforms no form to
form at conception and birth and form to no form at death. The passage
continues:

Upon the death of a tree, [the one that made the tree] green
leaves the tree. [The one that made] the tree alive is not the tree
itself. [The one that makes] the form full is not the form itself.
Therefore, [the one that] creates life never dies. [The one that]
was created will die. [The one that] alchemically transforms
things has [itself] never been alchemically transformed. [The
one that] has been alchemically transformed, can be alchemi
cally transformed [is mortal] (HNZ 338).

This idea is described again in another passage from the Huai Nan Zi:

[The one that] creates life, never dies, and [the one that]
alchemically transforms things, is not [itself] alchemically
transformed (HNZ 120).

Life and death were seen as transformations back and forth. The shen,

which catalyzes or controls the transformations, remainsunchanged.

The Lie Zi supports the Huai Nan Zi interpretation of the cycling of no
form between life and death:

"Having form" [life] is created by no form. [The state of] "hav
ingform" returns to no form upondeath.56

Zhuang Zhou says similar things about life and death. For him,
change, bian, rather than alchemical transformation, hua, characterizes the
changingor transformativeprocess of life and death:

If one thinks about the beginnings [of everything], then they
basically have no life. Not only no life, but basically no form.
Not only no form, but basically no qi. The beginnings are
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blending in a dark unclear place. They change and there is qi.
The qi changes and there is form. The form changes and there
is birth. [Then] it changes and passes to [the state of] death.57

Understanding the differences between change, bian, and alchemical
transformation, hua, is important for understanding these different but
parallel ideas from Zhuang Zhou and the Huai Nan Zi. Bian is more like a
change in nature, almost in the way that one season slips into another, or
how yang at the extreme changes into yin. Hua is a radical change, a
transformation of one thing to another, more in the alchemical sense of
transforming or transmuting one substance to another. The.transforma
tions described by Kervran, or the transformation of a seed at germination,
more apdy describe hua.

These differences can be seen in the medical literature and mirror the

polar differences between yin and yang:

When substance is created it is said to be alchemically
transformed. When substance reaches its limit it is said to be

changed. Yin and yang cannot be measured, they are called
shen (SW 66:361).58

This can be seen in relation to the passage from the Huai NanZi:

Its hua and bian are like shen (HNZ 2:62-63).

Bianand hua, the yin and yang aspects of change, are like shen.

Yang alchemically transforms qi; yin becomes form (SW 5:32).

This sentence has been understood in a variety of ways. For instance, the
LeiJing comments:

Yangmoves and disperses, therefore it alchemically transforms
qi. Yin rests and contracts, therefore it becomes the form.59

Li Zhang Zi comments:

Yang has no form, therefore it alchemically transforms qi. Yin
has substance, therefore it becomes the form.60

Yin and yang were seen in relation to no form and its transformations.
This returns us to no form in relation to the great one, the center of the
universe, the origin of everything. That no form is related to the tai yi may
be seen again in a passage from Lie Zi:

Form was created from no form. The clear and light [part of
no form] rose up to become heaven. The unclear and heavy
[part of no form] went down to become earth (Mor).

The clear, qing, and unclear, zhuo, are themselves dual or polar concepts
closely synonymous with yin and yang. The Su Wen tells us: "Therefore
the clear yang becomes heaven, the unclear yin becomes earth" (SW 5:32).
As we have already seen, the tai yi is the north pole star and is synonymous
with tai ji. Both may be seen as the source of all things:

The myriad things emerge and are created in the great one,
the alchemical changing of yin and yang.

Tai ji is the one in which the basic qi is still blending
together before heaven and earth divide.61
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At the least, we may propose that these creation theories in the medical
context describe the interaction of yin and yang, jing, and shen, their
changes and transformations, as fundamental toboth matter andlife.

On a macrocosmic scale shen activates or transforms the jing (no form)
to become matter. On a microcosmic scale, the shen activates or
transforms thejing(no form) to become a living being. These transforma
tions are mirror images of each other, occurring at the tai yi. Tai yi is on
the one hand symbolic of thenorth pole starand on the other hand is the
energetic center of the person below the umbilicus, the moving qi between
thekidneys. This makes sense of thecomment from theShiji:

The Daoists cause the person's jing and shen to becomeone, to
move and unite with no form (Mor).

In Daoist alchemy oneuses breath tobring this about. In Chinese medicine
this is one of the functions of the triple warmer. This is why the triple
warmer has a name but no form (NJ 38) and is rooted at the moving qi
between the kidneys (NJ 8).

What then are we to make of this interwoven, complex and detailed
mass of symbols and metaphors? Throughout the whole of Chinese
thought, astronomy, meditation, nutrition, and medicine, the idea of a
source is pervasive. The thought that the hara, the abdominal center of the
processes that create and transform life, is the parallel in the human being
of the ultimate universal source is absolutely pervasive. Acupoint names,
nutritional theory, meditative practices, the pulse, the most essential and
basic theories of qi, jing, and shen, each point to the abdomen as the
source. The overall image that is provided by the early Chinese concepts of
heaven and earth, form and no form, is that of a complete mirror image in
the person of the universe itself. The observations and symbolic functions
of the stars, the movements of the heavens, are reflected by name and
function in the hara. The transformations that were thought to occur in the
universe take place, in human scale, in thevital center of energies, the tai yi
of the being. Although the language is far more metaphoric, more replete
with symbols and images, than is the language of modem science, there is
surprisingly litde difference between the ancient Chinese theories and our
own.

But, is this fair? Can we, a so-called modem people, possessed of
mental habits and attitudes that are distincdy not Chinese, interpret the
ideas of Chinese philosophy and medicine through the filters of our own
philosophical and theoretical understanding? Some, of course, say no, we
cannot. To some extent the Chinese of the last two decades concur by
rejecting the"chains of correspondence" in their own philosophical history
in favor of the empirical pragmatism of pre-relativistic Western science.
The answer must be that the question itself is full of impossible presump
tion. We have no choice but to interpret through our own understanding.
There is no other form of study available to us; we can not become ancient
Chinese. No vastness of scholarship can restore the essential suppositions
and cultural sine qua non of the generative age of Chinese medical theory.
The choice is, shall we presume that Chinese thought, being ancient, must
be interpreted through our own oldest and most pervasive suppositions, or
shall we interpret it through what seems to us to be the most useful ideas
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of our own time? In short, we can choose, if we wish, to use the layman's
understanding of a fixed, material reality to relegate the complex tapestry of
Chinese concepts of creation to the pseudosciences. Or, we may apply the
philosophical understanding of our own age to what we find. To us, noth
ing less will do justice to the refinement of these Chinese ideas.

David Bohm, for example, describes a "hidden," "enfolded," or "impli
cate order" from which the observable world emerges. His descriptions
remind us of many of the Chinese ideas. The implicate order is enfolded
into whatwe call "space." Theexplicate order, the manifest things, arebut
ripples on the vast sea of energy enfolded into space. As Bohm himself
says:

Whatwe perceive through the senses as empty space is actually
the plenum, which is the ground for existence of everything
including ourselves. The things that appear to our senses are
derivative forms and their true meaning canbe seen only when
we consider the plenum in which they are generated and sus
tained, and into which they must ultimately vanish. This ple
num is, however, no longer to be conceived through the idea of
a simple material medium, such as an ether, which would be
regarded as existing and moving onlyin 3-Dspace. Rather, one
is to begin with the holomovement, in which there is the
immense "sea" of energy. . . . This sea is to be understood in
terms of a multidimensional implicate order.62

This "immense sea of energy" invokes Chinese concepts such as the
"sea of qi" and the "yuan qi," the basic or "enfolded qi," an unobservable
matrix or order from which all material things manifest, from which all
other forms of qi derive. This may even help usunderstand the concept of
no form. Just as no form is like the precursor of the observable world, so
too is the implicate order.

The Chinese concepts of the energy centers in the body, the moving qi
between the kidneys, the dantian, of internal alchemy, the transformative
properties of the triple warmer, are all related. All arise as the essential pro
perties and functions of an "implicate qi." Philosophically and medically,
this iswhy abdominal diagnosis and treatment can besopowerful.
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Source Theory
Source theory, as we have seen, plays a particularly important role in

the theory of Chinese medicine. For Chinese medical theorists beginnings
were important. The origin characterized the form and function of every
thing. The energetics of the human body have a compound beginning:
cosmologically in the heaven—person—earth continuum; individually in
the embryological development of the fetus and the relationship of the
fetus to the mother. The energetics of the hara are intimately related to the
source. We find the physiological and energetic function of the hara
repeatedly mentioned in the context of origins.

As usual, it is the Ling Shu theory that has been the basis of later
thought and speculation. These comments may be traced to earlier con
cepts and theories of embryology from the Huai Nan Zi. Ideas expressed in
the Ling Shu are the foundation of Nan Jing source theory and later com
mentary. Among the authors who have commented upon the idea of
source, Sosen Hirooka ofJapan, who wrote in approximately 1750, and Xie
Lin of China, from the late Qing dynasty, make some of the clearest state
ments. Nan Jing source theory revolves around the functions of the triple
warmer and the master of the heart. As expected, it is a more developed
theory. It traces energetic connections from before birth and details the
function of postpartum nourishment. Comparatively, the Ling Shu source
theory more direcdy concerns the energetics of prepartum development
and nourishment. It also considers anatomical structures that are not fre
quendy the concern of either Western or Eastern medical thinkers. Among
these are peritoneal membranes, the systems of fascia, and the connective
tissues. However, much of source theory is not obvious. Many of the
ideas must be unearthed from careful consideration of the texts, the
etymology of the terms, and the conclusions drawn by the classical authors.
The connections between the Ling Shu and Nanjing source theories are not
often clearly stated; however, there are conclusions that may be derived
and implications thatare clear only in context. These are often fascinating,
particularly since modem anatomical and physiological data tends to eluci
date, rather than deny, the relationships of classical energetics.

Ling Shu Source Theory
The Ling Shu theory of the triple warmer is the groundwork for partof

the Nan Jing source theory. Although it is different from the Nan Jing
theory of the triple warmer and is the theory most often cited as the triple
warmer theory, the differences are interpretive. The Ling Shu triple warmer
theory involves food and water metabolism, yingqi and wei qi:

The Yellow Emperor said, "I would like to know where the
ying and wei come from."
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Qi Bo answered, "The ying comes out from the middle
warmer, the wei comes out from the lower warmer."

The Yellow Emperor said, "I would like to know where the
triple warmer comes out."

Qi Bo answered, "The upper warmer comes out from the
entrance of the stomach, parallelling the esophagus. It passes
through the diaphragm and then disperses inside the chest. It
goes to the armpits and passes down [parallel to] the side of the
lungmeridian; it then passes to the large intestine meridian and
returns. It passes up and goes to the tongue, then passes down
the stomach meridian. . . . With regularity, the ying passes to
the yang [areas] twenty-five times and passes to the yin [areas]
twenty-five times; this is one circulation. Therefore, after fifty
cycles there is a great meeting at hand taiyin [lung meridian]. .

The Yellow Emperor said, "I would like to know where the
middle warmer comes out."

Qi Bo answered, "The middle warmer also parallels the
inside of the entrance of thestomach. After [the upper warmer
qi comes out], the middle warmer qi comes out. This, which
receives the qi, separates the useful from the non-useful parts
of food. It steams the jin W- and ye ft . It alchemically
transforms it to the tiny jing. [The tiny jing] rises up and
passes to the lung vessel [pulmonary arteries and veins?], and
then it is alchemically transformed again becoming blood.
With this, the living body is nourished. Nothing is more valu
able than this. Only this passes to the meridians, it is called the
yingqi."

The Yellow Emperor said, "The blood and qi are the same
kind, how does one differentiate them?"

Qi Bo answered, "Theying and wei are thejingqi, the blood
is theshen qi; therefore, theblood and qi have different names,
but are the same kind. . .."

The Yellow Emperor said, "I would like to know where the
lower warmer comes out."

Qi Bo answered, "The lower warmer divides the intestines,
goes to the bladder and is absorbed into the bladder. There
fore, water and grains always reside together in the stomach
and compose the non-useful parts. The non-useful parts go
down to the large intestine. [These functions] compose the
lower warmer. [The lower warmer] thus [functions] to absorb
and to send the non-useful parts downward. It purifies and
sifts the juices, separating them and passing them to the lower
warmer and absorbing them into the bladder. . . . The upper
warmer is like a mist, the middle warmer is like froth, the lower
warmer is like the drain pipes" (LS 18:197-200).

In regard to the phrase, "the ying comes out from the middle warmer,
the wei comes out from the lower warmer," there is some controversy.
Several commentators feel that this is a textual mistake, that the wei qi
comes out from the upper warmer and not the lower. The Ling Shu itself
does say "the lower warmer;" however, Sun Si-Mo and the writer of the Tai
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The symbolism of the dragon is clearly that of deep, generative, cosmic
forces. This dragon "makes the fire come out." The generative energies are
activated and the nutritive "yin fire" comes into play. The association of
the water symbol furthers the description of the kidney energy as primary
and creative.

The Tong Su Shang Han Lun, a Shang Han Lun commentary from 1916,
provides another dimension of this picture:

Yin fire is the basic yang of ming men.
Its other names are the basic qi and the true fire.
If one tries to see it, one cannot.
If one tries to search for it, one cannot find it.

Ming men attaches internally to the qi and blood
and controls the precursor of the qi and blood.
Therefore, the root exists.
The existence of the root [is described as] dantian in Daoism,
and as ming men in the Nanjing,
and as "at the side of the seventh vertebra" in the Neijing

Yinand yangunite, separate, and exist here.
Exhalations and inhalations, enteringand exiting, are connected here.
This is not the fire that is able to warm the body.
This is not the water that is able to moisten the body.
There is one line on the inside that has not yet peaked.
This is the living qi, the single line, that has not yet been lost.
Even with anatomy one can't find it.
Even with a microscope one can't see it.
This is ming men.30

Here, the author relates the function of ming men to blood production,
dantian, breath, and the basic qi. Yin fire is synonymous with all these and
is the "living qi." Unlike Sawada, this commentator does not relate the tri
ple warmer to the body temperature. Sawada does explain the "non-
temperature" function of the triple warmer as a relationship to the source,
the shen, and jing. The following passage from his work states the princi
ple succincdy:

Shenis the heart, it is the yang-fire; it is the emperor-fire.
The heart organ is the official of royalty; it is the true shen
which has form.

The supporting fire is the triple warmer, which accepts the
emperor-fire and stores it at dantian; this is the shen of no
form. This is the principle of the descending yang.

Jingis the kidneys; it is the yin-fire. The kidney organ becomes
the prenatal source qi and stores the jing; this is the place
where the true jing has form. When the form is full the func
tion is strong, therefore, it is called the official of physical
strength.

Water can alchemically transform everything. Jing is mysteri
ous; it cannot be measured. The power of techniques and abil
ities comes out [from the jing]. Subsequendy, this is the jing
that has form.
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The moving qi between the kidneys starts at qi hai; the triple
warmer meridian receives it and sends it up to the head and
into the brain. This is the jing that has no form. This is the
principle of the ascending yin.

Jing and shen are stored at dantian, the two dantian, the upper
and lower dantian. The brain is the upper dantian. CV-4 is the
lower dantian. These two become one. This one becomes two.

The true principle of between heaven and earth returns to one
source. There are also twelve sources; [these] twelve sources
are one source.31

Sawada's description tells us how the triple warmer moves shen from
the heart to the lower dantian and moves jing from the kidneys to the
upper dantian. The triple warmer is intimately tied to the function of the
heart. The heart is the emperor fire; the triple warmer is the supporting
fire. The triple warmer sends jing from the source to the upper dantian.
These principles of descending yang and ascendingyin further support the
concept of the triple warmer as a mediatingfunction. It provides feedback
and intercommunication between the more localized functions and ener

gies. Sawada's comments also return us to the concept of a central source.

That there are twelve sources and that these twelve sources are one

source is another idea from the old texts that Sawada confirms. A passage
from the YixueRumen (Introduction to Medicine) also notes this:

If we scrutinize the unusual functions of the triple warmer, we
can understand that the yin and yang organs are different, yet
the same.

The same, yet different.

Upon dividing, it becomes twelve. Upon uniting, it becomes
the triple warmer. The triple warmer is also one warmer. The
warmer is basic. It is the qi of the one basic.32

Again, we are presented with another statement that emphasizes the multi
plicity of the triple warmerenergies. This, the centrality of the source, and
the dependency of the other energies upon it, are ubiquitous. However,
there are a variety of ideas of the triple warmer relationship to the source,
the heart, the master of the heart, the kidney, and ming men. Ryoan
Terashima, author of Wakan Sansai Zue, an early eighteenth century
treatise, drawsan interesting parallel between the creation and development
of the human and a plant. In doing so, he makes important statements
about ming men and the heart —kidney relationship.

When the mother and father's jing are united, there is not yet
any form. This is primarily a symbol of the connection
between the fetus and placenta. This just-manifesting connec
tion, the one stalk, is like the lotus flower's stigma [female part
of the plant]. First there is creation and then the umbilical
cord. The one point inside the stigma is truly the source of the
created body and established life, it is ming men. Both kidneys
are then the fruit of created life, the place of extreme yin. Even
if it is the water organ, it lets the helping fire reside; it symbol
izes the dragon fire in the water. With activity it forcefully
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pushes open to left and right; it is exacdy symbolized by the
cross bar that locks the gate. With quietude it closes and
moistens, nourishing the true water of the one yin. Water is
constant, fire is changeable. The kidneys have two leaves; their
form is like the kidney bean. They are level with each other
and curved. They touch both sides of the spine, one and a half
divisions lateral to the spine. Outside of them is a yellow fatty
enveloping sac. Each one has two cords and two lines, the
upper line is connected to the heart.33

This is an interesting embryological metaphor. The "one point" he
refers to is an expression of the universal qualities of fertilization. Pollen
particles setde on the stigma inside the flower of the plant. Terashima
refers to this point as the equivalent of ming men. Ming men is in some
way the place where the male and female jing unite at conception. It is the
result of prenatal energies. This idea is not unique. Waichi Sugiyama, in
his workSugiyama Ryu Sanbusho, offers a stimulating discussion of the tri
ple warmer and the moving qi:

The basic qi of before heaven [prenatal]
is said to be the moving qi between the kidneys.
The prenatalbasic qi was accepted
before the body was completed, before
the five yin and six yang organs were completed.34

He continues this discussion with a review of the process of creation of the
five phases from the Yijing where water is the first created.35 In his work,
the moving qi between the kidneys is also described as the "yangqi" of the
kidneys. This yang qi is like the light of a lighthouse. If the flame is full
and strong, one cansee about the lighthouse —the body is well nourished
and healthy. Sugiyama presents an interesting and more detailed discus
sionof the moving qi between the kidneys, explaining whathe considers to
be an important distinction:

Themoving qi between the kidneys is the yang qi in the kidney
organ. It means thatyang is in theyin [part]. This understand
ing is like zrE of the Yijing. The upper and lower lines are yin;
separating these is a yang line. The yang is connected to and
dependent on the two yin. This is not the yang of yin. The
nature of the kidney organ is of water and yin. The moving qi
between the kidneys is the yang qi of the kidneys. We should
not confuse this idea zrz with the general idea of yin and yang
(J -The Nanjing writer says that the moving qi between the
kidneys is two divisions below the umbilicus, it is the vitality
of the person, the root of the twelve meridians. This refers to
the principle ofheaven, the first principle, creating water.36

In talking about the moving qi between the kidneys we are not talking
about ultimate concepts of yin and yang, rather dependent concepts of yin
and yang. This is not the ultimate source of life, it is rathera manifestation
of it. The "yang of yin" islike & .The yang isnot dependent on the yin, it
is contained within the yin. The moving qi between the kidneys is depen
dent on the yin, the kidneys. Sugiyama also draws an interesting parallel
between the triple warmer and the moving qi. He states:
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The triple warmer and moving qi between the kidneys are
basically the same, but later they divide. The Nanjing says that
the triple warmer has a name but no form, it is like bubbles in
water or droplets in fog. The triple warmer is the primary ver
bal knowledge of the medical Dao. Reading chapter 18 of the
Ling Shu and chapter 31 of the Nanjing one can understand.
The lower warmer of the triple warmer is the root, the lower
warmer is thesame place asbetween thekidneys.37

Two lengthy quotes from Sosen Hirooka demonstrate exacdy what
Sugiyama named the "primary verbal knowledge of the medical Dao." The
first passage is part of his commentary on Nanjing chapter 8 which refers
to taking the pulse and examining the root:

Below the umbilicus is the dividing earth of dantian, qi hai
[CV-6] and yin crossing [CV-7]. These are the places at which
we can feel this tiny movement of the moving qi. Below the
umbilicus is the ocean of yang qi and the crossing [place] of
yin—blood, the root of yin-yang, the person and the body.
[Here] is the prosperous field iSEB of the stirring dan ®kh
which makes life long.

[Using] Daoist inhalation and exhalation makes the jing har
monized and stirs the internal dan FW; it can be the most
essential part of heaven and earth. Gathering this [by Daoist
breathing practices] in the world, one canlater become a sage.

Dantian is the earth of fertility. This can create the person's
body. The father — jing — is like the seed. The mother —
blood —is like the fertile earth. The embryo is like the fruit.
That which wraps the embryo is like the flowers and leaves.
The lining is like the fruit. The umbilicus is the place of the
stem.

When fruit and cucumber grow, all have stems. The person
also has the umbilicus-stem, which becomes the root. There
fore, the umbilicus exists to the center of the right and left,
upper and lowerparts of the body. The umbilicus becomes the
shu no ffiffi "pivot rope," it symbolizes the north star of the
person. It becomes the source of the living qi, the shen that
protectsagainst evil, the most noble. Because of its respectabil
ity, it is called shen jue [CV-8], zhongji [CV-3], qi hai [CV-6],
and yin jiao [CV-7], shimen [CV-5], dantian. All these are
basedon the pulseof shen.38

Many concepts referenced in this passage have been elucidated by
other authors. Some points mentioned, especially CV-3, relate to the north
pole star. The "prosperous field" characters refer to greasy fatty tissues
and together commonly mean fertility. This is likely a metaphor for fat
people, who wereconsidered wealthy, living off a fertile land.

The following quote requires little explanation. It is one of the most
insightful passages in Chinese medical literature:
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Nan Jing 25 says, "There are twelve meridians, five yin and
six yangorgans." These are eleven. What is this one meridian?
The meridians are the branches and leaves; the yin and yang
organs are the basic root. If there are roots, there must be
branches. If there are branches, there must be roots.

Now [in this case] there is a branch but no root, what is this?
Surely, this meridian is the divided vessel of the master of the
heart which belongs to hand shao yin [heart meridian]. The
heart and master of the heart are one. Thinking about the yin
organ's symbol, it is called the heart. Thinking about the func
tion of shen, it is called the master of the heart. Thinking about
the meridian, it is called hand shao yin. Shao yin divides; from
this comes a meridian. This is called hand jue yin. Hand shao
yin permeates [belongs to] the heart, subsequendy jue yin has
no place to which it belongs; therefore the master of the heart
controls this. The master of the heart is the master of the

twelve meridians. If there is an empty space, then everythingis
permeatedby the master of the heart.

The five yin and six yangorgans total eleven. Each controls
one of the twelve meridians. Upon dividing, one meridian
comes out permeating the master of the heart; consequendy,
the total becomes twelve.

How does one differentiate between the master of the heart
and the moving qi between the kidneys? With the masterthere
is subsequendy a place in the upper [part of the body]; it is
called the master of the heart. With the root, there is subse
quendy protection of the lower [part of the body]; it is called
the moving qi between the kidneys. The moving qi becomes
the root of the yin and yangorgans and the meridians. There
fore, on the larger [macrocosmic] scale, the master of the heart
and the triple warmer become the surface and the lining. On
the smaller [microcosmic] scale, the master of the heart is
respectable; thus, it is the master of the moving qi. Therefore,
on the largerscale, this is the master.

The source is created from the moving qi. It is like this: the
emperor is the most respectable; consequendy he controls the
great land. This respectability also issues forth from the earth.
This is how one differentiates between the master of the heart
and the moving qi. The master of the heart and the triple
warmer become the surface and the lining, both of these have
names but no form. The master of the heart is the master of
the five yin organs. The triple warmer is the most superior of
the six yang organs.

The divided vessel [hand jue yin] and the triple warmer
together become the surface and the lining. The master of the
heart controls the lining. The triple warmer controls the sur
face. The triple warmer manages the qi alchemical transforma
tions. The qi roots between the kidneys, subsequendy, it
becomes function and movement. The master of the heart sub

stitutes for the shen functions. The shen stays between the
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kidneys and comes out at the heart. This becomes conscious
ness. Shen and qi both have names but no form. Therefore,
no form responds to matter. Its function is to work without
limit.

As a rule, between heaven and earth, having both form and
no form is like spring and autumn, wind and heat, the stems
and branches, the voice and the tones. Form is already derived
from no form and then it can function. Therefore, the function
of the yin and yang organs and the meridians is also truly
brought about by the functions of the master of the heart and
the triple warmer.39

There is an empty space, because there is nothing for the master of the
heart to belong to, no organ for it to permeate. This empty space is said to
relate to the twelve meridians and since the master of the heart controls this

space, it also controls the twelve meridians. The author references
emperorship to emphasize the relationship; without rule of a greatland one
cannot become truly respectable. The great land is the moving qi between
the kidneys; the emperor is the master of the heart.

Again, the idea of no form directs our attention to the distinction
between potential energies, which work withoutlimit, and kinetic energies,
which work on matter. The dualities mentioned are each phenomena we
experience and describe yet are without form. Pure energy is the precursor
of matter or form.

Both Sawada's and Hirooka's commentaries offer some of the clearest

explanations we have found. They have historical context; they are not
fanciful speculations by latter-day scholars and practitioners. Their studies
and commentaries were based in part on other commentaries on the Nan
Jing written in the third, fourth, and seventh centuries and compiled by
Wang Jiu Si in his Nan Jing Ji Zhu (Collected commentaries on the Nanjing).
In a number of other texts different aspects of the Nan Jing theory were
discussed by both herbalists and acupuncturists. Several passages selected
from these commentaries demonstrate the historical background from
which Sawada and Hirooka absorbed ideas. The commentary of a Mr.
Yang, who lived from 618 to 670 A.D., madesome points thatparallel those
of Hirooka about the master of the heart and the moving qi between the
kidneys. He described the area between both kidneys as "the great
ocean."40 The moving qibetween the kidneys resides between the kidneys;
it is metaphorically both the great ocean and the great land; it represents a
vast reservoir. Yangalso identified the moving qi with dantian:

Below the umbilicus is the movingqi between the kidneys.
It is dantian.

Dantian is the root of the person,
the place wherejingand shen are stored.41

The principles of ascending yin, or jing, and descending yang, or shen,
arise from dantian. This is also seen in a another comment ascribed to a

Mr. Wang, quoted by Hua Shou in his commentary on the Nan Jing, the
NanJing Benyi:
D
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The triple warmer has a name but no form.
The upper [warmer] unites with the master of the heart.
The lower [warmer] unites with the right kidney.42

In the Nan Jing, the right kidney is ming men, where the jing and shen
reside (NJ 36).

The scholar, Ding, from 338-379 A.D., defines the moving qi:

The moving qi between the kidneys is the basic qi that occurs
in the infant. The Huang Ting Jing says, "This is the jing of
water, the qi of kan irE." Now, it is said to be between the kid
neys; it is the source qi of the person. The Daoists say between
the kidneys is called dantian; it is also called the hidden ocean
in which is the shen-turde, inhaled, exhaled, and source qi.
Therefore it is said tobe thegate of breathing.43

These concepts are stricdy consistent through each of the various
aspects of Chinese philosophy, cosmology, and medicine. The energetic
center of the body, below the umbilicus, is related to the north pole, the
"greatone," the "greatultimate." It is correlated to the lower dantian, qi hai
dantian, at which the shen and jing are stored and interact. Each of the
ideas is also the moving qi between the kidneys in a different aspect. We
can see each as equivalent concepts, each discussed and commented on in
a variety of texts and styles. This provides the energetic source for the
meridians, the organfunctions, and the triple warmer. The triple warmer is
comprised of all these and all these comprise the triple warmer. Also, as
Yang states, it is different from the five phases; it does not belong to the
normal cyclingof the phases:

Only the source is not accordingto the five phases. The source
is the basic. The basic qi is the qi of the triple warmer. This qi
is highly respectable; therefore, it does not belong to the
category of the five phases.44

The triple warmer and master of the heart are different from the organs of
the five phases. They have a more central role and greater significance
because they are the precursors of all the phase, organ, and meridian rela
tionships. We can see this clearly in the theoretical descriptions of the
cycles of open points that are found in Ming dynasty texts. Unfortunately,
space does not allow us to detail these cycles; we will do this in a later
work.

The distinctions between the triple warmer and pericardium and the
organs and phases could not have been more succincdy stated than in the
Jin dynasty (1115-1234) text, the Zi Wu Liu Zhu Zhen Jing believed to have
been compiled by He Ruo Yu:

The ten meridians, the blood and qi all come out at the jing
[points] and enter at the he [points]. Everything flows through
the jing, yong, shu, jing, he [points] without depending on
them.

It is also said that the vessels have twelve meridians. Why
are there said to be only ten meridians? What are the other two
meridians said to be?
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It is said that the two meridians are the triple warmer, this is
the yang qi of the father; the heart-wrapping luo [pericardium],
this is the yin-blood of the mother. These two meridians are
respectable, they are not connected to the five phases. Mainly
they accept the ten meridians. The blood and qi and nourish
and feed them.45

This short text also describes the uses of the stems and branches in

acupuncture theory. It was probably quite influential for Xu Feng who
wrote the Zhen Jiu Da Quan nearly three centuries later. In that text, full
descriptions of the open point cycles are found. The references to father
and mother in the preceding quote are derived from Wang Shu He:

The triple warmer is the father of the qi, the pericardiumis the
mother of the blood.46

There are a great many concepts that are essentially the same concept.
There are a great many phenomena that have a common origin. All these
functions, actions, and energies center in the umbilicus and the abdomen.
As Yang says:

One name for the umbilicus is the "life of the person," another
name for it is tai zhong ji, the great middle pole [CV-3]; another
name for it is tai yuan [LU-9]; another name for it is kun lun
[BL-60]; another name for it is wu cheng, the five mansions.
The five mansions have [house] the true people [realized sages].
It means the five emperors. Outside the wu chengare the eight
messengers, these are the eight trigram-shen. The eight
trigram-shen are united with the tai yi, the great one, these
become the nine noble ones. Outside the eight trigrams, there
are the twelve towers; the towers have twelve children. These
unite with the triple warmer. The shen becomes the twenty-
sevenphysicians and also unites with the four supporters. The
shen becomes the eighty-one officers [gendemen]. The center
of the umbilicus is called the taiyi, the great one.47

81 Gentlemen

27 Physicians
12 Towers

8 Trigrams
5 Mansions

Umbilicus

Tai Zhong Yi
Tai Yi

Tai Yuan

Kun Lun

TeShe

Wu Cheng
This passage is explicit. Allof the facets of the medical model are centered
in the umbilicus, the greatone, the tai yi.

The numerological sequencing is important and requires some exami
nation. It is tempting, though not necessarily justified, to see the five man
sions as related to the five phases. The eight trigrams, however, are related
to the eight extraordinary vessels. This is supported by the fact that they
unite with the center, the tai yi, to become die nine nobles. In the Ming
dynasty the eight extraordinary vessels wereequated with the eight trigrams
of the Yijing temporal sequence, which is based upon the magic square of
nine.48 The twelve towers and their children are the twelve branches and
their meridians. These unite with the triple warmer; all have a common
origin at the moving qi. The twenty-seven physicians are most likely the
twenty-seven jing-luo. In the Nanjing, there were said to be twenty-seven
jing-luo, twelve meridians, and fifteen luo vessels. The reference to the
eighty-one gentlemen is not clear, perhaps it is another symbol for the
myriad things. We can see this diagrammatically.

Figure 6.4 Energetic rippling from the center,
the umbilicus.
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Yang continues his explanation with a reference to meditative practice:

Jing is the basic part of the living being, therefore, we know
dantian is the basic part of life. The Daoists, Buddhists, Zen
monks, all move their mind qi [heart qi?] to below the umbil
icus. Therefore, the source is the respectable tide of the triple
warmer. The triple warmer unites with the qiat the kidneys.49

The practices of the Daoist, Buddhist, and Zen monks were well
known at this time; it is clear from this passage that many of the concepts
we have been discussing — the jing, the dantian, the mind-heart, the
source, the triple warmer, the kidneys, the shen and the moving qi —were
important in both meditation and medicine. This is not just true of the
Nanjing, but of the medical corpus as a whole. The medical practices area
natural extension of the contemplative practices. This is evident in much
of the medical literature.

In the Huang Di Neijing Tai Su, Yang discusses the moving qi in rela
tion to the chong mai, notably integrating the systems of Chinese medicine:

Below the umbilicus is the moving qi between the kidneys, the
living energy of the person. This is the root of the twelve meri
dians. This "blood ocean" is chong mai, the ocean of the five
yin and six yang organs and the twelve meridians (TS10:153).50

In a previous workwe have shown through an examination of the ori
gins and natures of the ren mai and du mai that they too are related to the
chong mai and thus the moving qi between the kidneys.51 This can be
clearly seen in a quotation from Wang Bing:

This is why we can say that the du mai, ren mai and chongmai
have different names but are all the same.52

Similarly, from LiShi Zhen:

The triple warmer is the function of ming men. The ren mai
and du mai make contact together at the chong mai.53

The extraordinary vessels, at least the chongmai, du mai, and ren mai,
have their origin at the moving qi. Thus, the meridian, organ, extraordinary
vessel, and triple warmer systems have a common origin. However, it is
more effective, and tmer to the sources, to think of these different systems
as different energetic levels or strata in the body. Thesource is muchmore
than a junction box in a wiringdiagram.

In his 1895 commentary on the Nanjing, the Nanjing Zheng Yi, Xie Lin
details the same connections and adds several other concepts:

Both kidneys belong to water. Between them the kidney sup
porter belongs to fire; this is ming men. Su Wen chapter 52
said, "At the side of the seventh vertebra in the middle, there is
the small heart." This is ming men. The person, heaven, earth
are three. Ming men and tai ji are similar. Tai ji creates the two
poles; the poles create the four phenomena; the four
phenomena create the eight trigrams; the eight trigrams create
the sixty-four hexagrams. Ming men creates the two kidneys;
the two kidneys create the six yin and six yang organs; the six
yin and six yangorgans create the four limbs and all the bones.
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Before the person's conception, before the jing gathers, there is
first a meeting of fire. This fire becomes the root [beginning]
of the prenatal. Water becomes the true yuan [basic] of
heaven. The fire between the kidneys is called the "helping
fire." Mingmen is the root of the triple warmer; it becomes the
home of the helping fire; this disseminates to the triple warmer.
Therefore, ming men is the beginning.54

The inseparability of mingmen and the moving qi between the kidneys
and the unstated equation of these concepts cannot be ignored. They are
the yin and yang poles of the same concept; ming men is on the back
[yang] and the moving qi is at the front [yin]. Xie Lin makes some
immensely interesting statements in his Nan Jing Zheng Yi. He first quotes
from the Su Wen:

The sage standing, faces the south direction.
His front is called the guangming [extensive, broad brightness].
His back is called the dai chong [thegreatchongof chongmai].
It is called the shao yin (SW 6A9).

He then comments on this passage:

Dai chong is the unity of the kidney meridian and chong
mai; when it expands and becomes large, it is called the dai
chong. Between the kidneys is the terrain [place] from which
the chong mai emerges. On the surface its [reflex] area is
around guan yuan [CV-4, the qi hai dantian area]. This is the
source of the triple warmer's qi transformations, the qi of the
twelve meridians. All these are connected here. Therefore, it is
called the root. It rises up parallel to the ren mai to the throat,
with inhale and exhale; therefore, it is called the gate of breath
ing. Those in the upper parts connect to the arm three yin and
three yang; these become the branches. Those in the lower
parts connect to the leg three yin and three yang; these become
the root. This is qi; it becomes the source of the twelve meridi
ans, the fu of the triple warmer. It controls the movements of
the ying and wei. It also becomes the secure place of the jing
and shen, the connection, supporter of the basic qi. One more
name for it is the shen which protects against evil. With the
shen of mingmen,we can protectwith strength.

The moving qi between the kidneys is the source of the vital
qi of the twelve meridians; it oversees the ying and wei. It
gives exhaustively to the upward and downward motions of
the qi and blood. This is primarily caused by breathing and
therefore makes a circuit. During inhalation, the yang of
heaven is drawn in. During exhalation, the yin of earth comes
out. The master of the heart and the emperor fire and the qi of
inhalation are the heaven yang and also belong to fire. The qi
comes in through the nose into the lungs and then timelessly
passes to the heart. It attracts the heart fire. Then from the
supporter of the heart, it passes down the du mai and comes
into the kidneys. Also from the supporter of the kidneys
[already said to be ming men], it extends to the lower warmer
and the uterus.55
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From the kidney supporter it [passes to] and reaches the
lower warmer qi hai. What is qi hai? It is the root of the triple
warmer. It is located below the umbilicus. The text says that
this is the chamber of the uterus. The heaven yang of the
person's inhalation unites with the heart and passes down to
attach to the chamber of the uterus. It goes around the bladder
and goes to the lower orifice [of the bladder]. This [moving qi
between the kidneys] lets the yang qi of heaven come in
through inhalation. It unites with the heart fire and steams the
water of the bladder. It alchemically transforms and becomes
qi; it passes around the chong and ren mai and rises up, pass
ing through the diaphragm to enter the lungs. It then returns
and comes out from the mouth and nose. The qi that rises up
and comes out is in the mouth and tongue. In the yin and yang
organs it becomes the jin and ye. The qi from each of the qi jie
comes out externally to the skin and hair. The fire comes into
the water and transforms it. It is the principle of qi. The zzz
and z z mutually interact. It is the principle of the three su
[roots]. Therefore, this is heaven, person, and earth.56

This passage is rich in information; it clearly describes the relationship
of the kidneys and chong mai and their relationship to the source. Again,
the triple warmer and the twelve meridians connect to the source; the ren
mai and du mai relate to breathing. The circuit it describes is intriguing.
Upon inhalation, qi passes through the nose to the lungs, to the heart, and
down the du mai to emerge between the kidneys and enter into the lower
warmer, the uterus, and bladder. During this process a variety of transfor
mations occur. Upon exhalation it passes to the chong mai and ren mai,
moving upward through the diaphragm to the lungs, and finally out the
mouth and nose. In another description of this circulation the author notes
that the qi, once at the diaphragm, passes to the spleen before moving to
the lungs. Quite clearly the ability to attain proper breathing has a strong
bearing on this process and the condition of the moving qi.

The latter part of his commentary describes how breathing causes
heaven and earth to mutually interact resulting in water and fire. This
describes the shift from the early heaven sequence of the trigrams to the
later or temporal sequence of the trigrams (Figure 6.5).

In another interestingpassage, Xie Lin describes the relationship of the
ren mai and du mai to water and fire, the kidneys and the heart.

The prenatal controls the qi.
In the lower parts it crosses in the uterus.
The postnatal controls the blood.
In the lower parts it crosses in the uterus.
All things are of these two vessels.
With the water and fire theory,
the du mai belongs to the qi and to water,
the ren mai belongs to the blood and to fire.
The ren mai most certainly also belongs to the heart.
The heart and kidneys are associated with each other.
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Water and fire are 1=1

Everything results from this.
Therefore, the ren maiis the ocean of the yinvessels.57

These interactions are fundamentally important: "everything results."

Earlier Heaven Sequence Later Heaven Sequence
Qian Li

South South
Summer Summer

Dui Sun Sun Kun
South South South _ _ South
East West East

— — West

Li Kan Zhen Dui
East West East West

Spring Autumn Spring Autumn

Zhen _____ Gen Gen Qian
North

_ _ _ _ North North North
East

North

Winter

Kun

West East

North

Winter

Kan

West

Figure 6.5 The Early Heaven sequence of the trigrams is transformed by correct breathing
to the Later Heaven or Temporal sequence.

All importantenergetic concepts in Chinese medicine are linked to the
source, the abdominal area. From a diagnostic perspective palpation of the
abdomen is critical. It enables us to diagnose all that reflects there, the
moving qi between the kidneys, the source. Since everything springs from
the tai ji, which is equivalent to ming men and the moving qi, the extraor
dinary vessels, the organs and their meridians are all reflected in the abdo
men. Treating the indications found on the abdomen is equivalent to treat
ing the problem that created the indication. Eliminating pressure pain ona
point will treat the problem that caused the pressure pain. For example,
treating points known to alleviate pressure pain on KI-16, in a case of kid
ney vacancy, will treat the kidneys. Treating points that alleviate pressure
pain on KI-16, in a chongmai problem, will treat the chong mai. Thecases
differ in regard to the energetic levels reflected and affected.

This therapeutic principle is stated succinctly by Liu Wan Su in his Su
Wen commentary:

When you treat disease, you have to focus on and differentiate
the symptoms [local problems] and the basic [root] problems.
The symptoms [express themselves] above the neck; The basic
problems [express themselves] at the origin or basic [level].58

Since not all symptoms of disease occur above the neck, the reference
here is to symptoms that manifest as changes in facial color or tongue
body, etc. According to the Su Wen, when treating disease, "One should
first treat the root, then later treat the symptoms" (SW 65:357). The source,
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Figure 6.6 Symbolic derivations -
the one gives rise to the many.

Level One

The Great One o

Level Three

Yin—Yang
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Separation
(related to no form)

Level Four

3 Triple Warmer
Body Areas 4

6 Elements and Source

Extraordinary Vessels 8

12 Meridians

Figure 6.8 Common origin of energetic sequences.
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the moving qi, ming men, represents the root, the deepest level of the
body's energetic strata: the one, the unity, which manifests in the center.
Treating the abdomen, the root, should be the main focus of treatment.

Essentially, those things that arise direcdy out of the ocean of qi lie
closer to the moving qi than those phenomena that are branches or exten
sions. This is an importantdiagnostic and therapeutic distinction. The one
gives rise to two, to four, to eightand on:

0 The One - Tai Ji, Tai Yi
(MingMen, Moving Qi)

O 0 The Two - Yin and Yang

0 0 0 o The Four - Duograms
Yin of Yin, Yin of Yang
Yangof Yang, Yang of Yin

0000oooo The Eight - Trigrams
Eight Extraordinary Vessels

Figure 6.7 Symbolic derivations —the one gives rise to the eight.

The first sequence shows the relationships of the extraordinary vessels
to the source. There is a parallel sequence in which we may see other
facets of the medical theories. It is wise to keep the extraordinary vessel
sequence and the phase — meridian — organ sequence separate, even
though both have a common origin at the moving qi. This is derived from
the Nanjing:

If the [twelve] meridians are full [overflowing], this fullness
goes into [spills over] the eight extraordinary vessels never to
return (NJ28:16).

Theseare distinct energetic strata and functions. Eachis connectedbut not
sequentially or mutually. Thus, we cansee these as distinct sequences with
a common origin, as shown in Figure 6.8.

Beginning with the Ling Shu and the Nanjing there have been attempts
to identify elements of these sequences, such as the triple warmer and
mingmen, with anatomical structures and regions. In effect, these attempts
would turn the preceding symbolic charts into true anatomical representa
tions. These correspondences do exist and represent a further means of
understanding the energetic principles of Chinese medicine and predicting
the results of therapy. We will describe these correspondences and
demonstrate how the physiological properties of these anatomical struc
tures relate to entities such as the triple warmer.
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Classical Energetic Anatomy
and Physiology

A great advantage of the Oriental medical model is what is currendy
called a "top-down" approach. Each increasingly specialized and detailed
element of the study of human health fits within and reflects the preceding
more generalized ideas. Thus it is possible to add new data to our under
standing of Oriental medicine as it becomes available. The same concepts
of energy that explain the macrocosmic ideas of source and unity may be
applied to the microcosmic explanations of man's functions.

Though some disagreement regarding the details of the interiorenerget
ics of the human body exists among different authors, there is general con
sensus that the relationships are substantive and important. Less conso
nance is evident relative to the importance of "anatomy and physiology" in
Chinese medicine. Some authors have been conscientious in noting the
parallels between the functional observations of Oriental medicine and the
anatomophysiological observations of Western science.1 Other authors sig-
nificandy understate this aspect of Chinese medical history. Certainly,
some have observed a general trend toward ignoring the finer observations
found in the classics.2 Nonetheless, these observations exist, and are
important. These classical references lead us to look more carefully at the
fascial system, the "fat,greasy tissues" of the human body. These anatomi
cal structures were known, were understood, and were seen to play an
important role in the function of the human body.3

Sources and Myths
Despite the pervasive misconception that the ancient Chinese had no

anatomical knowledge, a study of the classical texts makes it clear that the
medical authors were aware of internal anatomy. Even when the earliest
Chinese medical texts were written, there was sufficient anatomical
knowledge to conduct discussions of tissues, membranes, and fasciae. In
fact, there are several medical and non-medical sources from the Han
dynasty that specifically discuss surgical anatomy or, by virtue of the con
tent of the discussion, imply that some surgical anatomy was done. For
example, in the "Wang Mang" chapter of the Han Shu, there is a brief dis
cussion of Prince Mang's order to skilled physicians and butchers regarding
the performance of surgical anatomy on political prisoners.4 From this
account, the physicians and butchers were ordered to perform surgery, that
is, vivisection, on live prisoners. They cut open the prisoners, removed
and measured their organs and probed the various blood vessels to estab
lish the source, course, and outlet of each. They claimed that with this
knowledge they might be able to treat disease. In commentary on this pas
sage, Akira Ishihara dates it to around 16 A.D., the end of the Former Han
dynasty.5
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Anatomical measurements of the organs were described in some
chapters of the Ling Shu. Chapter 31 contains discussions of the lengths of
the various organs, and chapter 32 contains discussions of the capacities of
the organs. Most commentators and scholars agree that portions of the Ling
Shu were written during the late Zhou dynasty, other portions by the early
to middle Han dynasty with some portions added later. Most of the Ling
Shu was probably written by the time of the above passage from the Han
Shu. Thus it is quite likely that these discussions from the Ling Shu were
written by or before the end of the Former Han dynasty. One Ling Shu
passage clearly references anatomical dissection:

The Yellow Emperor asked, "On the inside the twelve meri
dians belong to the five yin and six yang organs. On the out
side twelve meridians meet with the twelve water meridians.

The twelve water meridians are not alike, there are large, small,
deep, shallow, wide, narrow, distant, and near ones. The five
yin and six yang organs are higher, lower, larger, and smaller[in
different people]. The capacity for receiving the grains is dif
ferent. How do we understand this?

The water meridians acceptwater and subsequendymove. The
five yin organs unite the shen, qi, hun, po, and store them. The
six yang organs receive food and then move. They accept qi
and distribute it. The meridians receive the blood and nourish

[the body].
By combining [all this knowledge] we then treat. So how can

we decide the depth of needle insertion and the number of
moxa when we treat?"

Qi Bo answered, "Heaven is too high and is unmeasurable.
Earth is too wide and is unmeasurable. The person is between
Heaven and Earth and is influenced by thesixunitings.6

[For example] there is a man eight forearm divisions tall. His
flesh and skin are obvious. We can measure the external sur

face of his body by palpation. Also, if he dies, we can observe
his internal anatomy.

[We can see] the hardness, weakness of the yin organs, the
largeness, smallness of the yang organs, the capacity of the
digestive system, the length and shortness of the vessels, the
clarity and unclarity of the blood, the fullness and insufficiency
of the qi, whether there is too much blood and not enough qi
of the twelve meridians, or too much qi and not enoughblood
of the twelve meridians, or too much blood and qi or not
enough blood and qi of the twelve meridians.

[By observing the anatomy of many corpses] we can assess
and standardize the correct needle depth and number of moxa
[for each meridian and point]" (IS 12:154-155).

While there are many interpretive questions raised by this passage, not the
least of which is how "fullness and insufficiency of the qi" was measured,
the ancient Chinese clearly did not limit their curiosity and research to
non-anatomical pursuits. The scope of their research was less limited than
we might presume. The description of "water meridians" on the outside
surface of the body is congruent with the lymphatic system and the inter
stitial fluids; the relationship of the points and meridians to specific ana
tomical positions is clear.
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These passages are not isolated examples. The Nanjing was written at
least by 100 A.D., during the time of the Han Dynasty. Chapter 42 of the
Nan Jing contains similar discussions that describe the relative lengths,
weights, and capacities of the organs. Further anatomical discussions and
drawings are available in Wang Shu He's commentary on chapters 42 and
43 of the Nan Jing from his text that was written at the end of the third
century.

Although earlier discussions of anatomy were rather terse and crude,
the Nanjing and Ling Shu discussions of source in relation to fascial mem
branes were backed up by written documentation of first-hand anatomical
knowledge as early as the Han dynasty. It is also true that the Su Wen dis
cussions of the meridians, the jing, the luo, and the penetration of evil qi
into the body, could have been understood in the context of sufficient
knowledge of membranes and fascia. Various discussions and commen
taries from both older and more recent times make clear statements about
the interconnection of these anatomical structures. By studying these we
can understand the classical texts in more detail, remembering that these
texts used the language of energetics to describe ideas with very old roots
that were based on the traditional macrocosmic world view.

In essence, we must bridge the distance between two prejudices. We
must avoid misinterpretations that derive from the idea that the ancient
Chinese werenecessarily so primitive as to have ignored the basicstructure
of thebody anditsmechanisms. Atthesame time, we must avoid thecon
cept that an energetic medicine must not be "scientific" or structural in any
regard. While it is true that the tools of microbiology and biochemistry
were not available to the ancient Chinese, and that their descriptions of the
human body are predominandy functional, it does not follow that their
ideas of human function were totally divorced from the observable struc
tures of the human body. It is our opinion that regardless of any of the
limitations of science or culture that may have hindered the Han Chinese,
they shared the essential curiosity of scientists in any age and the working
physician's will to use all the knowledge available for the benefit of the
patient.

The Huang, Gao, and Triple Warmer
In the first chapter of the Ling Shu is a discussion of specific source

theory that describes various "fat," "greasy" tissues, fasciae, and systems of
connecting membranes. In particular the huang Wand the gao Wwere
important elements of this source conception. Each of these was associ
ated with specific treatment or reflex source points. Thegao was shown to
have bearing on early stages of embryological development. Both the gao
and the huangwere linked to the Nanjing theories of the source and triple
warmer.

Further commentary discussing huang in relation to the triple warmer
and movement of yang qi in the body occurs in Ippo Okamoto's Shinkyu
Azeyoketsu, an acupoint book dating from 1703. This discussion comes
within a general discussion of the nature of the extra pointpi gen $?fi and
why it is able to treat lumps within the body:
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Some say that pi gen is huang men [BL-46]. Why does
huang men treat problems of pi gen?

To the right and left sides of the thirteenth vertebra [LI] on
the shu line is the triple warmer shu point [BL-22] above the
kidney shu point [BL-23].

The Nan Jing says, "The triple warmer is the alternative
messenger of the source qi." The source qi is the basic yang
between the kidneys. Therefore, the location of the shu point
of the triple warmer is above the kidney shu point.
At the same level [on the outer bladder line] is huang men
[BL-46]. Huang Wis the space between the organs, bones and
flesh. It is that through which the yang qi streams. Therefore,
above is the diaphragm, huang, below is the source of huang.
All the basic yang gathers and meets here, it is called the huang.

Huang men is to the right and left of the triple warmer shu,
because the qi of the triple warmerbasic yangcomes out from
there and goes to the whole body. When the triple warmer
moves smoothly, the five yin and six yangorgans, the yingand
wei move smoothly, therefore one cannot get any lumps.
Therefore, if people develop lumps, this is the original place of
the lump, treat it. This point also treats pressure pain and ten
sion below the sternum.7

In this passage, the key phrase is, "huang is the space between the
organs, bones, and flesh. It is that through which the yang qi streams."
The characters translated as "space between" are jian kong P4J?S. In this
context, where huang is already understood to mean "fat, greasy tissues or
membranes," it is most reasonable to consider this a reference to the insub
stantial membranes or fasciae that line and lie between the organs, bones,
and muscles. Interpreting this statement as saying that the yang qi streams
through the fascia of the body fairly resolves the problem of textual defini
tion. In classical source theory the triple warmer is intimately related to the
moving qi between the kidneys, and thus it is implicated here. However,
this passage does not explicidy statewhether the triple warmer is the mem
branes themselves or is simplyfunctionally related.

In another early eighteenth century Japanese text, the Wakan Sansai
Zue, written by Ryoan Terashima in 1712 A.D., only nine years after Ippo
Okamoto's statement, the triple warmer was not only seen to be related to
the functional aspects of the membranes or fascia, it was clearly stated to
be those fascia. Though it is difficult to say if the earlier text influenced
the later, it is nonetheless important that such an unequivocal statement
was made. Terashima begins his discussion by quoting Chen Yan's San Yin
Ji Yi Bing Zheng Fang Lun, an herbal text from 1174 A.D.. Chen Yan felt that
for the triple warmer to be able to carry out its various functions, it must
have a form. He identified this form with a certain area of fascia:

Chen Yan said, "The triple warmer has fatty membranes. It is
the same size as the palm of the hand. It lies in front of the
bladder. It has two white vessels. The membranes [or vessels]
come out from inside this to rise up parallel to the spine and
pass through thebrain."8
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The two "white vessels" in front of the bladder must be the medial
umbilical folds (umbilical arteries). The area between these is roughly the
size of the palm of the hand. Thus, we can see the triple warmer as being
the fascia diat lies between these folds. Terashima felt that Chen Yan's
comment was only part of the story:

I feel that this is not the whole story. Because if this is right,
why are there the "upper, middle, and lower" warmers? I think
the "three," when taken to the extreme, are the upper, middle,
and lower [conceptual parts]. The warmer is a symbol of fire.
The color red belongs to [the category of] yang. It [the triple
warmer] passes around the trunk, abdomen, lower, and upper
parts —the whole body; it is like a large envelope. This is the
triple warmer.9

Aside from the skin itself, the onlyother"large envelope" is the superficial
fascia. Thus, in Terashima's view, the superficial fascia is the triple
warmer. He goes on:

The triple warmer is the external defense of the yin and yang
organs. The luo that wraps the heart [the pericardium] is the
external defense of the Emperor [heart-shen]. These are the
city's inner and outer defense [walls] of the Emperor's gate.
Therefore, the triple warmer belongs to [the category of] yang.
It is at the same level as the helping fire. Subsequendy, the
vessels W*, the luo *S, and the source 1C, are all connected to
each other.10

For Ryoan Terashima, the "helping fire" is the "luo that wraps the
heart," the pericardium.11 In his description, the triple warmer and pericar
dium both have the function of protecting the Emperor, the heart-shen
function. He analogically compares the triple warmer to the outer defen
sive walls of the city. The pericardium is like the citadel walls around the
Emperor's abode. Just as the pericardium, the "luo that wraps the heart" is
a fatty, greasy membrane, a luo that wraps around the heart, so too is the
triple warmer a fatty, greasy membrane, the superficial fascia around the
body. That the "vessels, luo, and source are all connected to each other," is
as clear as possible a statement of the interconnectedness of the various
systems of fasciae and membranes in the body.

There are other discussions of the membranes in relationship to the tri
ple warmer. In China, two and a half centuries before Okamoto and
Terashima, Hua Shou, in his commentary on the Nanjing, the Nanjing Ben
Yi, wrote,

Gu Yi Yuan Shi said, 'That which is called the triple warmer is
located inside the diaphragm's membrane, the greasy mem
brane Bg*."12

Again, the triple warmer is seen in relation to various membranes or
abdominal fascia, in particular the gao W which plays such a large part in
the Ling Shu source theory. Gu YiYuanShi continues:
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[The triple warmer] is the space between
the five yin and six yang organs,
the gate of water and grains, the stream of transformation.
[Its] qi blends in this space.
It heavily steams the diaphragm membrane.
It helps the skin and flesh develop.
It transports to the four parts.
It is called the upper, middle, and lower.
Each of these according to area has its own name.
This is thealternative messenger of the true basic qi l7ci.13

Thus, all the classical functions and properties of the triple warmer were
seen in reference to the "diaphragm's membrane, the greasy membrane."

There are similar passages in other earlier ages. For instance, Yu Bo,
wholived from 1436to 1515 A.D., wrote in his Dan Xi Yi Xue Zheng Bo:

It is said that the triple warmerrefers to the trunk and the body,
and that it is also said to be the wrappingenvelope, that it is the
total controller of the intestines and the stomach. Inside the

chest and above the huang mo WHS, the fatty membrane
[pleura], is the upper warmer. Below the huang mo and above
the umbilicus is the middle warmer. Below the umbilicus is the

lower warmer. Therefore, it is called the triple warmer. This
has the capacity to receive [things] yet has no place [location].
The body has fatty membranes that exist inside the trunk and
the body. They completely wrap the exterior of the six yin and
five yang organs. The heart-wrapping luo truly is the mem
brane that wraps the heart, wrapping the exterior of the heart.
Therefore, it is said that the heart wrapping luo and the sup
porter ^are connected to the supporter of the triple warmer.14

Once more the triple warmer is seen as the fascial systems of the body, in
particular the more interior fascial systems and especially the mesenterium
by which it is the "total controller of the intestines and the stomach."

Xie Lin, in his Qing dynasty commentary on the Nan Jing, tided the
Nanjing Zheng Yi, also commented on the triple warmer:

The triple warmer, then, is the abdominal wrapping membrane
MOM [probably the peritoneal membranes]. This is connected
to the net-like greasy membrane. All parts of the triple warmer
uniteand protect the yin and yang organs.15

Again, the triple warmer was seen as part of the body's fascia. Wu Kao Pan
in his 1980 commentaryon the Nanjing Zhen Yi, wrote:

Ming men is the connection ^ of the kidneys, therefore the
kidney connection passes down and createsa greasymembrane
USUI. This is the root of the triple warmer. In Western medi
cine this is the mesenterium, this is the membrane that inter
connects [orcontrols] the organs in the abdomen.16
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He continues this discussion by explaining in greater detail the various
mesenteric folds within the abdomen, the greater and lesser omenta. Xie
Lin makes many other interesting comments in relation to the various
membranes or fascia. For instance, in discussing the anatomy and connec
tionsof the kidneys to the triple warmer and the lowerdantian, he says:

The position of the kidneys is at the same level as the twelfth
vertebra. Around them is the triple warmer's greasy membrane
[that] wraps [and] lines [them]. Between the kidneys is a single
strand of fatty membrane, passing through the spinalbones. It
is called the kidney connector R^. It passes down to the net
like membrane. There is also [a membrane of] the bronchii of
the lungs, which passes downward, attaches to, and surrounds
the spine. It goes down to and enters the kidney connector. It
passes through and comes into the net-like membrane. It
extends to dantian, the source of the lowerwarmer.17

This passage neady ties together several key concepts in Chinese medi
cine. The energetic relationships of the triple warmer, kidneys, and the
lungs are given a biophysical rationale. This would help explain the idea
from theNanjing that the "moving qi between thekidneys" is the "gate of
breathing." The energy drawn down into the abdomen on inhalation may
function through these connections. The membranes Xie Lin describes
provide the physical pathway by which these energetic exchanges may
occur.

What these membranes are remains to be seen. They may be related to
the anterior longitudinal ligaments that line the anterior portions of the
spine. The "kidney connector" may well be related to the perirenal fascia
and the root of the mesentery. Nonetheless, in examiningthe more classi
cal concepts of human energetic anatomy and the possible relationship to
modem anatomical concepts and entities, these connections are a key to
ourunderstanding. Other authors in more modem times tend to agree with
this identification of the triple warmer with the fascia. The authors of the
Neijingjie Po Sheng Li Xue paraphrase the theory. They assert that the tri
ple warmer "has form, it is like the greasy membranes."18

It is also interesting to note in this context how the assumptions we
make about Oriental medicine begin to compound. As we have remarked,
most modem Chinese herbal texts, on which a large part of current Orien
tal medical theory is now based, ignore the finer anatomical descriptions in
the older texts. In addition, the functional aspects of the organs and other
medical entities are strongly emphasized. These texts usually translate and
consider the idea of no form as conceptually equivalent to "of no physical
substance." These presumptions combine to permit an idea of the triple
warmer as a totally functional entity. This has grievous implications.
What, for example, can be the importance of an "energetic medicine" if
there is no ground substance for its energetic connections? Why should
anyone accept a non-substantive organ, with functions that are only sets of
observed events, as anything more than a biological misgrouping that
would best be reassigned to metabolism or hormonal stimulants? How
would needling triple warmer points effect anything?
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Clearly, considering the profound interrelationship of source theory,
the energetic anatomy of the vessels and points, the transmutation of food
and breath, and the various qi, a reassessment of any superficial concept of
the triple warmer is required.

One other modem text must be discussed. This is the Xue Zheng Lun, a
treatise on blood disorders, by Tang Zong Hai, from 1885 AD..19 This
major herbal text is enlightening not only for its numerous discussions of
pathology with reference to the five phases, but also for its discussion of
the nature of the triple warmer. Tang Zong Hai points out that the triple
warmer's "warmer" character, jiaoM, is related to another character, jiaoAS.
This relationship is also recognized by authors of the Guang Ya from 230
A.D. and the Ji Yun from the eleventh century.20 The Guang Ya defines jiao
as the san jiao, triple warmer of the person. The Ji Yun describes the jiao
thus: "The san jiao [triple warmer] is the fu of no form, it is related to jiao
- the warmer." In this passage, fll refers to the membranes of the body —
the parts of the body that have insufficient flesh, the various fasciae. The
concept of the "warmer" is here viewed in relationship to the fasciae of the
body. The etymology of the "warmer" character,^, also has pertinence.
The upper part of the character, #, refers to a short-tailed bird, specifically
the phoenix.21 The lower part,—, refers to the flames of a fire. Thus, the
character is a pictogram of a phoenix rising from the flames of a fire. One
of the oldest forms of the character shows three phoenixes rising from the
flames (Mor). Is it a coincidence that there are three warmers?

The image of the phoenix arising from the flames of a fire is a com
mon image in many cultures, usually representing death and rebirth, or
transformation. In Chinese culture, the phoenix was important as one of
four shen PW, an animal symbol that related to the southern direction, the
color red, and the fire phase. In the character of "warmer" itself there are
many meanings beyond "scorching," "burning," or "warming." The best
possible translation would refer to the body's essential capability of
transformation, for the triple warmer is the medium through which the
process of transformation occurs within the human body. It has been
noted that this is also an important concept in Daoist practice. The idea of
transformation is key for Daoist adepts, as impure energies are transmuted
andpurified.22

The triple warmer was seen as a continuous network of oily mem
branes connecting the upper, lower, internal, and external portions of the
body. As early as the twelfth century in China, and somewhat later in
Japan, the triple warmer was identified as an area of fascia, or the network
of membranes or fasciae in the body. Both Japanese and Chinese authors
derived the justification for their theories from classical texts and classical
ideas. According to the later commentaries and texts, the triple warmer is
the system of fasciae and connective tissue membranes throughout the
body, in particular the superficial fascia that surrounds the body. Ippo
Okamoto specifically determined that the triple warmer qi exited at huang
men (BL-46); from there it passed through the huang, the fascia, to the
whole body. Recall that the huang and gao are the various systems of fas
cia in the abdomen, and in particular the fasciae that connect the organs
and encapsulate them.23
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The Mo and Luo

Other concepts referred to in the classical literature are worthy of note
and further investigation: the mo K, the mu3, of the mu points, the
diaphragm SS, the concept of the lining of the body, the li R and the luo #&
of die luovessels and points. Careful and detailed examinations of each of
these important concepts further reveals the importance of the abdominal
and bodily fasciae.

Descriptions in classical texts of the internal trajectories of the twelve
meridians note how a meridian "belongs to" or "permeates" its own organ
and "spirally wraps" its coupled organ. The character translated as
"spirallywrap" is luo (Fuj).

Luo is a difficult character to translate, having a number of different
meanings in different contexts. There are the luo mai #&IPft, or luo vessels,
often translated as the luo meridians or as blood vessels. There are the jing
luo ffi*§, or system of vertical fi and horizontal *& meridians that traverse
the body. There are the luo xue Jfift, or luo points, one of which lies on
each meridian. There is the luo wrapping of coupled organs by the meridi
ans. In several contexts the luo is seen to be an energetic pathway or trajec
tory, and assuch it refers to fascial or connective tissue membranes.

The luo is a branch from the main or vertical meridian. The Ling Shu
tells us:

The jing mai &Hfc [meridian] is liM[the lining]. The horizontal
branch of the meridian is the luo. The divergent branches are
thegrandchild luoWfa (LS 17:190).

Here, the luo are described as the horizontal branches of the meridians.
From the luo spring other smaller branches, the "grandchild luo." This
image issimilar to vascular system branches. The blood passes through the
arteries to the arterioles and thence to the capillaries. The branching trajec
tories can be seen in a similar manner. The pivotal concept in the descrip
tion of the the luo and grandchild luo is that of li, the lining.

In modem times, the character of li has been simplified to.fi, meaning
inside or interior. In the Han dynasty, li Mreferred to the lining of the
body. It was generally seen in opposition to biaoM, surface. Since biao,
the surface, is usually understood to refer to the skin and body hair, the
lining is thus something that covers and lines the body, yet is not the skin
itself. We suggest that this distinction is perfecdy reasonable and evi
dences the Chinese understanding of the superficial fascia of the body. In
this, we are not alone. In a brief discussion of the yin and yang wei mai,
Xie Lin of the Qing dynasty stated:

The yin wei controls the qi of the greasy membranes 8§K, it
goes to the lining of the body.24

Here "lining" refers to the superficial fascia andprobably the more internal
systems of fasciae as well. This has fundamental implications. Since the
"meridian is li, the lining," the meridians themselves are seen as flowing
through the superficial fascia of thebody. The luo vessels, as thehorizon
tal branches, would also flow through the superficial fascia.
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Diagrammatically we can see it thus:

jing (vertical); luo (horizontal)

Figure 7.1 The meridian and its branches.

This system of branches from the meridian is usually understood as
traversing the whole body just as the superficial fascia does. When these
branches "spirally wrap" the coupled organs they are traversing the fascial
envelopes that encapsulate the organs. Anatomically this makes good
sense. The various fascial systems of the body are functionally one large
interconnected system. Fascial connections from inside the body surround
and connect the organs to the surface of the body through the superficial
fascia where the meridians and luo meridians lie.

This concept has many practical implications when one needles the
acupoints. The acupoints and meridians lie only a few millimeters below
the surface of the skin, an important consideration when treating with nee
dles and moxa. Further, it is not a speculative concept. It is described in
the Su Wen in the context of the origins and transformations of disease:

The Yellow Emperor said, "This is the origin of disease. It is
the tiny, absolute jing. It always comes first into and knots at
the skin" (SW14:87).

The concept of "tiny, absolute jing" WSM is slighdy different from
Zhuang Zi's idea of "no form" MM, as "tiny, absolute jing"IftSfil, or that
which cannot be further divided. However, the concepts are closely paral
lel. As we have seen, the "triple warmer has a name but no form." This
implies some relationship of the triple warmer to the tiny absolutejing. In
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this context, the tiny absolute jing of the Su Wen discussion might well fol
low the same idea. Diseases have tiny origins, like the tiny, absolute jing.
In coming first to the skin, disease is the smallest perturbation of qi flow in
the meridians. This disturbance may be seen to come from within the per
son and not just from the outside. The Su Wen says further:

This is the origin of all diseases. Evil always attacks first at the
skin and hair and then comes into the area between the skin

and the flesh. It comes in and stays at the luo vessels. If it
does not leave, it transmits to and enters the meridians. If it
does not leave, it transmits to and enters the fu JH and then
gathers at the intestines and stomach (SW 56:290).

This passage describes disease as originating very superficially, coming
in a litde deeper to the area between the skin and the flesh, where lies the
superficial fascia of thebody. From hereit is transmitted to the luo, thence
to the meridians, thence to the fu and then to the intestines and stomach.
In this context, it is very unlikely, as several commentators have said, that
"fu" refers to the yang organs W.

The term "fu" has been used in a variety of ways over the years. It is
generally seen to mean a place ofgathering orstoring. Fu also refers to the
chest, the area around CV-17.25 This last reference to the area around CV-
17 may be construed to great significance. The etymological roots of tan-
zhong (CV-17) refer to a cooking pot with a lid on it (Kad) and also to fat,
greasy, smelly tissues (Fuj). Since CV-17 is said to be the "palace of the
master of the heart" (LS 35:288) and the master of the heart seems to refer
anatomically, atleast in part, to the major blood vessels exiting and entering
the heart, then it may refer to the thymus gland which lies underneath the
sternum, roughly level with CV-17. This gland lies over the pericardium
and aortic arch. "Fu" further refers to the tendons and the sites at which
they attach muscles to bones:

Yanglingquan [GB-34] is the shu point of the knees.
The knees are the fu of the great muscles.
Therefore, this allows stretching and bending [to occur].26

Again:

Many old people wear waist bands [hara warmers]. This is
because thelumbar vertebrae are the fu of thekidneys.27

The Nan Jing distinguishes the triple warmer as the sixth fu (NJ 38:3).
This has been interpreted as referring tofuK, a yang organ. According to
some commentaries, the use of the term ju B in this passage refers to
something other than the character used to reference a yang organ. In his
commentary on this passage, WangShu He actually refers to the "fu of the
yang organs," clearly distinguishing fu from the yang organs. Further, he
describes each pair of yin and yangorgans as having a fu, the triple warmer
having or being an "external fu."

In the Nan Jing Du Ben Mu Lu, Wang Yi Ren felt that this use of fu
referred to the systems of lymph nodes in the body.
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There are five yin organs and six fu. What is the single fu?
It is the triple warmer. The triple warmer is arm shao yang.
Shao yang belongs to the kidneys. The upper parts of the kid
neys are connected to the lungs. The triple warmer is in
between these.

There are lymph nodes in the neck and thoracic regions, the
thoracic duct. In the middle warmer there are lymph nodes
around the hepatic portal vein. In the lower warmer there are
intestinal andabdominal lymph nodes.28

Again we find a relation to the source qi and the triple warmer. Also, if fu
is related to the area around CV-17, and CV-17 is related to the thymus
gland, then the possible relationship of fu to the systems of lymph nodes
in the body takes on great import, as both have major immunological func
tions.

These ideas were clearly stated in 1813 by K. Mitsutane in Kaitai
Hatsumou. He stated that the triple warmer is related to the lymphatic sys
tem in the body, specifically the upper warmer to the thymus gland, the
middle warmer to the pancreas and the lower warmer to the systems of the
lacteal ducts, especially the cystema chyli.29 To be internally consistent it
would make more sense to see the middle warmer in relation to the spleen,
which has immunological functions after birth. What is important in these
correlations, however, is the congruity of the relationships. The involve
ment of the thymus gland further supports the CV-17 to thymus correla
tion. The cystema chyli, lying in the folds of the mesenterium at the level
of lumbar one and lumbar two, is in the region of the root of the mesentery
and the area of the moving qi between the kidneys. The cystema chyli is
the collecting sac of the lacteal ducts that lie throughout the mesenterium
and carry chyle from the small intestines.

Extending the correlations to include the various extensions of the
lymph system, the superficial lymph vessels lie in the superficial fascia.
We saw above how the flow of qi in the meridians was seen in relation to
the flow of fluid at the surface in the water meridians (LS 12:154-155). We
now have a possible explanation of this fluid flow, and its relations to the
triple warmer and to the meridian systems that are an extension of the
upper warmer (LS 18).

This interpretation fits neady with another usage of the term fu in the
Nanjing:

Therefore when one speaks of the triple warmer fu, it exists at
qijie ^ffi(NJ 31:20).

There are said to be four qi jie in the body, in the head, chest, abdomen,
and legs. Qi jie is also an alternate name for ST-30, qi chong, which has
close proximity to the inguinal lymph nodes.30

One last and totally different usage of the term fu comes from the Huai
Nan Zi. The six fu were seen as the six pairs of opposite earthly branches
(e.g., B1-B7, B2-B8). Each pair was described as a "fu" (HNZ 3:142).
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Given the considerable use and reinterpretation of the character "fu," it
is not impossible and is in fact quite likely that the fu referenced in this
context is the lymph nodes. Since fu is generally used to mean a place of
gathering or storing, this interpretation is justified. In reference to the
movement of the evil from the meridians in the superficial fascia to the fu,
it also makes sense to see fu as the lymph nodes. These are places where
fluids gather as they stream back towards the interior body. The lymph
nodes are also related to the superficial fascia, since the surface lymph
vessels that drain into the nodes lie in the superficial fascia. In his 1888
Qing dynasty commentary on the Su Wen, the Huang Di Neijing Su Wenji
Gua, Zhang YinAn said:

It [pathogenic qi] does not gather at the intestines and stomach,
itgathers between the intestines and stomach.31

He proposed that the mesenteric membranes between the intestines and
stomach were the site of the third stage of disease transmission. In context,
this passage can be seen to describe the penetration and transmission of
pathogenic qi from theskin to the superficial fascia and through the fascial
system to the mesenterium.

In a similar passage, the Su Wen describes the penetration of patho
genic qi into the yin organs:

Therefore evil qi comes slighdy to the inside of the five yin
organs, horizontally connecting to the mu yuanUS (SW35A02).

This briefand seemingly innocuous passage from the Su Wen has been
richly commented upon. Essentially, it describes the penetration of patho
genic qi to the fascia that encapsulates the yin organs. This is only obvious
by examining the meanings of the terms, mu and mu yuan. In his Tang
dynasty commentary Wang Bing says that the mu yuan is "the source con
nection W^ of the diaphragm mu." This refers to the mesenteric mem
branes of the abdomen. It references the ideas of the Ling Shu source
theory that describe the falciform ligament, at the upper end of which is
the gao source WSC. It is attached to the lower edge of the diaphragm, at
the lowerend of which is the huang sourceWUC.

Yao Zhi An, in his Qing dynasty commentary on the Su Wen, titled the
Su Wen Jing Zhu Jie Jie, explains that mu yuan is "the source of the mo It
[diaphragm membranes]."32 Quoting the Quan Yuan Qi Ben, he also
explains the mu H : "mu creates themembranes." This passage is cited by
the modem commentators of the Tai Su as part of their commentary on the
explanation of mu yuan (TS pA48). In describing mo yuan IKS,
which is seen as the same as mu yuan, since the mu creates the mo or
membranes, the TaiSu says:

Each of the five yin organs has a membrane source BIS. If evil
qi comes into the five yin organs, it will be horizontally con
nected to the transporter $^< of the five yin organs' membrane
source.
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In other words, each yin organ has a membrane related to it. This
membrane has a source, a place of attachment in the body. If pathogenic
qi comes into a yin organ, it will be transmitted through the transporter to
this source. This is a difficult passage to interpret, but in this context the
implication that energy, in this case pathogenic qi, transmits through the
membranes, is inescapable.

The commentaries of both Wang Bing and Yao Zhi An present the mu
yuan in relation to the diaphragm. In the late Han dynasty, the Shi Ming
described the diaphragm Si as a blockH that separated the upper and lower
parts (Mor). In the eleventh century Song dynasty, the Ji Yun, a massive
encyclopedic dictionary, described the diaphragm as "huang W" or"being
like leather" (Mor).

As previously postulated, huang refers to certain of the fascia and
mesenteric membranes in the abdomen. The diaphragm was also seen to
relate to certain fascial tissues. The comment from the Quan Yuan Qi Ben,
"mu creates the membranes," indicates that the mu is related to the various
membranes of the body. Although it is not stated as clearly in the earliest
Classical texts, this understanding of the mu existed much earlier, probably
as early as the Han dynasty.

A more recent etymological study, the Shuo Wen Tong Xun Ding Sheng
(Explanation Book ofthe Shuo Wen), written circa 1848 in die Qing dynasty,
attempted to explain the mu character: "Mu was used to substitute for mo
IK" (Mor). The author felt that the term mu, in its earlier uses, was
synonymous with mo, the membranes, and was at times used in place of
the term mo. The Shi Ming of the late Han dynastysaw mo as "like a cur
tain, spirallywrapping l§ (luo) the body" (Mor). The mo thus described the
superficial fascia of the body. Modem scholars generally agree with this
definition of the mo as the superficial fascia, the thin membrane between
the skin and the flesh (Mor).

This understanding of mo in relation to the mu and especially the mu
yuan can also be found in other texts. For instance Zhang Yin An's Qing
dynasty commentary on the Su Wen, the Huang Di Neijing Su Wenji Gua,
comments on the use of the term mu yuan in chapter 35 of the Su Wen:

The mu yuan is the horizontal connection [that is part of] the
gao mo [greasy membrane] Will of the yinand yang organs.33

Mu yuan here is seen as part of the mesenterium or abdominal fascia with
a horizontal feature connecting the yin and yang organs to each other and
to the abdominal walls, the peritoneal fascia. In another passage ZhangYin
An makes further comment:

The mu yuan is a greasy membrane. It also has the nature of
connecting [things]. Therefore, it is the nature of the skin and
theyin and yang organs.34

The mu yuan has the nature of connecting things in the body, specifically
the yin and yang organs and the skin. This states the same relationship of
the superficial fascia and the internal fascia, the meridians and their organs,
that the classical authors proposed.
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Another possible interpretation of mu yuan is to see it as the "root of
the mesentery," which extends from the left side of the second lumbar
vertebra to theright sacroiliac symphysis.35 This is thesite of attachment of
the mesentery to the dorsal abdominal wall, and holds possible significance
since this would place the "root" at the crossing of the lumbar vertebrae at
the inferior level of the kidneys, and thus in the region between the kid
neys, related to the moving qi between the kidneys. We recall Xie Lin's
Qing commentary on the Nanjing:

The strand of fatty membrane, passing through the spinal
bones . . . [is] called the kidney connector. It passes down to
the net-like membrane . . . [and] extends to dantian, the source
of the lower warmer.36

The "net-like membrane" is reasonably seen as the mesenterium and its
root as being related to the mu yuan.

Another modem Chinese commentary on the Su Wen by Guo Ai Chun
defines mu yuan as "the source of the transporting membrane, below the
umbilicus."37 Again, the membranes are seen as having the capacity or
function of transportation; they are said to lie below the umbilicus, fitting
reasonably with the Ling Shu discussions of the source of huang, Chen
Yan's statement about the triple warmer, and Xie Lin's discussion of how
the membranes extend down to dantian in the lower warmer. Zhang Yin
An makes a further relevantcomment about huang W.

Huang is the greasy membrane that spirally wraps (luo) IS the
small intestine.38

This is a direct reminder of the relationship of huang to Ling Shu source
theory. This passage also makes a relatively clear statement about the pos
sible relationship of the small intestine to this theory.

The relationship of the mu points to the fascia is something that can be
seen practically in the work of Yoshio Manaka.39 He has found that often
in the prone position the mu points are not reactive when a patient has a
problem of the organs and meridians that the mu points are said to reflect.
However, by stretchingthe meridian through rotating, flexing, or extending
the foot or hand, the points immediately become reactive. For instance, a
patient with a problem of the small intestine as diagnosed by symptoms
and point palpation evidenced no soreness at CV-4. After stretching the
small intestine meridian, CV-4 became very reactive. Manaka reminds us
of the importance of the wrists and ankles in tai ji movements. Given this
context, it is quite likely that the mu points are points of specific attach
ment of the fasciae through which the meridians run. By specific move
ments of the wrists and ankles, the stretched fasciae acquire a certain ten
sion and changed conductivity. The energy thus freed and the fascial ten
sion induced by stretching establishes a tension at the mu point making it
more reactive on palpation. Detailed anatomical studies will help to
demonstrate this hypothesis, yet it certainly fits the overall picture.

In his text, Qian Jin Yao Fang, Sun Si-Mo provides an idea relating to
this picture. Discussing the location of the extra point huang mu nf#, or
"fascial mu," he describes its location as follows:
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The huang mu [is found by measuring the distance from] the
top of the nipple to the center of the umbilicus [with a piece of
thread]. Fold the thread in half. The point is half the distance
direcdy below the nipple.40

Sun Si-Mo took as the basis of his idea the Ling Shu references to the
"source of gao" and "source of huang" and the acupoint huang shu
(KI-16); the Nanjing reference to the twelve "source points" on the twelve
meridians; and the Zhen Jiu Jia Yi Jing references to the mu points. His
description of these points, the gao huang shu and huang mu, offers both
the concept of a diagnostic point for the fascia and a geometric relationship
to determine point location. The umbilicus and the nipples are reference
points on the fascial plane. They are areas of attachment and thus points
of tension, like a drumskin stretched from three points. The lines of ten
sion within the smooth-surfaced fasciawill be determinedby the geometric
relationship of these attachments. What we propose Sun Si-Mo was
describing is the mathematical relationship of the points and angles of the
lines of tension created by the stretching of the fascia between the nipples
and umbilicus.

The mechanism resembles what occurs with the rotation, flexion, or
extension of the fascial attachments at specific joints, as occurs in tai ji or
Manaka's meridian stretching. The tensile properties of the fascia change,
the geometric relationships to other points of attachment and tension
change, and the three-dimensional shape of the interconnected fascial field
is itself modified. Sinceeach changerelates to the bioelectrical properties of
the fascia, specifically its conductivity, there will be both diagnostic and
treatment effects.

Muscles and Membranes

Various chapters in the Su Wen and Ling Shu discuss the different tis
sues of the body and how they are controlled by the five yin organs. Some
of these refer to membranes. For instance, both the Su Wen and the Ling
Shu say:

The lung controls the skin;
The heart controls the vessels;
The liver controls the muscles;
The spleen controls the flesh;
The kidney controls the bones (SW 23:154; LS 78:586).

A parallel and expanded passage in the Su Wen notes:

The lung controls the skin and body hair of the body.
The heart controls the blood vessels of the body.
The livercontrols the muscular membranes JffitK of the body.
The spleen controls the flesh of the body.
The kidney controls the bone marrows of the body (SW 44:246).

Again the Su Wen says:

The liver stores the qi of the muscular membranes (SW 18:110).

•
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The liver was described as the controller of the muscular membranes. We

now call the muscular membranes the deep fascia. For the liver to be seen
in relation to the deep fascia, the classical authors must have considered
the fascia to be fundamentally important. Some modem commentaries of
Su Wen chapter 44 also give this passage from the Quan Yuan QiBen:

Mo IK, the muscular membranes$5IK, are in the person, below
the skin and above the flesh (SW44:246).

Kazunori Shibata, a specialist in Japanese foot reflexology, has made a
detailed study of the correspondence of the muscular membranes to the
liver41 In his description, he differentiates between the muscles and the
membranes. To his mind, the term "muscle membrane" does not refer to
just the muscles and myofascia, but to both. Based on his research and
clinical experience, he distinguishes between the muscles, the longitudinal
and vertical fibers in the body, and the membranes, the horizontal fibers.
In the context of Chinese medicine he identifies the term "muscle" with

the nerves, tendons, and blood vessels as well as the muscle tissues. The
term "membrane" he considers to refer to the pleura, peritoneum, mesen
terium, myofascia, and superficial fascia. Thus, the term "muscle mem
brane" refers to all the fibers and membranes in the body. Since these are
controlled by the liver, if the liver becomes vacant, all the fibers and mem
branes can be affected. The liver functions to keep all the fibers and mem
branes loose and flexible. Using massage of the hands and feet, particu
larly certain toes, Shibata treats problems that lie in these fibers and mem
branes.

Another instructive passage from the Ling Shu discusses the relation
ship of gao to digestionand the triple warmer:

All water and grains enter through the mouth. There are the
five tastes; each of them streams to the ocean. The jin W- and
ye fl£ run their own individual way. Therefore, the qi comes
out from the triple warmer. It keeps the skin and flesh warm.
The jin nourishes the skin. The stream that does not move is
the ye. The jin and ye of the five grains harmoniously unite
and become gao [the membranes.] It is absorbed inside into
the holes in the bones, it supplies and nourishes the brain and
marrow. Subsequendy, it streams downward to the groin
(LS 36:295-296).

The jin and ye are the two vital fluids. They flow throughout the body and
nourish the tissues. As these two move, the triple warmer qi moves. The
jin and ye also create the gao. Aside from the connection of the fluids to
the triple warmer and the mesenteric membranes, the gao, this passage has
important implications for an examination of the modem anatomical and
physiological structures and functions of the various membranes, fasciae,
and connective tissues. These water relationships and functions of the
connective tissues are an interesting key to modem scientific work, particu
larly that of Albert Szent Gyorgyi. Modem data also may help us under
stand the passage from the Ling Shu describing the movement of the twelve
meridians of the surface in relation to the movement of fluid through the
"water meridians" (see page 2 of this chapter). Both the movement of qi,
which the ancient anatomists measured for "fullness and insufficiency"
and the triple warmer qi which moves with the jin and ye, become less
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inexplicable as we study the movement and filtration of the interstitial
fluids. These fluids play an important role is Szent Gyorgyi's model of
bioenergy.

This puzzle has already attracted the attention of scholars and stimu
lated several hypotheses. Sosen Hirooka, in his wonderful eighteenth cen
tury commentary on the Nan Jing, makes an interesting comment on Nan
Jing chapter 42. Referring to the passage from the Ling Shu, he says:

Gao is the product of the water and grains, causing [or stimulat
ing] their transformation to qi. Its color is white. Therefore, it
is able to moisten the skin and its interior portions, making it
light and moist. Blood is the product of the water and grains
causing [or stimulating] their transformation to blood. Its color
is red. Therefore, it is able to make the muscles and vessels

have a full condition, nourishing and helping them grow.
These warm the five yinorgans and moisten thewhole body.42

The water and grain transform into either gao or blood. The gao moistens
and nourishes the area of the skin in which the superficial fascia is found.
This same area of the body, just below the surface of the skin, seems to be
referenced in other passages of the Ling Shu. For instance, in chapter 47
there is reference to the cou li §13. This too refers to an area between the

skin and the flesh. One modern Chinese commentary refers to cou li as

... the part of the body between the skin and the inside. The
jin and ye, qi and blood, pass through here.43

This is the area we call the superficial and deep fasciae.

Another section from the same chapter of the Ling Shu discusses the
relationship of the wei qi or defense qi to the area between the skin and
flesh:

The wei qi therefore keeps warm the segments of the flesh,
gives the skin a full condition, nourishes the tissues between
the skin and flesh (LS 47:349).

The LeiJing of 1624 A.D. commented on this:

The unclear part is of the category of yang. Its character is
rapid, therefore it doesn't go through the meridian. Thus, it
directly reaches the surface of the skin, making the skin, hair,
and space between the skin and flesh full. This is the wei qi
[defense qi].44

Here the wei qi is clearly seen as passing between the skin and flesh in
the superficial and deep fasciae. Another passage from the Su Wen states
these relationships most clearly, and is probably the oldest concise descrip
tion of the passage of the wei qi through the membranes:

The wei qi is the rapid qi of the water and grains. This qi is
quick-witted, sharp, and slippery and doesn't enter the vessels
[meridians]. Therefore, the wei qi goes between the skin tis
sues and flesh. The wei keeps the huang mo Will warm. The
wei scatters to the chest and abdomen (SW 43:245).

a
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We have already discussed the relationship of the wei qi to the lower
warmer, where it is produced, and to the triple warmer. The wei qi passes
through the tissues between the skin and flesh, the fasciae, and keeps the
huangmo, the peritoneum, warm. Thus, both the idea of the movement of
qi through the fasciae and the hypothesis that the the triple warmer struc
ture is these fasciae, are further supported.

While examples of these relationships are abundant, even this collec
tion of information cannot define the gao, huang, and triple warmer defini
tively. Among the various classical and modem sources, there have been a
variety of slighdy different interpretations as to what each of these func
tional entities may be. However, there is no disagreement as to the impor
tance of the membranes and the fasciae. Generally, the Nanjing source and
triple warmer theories were seen in relationship to the earlier Ling Shu
source theory. Writers who comment on these relationships see the triple
warmer as either a system of fascial membranes or as a functional relation
ship to the system of fascial membranes described in the Ling Shu. That
the fasciae are important as transporters of qi is clear in all the classical
references to transference, connection, and source. The relevance of the
fasciae to huang, gao, fu, mu, mo, jin and ye, luo, li, and the meridians evi
dences a centrality to the energetic anatomy of man that cannotbe denied.

One remaining facet of what appears to be a triple warmer function
has a notable anatomical basis. Essentially, this function relates the passage
of the stomach qi to certain brain structures and seasonal varion of tem
perature, and thus to bodily thermoregulation. The stomach qi is not often
mentioned in classical literature, but existing references seem to suggest a
coherent theory. Both the Su Wen (SW 18) and Nanjing (N] 15) describe the
stomach qi with reference to the quality of the radial pulse. The Nan Jing
description explains the normal seasonal pulses and their pathological vari
ations withreference to thestomach qi.45

The Ling Shu also makes reference to the stomach qi and pulse diag
nosis at the carotid artery (ST-9). This passage describes the stomach qi
pathway as an explanation for carotid pulse diagnosis:

The Yellow Emperor asked, "What causes the pulsing at leg
yang ming [carotid pulse at ST-9]?"

Qi Bo replied, "The stomach qi rises up to the lungs, the
rapid qi ascends quickly into the head, encircling the throat and
flowing to the orifices. [A branch] encircles the supporter of
the eyes, passes into and spirallywraps [luo] the brain. It then
passes out to the temples [around TW-23 and ST-7], circles to
the teeth wheel [ST-6] where it meets leg yang ming, then
passes down [to ST-9]. Thus, the stomach qi divides and runs
from leg yang ming" (LS 62:288).

Most authors agree that the "rapid qi" is the wei qi and should be dis
tinguished from the ying qi that flows through the meridian circuit starting
at the lung meridian. Thus Qi Bo's reply could read,

•
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The stomach qi rises to the lungs. Here it divides, one part
passing down the lung meridian, the other part, the rapid qi,
ascending quickly into the head. ...

The orifices are the seven orifices —eyes, ears, etc. The supporter of the
eyes is probably the optic nerve. When it passes into and spirally wraps
the brain, it is possible to translate this as "passes into and spirally wraps
(some part of) the brain," implying a connection to only a particular struc
ture within the brain and not the whole brain.

The same passage discusses the circulation of the ying and wei qi rela
tive to the invasion of cold or wind. Since we know that the ying qi flows
through the twelve meridians and that the wei qi emerges from the eyes to
circulate around the body, we mayagain interpret the rapid qi as thewei qi.
Also, since the triple warmer begins in the stomach, and the ying qi and
wei qi are seen as the qi of the middle and lower warmers (LS 18) we can see
the references in this passage as describing some aspect of triple warmer
function.

Further, since the stomach qi is seen with reference to seasonal pulse
variations, it is functionally related to temperature control in the body. The
major variant factor during the progression of the seasons is the tempera
ture. This interpretation is further supported by thediscussion of ying and
wei qi circulation and their disturbance by cold or wind invasion, where
circulation to the four limbs is impaired (LS 62). This is, of course, typical
of the body's response to cold. The circulationof blood to the surface and
extremities is decreased. This passage describes the thermoregulatory func
tions of the stomach qi relative to the ying and wei qi, and indirecdy the
triplewarmer control of body temperature.

There is considerable physiological significance in the rapid qi of the
stomach rising to encircle the throat, and passing from the eyes into the
brain. The thyroid gland, which essentially regulates metabolism
throughout the body, is in the throat. A significant structure, the
hypothalamus, is found where the supporter of the eyes crosses in the
brain, at the optic chiasm. A major function of the hypothalamus is ther
moregulation. There would seem to be no coincidence that two of the
body's most important thermoregulatory structures, the hypothalamus and
thyroid gland, lie on the pathway of the stomach qi. Theregulation of tem
perature begins with the control of blood flow to the surface and four
limbs of the body. When the environment is hot this circulation increases,
when it is cold the circulation decreases.46 According to Ling Shu theory,
when cold invades the body, circulation of ying and wei qi is impaired in
the limbs.

Why these functions are described with reference to the stomach and
stomach qi is another question of interest. When food is ingested and
passes into the digestive system, the circulation of blood to the surface of
the body is diverted to the digestive system to help absorb the nutrients
and fluids of digestion. Since normal thermoregulation varies through the
increase or decrease of blood flow to the surface of the body, we can posit
that the circulatory responses of digestion may create a functional tension
between the control of blood flow arising from hypothalamic function and
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the control arising as a digestive response. If this is correct, stomach qi
describes the body's thermoregulatory functions and secondarily helps
explain the temperature-regulating properties of the triple warmer.47

Embryological Development
The concept of gao from Ling Shu source theory relates the gao to the

first month of embryological development as described by the Huai Nan Zi.
From approximately 400 or 300B.C. to the seventh century A.D., a series of
similar embryological theories developed in China. Although theiranatom
ical descriptions are simple, compared to the microanatomical studies of
today, their descriptions are neither essentially inaccurate nor without pro
vocative permutations.

That the Chinese were interested in embryology is very natural; they
were fascinated with ideas of "beginning," "root," or "origin" and the
"basic" or "source" parts. Many characters in Chinese imply root or origin,
not the least common of which is the idea of the "source" IS, the basic idea
of both the Ling Shu and Nanjing theories. With theirdesire to understand
where things came from, the source or origin of life, it is natural that they
would see embryology as an essential study. Looking at embryological
development, the fascia and connective tissues, it is possible to understand
manyof the classical medical ideasabout life, health, and disease.

As the most complete and accessible theory, the Huai Nan Zi descrip
tion of the stages of embryological development are a reference to which
we may compare several othersystems. However, the oldest discussions of
embryology can be found in the Guan Zi (The Book ofMaster Guan)y from
the late fourth century B.C.:

The person is [composed of] water.
The jing ffi of the man and woman unite. Subsequendy the

water streams and then makes the form.

At three months it is like masticated food [it has an undif
ferentiated form].

What are these? What are the five tastes? What are the five

yin organs?
Acidic controls the spleen. Salty controls the lungs. Spicy

controls the kidney. Bitter controls the liver. Sweet controls
the heart.

The five yin organs are now formed, then the flesh is
created. The spleen creates the diaphragm. The lung creates
the bones. The kidney creates the brain. The liver creates the
skin. The heart creates the flesh.

The five flesh are already created, then the nine orifices
occur. The spleen occurs at the nose, the liver at the eyes, the
kidneys at the ears, the lungs at the [other] orifices.

At five months it is already completed. At ten months it is
already born.48

These early five-phase correspondences differ from the correspon
dences generally associated with the phases. It is curious that such
correspondences are discussed in relation to a developing embryo. The
Huai Nan Zi also has a brief discussion of other, again slightly different,
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five-phase correspondences. In later passages, from the seventh century,
the five phases were considered fundamental to embryological develop
ment.

In the Guan Zi, no mention is made of mesenteric or fascial mem
branes. After the Huai Nan Zi in 122 B.C., these tissues, specifically the gao,
are mentioned in relation to either the first or second month of develop
ment. The Ling Shu, believed to have been compiled around 300 B.C., has
an interesting brief embryological description. Like the Guan Zi it makes
no reference to mesenteric or fascial membranes and further has no clear
reference to the five phases:

The Yellow Emperor said, "[After] the person's conception,
the jing is first composed. Then the jing composes the brain
and bone marrow. The bones become the stem [the spinal
column forms?]. The vessels become the ying [nourishment].
The muscles become firm. The flesh becomes [like a] wall.
The jingis hard, and thenthehairandbody hair grow.

[After labor when the] gu [grains] come into the stomach, the
vessel-meridian pathways are [all] connected, the blood and qi
[begin to] move" (LS 10:104).

This passage introduces the description of meridian pathways. It seems to
imply that the qi and blood, thus the meridians, begin circulating after
birth. In a medical context this is extremely important.

The description of the first month of pregnancy given in the "Shi Qin"
section of chapter 6 of the Guang Ya (Mor) is the same as the Huai Nan Zi
description, as is the third month, the "pregnant womb." The description
of the second month, zhi IB and the fourth month, hao US are somewhat dif
ferent in the Guang Ya. Zhirefers to fat greasy tissues and bao refers to the
uterus. This passage was probably influenced by the earlier Huai Nan Zi
because the membranes and fat greasy tissues of the first and second
months of embryological development were noted. The fifth through the
tenth months described in the Guang Ya follow the Huai Nan Zi descrip
tion: muscle, bones, completion, movement, rowdy movement, birth.
Since weknow that the fascia and membranous tissues are vital in embryo
logical development, their inclusion at this time into the corpus of classical
medical theory is significant. It is indicative of an ancient anatomical
knowledge of some sophistication.

Another important development of embryological theory came some
three hundred eighty years after the Guang Ya. In 610 A.D., the physician
Chao Yuan Fang published the Zhu Bing Yuan Hou Lun, which contained a
description of embryological development that included a theory of the ori
gins of symptoms in illness. Briefly, in each of the ten months of fetal
development there is a relationship between the mother and the develop
mental state. During each stage one pair of the mother's meridians nour
ishes the developing fetus. Chao Yuan Fang's descriptions of fetal develop
ment are somewhat different from the Huai Nan Ziand the Guang Ya. One
would be pressed to prove the influence of the earlier works on the latter.
However, his discussions of the relationships of the mother to the develop
ing fetus are interesting. Theydescribe a possible mechanism by which the
fetus comes into life with inherent problems, strengths, and weaknesses. If

Figure 7.2 - 7.3 The first two months of
development (after Ishin Po).



Figure7.4 - 7.5 The third and fourth months
of development (after Ishin Po).

Figure 7.6 - 7.7 The fifth and sixth months
of development (after Ishin Po).
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the mother has a weakness in a meridian, this would lead to problems dur
ing the related stage of development. Although this is not a specific claim
made by Chao Yuan Fang, it is a tempting interpretation.

In the following quote, note how Chao Yuan Fang perceived the entry
of the five-phase jing into the developing fetus and the development of
dantian by the tenth month. The accompanying illustrations are in the
style of Tamba no Yasuyori's Ishin Po, an important tenth-century Japanese
medical treatise.49

In the first month it is called the beginning of form ]&. Leg
jue yin nourishes this. Leg jue yin is the vessel of the liver, the
liver controls the blood. At this time the blood flow stops
[the menses stop]; therefore, leg jue yin nourishes this.

The second month is called the beginning of gao W, the
mesenteric membranes. Legshao yang nourishes this, leg shao
yang is the vessel of the gallbladder. The gallbladder controls
the jingSL The jing of the fetus IS is composedAn the liningof
the wrapping [of the fetus, the lining of the uterus, possibly the
placenta].

The third month is called the beginning of tai HI, the preg
nant uterus. The arm master of the heart controls this, the arm
master of the heart is the jing and shen in the vessels, the inside
is connected with the heart, it is able to cleanse the shen.

The fourth month is when the water jing *$i is beginning to
be accepted. With this the blood vessels are composed. Arm
shao yang controls this, arm shao yang is the vesselof the triple
warmer, inside it is connected with the fu fft [here, probably the
yang organs].

The fifth month is when the fire jing ^C)fi§ is beginning to be
accepted. With this, the qi is composed, leg tai yin nourishes
this, leg tai yin is the vessel of the spleen. Leg tai yin controls
the four seasons. In this month the four limbs are completed.

The sixth month is when the metal jing ^fcffi is beginning to
be accepted. With this the muscles are composed, leg yang
ming nourishes this. Leg yang ming is the vessel of the
stomach. This altogether controls the mouth and eyes.

The seventh month is when the wood jing ;fcfli is beginning
to be accepted. With this, the bones are composed, hand tai
yin nourishes this. Hand tai yin is the vessel of the lung and
controls the skin and body hair.

The eighth month is when the earth jing ±$i is beginning to
be accepted. With this the skin is composed, it harmonizes the
heart (or mind) and quiets the breathing, arm yang ming nour
ishes this. Arm yang ming is the vessel of the large intestine.
The large intestine controls the nine orifices.

•
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The ninth month is when the stone jing £5fra is beginning to
be accepted. With this, the skin and body hair are composed,
leg shao yin nourishes this. Leg shao yin is the vessel of the
kidney. The kidney controls the connecting thread
[umbilicus].

In the tenth month all the five yin organs are completed, the
six yang organs and the umbilicus are connected. Heaven and
Earth qi enter at dantian.

The most critical implication in this description is that the nature and
origin of disease is prenatal. It does represent one of the clearest attempts
by a Chinese physician to demonstrate how prenatal problems can influ
ence our health after we are born. Sun Si-Mo, in his Qian Jin Yao Fang
(Priceless Prescriptions) from 652 A.D., describes an embryological develop
ment essentially identical to Chao Yuan Fang's from forty years earlier.
The one simple difference here is that Sun Si-Mo refers to the first month
as the"beginning of the embryo," rather than the"beginning of form."50

For each month of development, Sun Si-Mo prescribes certain herbs.
He also comments that one should not needle or moxa points on the meri
dian during the month a meridian is in active control of fetal develop
ment.51 This is perhaps medical practice in its most superb and sophisti
cated aspect. Treating pregnant mothers to ensure healthy children may
represent the most advanced form of preventive medical practice possible.

a

Figure 7.8 - 7.9 The seventh and eighth
months of development (after Ishin Po).

Figure 7.10 - 7.11 The last two months of
development (after Ishin Po).
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Modern Anatomy and
Physiology of the Fasciae

and the Connective Tissues

The human body is an intricate set of systems that interact with each
other as a functional whole. The nervous, muscular, skeletal, digestive,
respiratory, reproductive, excretory, hormonal, and vascular systems each
have distinct characteristics and properties. Yet none of these systems are
separate entities. When working synchronously they constitute what we
call, in a gross sense, "life." Several systems exercise mediation or control
of functional interactions. The nervous and vascular systems are, for
example, largely concerned with regulation. All parts of the body are to
some degree innervated and vascularized. These systems provide a
medium that connects the parts through a series of complex interactions
and feedback mechanisms. Incorporated within the nervous and vascular
systems are various sub-systems such as the hormonal messengers. Each
sub-system is itself a categorization that represents another set of specific
interactions.

Within the body one system is amazingly pervasive and versatile: the
connective tissue. In effect, the connective tissue is a system that totally
interconnects all parts of the body at each level from the anatomical to the
microscopic. Connective tissues can be found within every single
organelle, within every cell, and within every tissue of the body. Most sig
nificant for Oriental medical theory and practice are the properties such as
energy generation and conduction that these tissues demonstrate.

The various membranes and fasciae discussed in Oriental medical

literature are composed of connective tissues. Although modern anatomi
cal, physiological, and embryological knowledge is much more detailed
than the discussions in earlyChinese medical texts, the essential anatomical
details are the same. More noteworthy are the many parallels between
Oriental medical concepts, in particular qi movement, and the modern
understanding of the properties of the fascia. While there are intimations
that the Chinese medical authors were discussing energetic concepts and
concurrently utilizing physical knowledge, it is the mass of data compiled
by modern physical sciences that compels us to consider these energetic
concepts in the light of what we now know of the body's physiological and
electrical functions. It is thus possible and intriguing, and in fact necessary,
to propose and examine models by which we may explain classical
Chinese medical concepts using the data of Western science.

•
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Using all the information at hand, what can be demonstrated is the
possible means by which at least some organ relationships described by
classical medical theory may function. For instance, the five phase, ten
stem and yin-yang correspondences and functions can be understood as
analogs of biophysical relationships amongfascial tissues. The relationship
of certain acupoints to certainareas in the body and the probable mechan
ism by which the lines of energy movement, the meridians, develop and
function may also be understood as bioelectrical functions of the fascial
planes. The points of connection, the unifying factor of many energetic
concepts, may be seen as related to the the systems of membranes and fas
cia and their connective tissue structure.

The Fascial System
In gross anatomical terms there are two basic systems of fasciae: the

subcutaneous and the subserous systems. We can delineate quite clearly
whole systems of tissues, accurately defining their anatomy and function.1
Although these are continuous systems thatmerge witheach other, they are
distinct. The subcutaneous system is the system that connects the skin,
muscles, and skeletal structures. Thesubserous system lines the bodycavi
ties. Bothsystems have connected layers.

The subcutaneous system has two distinct layers that form a continu
ous sheet over the whole area of the body. Properly, we speak of the sub
cutaneous fascia as having two layers, one more superficial, the other
deeper. The superficial fascial layerof the subcutaneous system is itself a
double layer that is fused and continuous. Essentially, it is a membrane
that varies in depth accordingto locationand individualdifferences. It also
has varying amounts of fatty tissues. The deeper level contains the nerves,
the blood, and the lymph vessels that nourish and help maintain the skin.
This layer also functions to maintain body temperature and protect the
body from trauma.

The superficial fascia tends to be thinner in males than in females. It is
quite distincdy deeper over the abdomen and thinnest over the dorsal
aspects of the hands and feet, the sides of the neck, the face, around the
anus, and over the penis and scrotum.2 The areas where it is thinnerare all
areas traditionally classified as yangor relatively yang. Theareas where it is
deeper, in particular the abdomen, were classified as yin areas. Thus, the
yang areas of the body, or the more yang nature of those areas and the
meridians located there, have a clear relationship to the depth of the super
ficial fascia and the amount of fatty tissue.

Since the superficial fascia is continuous with the dermis, it lies just
below the epidermal and dermal layers of the skin. Generally this is just
over one to just over two millimeters beneath the skin surface.3

Beneath this doubled superficial layer is the deep fascia. This includes
the fascia that covers all the muscles of the body, excluding the superficial
muscles of the head, neck, and palmar brevis, all the large blood vessels, all
the large nerves, the deep lymphatic vessels and nodes, as well as certain
glands. The deep system of the subcutaneous fascia is the system that
passes from the superficial parts of the body to the interior. In the limbs,
this layer connects as deep as the periosteum, the connective tissue
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membranes of the bones. In the trunk, it runs as deep as the interior walls
of the thoracic and abdominal cavities. In both these places it envelops the
muscles and bones, providing surfaces that form attachments and aid
movement. This system is an important part of the musculoskeletal sup
port structure. By lining the interior walls of the abdominal and thoracic
cavities, it becomes continuous with the subserous fascia.

The subserous fascia of the thoracic cavity is called the pleura. In the
abdominal cavity, the subserous fascia is the peritoneum. Each of these
fascia is layered. One layet lies next to the deep fascia that lines the inside
of the cavity, the parietal pleura and parietal peritoneum. The layers that
are more related to the different organs in each of the cavities are the vis
ceral pleura and the visceral peritoneum. The visceral layers envelope and
connect the various organs. For example, in the abdomen the visceral layer
is called the peritoneum proper. Its invaginations and folds form the
mesenterium that envelopes, connects, and covers the digestive organs.

The subserous layers of the thorax and abdomen are almost separated
by the diaphragm, which stretches between the two. But the parietal layers
of each cavity are continuous, since the fascia enveloping the aorta as it
passes through the diaphragm merges with the parietal fasciae of the cavi
ties above and below the diaphragm.

1 - diaphragm

2 - endothoracic fascia

3 - aorta

4 - transversalis fascia

Figure 8.1 The fascial sheath of the aorta is continuous with both the endothoracic fascia and the
transversalis fasciaon the superiorand inferiorsurfaceof the diaphragm.

Notonlyare there fascial continua by which the surface of the body is con
nected to the interior, but there are also fascial continua that connect all the
organs inside the body.

Fascial Connections

By following these various connections or continua of fascia, we can
trace pathways from any one part of the body to any other, running up to
down, down to up, inside to outside and outside to inside. The examples
provided by James Oschman trace these connections quite clearly:

In principle it would be possible to trace the fascial connec
tions between any point within the body and any other. For
our purposes we shall begin by tracing the larger planes of fas
cia upward from the feet to the top of the head and then back

•
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down through the nervous system. The route followed will be
upward through the legs to the pelvis and viscera, diaphragm,
mesenteries, sheaths of various organs, the pericardium, the
roots of the great vessels emerging from the heart (and thence
throughout the branching network of the circulatory system),
the trachea, the capsule of the thyroid gland, hyoid bone, tem
poral bone of the skull, and the fascia ensheathing the brain.
From the brain the fascial layers can be traced downward as the
sheath of the spinal cord and thence outward along the branch
ing peripheral nerves as the perineural sheaths.

To be more specific, the myofascia and periosteal fascia of
the legs are continuous via the acetabuli with the fascia of the
general pelvic bowl. This, in turn, is continuous with the
mesenteric fascial sheaths that support the abdominal organs.
It is through these connections that the walls of the entire
digestive tract and its associated organs join the myofascial net
work. Extending upward, the fascia ensheathing the psoas
major and quadratus lumborum muscles blends with the fascia
covering the right and left crus of the diaphragm. These crus,
in turn, attach to the bodies of the lumbar vertebrae which are
sites of attachment of vertebral ligaments, tendons, and
myofascia. The central tendon of the diaphragm is contiguous
with the pericardium and the roots of the great blood vessels,
the aorta, the pulmonaryarteryand vein, and vena cava. These
perivascular fascia are contiguous with the fascial coverings of
the entire arterial and venous trees. The fasciae blending with
the blood vessels are also associated with the peritracheal fas
cia, which in turn envelope the thyroid gland, form the carotid
sheath, and fasten securely to the hyoid bone. This bone is
connected to the styloid process of the temporal bone by a
dense fascia, the stylohyoid ligament. The temporal bone, in
turn, is the site of attachment of the tentorium cerebelli. These
merge with the dura coveringthe brain and extend down as the
covering of the spinal cord and the nerves branching therefrom
and extending throughout the body.

At any particular level in the body the connective tissues
form a continuous network ensheathing muscles, bones,
nerves, blood vessels, and extending down microscopically
onto the surfaces of cells and even into the cells themselves.
This latter concept is a relatively new way of visualizing con
nective tissue. It has arisen because of the discovery that every
cell has within it types of connective tissue consisting of rigid,
flexible, and contractile elements. Moreover, it has been
discovered that this cytoplasmic system is linked to the extra
cellular connective tissue via specific structures that traverse the
cell membranes from the inside to the outside.

While the fascial planes are continuous sheets, there are
more subde relationships present. The fibers comprising those
sheets are not randomly oriented, but are instead laid down in a
precise way. There is a general rule as to how the majority of
the fibers orient. This is stated in Wolf's law:
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". . The form of the bone being given, the bone elements
[collagen] place or displace themselves in the direction of
the functional pressure and increase or decrease their mass
to reflect the amount of functional pressure."

Hence, the fibers become laid down along the lines of stress
within the organism. This does not mean that all the fibers are
oriented along the stress lines, for in much of the fasciae the
collagen bundles are woven togetherto provide a relatively flex
ible but inelastic material of considerable tensile strength.

There is also a close anatomical relationship between the fas
cial sheets and the autonomic nervous system, to the extent
that the autonomicganglia are embedded in fascial planes. The
precise physiological significance of this has not been given
adequate attention. There are many case studies suggesting
relief of autonomic dysfunction as a consequence of alterations
in the fascia. It is often mentioned that tension in the fascial

planes may adversely affect the circulation and hence nourish
ment of the autonomic ganglia embedded within the fascia.
However, we are unaware of any specific research to test this
suggestion.4

It is quite feasible that the meridians describedby Chinese medicine as
being in the "lining" (the superficial fasciae) can pass from the surface of
the body to the interior, to any organ. There will be numerous variations
by which any one pathway may be traced and there will be numerous fas
cial continua by which the connections may be effected. That these con
nective lines could be pathways of energy or qi is also quite feasible. The
fascial systems are composedof connective tissues that have demonstrated
abilities to transmit a variety of biologicalenergies.

Research has shown that the connective tissues are capable of com
munication, connection, and energyconduction in the form of electronand
proton transmission. Thermoelectric properties, pressure-activated
responses that result in tissue change and thus functional changes,
piezoelectric currents, and a variety of properties have all been discerned.
The connective tissues are an amazingly plastic, malleable, changeable, and
highly functional group of tissues. That the classical Chinese authors
related the triple warmer and the conduction of qi to the fascia and their
connective tissues well before scientific measurement was able to demon

strate such activity is a remarkable achievement.

The connective tissues compose much more than just these systems of
fasciae. The fasciae are only the visible portion. There is an even more
pervasive system of connective-tissue fibers at the microscopic level that
extends into every cell in the body. These are the collagen and glycosami-
noglycan fibers of the extracellular matrix and the microfilaments, microtu
bules, and microtrabeculae of the intracellular matrix. Both these connec
tive matrices connect across cell membranes through the action of proteins
such as fibronectin.5 Since each of these microsystems evidences most, if
not all, of the communicative properties of the fasciae and is intimately
connected to the fascial macrosystem, every cell is explicidy connected to
every other cell. This system forms the skeleton of all the cells and
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ultimately the skeleton of the whole body. Recent electronmicrographical
evidence shows that small fibers, the anchoring filaments of the hem-
idesmosome system, extend through the dermal-epidermal junction, allow
ingcontinuity from the collagenous filament system of the dermis through
the epidermis to the surface of the body.6 Thus, we not only have the
means of tracing a pathway from the surface of the body to the interior
structures and organs, but to virtually any cell in the body. Importandy, the
pathway traced is not simply a mechanical connection, but is as well a
bioelectrically and biochemically active chain of tissues capable of a variety
of communication transfers.

It is because of this biophysical and bioelectrical context, a pervasive
strata capable of a variety of informational transfer mechanisms and energy
communication mechanisms, that the triple warmer as classically described
is a completely justifiable concept. Indeed, it is feasible that all the triple
warmer energetic capacities and functions could operate through the fas
ciae. Clearly, the triple warmer root and origins at the source, the "moving
qi between the kidneys," is perfecdy rational.

Oschman summarizes the basic physiological model of thesestructures
quite elegandy:

The connective tissue and fascia form a mechanical continuum,
extendingthroughout the animalbody, even into the innermost
parts of each cell. All the great systems of the body —the cir
culation, the nervous system, the musculo-skeletal system, the
digestive tract, the various organs —are ensheathed in connec
tive tissue. This matrix determines the overall shape of the
organism as well as the detailed architecture of its parts. All
movements, of the body as a whole, or of its smallest parts, are
createdby tensions carried through the connective tissue fabric.
Each tension, each compression, each movement causes the
crystalline lattices of the connective tissues to generate bioelec
tric signals that are precisely characteristic of those tensions,
compressions, and movements. Thefabric is a semiconducting
communication network that can convey the bioelectric signals
between every part of the body and every other part. This
communication network within the fascia is none other than

the meridian system of traditional Oriental medicine, with its
coundess extensions into every part of the body. As these sig
nals flow through the tissues, their biomagnetic counterparts
extend the stories they tell into the space around thebody. The
mechanical, bioelectric, and biomagnetic signals traveling
through the connective tissue network, and through the space
around the body, tell the various cells how to form and reform
the tissue architecture in response to the tensions, compres
sions, and movements we make.7

While there is a considerable and exciting body of detail associated with
these ideas, the thrust is clear. The classical descriptions of human ener
getic functions, both those that are "interior" to the body and those that
respond to events in the "exterior" environment, are justified by the pro
perties of the most pervasive of the body's features, the fascia.
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The Fasciae in Embryology
To the Chinese authors, the idea of a source suggested prenatal roots.

In embryological development we see distinct parallels among the Chinese
medical ideas and the data of anatomical research. In particular, the con
cept of the triple warmer as the system of connective tissues related to the
prenatal source of energy becomes clear. As the embryo develops, the con
nective tissues and planes of fasciae that the triple warmer represents are
significant to correctdevelopment. There are obvious connections between
the yin and yang organs. These can be seen to be the precursors of the
various inter-organ relationships. These tissues provide the medium, the
lines of communication, the meridian pathways, that Oriental medicine
describes.

Figure 8.2 In this dorsalview through the thoracicand peritonealcavities, the fascialsheaths and sacs
of the variousorgans, muscles, bones, etc. are penned in as the darker Unes. The interconnectedness of
the fasciae from the thoracic to abdominal cavities is clear.
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Because our research is still but a fraction of the effort that would be

required to justifiably do so, we must refrain from stating definitive, abso
lute relationships concerning the correlation of the fasciae with classical
Chinese theories. However, we can oudine some of the most important
correspondences and propose models that explain the medical relation
ships which have been specifically defined through many years of clinical
practice.

The following diagramis a sagittal cross-section of an embryo, roughly
7 mm. long and 33 days old. This shows quite plainly the developingliver,
gallbladder, stomach, spleen, large intestine, small intestine, and bladder.
These early structures are all on the same plane of the body and are inter
connected through the single continuum of the mesentery. Toward the
front is the falciform ligament; between the liver and stomach is the ventral
mesentery; between the stomach and dorsal wall this membrane becomes
the dorsal mesentery. When viewed in transverse horizontal sections, the
single-plane relationships of the organs and the mesentery are unmistak
able.

1 - liver

2 - gallbladder

3 - stomach

4 - pancreas

5 - small intestine

6 - large intestine

7 - primitive bladder

8 - falciform ligament

9 - ventral mesentery

10 - dorsal mesentery

11 - mesentery

Figure 8.3 Cross-section of the abdominal region of an approximately five-week old embryo. Notethe
plane and continuity of fasciae over all organ structures.

There is a continuum from the abdomen to the developing thoracic
cavity. This is obscured by later development, as the diaphragm itself
blocks the continuum. In early stages, this connection is prominent. This
structure becomes the pericardioperitoneal canal which maintains a con
nection from the pericardium and developing lung buds to the abdominal
cavity. The pleuropericardial membrane, which initially lies between the
heart and the developing lung buds, extends into this canal and is thus con
tinuous with the peritoneal membranes. As the lungs and heart develop, by
the seventh week, the pleuropericardial membrane fuses with the meso
derm in front of the esophagus. The diaphragm as it develops fills the per
icardioperitoneal canal. Remnants of the original connection remain as the
membrane around the esophagus. The membrane around the esophagus is
a clear analog for the Ling Shu reference to the origin of the upper warmer
"coming out from the entrance of the stomach, parallelling the esophagus,
passing through the diaphragm to disperse inside the chest" (LS 18).
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Figure 8.4 The developing thoracic cavity (1)
and abdominal cavity (2) are connected via
thepericardioperitoneal canals (3)

Figure 8.6 The dark line shows the con
tinuity of the planes of fasciae as the organs
begin tomove. 1 - liver 2 - stomach
3 - spleen

Figure 8.7 Tohaku Ishi's embryologically
based abdominal diagnosis.
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1 - falciform ligament

2 - liver

3 - ventral mesentery

4 - stomach

5 - spleen

6 - peritoneum

Figure 8.5 Theplane of fascia is very evident.

Thus, we see the connections between the abdominal and thoracic
organs and a continuous system of membranes within which all the organs
first develop. As the organs develop further, these connections become
obscured. For instance, the liver shifts upward to the right and fuses with
the lower portion of the septum transversum. On the upper surface of the
septum transversum the embryonic heart is developing. The stomach
migrates to the left, as does the spleen. As this occurs, the mesenteries
begin to fold and invaginate; both the small and large intestines begin to
migrate.

The small intestine and large intestine arise from the primitive intesti
nal loop. This loop communicates with the yolk sac byway of the vitelline
duct. Because of this connection, a portion of whatlater becomes thesmall
intestine can be found within the umbilical cord itself. This portion later
retracts as die primitive intestine and the mesentery that suspends it go
through an approximately 270-degree rotation.

Tohaku Ishi, a practitioner and scholar of Oriental medicine who was
particularly interested in early embryological development, determined that
these initial positions and movements reflect in later life. Thus, when we
palpate the abdomen we are able to diagnose different organs because of
their positions during certain embryological stages. He describes the fol
lowing diagnostic correspondences:8

Area Point organ

1 CV-15 heart

2 CV-14 liver

3 Around CV-12 stomach/pancreas

4 CV-10 large intestine

5 KI-16, KI-15 kidneys, ovariesand testicles

6 linea alba below the umbilicus liver

7 Anterior lines of the iliac crest sexual organs

8 CV-3 bladder
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1 - peritoneum

2 - liver

3 - stomach

4 - spleen

5 - small intestine

6 - large intestine
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1 - liver

2 - falciform ligament
3 - lesser omentum

4 - stomach

5 - mesentery & arteries
6 - small intestine

7 - caecum

8 - large intestine

Figure 8.8 As the intestinal loops rotate, the other organs begin to swing toward their resting places,
andthe intestines retreat into theabdominal cavity; theplanes of fasciae are still evident here.

Ishi further comments that tension to the right or left of the linea alba
can reflect tension along that whole side of the body. He utilized this par
ticular form of abdominal reflection in his clinical practice. Ishi's work
also helped Yoshio Manaka develop one of his abdominal patterns for
five-phase diagnosis.9

The small intestine is for a time connected to the yolk sac and closely
related to the umbilicus. This is intimated by the classical medical litera
ture wherein the small intestine was seenby some as related to the source.
Also, in migrating to the left, the spleen establishes a clear connection with
the left kidney, the lienorenal ligament. This ligament connects to the left
kidney from the fusion of the dorsal mesentery with that portion of the
peritoneum that lines the dorsal aspect of the abdominal wall over the left
kidney.
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Figure8.9 One of Dr. Manaka's phasal diag-
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In the Nanjing the left kidney is seen to be the real kidney. The right
kidney is ming men (Nj 36). Within a standard five-phase sequence the left
kidney is thus more significant. In the developing embryo, the mesentery
connecting the liver and gallbladder to the stomach and spleen is also con
tinuous with the left kidney. It is in turn continuous with the membranes
of the lungs and heart (pericardium). Embryological development further
describes the formation of communicative, biologically active connective
tissue membranes that could serve as the physical medium of communica
tion for the cyclesand relationships described by Oriental medicine.

Of course, the right kidney is not out of the picture nor out of contact
with the system. At this stage of development it lies on a different plane
and is open to slighdy different channels of communication. Later, after
the liver has shifted to a position in front of it, the hepatorenal ligament
forms. However, for a number of days during development, before the
liver becomes attached to the dorsal wall by the hepatorenal ligament, an
open circuit through the five-phase organ cycles exists through the fascial
continua.

Figure 8.10 The continuity of the fascia lining the abdominal cavity covering the kidneys, their blood
vessels and the aorta and vena cava can be seen here.
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\c?ir6

1 - pronephros

2 - mesonephros

3 - metanephric diverticulum
4 - allantois

5 - cloaca

6 - pronephros

7 - mesonephros

8 - metanephros

Figure 8.11 Theprimitive excretory system which later gives rise to thekidneys.

According to the Nan Jing the right kidney is not a true kidney. It is
ming men, "life door," where the jing and shen reside. The shen is nor
mally stored in the heart, the jing in the left kidney. As we have seen, it is
possible to see the right kidney, at least for a certain embryological period,
as positioned within a somewhat less marked fascial continuum with the
rest of the developing organs. It is also possible, later in development, to
see the right kidney in a very simple butclear anatomical relationship to the
heart and left kidney. The two kidneys themselves are connected via the
perirenal fascia.10 The perirenal fascia is then continuous with the fascia of
the aorta stemming from the heart. The aorta and renal blood vessels and
theirassociated fasciae presenta striking picture (Figure 8.10). If the heart
and left kidney are the repositories of the shen and jing, it is quite easy to
see the relationship of the heart and left kidney to the right kidney, ming
men.

The development of the kidneys themselves is also worthy of note.
The sexual organs, the testicles and the ovaries, develop from the same tis
sues as the kidneys. These tissues, the nephrotomes, give rise to the
nephric tubules in the developing urogenital ridges. These may be divided
into three systems: the pronephros, the mesonephros and the metanephros.
These three lie in lines on either side of the midline of the embryo and
extend upward as far as the somites that are the precursors of the develop
ing cervical vertebrae. They extend downward as far as the somites of the
developing lumbar vertebrae. The pronephric system lies in the upper por
tion. It is a transitory structure that will laterdegenerate. Themesonephros
in the central portion seems to function as an interim kidney, then gives
rise to the sexual organs. The metanephros in the lower portion are the
precursors of the permanent kidneys. The mesonephric tubule tissues
extend up to the sixth cervical and down to the third lumbar somites.
Thus, the kidney functions are related to tissues that traverse nearly the
whole length of the embryo, from head to tail. Although mostof these tis
sues degenerate and are reabsorbed as the permanent kidneys develop, the
communicative pathways of the kidneys are probably established during
these stages. The initial internal pathways of the kidneys are described as
runningup the spine for an indefinite distance, then turning downward to
exitatKI-11 OS JO).11
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Figure 8.12 The dotted outlines show the
previous location of the kidneys and renal
blood vessels in the upward migration of the
kidneys.



Figure 8.13 The moving qi between the kid
neys.

1 - area of moving qi between the kidneys

2 - major blood vessels

3 - right kidney

4 - left kidney
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As the kidneys develop from the metanephric tissues, they migrate up
the inside of the abdominal cavity on the dorsal wall until they reach their
position in the upper part of the abdominal cavity. This movement itself
probably creates other lines of communication. As the kidneys rise up the
dorsal abdominal wall, numerous renal blood vessels form to maintain the
blood supply from the aorta to the kidneys, then degenerate. During this
process, in the whole area between the aorta and the line of movement
taken by the kidneys, there are probably numerous communicative links
established between the aorta and the kidneys.

In Chinese medical terms, this is the area of the moving qi between the
kidneys. We know that the abdominal aorta was seen in relation to the
master of the heart which communicates with the kidneys and the moving
qi between them. The anatomical and physiologicalconnections that estab
lish these links can be most clearly seen during embryological develop
ment. Once the tissues and organs are more fully developed, these connec
tions are more obscure in the more complex anatomy of the fully-formed
body.

A Japanese herbal text written around 1800, the Fuku Sho Kiran, by
Inaba Bunrei, gives a very clearreference to the movingqi between the kid
neys issuing forth from the region where the renal arteries and veins
branch out from the aorta and vena cava. This supports our anatomical
interpretation of the moving qi and its relation to the major abdominal
bloodvessels.12

That the organs of generation, the gonads, derive from the same tissues
as the kidneys, helps us understand the role of the kidneys in Chinese
medical theory where they are main repositories of the generative energies.
This area of the developing kidneys also evidences relationships to the
extraordinary vessels. Dr. Manaka, citing the work of Tohaku Ishi,
describes some of these structures in relationship to both the ren mai and
du mai:

The ren mai is affected by the uracus, the umbilical arteries,
and vitelline vessels. The du mai is also affected by the cardi
nal veins and the nephric tubules. Therefore, both of these are
affected by the kidney meridians.13

Another organ of particular interest is the heart. The'development of
the heart conjoins the development of the diaphragm. The heart begins as
clusters of mesenchymal cells in the cardiogenic area that lies cranially to
the neural plate. These mesenchymal cells originally migrated forward
toward the notocord from their position in the primitive streak. When the
embryo is still just a layered plate of cells lying mosdy in one plane, the
heart tissues lie above what later becomes the brain. As the plate of cells
folds, the heart tissues retract to below the developing brain. During these
stages the tissues that become the septum transversum, which is part of
what later becomes the diaphragm and the primitive ventral mesentery, lie
still further above or anterior to the heart tissues. As the heart folds under

neath the neural plate, the septum transversum and the primitive ventral
mesentery tissues follow. The ventral mesentery of the gut is derived from
the same cardiogenic tissues as the heart. This parallels the yin-yang,
heart-small intestine relationship.
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As the mesenchymal cells move forward from the primitive streak,
they stimulate and influence structures in their path. They have been
found to influence the eyes. For the correct development of the optic vesi
cles and thus the eyes, it is necessary that heart mesenchymal cells and/or
head mesenchymal cells and foregut endodermal cells come to close prox
imity with the diencephalon where the optic vesicles form.14 In anatamo-
physiological science the role that the heart mesenchymal cells play is not
clear. However, in Orientalmedicinewe may propose that this influence is
part of the energetic mechanism by which the heart meridian connects to
the eyes permitting the shen to be seen in the eyes. Similarly, the foregut
endodermal cells, which laterparticipate in the composition of the stomach
and parts of the small intestine, influence the development of the eyes.
Again, the Oriental medical analog is the beginning of the stomach meri
dian in close proximity to the eyes.

1 - brain

2 - pericardial cavity

3 - heart tube

4 - septum transversum

5 - foregut

6 - heart tube

7 - pericardial cavity

8 - foregut

9-heart

10 - pericardial cavity

11 - septum transversum

Figure 8.15 Theprimitive heartand diaphragmatic precursor originally liecranial to the neural plate -
primitive brain - as the head folds, the heart and diaphragmatic structures are retracted into what will
become the thoracic and abdominal cavities.

Another developmental parallel of interest is the major part of the
diaphragm, the septum transversum. At the upper surface of this structure
the pericardium develops. On the lowersurface the liver grows. Develop
ment of the septum transversum begins at the most distal part of the
embryo, the cranial end. It arises from the tissues that develop where the
tissues of the embryo and blastocystic wall merge. During this growth and
for a short time after, there is a space between the diaphragm (septum
transversum) and the developing heart. This may be the area to which the
character huang refers. We have already noted its meaningas membranes
or greasy tissues. It also refers to the area "below the heart and above the
diaphragm." Once the heart membranes, the pericardium, fuse with the
septum transversum, there is no longer an obvious space. However, before
this stage of development there is a space created by those tissues having
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Figure 8.14 The arrows represent the move
ment of mesodermal cells between the
endodermal and ectodermallayers.
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branches into the wall of the mother's uterus. The energetic implications
of this process are hard to hypothesize. Perhaps the diaphragm, the
developing heart, and the space between the two are simply more direcdy
communicative with the mother.

Since the septum transversum provides the medium for the liver and
heart to fuse with and growinto, it also provides a direct line of communi
cation between the liver and heart. This is further reinforced by the fact
that as the blood supply passes from the mother through the umbilical vein
to the liver, a certain amount passes direcdy from the liver through the
ductus venousus to the heart.

In the last chapter we discussed the possible correlations of the triple
warmer to the lymph vessels and nodes. We saw how this may be related
to the triple warmer's fascial basis, since the deep lymph vessels in the
abdominal region lie enfolded within the mesenterium, while the surface
vessels of the body lie within the superficial fascia. We further saw the
relationship of the triple warmer to the "fu" and "qi jie" and the interpreta
tion of "fu" as referring to the lymph nodes. When we trace the develop
ment of the lymph system embryologically we find further interesting
correlations. At an early stage of development, there are found to be six
"lymph sacs" which precede the development of the lymph vessels. The
jugular lymph sacs lie in the neckand head region; the iliac lymph sacs lie
in the leg and leg joint regions; the retroperitoneal sac and cysterna chyli lie
in the abdominal region. The jugular and cysterna sacs send outgrowths
that meet to become the thoracic duct in the chest. The possible correla
tions arise when we look to the four qi jie described in chapter 52 of the
Ling Shu. These lie in the head, chest, abdomen, and legs. We feel that
there is enough proximity of these qi jie to the major lymphatic sacs or
vessels to justify a correspondence.

We also saw, due to location of tissues, a close correlation between the
cysterna chyli and the area of the moving qi between the kidneys level with
Lumbar 1, Lumbar 2. A further correlation may lie in the triple warmer
being "rooted" or having its source here (NJ 8) and carrying source qi from
here to the source points of the twelve meridians (NJ 66). If as we suggested,
this source qi "wells" out at the jing points, to run back towards the body
through the yong, shu,jing, he points; then further evidence for the relation
of the triple warmer to the lymph system can be seen in the unidirectional
flow of lymph from the fingers and toes towards the body. The function
of moving qi between the kidneys to protect the shen against evil (NJ 8) can
be seen in relation to the immunological and protective roles of the lymph
system.

Also, we should not ignore the Ling Shu statements concerningthe flow
of qi in the meridians relative to fluid movements (LS 12) and the move
ments of the triple warmer qi with the movements of the jin and ye
CLS 36). Since the triple warmer may be related to the lymph vessels and
fluids, anatomicaland physiological correlations begin to appear.

Finally it is worth noting Takeshi Sawada's correlations of the chyle
and lacteals to the wei qi and lower warmer, from whence it springs. To
reiterate these correlations:
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Thewei qi is the qi of the lower warmer. The milky nourishing
liquid [chyle] is absorbed into the lacteals from the small intes
tine and to the superficial [layers of the] skin of the whole
body.15

He goes on to state the role of the chyle:

The wei and ying qi are the lacteal fluids [chyle]; this is why
the child's skin is beautiful and moist, because there is much
chyle. After labor the woman loses a great amount of 'white
blood' [chyle], therefore her skin becomes dry, this is a lackof
wei qi and is why we moxa the two yang points. This will
prevent this loss. Women with excess hair and dry skin also
suffer a lack of wei qi.16

Embryological Development of the
Meridian System

Wecanseethepotential lines of communication for many of theorgan
system relationships described by Oriental medical literature. Most, if not
all, of these relationships can be seen to occur within the development of
the various fascial systems and planes. To understand the connections of
these planes to the limbs themselves and thus to the meridian branches, it
is necessary to examine the development of the connective tissues of the
mesoderm. To further understand the utility of these structural communi
cation links we must examine the various electrical currents and magnetic
fields of the embryo and the body.

The limbs first develop as limb buds near the end of the fourth week
of embryonic life. These limb buds consist of mesenchymal tissues
covered by an ectodermal layer. The mesenchymal tissues are derived
from the paraxial or somatic mesoderm. The upper limbs develop about
one week before the lower limbs. By the end of the sixth week, the digital
rays of the upper limbs are apparent. The digital rays of the lower limbs
are not apparent until the end of theseventh week. As the limb budsgrow
outward, the tip of the limb bud, the apical ectodermal ridge, exerts influ
ences on the mesenchymal tissues which then differentiate, forming the
bones, cartilage, and muscles of the limbs. Further differentiation occurs as
the nerves from the spine invade the mesenchymal tissues. Thus, the bulk
of the limb tissues, the bones and muscles, are derived from this mesen
chyme, itself derived from the paraxial mesoderm which has a common
origin with all the other forms of mesoderm.

The three majorclasses of mesoderm are the paraxial, the intermediate,
and the lateral plate mesoderm. These have essentially the same origin in
the intraembryonic mesoderm, the tissue from which virtually all connec
tive tissues in the body originate. To restate this, the bulk of the limb tis
sues derive from the same tissues as the rest of the connective tissues of

the body. In the early stages of development, up to the end of the third
week, the embryo is a plate of cells consisting of three layers —the ecto
derm, the endoderm, and the mesoderm. Though there is very little sign of
the coming differentiation of tissues into definite structures, these three
layers of cells are the origin of all the different systems in the body.



1 - ectoderm

2 - mesoderm

3 - notocord

4 - endoderm

5 - paraxial mesoderm

6 - intermediate mesoderm

7 - neural groove

8 - parietal mesoderm layer

9 - endoderm

10 - visceral mesoderm layer

11 - somite

12 - intermediate mesoderm
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Figure 8.16 The limbs first appear as buds that grow out from the sides of the embryo. Outward
growth is accompanied by differentiation of tissues giving rise to the cartilage, mesenchyme, muscles,
etc. of the limbs, and finally the bones.

Figure 8.17 Origins of the mesodermal segments.

The ectoderm gives rise to the skin, nervous system, parts of the eyes,
the epithelium of the nose, mouth, and anus. The endoderm gives rise to
the epithelial lining of most of the alimentary canal, larynx, trachea, bron
chi, and parts of the epithelium of the bladder. The intraembryonic meso
derm gives rise to the connective tissues, virtually all of the muscles of the
body, the blood, the blood and lymph vessels, the heart, the cartilage and
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skeletal systems, most of the urogenital system including the kidneys, the
mesodielial linings of the pericardial, pleural, and peritoneal cavities, and
almost all the mesenchyme. The mesoderm becomes all the connective tis
sues and fasciae of the body, both the subcutaneous and subserous.

1 - ectoderm

2 - endoderm

Figure8.18 The bilaminar germ disc. Note the contact between endoderm and ectoderm.

Virtually the whole of the system that becomes the medium for the
meridian systems and the energetic communications described by Oriental
medicine is derived from a common origin, the intraembryonic mesoderm.
Until about the fifteenth day of development the mesodermal layer is not
present, only the ectodermal and endodermal layers are found. The origin
of the mesoderm itself is particularly relevant, arising along the electrical
axis of the developing embryo. This axis lies along the polar axis present
in the ovum itself.17

Figure 8.19 The primitive streak is an invagination of the ectoderm that spreads cranially from its
beginnings at the caudal end of the embryo.

Many eggs and developing embryos, from the least evolved to the most
advanced, exhibit electrical polarity.18 Within the ectodermal layer, a small
ridge forms down the center line or polar axis at the tail or caudal end of
the embryo. This ridge is the primitive streak. A very rapid proliferation
of cells occurs from this primitive streak. As cells pour in from the ecto
dermal layer, they pass in all directions between the ectodermal and
endodermal layers to form the intraembryonic mesoderm. Some of these
cells also displace endodermal cells laterally and become endodermal cells

1 - endoderm

2 - mesoderm

3 - ectoderm

4 - primitive streak



Figure 8.21 The primitive streak lies along
the polar axis of the embryo.
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themselves. The intraembryonic mesoderm further differentiates into the
paraxial, intermediate, and lateral plate mesoderm, which then differen
tiates into all the structures we have previously described. The primitive
streak forms along the polar axis of the developing embryo. Since the
primitive streak forms in the ectodermal layer of cells, at the tail end of the
embryo, it is forming along that portion of the embryo which later becomes
the lower back, or at least the lower portion of the spine. It is possible that
this is related to the Chinese concept of ming men. By full term, the primi
tive streak itself becomes an insignificant structure in the region of the
sacrum and coccyx. Beforeany major differentiation of structures and tis
sues occurs it extends virtually half the length of the embryo, receding as
the embryo grows. For some time during development, it is high enough to
correspond to the second lumbar vertebraewhere ming men is located.

Figure 8.20 Ectodermal cells pour into the primitive streak invagination, splitting off to become the
mesoderm.

At the cranial end of the streak is a small node or knot, the "primitive
node" or "knot," which later becomes the neurenteric canal. This node is
the point from which the mesodermal tissues proliferate to become the
notocord which later helps comprise the vertebral column. Ming men may
also be related to this node. From its position along the axis of the embryo,
it plays a pivotal role in the communication between the ectodermal and
endodermal layers. It also provides a connection between the yolk sac and
the amniotic cavity as it becomes canalized.

Both Tohaku Ishi and Yoshio Manaka propose that the neurenteric
canal plays an important role in development.19 By allowing communica
tion between the ectoderm and endoderm, it actually facilitates communi
cation between the neural tube of the ectoderm and the lining of the intes
tinal tract, the endoderm. Thus, for a time during development, nascent
brain tissues have communication via the neurenteric canal with the

developing gut tissues. This fact can be seen to have importance in inter
preting the research of Taro Kashio M.D., PhD., who has demonstrated that
there is a strong relationship between the intestines and the brain; specifi
cally, blockage of the descending colon has been shown to produce cere
bral hemorrhages in the lefthemisphere.20 The embryonic communication
established by the neurenteric canal may be responsible for this relation
ship.
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1 - ectoderm

2 - notocordal process

3 - notocordal canal

4 - endoderm

1 - neural plate

2 - neurenteric canal

3 - endoderm
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Figure 8.22 The primitive node or knot isa small depression at the cranial endof the primitive streak.
Itcontinues togrow intothemesodermal layer, finally becoming a hole that shows continuity across the
embryo between the endoderm and ectoderm.

A second point of importance is that the areas of ectoderm and
endoderm that are in open communication through the canal later become
the upper back and lower abdomen. This produces a potential relation to
the du mai and ren mai. This is another relationship that Ishi and Manaka
feel is important.21 It is Ishi's thesis that areas where the ectoderm and
endoderm interact —for instance, the optic vesicles or the hypophysis —
are fundamentally important and express ren mai and du mai relationships
and connections. Equally indicative is recent research that has determined
that the gastrointestinal mucosa contains certain cells of the A.P.U.D. series
which act like endocrine cells, secreting neurohormones and neuro
transmitters.22 Several of these neurohormones and neurotransmitters are
also secreted by the brain. Some of the peptides common to both struc
tures are: somatostatin, bombesin, neurotensin, cholecystokinin and
encephalin.23 It is particularly interesting that encephalin, an opiate neuro
transmitter, is secreted by these A.P.U.D. cells. This neurochemical is
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thought to play an important role in the control of pain by acupuncture.
Encephalin is secreted by the mucosa of the duodenum and upper parts of
the small intestine.24 That parts of the foregut and the brain secrete the
same chemicals may also be a phenomenon due in part to the neurenteric
canal connections of embryological development.

The primitive streak and node are also places at which considerable
growth and differentiation occur. These are highly active centers in the
embryo. If for some reason this proliferation fails to slow down, the baby
can be born with a tumor in the area of the primitive streak, a sacrococ
cygeal teratoma. Such tumors are full of a variety of different tissues that
have differentiated and developed from the early mesodermal tissues. This
attests to the "high potency or energy" state of these tissues and supports
the hypothesis that these structures are related to the concept of ming men,
a potent source of energy in Oriental theory.

Thus, embryological development shows us possible anatomical ana
logs, which develop and then recede, having correlation to both the Nan
Jing ming men, the right kidney, and the alternate theories of ming men
which place it below the second lumbar vertebra or just lateral thereto. It is
also possible to follow the connections of the source points, on or around
the wrists and ankles, to the source and triple warmer.

If the triple warmer is the functional aggregate of the systems of fasciae
and, as detailed by the medical classics, it has its root at the source, then it
is likely that the source itself and the connection of the source points to the
triple warmer will also act through the fasciae. We can see a possible fas
cial connection in the growth of the limb buds. When the limb buds first
form, they are comprised of undifferentiated mesenchyme. The upper
limb buds first appear at the end of the fourth week. At this time the
mesenteries of the cavities are already present. Perhaps, the connections
between source points and the source stem from this early stage. The
mesenchymal tissues grow out from the body before they differentiate.
The tissues that later become the wrists and ankles have been in contact

with the internal fasciae and mesenteries throughout development. There
is no clear expression of the limb bud differentiation in the Oriental medi
cal literature. We can only hypothesize that this connection is a reasonable
parallel of the others. There is researchwhich supports this idea.

Figure 8.23 Small currents exit the embryo at the site of the lower limb bud to reenter under the j
flaps. The existence of these currents is significant support for our bioelectrical theories.

Research done on chick embryos has shown that relatively strong
electrical currents leave the primitive streak to reenter the embryo else
where along the ectoderm.25 These currents are thought to be responsible
in part for the proliferation of cells which begins at the streak. Also, these
currents may control or even organize the development of the embryo.
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Research on Xenopus embryos (African clawed toad) has demonstrated
that electrical currents leave the lower limb buds to reenter the embryo
under the gill flaps:

Two preliminary observations suggests that this limb bud
current precedes the site of bud formation and that it is closely
correlated withbud growth.26

Similar work done on other developing embryos, for instance the axolod,
shows that there are ionic currents associated with limb development.
These seem to predict the site of limb formation.27 Although not yet
demonstrated in the developing human embryo, it is likely that similar
"bud currents" influence the development of the limb buds and their
growth. If this is so, it is an immensely important discovery. These
currents will not only influence the development and growth of the limb
buds, but will also arrange and structure the developing tissues within the
limb buds. This may well be the earliest development of the electrical pro
perties in the limbs we call the meridians.

Other research has demonstrated the possibility that the developing
spinal nerves, which pass to the mesenchymal tissues in the limb bud, are
important in differentiation and are guided by the natural electric field of
the embryo.28 Other research has indicated the possibility that electrical
currents and gradients play an even earlier role in development by helping
guide the cells migrating from the neural crest.29 Can we think of the
development of the nervous system as an anatomical extension of this
natural electric field? This is a hard question to answer, for the situation is
not simple or clear. Speculatively, we need to note the Chinese medical
de-emphasis of the nervous system. The functional importance of the ner
vous system is quite markedly lacking in the medical literature. Is it
because they conceived of functions we normally ascribe to the nervous
system as due to the source?

The natural electrical field is centered on the source, the gravitational
center of the body, and pre-exists the formation of the primitive streak,
which emanates currents through the embryo as it forms. If these currents
are related to the field that guides the nerves, we could then conceive of the
nerves as an outgrowth of this field and the source itself. Speculatively,
this suggests that the Chinese de-emphasis on the nervous system in classi
cal times was not an anatomical ignorance, but an emphasis on the source's
functional, energetic nature.

While the identity of the nervous system with the source is hypotheti
cal, it is no speculation to propose that the bioenergetic, ionic, and electric
functions of the human body are centrally important. In this century, a
substantial amount of work has been done since the 1920's on develop
mental electrical currents and fields. It has become quite obvious that these
currents and the fields associated with them are vital factors in develop
ment. Some researchers and authors posit that these fields are actually the
main determinants of pre- andpostnatal development.30

The natural field is seen to arise from the ovum itself. Various ova

have been found to be polarized. Many factors can cause this polarization
or influence and change it, including direct electrical current, unilateral
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light, the presence of neighboring eggs, acidity differences, temperature gra
dients, calcium ions, gravity, and the entry pointof the sperm.31 The point
at which the sperm penetrates the ovum is significant.32 The original polar
axis determines at least the early cell divisions which occur along this
axis.33 In a more complex pattern, division in relation to this polar axis
probably continues through development.

Single Cell

Ren Mai and Du Mai Two Cells

Ren Mai and Du Mai

Four Cells

Dai Mai

Figure 8.24 The first division gives rise to the ren mai —du mai axis.
Figure 8.25 The second division gives rise to the dai mai axis.

This polar axis is critical in the context of classical Chinese medical
theory. It is reasonable that because of the nature of this polar axis and its
electrical polarity and electrical field, this axis field is related to the the
source or yuan IS, which was seen as so important in the medical literature.
Yoshio Manaka proposes that the first division of the fertilized ovum along
the polar axis gives rise to the ren mai and du mai, the oceans of yin and
yang.34 Further, the second division forming four cells creates the dai mai.
In the very early stages of development, after the first divisions, it is possi
ble to see this pattern of differentiation continue. Later, it is only apparent
in a more general sense because of the increased complexity that accom
panies development.

Manaka cites the work of Tohaku Ishi in discussing the ren mai and du
mai polarity.35 Ishi suggests that if we were to think about the connections
of the twelve meridians to the brain, we would see that these exist through
the ren mai and du mai. He notes that the ren mai is embryologically con
nected to the developingoptic and nasal vesicles and to a point near GV-28
on the frenulum of the upper lip. From here, it extends to the anterior
hypophysis or pituitary gland where it meets the du mai, which has
ascended up the developingspine through the posterior pituitary.
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1 - primitive mouth cavity

2 - diencephalon

3 - neurohypophyseal bud

4 - inrundibulum

5 - Rathke's pouch

6 - anterior lobe (adenohypophysis)

7 - posterior lobe (neurohypophysis)

Figure 8.26 A downward growth of tissues from the prebrain (neurohypophyseal bud) meets with an
upwardgrowth from the stomodeum (Rathke's pouch) to form the anterior and posterior hypophyses.

The anterior pituitary and posterior pituitary have different origins.
However, both form from the interaction of the ectoderm and the underly
ing ectoderm or endoderm. The anterior portion of the pituitary forms
from a pocketing of the ectoderm or endoderm of the oral cavity, this is
known as Rathke's pouch. Some authors feel that this is only ectoderm,
others feel that it occurs at the junction of ectoderm and endoderm. The
posterior portion forms from a downward extension of the brain, the dien
cephalon. This is known as the infundibulum.

Ishi suggests that the neural tube components forming the posterior
pituitary are related to the du mai, where the gut components, specifically
the ectoderm-endoderm of the mouth, form the anterior pituitary which is
related to the ren mai. We can extend this idea further. The posterior
hypophysis is of neural ectodermal origin and is structurally of neural tis
sue. The anterior hypophysis is of epithelial ectodermal and gut endoder
mal origin and is of a glandular nature; it is the master gland of the endo
crine system. A distinction may thus be proposed where the ren mai is
relatively more related to metabolic hormonal function and the du mai is
more closely associated with neural hormonal function.

This structural genesis shows us why the ren mai and du mai start on
either side of the anus and end either side of the mouth. Being related to
the ectoderm-endoderm interactions, the mouth and anus are where ecto
derm and endoderm overlap. While "overlap" is a rough image of this
three-dimensional interaction, the ectoderm does extend down into the
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2 - notocord

3 - gut tube

Figure 8.27
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throat and up into the rectum. This provides a possible physical connec
tion of the ren mai and du mai in the brain and establishes a connection of

the yin and yang qiao mai to the ren and du mai. We should remember
that the Ling Shu describes the yin and yang qiao mai as branches splitting
outward from the brain (LS 21:215). With all four of the extraordinary
vessels meeting or branching out of the brain, this embryonic connection
and early electrical polarity may be the genesis of their connection and
development as coupled pairs.

This basic system of polarity of ren mai and du mai, which is derived
from the polar axis of the embryo and the dorsal-ventral axis of the dai
mai, remains throughout life. In a sense, these circuits or lines of division
are major lines of force or communicationwhich are both produced by the
field of the polar axis and modify this field. In Oriental medicine, they are
seen as major lines of division of the body into yin and yang, left and right,
upper and lower, and are also seen as deriving from the root or source.
Derivation from the source is not so clearly stated for the dai mai.36 How
ever, both the ren and du mai lie on the polar electrical axis along which
the spinal cord grows. If, as Ishi and Manaka posit, the ren and du mai
have some connections to the brain and nervous system as a whole, then it
is also possible to explain how this pair, the oceans of the yin and yang,
relate to the source.

Since the ren and du mai have their origin at a source which we pro
pose to be the embryonic bioelectric field influencing the growth of the
spine and the nervous system, the course of their growth will be subject to
the same influences as the developing nervous system itself. As noted,37
the nerves that growoutward from the spinal cord follow the natural electr
ical field of the embryo. These grow into the limb bud mesenchyme caus
ing the limb tissues to differentiate and grow. It is likely that the meridians
form in response to these growing nerves or in response to the common
electrical field. We can visualize the ren mai and the du mai as initial

bioelectric pathways from which the nerves and meridians may develop.
In effect, the patterns they establish direct and stimulate the development
of the meridians. If we image these patterns as the "oceans of yin and
yang," as did the classical Chinese, the meridians and nerves complete the
analogy as energetic streams.

The polar axis of the embryo is also related to the source itself. This
axis clearly correlates with electrical gradients through the developing
embryo and with the fields associated with these gradients.38 The idea of
the source includes the concept of underlying or prenatal energies. The
polar axis is present from the very earliest stages of development, possibly
before conception itself. Both the source and the polar axis are prenatal.
The early medicalauthors described both the ren mai and du mai as having
their origin at the source, the moving qi between the kidneys. Both these
energetic entities were sometimes equated with the uterus, or described as
located below the umbilicus. The chong mai also originates in this place.
The role of the chong mai in embryological development leads us back to
the source.

During the period following the development of the notocord, the
embryo contains three parallel central axes. These are the neural tube, the
notocord, and the gut tube, which lie on the same plane. The neural tube is
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of ectodermal origin and is related to the du mai. The gut tube is of
endodermal origin and is thus related to the ren mai. The notocord is of
mesodermal origin and we propose that it is related to the chong mai since
it too parallels the genesis and structureof the other extraordinary vessels.

The ren mai rises up the midline of the front of the body; the du mai
up the back on the midline and the chong mai up the inside on the midline
in front of the spine. The dispositionof all three extraordinary vessels evi
dences the structure we would expect from their ectoderm, mesoderm, and
endoderm origins. The same is true for their relationship to the neural
tube, notocord, and gut tube. Further, the ren mai and du mai are known
as the oceans of the yin and yang vessels.39 This is often interpreted as
referring to the meridians, just as we proposed in regard to theirbioelectri-
cal generation. However, the expression is also given without specifying
vessels or meridians, nor is the ascription exclusive. The chong mai is said
to be "the ocean of the twelve meridians, the five yin and six yang organs
and the ocean of the blood" (LS 38:308; LS 62:434 LS 65:463; TS 10:153). If we
follow the derivatives of the ectoderm, endoderm, and mesoderm, we may
notesome definite relationships that conform to the classical description of
chong mai.

The ectoderm gives rise to the epidermis, the surface of the body, and
the nervous system. The endoderm creates the endothelium of the
stomach, the small intestine and large intestine, the liver and gallbladder,
and most of thebladder and the lungs —in effect, most of theinterior por
tions of the body. The mesoderm produces the heart, blood vessels and
blood, the kidneys, spleen, connective tissues, fasciae, muscles, cartilage,
and bones. The du mai as the ocean of the yang vessels is related to the
yang areas, the surface of the body, and the spinalcord and brain. Thiswe
would expect from its ectodermal genesis. Ren mai too expresses itsprena
tal origin in its classical appellation. As the ocean of yin (vessels) it relates
to the interior portions of the body, the yin areas. The chong mai as the
ocean of the twelve meridians can be understood in context as the meso-
dermic origin of the connective tissues and fasciae. Here, it shares a prena
tal base with the meridians. As the ocean of the blood its mesodermal ori
gin is again predictive. However, it is the chong mai in its aspect as the
ocean of the yin and yang organs that merits the closest examination
because most organs develop from the endoderm and mesoderm, not
exclusively the mesoderm.

The smooth muscles of the gastrointestinal and urogenital tracts arise
from the mesoderm, but the endodermal derivatives are not so clearly seen.
However, the organs of endodermal origin all arise within the planes of
subserous fasciae. This relationship is not mere coincidence. In some
cases it has been found that the organs will not develop in the absence of
these fasciae. Thus, the organs arise from endodermal interaction with the
mesoderm. The mechanism of this interaction remains to be seen.

Quite possibly, the bilateral columns of somites which are of mesoder
mal origin are involved, in addition to the notocord, in the chong mai rela
tionship to the polaraxis. While thereare clearly areas where the appropri
ate research questions have not been posited nor solutions found, it is evi
dent that the embryonic polar axis is an important energetic determinant.
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At certain stages, this axis is related to electrical gradients and fields, the
neural tube and ectoderm, the notocord and mesoderm, and the gut tube
and endoderm. Each of these corresponds to one of the principal extraor
dinary vessels in terms of function, derivation, and location as we would
expect from the classical description of each vessel. These axes change
physically as development progresses, but remain as the du mai, chong
mai, and ren mai.

The pathway of the du mai across the midline of the skull and down
the spine strongly suggests a direct relationship to the central nervous sys
tem as a physical correlate, which may explain why it is called the "govern
ing" vessel, possibly referring to the governing functions of the central ner
vous system. The ren mai pathway does not have such a clear physical
correlate except in the abdominal region. Here it follows the linea alba
from the pubic symphysis to the sternum. It is possibly called the "con
ception" or "pregnancy" vessel because in many pregnancies the linea alba
becomes pigmented to a reddish brown, in which case it is called the "linea
nigra." These color changes can persist for some time after birth.

Manaka feels that the ectoderm, mesoderm, and endoderm axes may
be responsible for or give rise to the pattern of meridian relationships
described in the classic literature as tai yang—shao yin; shao yang—jue yin;
and yang ming—tai yin.40 The origins of this idea are not entirely clear, but
it remains worthy of note.

The electrical axis that coincides with the polar axis is itself a concept
important to understanding embryonic development. It has been described
in various ways. This axis and its associated electrical gradients form part
of a largerscheme which Harold Saxton Burr has called an "electrodynamic
field":

The pattern or organization of any biological system is esta
blished by a complex electrodynamic field which is in part
determined by its atomic physio-chemical components and
which in part determines the behavior and orientation of those
components.

This field is electrical in the physical sense and by its proper
ties relates the entities of the biological system in a characteris
tic pattern and is itself, in part, a result of the existence of those
entities. It determines and is determined by the components.

More than just establishing a pattern, it must maintain that
pattern in the midst of a physio-chemical flux. Therefore, it
must regulateand control living things. It must be the mechan
ism, the outcome of whose activity is wholeness, organization,
and continuity.41

Many of these properties and functions have been accurately measured and
documented by Burr and his colleagues.

[This electrical field] can be measured with considerable cer
tainty and accuracy and shown to have correlations with
growth and development, degeneration and regeneration, and
the orientation of component parts in the whole system.
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Perhaps more interestingly than any one thing, this field exhi
bits remarkable stability through the growth and development
of an egg.42

This stability and governing control is what sets the climate for many
things to come as the egg develops into an embryo, an infant, and an adult.
The patterns it describes are strong determining factors in later life.

These fields also have cyclic variations mirroring the cyclic variations
described by the Chinese in the cycles of the stems and branches. Bun-
discusses how in a variety of different living organisms the field has been
measured at a distance from the organism, both in embryological and adult
stages.43 For example, in the obelia the voltage gradients of the field were
measured through the life cycle of the organism. They were found to
increase steadily to a point at which they plateaued and then declined.44
This is remarkably similar to the cycles of energetic activity described in
the branch cycle of the ShiJi. Similar measurements have been made on
trees for a number of concunent years, the relative strengths of the field of
the trees varying regularly according to the time of the year.45 As early as
1959 similar measurements were made on humans showing regular varia
tions of the field strengths according to seasonal changes and progres
sions.46

The Russian scientist, A. S. Presman, feels that the electrical and mag
netic fields have three basic communicative functions:

• Through the process of evolution, electrical and magnetic
fields were used by living organisms to obtain information
about changes in the environment.

• Electrical and magnetic processes are involved in informa
tional interconnectionswithin livingorganisms.

• Electrical and magnetic fields facilitate informational inter
change among living organisms.47

Presman discusses a large number of experiments showinghow tissues and
living organisms respond to electrical and magnetic fields. He discusses
how these fields have much broader spheres of action and influence than
is often believed.

Robert O. Becker has done some interesting research in the United
States on the nature of the body's electric field. Using the adult salamander
as his experimental animal, he found evidence strongly suggesting that the
field pattern coreelates with the nervous system.48 He distinguished two
types of electrical systems in the body. The first is the more specialized
and evolutionarily advanced system, the nervous system. The second is a
more basic or primitive system able to communicate information in the
form of direct electrical cureent. Information such as the "injury potential"
and the ability to detect changes in the environmental electrical and mag
netic fields are processed by the more basic system. He concludes that the
nervous system at least determines the pattern of the field, but that there
are many electrical activities within this field that do not originate with the
nervous system and that serve as information channels for the whole body.
Heposits that these are derived from the most ancient life forms.49
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The existence of these systems and fields is beyond doubt. They have
been measured in the lowest and highest forms of life, in living things with
and without a nervous system. From the perspective of Oriental medicine,
the most significant property of this field is that in a living being the core
or center of this field will lie at the center of gravity, just as in non-living
systems. This core will lie somewhere on the polar axis as the polar axis
itselfwillpass through the center of gravity. The center of gravity of a per
son lies somewhere in the abdomen below the umbilicus. It is sometimes

seen as being located roughly two inches in front of the second sacral
vertebra. During normal gait, it oscillates up to two inches in a vertical
direction.50 Thus, the center or core of the field and the polar axis will be
centered in the abdomen below the umbilicus. This has a remarkable simi

larity to the Chinese concept of the source.

If the body is imbalanced or distorted for any reason, the center of
gravity will shift slighdy so as to lie off the center of mass. Thus, someone
who has a slighdy curvedspine, one shoulder higher than the other, or the
hips and pelvis slighdy tilted in an abnormal gait, will havea centerof grav
ity that is off center. These distortions may lead to disorders and diseases.
Those involved in bodywork can describe many such disorders. The
Japanese therapeutic exercise system, Sotai, devisedby Keizo Hashimoto, is
based on this perception.51

Distortions also result from functional or structural changes in the
internal environment. As the various organs become weakened or hyperac
tive, different tissues are affected, resultingeventually in structural changes
and functional disorders. Each of these circumstances will affect the under

lying electrodynamic field and the polar axis. Again, this is similar to the
idea of the sourceunderlying the various organ and meridian functions. In
five-phase diagnosis and treatment, we are essentially assessing the condi
tion of the source. As we use our skills to identify a weakened or imbal
anced organ or meridian, we are identifying what it is that has affected the
source. A similar analogy is true for the eightextraordinary vessels.

As Yoshio Manaka explains, the extraordinary vessels affect both deep
energetic levels and gross structure.52 In assessing which of the extraordi
nary vessels is imbalanced, we are assessing the cause of the physical dis
tortion that has weakened the source and engendered the disease. All
disease may be seen as resulting from disorders or imbalances of the
source regardless of the origin of the distortion. Both prenatal weaknesses
and a wide variety of postnatal causes may have introducedthe distortion.

Manaka feels that the relative symmetry of the body is extremely
important in determining the relative health of the individual.53 He traces
the development of this symmetry to the earliest stages of development.
As the body develops, it progressively loses its symmetry. Manaka
describes this progression as an adaptation that allows for an increased
ability to act and perform after birth, thus enabling greater survivability of
the organism. Initially, there is a direct and simple symmetry in the single
cell. However, it is not absolute. For instance, scientists have demon
strated animal and vegetal poles within the egg.54 Each pole has a different
effect on the nature of the cell divisions and cell differentiations. The sin

gle cell splits into two cells, almost minor images of each other, that
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become the left and right sides of the embryo. Further divisions also pro
duce near minor images. However, with the development of the internal
organs, the rotations, migrations, and the singularity of many of the organs,
the initial symmetry becomes less dominant. The original, nearly perfect
symmetry is still reflected in the bilateral ears, eyes, legs, arms, and other
body parts. Eventually, the body becomes imperfectly symmetrical, retain
ing its only real symmetry on the surface.

Manaka views these symmetries as important in the nature of the
extraordinary vessels. He also feels they are important structurally and
energetically. He proposes that topological geometry, the geometry of
three-dimensional objects, will provide greater insights into thesignificance
of the body's relative symmetries. Simply stated, his idea is that the body
retains a memory of the symmetry lost through embryological development
and that its state of imperfect symmetry expresses many of these
memories. With any distortion of the body, either physically or energeti
cally induced, the body will respond in some manner that will symmetri
cally reflect thatdistortion. For example, problems of the left leg can often
reflect on the right arm. Problems of the lower right abdominal quadrant
can reflect on the upper left abdominal quadrant; problems of the lower
abdomen on the midline may reflect on the midline of theupperback.

Manaka proposes that these symmetries and the body's natural ability
to compensate symmetrically for distortion are mathematically precise. If
such mathematical relationships exist, it is very likely that there are some
components of the body that are able to transmit or communicate the
information by which these compensations are directed. The extracellular
matrix and intracellular matrices of microtubules and microfilaments that
are the whole system of the connective tissues are likely candidates for
research into this communication mechanism. These provide a pervasive
skeletal structure. Perhaps, as distortions occur in the physical or energetic
body at the macrostructural level, these distortions transmit through the
connective tissue matrices, producing symmetrically opposed reactions. As
Oschman states:

All movements of the body as a whole, or of its smallest parts,
are created by tensions carried through the connective tissue
fabric. Each tension, eachcompression, each movement causes
the crystalline lattices of the connective tissues to generate
bioelectric signals that are precisely characteristic of these ten
sions, compressions, and movements. The fabric is a semicon
ducting communication network that can convey the bioelectric
signals between every part of the body and every otherpart.55

This idea is important not only to body workers but also to acupunctu
rists because of the energetic nature of the connective tissues. Whatever
the physical basis of such symmetrical relationships and expressions, they
are quite likely part of the mechanism of acupuncture. Indeed, Manaka
feels that the ancient Chinese physicians were concerned with reinstating
the prenatalsymmetrylost through development.
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An Electrodynamic Model
of the Triple Warmer

Theelectrodynamic field model describes a field with strong regulating
properties. It is simultaneously determined by its components and deter
mines the orientation, pattern, and organization of the components.56 This
mutual interaction of the electrodynamic field with the body is analagous
to the mutual interaction of the body's different systems with the source.
The source is the root of the twelve meridians, the source of the triple
warmerand fundamental to the five yin and six yangorgans (NJ 8). Thereis
a constant interaction among all these. In a human electrodynamic model
the body's field would thus be central to all biophysical and bioelectrical
functions, and any theory of how the human body functions must explain
these interactions.

As previously discussed, the triple warmer may be either functionally
or actually identical to the fascial system. Remembering that both the polar
axis and the electrical axis of the embryo have effects on embryological
development, we may associate the known qualities of these fields to the
fully-formed energetic system. Thus, the control and regulation functions
of the electrodynamic field are reasonably examined through the Chinese
theoriesof triplewarmer function.

As we have discussed, the Ling Shu described the upper warmer as
"coming out from the entrance of the stomach, paralleling the esophagus,
passing through the diaphragm to disperse inside the chest" (LS 18:197). As
noted, the pleural and peritoneal fasciae are continuous and wrap the eso
phagus. Thus, the upper warmer is easily identified with the fascia of the
upper stomach which lines the esophagus. Itbecomes continuous with the
pleura of the lungs, to "disperse inside the chest." According to the Ling
Shu theory, the upper warmer then passes "to the armpits and down [paral
lel to] theside of the lung meridian; it then passes to dielarge intestine and
then down through the stomach meridian" (LS 18:197-198). That is, the chro-
nobiological cycle of meridian energy flow is itself a function or extension
of the upper warmer. Thus, the theoretical conespondence of the func
tions of dieupper warmer and the fascial system isjustified.

The middle warmer is described by the Ling Shu in terms of digestive
function. It is difficult to see a relation to the fasciae unless we posit that
the bioelectrical regulations and controls that govern the digestive system
operate through the electrical and communicative qualities of the fasciae.
The fasciae would be thus the interconnecting lines of the communications
network.

The lower warmer is easily associated with the peritoneal fascia or
mesentery. The Ling Shu says, "The lower warmer divides the intestines,
goes to the bladder, and is absorbed into thebladder" (LS 18:200). This pas
sage is not traditionally related to themesentery. It is most often thought to
refer to the lower warmer division of the intestines, or a qualitative division
of the clear and unclear elements of food and water. The peculiarity of the
original textallows all three interpretations to claim textual authority. How
ever, we feel our interpretation, that the division of the intestines refers to
the mesentery, is grammatically conect. Clearly, the relationship to the
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mesentery neither limits nor contradicts the other interpretations. It pro
vides a method of interpreting and studying the means by which these
processes may function.

The mesentery both supports and separates the intestines. It also pro
vides the physical analog of going "to the bladder" and being "absorbed
into the bladder." Connective tissues have important water components.
The more hydrated they are, the more energetically conductive they will
become. The drier they become, the less conductive they will be. Due to
the connection of the mesentery to the other fasciae, it is also continuous
with the fascia sunounding the bladder. As with the development of
organs in the presence of fascial tissue, this connection is not merely coin
cidental. Experiments where toad ureters were clipped so that no urine
could pass into the bladder demonstrated that fluid is nonetheless
absorbed from the sunounding tissues, which include the fasciae.57 Water
is also absorbed in the peritoneal cavity through the peritoneum.58 This fits
the Ling Shu concept of triple warmer water metabolism.

It has also been noted that "respiratory movements" expedite the
absorption of water in the upper part of the peritoneum.59 This underlines
the classical importanceof breathingwith regard to triple warmerfunction.
Deep abdominal breathing would stimulate this absorptive process, helping
to avoid pathological dampness.

If, as we suggest, the triple warmer is the fascial system throughout the
body, it too will be centered at the gravitational centerwhere the source, the
yuan, resides. This is possibly why the source was also known as the
"source of the triple warmer." Since the source is the electrical and mag
netic center of the body, the triple warmer may also be conceptualized as
the biodynamic field itself.

Dantian

We have examined possible relationships of the fields of the body to
the source and the triple warmer. We examined the relationship of this
area to the lower dantian and noted that many authors identified this area
as the lower dantian. Based on these discussions, it is reasonable to
presume that the lower dantian is also related to the center of the body's
field. #It is actually a complex relationship. Each of the three dantian have
anatomical locations conesponding to magnetically and electrically active
centers.

Many, if not most, activities in the body generate an electrical or mag
netic field. We have discussed only the sum of all these fields, the general
biodynamic field. However, several important areas and organs generate
substantial fields of their own within the flux of the general field. The heart
generates the strongest electrical and magnetic fields in the body; the eyes
generate the next strongest fields.60 Thus, the upper dantian lying between
the eyebrows is also located in the center of significant natural electrical
and magnetic fields. Middle dantian, which lies over or near the heart,
relates directly to the natural electrical and magnetic fields of the heart.
There are apt energetic conespondences for these locations. Consider for
example the relationship of the open point theory of Xu Wen Bai to the
wei qi theory of the Ling Shu (LS 76). If the wei qi issues from the eyes upon

Figure 8.28 Until we have adequate equip
ment to visualize the entire biodynamic field
at once, we can only surmise its appearance.
This drawing is a rough conceptualization.
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awakening to flow down all the yangmeridians and eventually return to the
eyes, the natural electrical and magnetic fields of the eyes may be the bio
logical mechanism that drives this phenomena. Just as the circulation of
the wei qi is governed by the apparent movement of celestial bodies vis-a
vis the rotation of the earth around its axis, the natural electrical and mag
netic fields of the body also respond to the biorhythmic fluctuations of
environmental magnetic fields. Like allsuch fields these active areas would
have the capacity to trigger actions through the transmission of signals in
response to changes in the larger, exteriorfields.

The natural magnetic and electrical fields of the heart are very strong.
Their locational relation to the middle dantian is significant, but there are
no other conespondences to energetic phenomena immediately apparent.
The electrical field is possibly quite significant in that the field can be
measured at any part of the body's surface in a routine ECG procedure.
The significance lies in its obvious conductivity throughout the body and
the implication of the systemic conduction of any electrical signal, however
large or small, throughout the body. Since electrical signals produced any
where in the body can be conducted throughout the body, then the notion
of the total body electrical and magnetic fields, the sums of all the com
ponent parts, is clearly evidenced. These conelations provide further evi
dence for our interpretation of the triple warmer and its source as
representing the total body field and its epicenter.

Lower dantian relationships may be even more complex. Aside from
its location in the center of the general field, and thus its relationship to the
source, the moving qi between the kidneys, and mingmen, it may also be
related to the electrical and magnetic activity of the various nerve plexii in
the abdomen. Because it is located roughly where the Swadhistana Chakra
is found in Indian energetic anatomy, it may share a relation to the sacral
plexus and to a lesser degree the solar plexus with the Indian energetic con
cept.61 It could also be related to the center of gravity of the body, which
lies in roughly the same place in the abdomen. It is known that the mag
netic, electrical, and gravitational vectors affect each other.62 Each of these
areas has relatively strong biological fields and a significant place in classi
cal energetic theory. All areworthwhile subjects for research.

Relationships to Physical Principles
The relationship of the triple warmer to the concept of "no form"

predates the modem theories of energies and particles that exist at the
border of quantum physics and the physics of matter. While this is a fas
cinating source of theory and speculation, it is the classical Chinese con
cepts of the source and triple warmer and their conelation with modem
concepts of matter and energy that is most practically essential to our dis
cussion.

The idea of energy in Western acupuncture literature is very vague. In
some cases, it is nothing more than a buzzword that indicates the author
intends something different than a symptomatic or anatomophysiolgical
principle. It is used, yet unexplained. In other cases it is a concept that
indicates functional sets, grouped functions known by some emblematic
characteristic. For other Western authors (e.g., Yves Requena), the
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relationship of qi to modem ideas of potential and kinetic biochemical and
bioelectrical energies is quite clear. In some modem Chinese work, the
opposite is true and the emphasis seems to be on the results of qi. It is
explained as "an untranslatable word in the Chinese medical lexicon. . . .a
tendency, a movement, something on the order of energy."63 Certainly,
there are instances in the medical literature that can be referenced for each
of these ideas. Thus, qi must precede and include all these functions.

Considerable research has been done on the implications of quantum
physics for biological systems. One interesting view proposed by the Pol
ish scientist Wlodzimierz Sedlak incorporates both Bun's view of the
biodynamic field and the quantum properties of such a field.64 Many ideas
he describes minor classical Chinese concepts of the body's energetics and
its functions. Sedlak has researched the works of numerous scientists and
performedhis own experiments. He proposes:

. . .The organism may be considered as an oscillator-emitting
biological field witha large-band spectrum.65

He further proposes, "The biological oscillator belongs to self-regulating
systems."66 That is, it regulates and protects itself. He also discusses the
conductive propertiesof many biological tissues:

The biological semiconducting oscillator may be considered as
physical plasma.

This plasma possesses its own information through longitudi
nal and transverse magnetohydrodynamic waves. The biologi
cal field transfers itself inside the living organism by means of
magnetohydrodynamic impulses.67

Magnetohydrodynamic impulses are electrical impulses generated by the
effects of the body's magnetic field on the biological or physical plasma of
thebody. The term plasma refers not to the blood plasma, but to an ener
getic state of matter where there is a high degree of ionization and conduc
tivity. This is sometimes known as the "fourth state of matter."

Sedlak is particularly interested in examining the quantum nature of
biological systems. Albert Szent-Gyorgyi's research concerning the ener
getic nature of living tissues provides a bridge by which we may posit the
mechanism of interaction between these fields and a biological plasma.
Szent-Gyorgyi's work teaches us that the highly conductive and intercon
nected connective tissues have properties that are ideal as the ground sub
stance of the fields described by Sedlak. In effect, the connective tissues
are the carrier by which the internal and external fields connect and
interact.

The biological field model does not lack for support and the idea that
the triple warmer, as the system of fasciae and their connective tissues, is
capable of performing the functions assigned to it in classical Oriental
medical theory through these "quantum" processes is theoretically justified.
To reiterate this model, the fasciae and thus the connective tissues are the
physical manifestation of the triple warmer. The general field is the ener-
.getic manifestation of the triple warmer.
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Since modem scientists have theorized that the connective tissue sys
tem is energetically active and thatwe canconsider it as capable of extend
ing beyond the physical body,68 the subtle electrical, ionic, and magnetic
forces in the general and cosmological environment are capable of trigger
ingevents and effecting processes within the body. Since thephysiological
and neurological processes of the human system areaffected by the body's
nervous system and the other control and regulation sub-systems at work
in biological life, significant effects are possible from very small influences.
Since this model is in no way dependent on special qualities or unknown
processes, the energetics of Oriental medicine need not be divorced from
the biochemicaleffects observed by Western medical scientists.

Meridian Systems
An explanation of the origin of the meridian systems is a corollary

thesis of interest. Unfortunately, the meridians, unlike the organs or the
fasciae, have no analog in Western theories. Consequendy there is a pau
city of available research. If the meridians are measurable lines of lowered
electrical resistance and greater electrical conductivity, what factors may
have influenced their evolutionary development? How did these longitudi
nal and vertical pathways, thejingor meridians, and the luo, the horizontal
vessels, develop? Were similar factors involved in the development of
each? Are the extraordinary vessels the result of the same processes?

There are two aspects to this question: internal factors and external fac
tors. Internally, we can look at the development of "cleavage lines" or
"Langer's lines" as a model of the possible development of the meridians.
These lines of tension in the skin resulting from internal forces have been
mapped and studied by tissue sampling and the experience of surgeons.
Externally, wemust consider theeffects of electrical and magnetic fields, in
particular, the earth's electrical and magnetic fields.

In the 1860's Professor Langer of Vienna studied the discovery of
Dupuytren in the 1830's, that puncture of the skin with a conical instru
ment sometimes produced oval holes instead of the round holes thatwere
expected. He mapped the surface of the body where this phenomenon
occuned.69 These are what we now call Langer's lines. In adults theselines
are seen in Figure 8.29.

These lines are individually different. Theyare importantfor surgeons,
since incisions along these lines tend to healmore easily and withless scar
ring than cuts that cross Langer's lines. These lines are potentially of great
import to the study of Oriental medical principles, since histological study
has determined that they conespond with an orientation of connective tis
sue matrix fibers.70 If, as the classical texts suggest and modem research is
beginning to show, the meridians lie in the fascia and connective tissues,
we might surmise that there is some structural alignment in the fascia that
is related to the meridians.

On first examination, many of these lines do not closely conespond
with the pathways of the meridians. Many are more horizontal than verti
cal. While some lines are vertical, specifically those on the limbs, head,
and portions of the back, the alignment is not sufficiendy clear to propose
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that the meridians are direcdy related to Langer's lines. Yet, when we look
at the embryological development of Langer's lines, the vertical alignment is
much more obvious.71 This is most obvious in the developing limbs.72

Figure 8.29 Langer's lines in an adult.
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Figure 8.30 Theembryological development of Langer's lines on theupperand lower limbs.
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Toa lesser degree, the lines on the front and backportions of the trunk
are also vertical:73

5o*\ 6Ch H CM IZI/XCW IACM\

Figure 8.31 Theembryological development of Langer's lines on the trunk.

In the fetus these lines are found to be associated with a "preponder
ance of collagenous and elastic fibers" that follow the lines.74 These fibers
develop according to Wolf's law along the lines of stress or tension on the
surface of the body as the fetus grows. The internal stress causes a shift in
the arrangement of the lines: "During the development of the collagenous
fibers, existing internal forces of the growing fetus determine the manner
of theirdistribution."75 Since the early growth of the limbs is outward and
theearly growth of the torso is longitudinal, thelines areparallel to theaxis
of this growth. Since we know that the electrical currents emanating from
thepolar axis of the embryo are thought to be associated with and at times
to predict the position at which the limb buds develop, we may postulate
that the earliest fibrous alignments are also stimulated by these currents.
Then, as the embryo develops and the tensions and stresses of the growing
mass increase proportionally, the alignments are directed toward the adult
pattern ofhorizontal lines by the growth of the body. The greater the force
of growth, the more the physical tension and stress effectively overwhelms
the subde directive force of the field currents.

There is no exact correspondence of the alignment of these Langer's
line fibers with the meridians in either the fetus or the adult. However,

there is a developmental parallel strong enough to suggest the possibility
that the meridians might be alignments of collagenous fibers in the dermis,
instead of, or in addition to, beinglines of electrical conductance. It is also
possible to consider that it is because the Langer's lines are material, fibrous
structures that they rotate toward the horizontal with three-dimensional
growth. The meridians may be more electrically induced and thus retain a
relationship to the field currents. Since th£ Ling Shu informs us that the
meridians do not circulate until birth (LS 10:104), perhaps the forces of the
immense growth of the fetus are sufficiendy lessened and enough of the
adult form is established at birth, that the growth forces do not change the
verticaland horizontal alignmentof the meridians after birth.
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Is the development of the meridians and Langer's lines substantially
similar? Are both initially induced by the same electrical stimulus? These
questions must beanswered by further research. In searching histologically
for the cleavage lines, it is possible to find them only if theincision is made
at the right angle to the line. Other incisions easily miss the lines. If the
meridians are also related to alignments of collagenous fibers, a similar pre
cision may be required.

upper limb bud

mammary ine

lower limb bud

mammary lines

Figure 8.32 Thefrontal andsideviews of the mammary line.

An interesting parallel to the cleavage lines can be found in the
developing breasts. The site of breast development occurs on what has
been called the "milk line," "mammary line," or "mammary ridge." This is
an ectodermal thickening that first develops during the sixth week of
development. It extends from the base of the upper to the base of the
lower limb buds on both sides.76 This line thickens along its length and
then recedes so that only a small portion in the pectoral region remains.
Here, the ectodermal thickening grows down into the mesoderm, finally
giving rise to the breasts and nipples. In some cases, this line does not
recede normally and supernumerary breast formation occurs. In this con
dition a number of hippies, some with accompanying breasts, develop
along these lines from thearmpits to the upper thighs.77

There is little discussion of how or why these ridges first appear. We
can postulate that they may develop in response to tensile stresses along the
ectoderm in response to limb bud growth, as Wolf's law predicts. Since
endogenous electrical currents enter and exit at the sites of limb bud
development, and are believed to predict these sites, we may further postu
late that there is also an electrical component as well as the mechanical
stress factors.

The interesting parallels here are the very close proximity of this ridge
or line to the stomach meridian pathway on the front of the body. There
has always been question as to why the stomach meridian is the only yang
meridian on the front surface of the torso. If the stomach meridian is
related to the mammary ridge and the forces thatgave rise to it (given that
•

Figure 8.33 Supemumary nipple formation.
Notice the approximate correlation of these
lines to the stomachmeridian pathways.
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Figure 8.34 The direction of induced
currents in electricaland magnetic fields.
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this ridge is of ectodermal tissues which we have already described with
reference to the yang areas), then it is possible to see why the stomach
meridian develops on the torso. Also, if the stomach meridian is related to
this ridge, we can see an example of how the physical forces in embryolog
ical development can give rise to the meridian pathways.

Electrical and Magnetic Field Effects
The external factors that may figure in the development of the meridi

ans are the electrical and magnetic fields associated with the earth itself.
Presman's hypothesis, that through the process of evolution, electrical and
magnetic fields were used by living organisms to obtain information about
changes in the environment,78 is a likely starting point for investigation of
meridian development. It promises associations with the chronobiological
principles of Oriental medicine, the electrical nature of the meridians, and
the electrodynamic modelof the human body.

In a uniform electric field small electrical currents are induced. The
direction of these electrical currents is roughly parallel to the field itself. In
a uniform magnetic field small currents arealso induced, but these currents
flow roughly perpendicular to themagnetic field. These are summarized in
the following manner by Presman:79

Thus, since a human body is moving in an essentially vertical electrical
field, the Earth's electrical field, there is a tendency to induce vertical
currents in the body. Are these currents related to to the jing, the vertical
meridians? Since the body moves through a more or less vertical magnetic
field, there is also an influence towards the induction of horizontal
currents. However, the Earth's magnetic field is neither absolutely vertical
nor horizontal. Depending on the geographic location, the Earth's magnetic
field strikes anupright body at an angle. Thus, if theEarth's magnetic field
is related to the horizontal luo vessels, the developmental process is not as
simple as the potential relationship of the Earth's electric field to the jing.

Research into the relationships and interactions of biological systems
and fields is on the frontier of the biological sciences. The Russian scien
tist A. P. Dubrov has written a fascinating and farsighted book on geomag
netic fields and their functions in biological systems.80 He concludes that
the geomagnetic field is one of the most important factors in determining
biological rhythmicity, in determining the symmetry of biological systems,
and in producing profound effects on the endogenous weak magnetic
fields of living organisms.81

Given the subde electrical nature of the human system it is reasonable
to propose that in some way the geomagnetic fields play an important role
in determining the evolutionary development of the meridians and their
interaction with the environment, or how the organism senses environmen
tal changes and reacts or adapts to those changes. The extent to which the
electrical and magnetic fields of the earth participate in the development of
the meridian system and the extentof the influence of integral forces such
as those influencing the development of Langer's lines is an open question.
There are scientistswho feel that these general fields must participate in the
informational processes of the human being. Their hypotheses arestrongly
reminiscent of the Oriental medical ideas of rhythmicity and response.
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Becker suggests that the meridian systems arepart of a primitive direct
current electrical system which is important in communication and healing.
He proposes that the meridians developed before the evolution of the
secondary electrical system, the nervous system.82 Over evolutionary time,
it is easy to consider subde fields as major influences on the development
of a direct current electrical system. Because of the increasing body of evi
dence that shows the fundamental importance of magnetic fields and the
Earth's magnetic field in particular, Becker has proposed:

[There is] a constant relationship between all growth processes
as regulated by the internal direct current system, and the
Earth's normal magnetic field parameters.83

Recent experiments have shown that weak magnetic fields can affect
the mitotic division of cells and DNA activity. Other experiments have
shown that weak magnetic fields induce changes in the embryological
development of chicks.84 Becker cites these and other fundamental effects
from weak magnetic fields when he proposes, 'The earth's normal mag
netic field provides a timing signal for all aspects of biological cycle
activity."85

Researcher Frank Brown has found correlations that demonstrate in all
organisms greater and lesser degrees of rhythmic alterations in behavior
and physiological events with the lunar cycle. He has correlated the lunar
cycle with changes in the earth's field.86 Most of the evidence for these
conclusions is quite recent, but is slowly becoming tested and accepted.
Although these are lines of inquiry not often followed, such research may
be very fruitful for those interested in understanding Oriental medical
theory.

Of course, any theory or research into the development of the meridian
system must include the extraordinary vessels. If our theory is correct, the
meridians are located in the planes of fasciae and develop in response to
internal and external forces, fields, and currents. After birth they circulate
and further develop relative to the natural fluctuations of the fields and
forces of the external environment. The fact that the medical literature has
explicit statements about the circulation of qi starting after birthis 10), and
the circulation of this qi being determined in part by the movement of the
astronomical bodies (LS 15), tends to suggest that the Chinese had in mind
what we call field effects. Perhaps it is best to say that the Chinese had
observed phenomena, and patterns of phenomena, that they attributed to
qi, and other concepts, that we are able to label as field effects. It is neither
necessary nor important (yet totally fascinating) whether the classical
Chinese had conceived of a field. It is-possible and reasonable to see all
these phenomena as field effects. Thus, the twelve meridians are a product
of complex interactions between internal and external forces.

The extraordinary vessels are different than the twelve meridians and
their related organs. Their functions are different. This is quite clear in the
embryogenesis of these different systems. Because they may be related to
the germ layers and tissues and particularly the axes of the body, the
extraordinary vessels are more "of the body." They are conditioned by the
geometry and structure of the body. The state of being a three-dimensional
living being with relative symmetries and asymmetries is a major
•
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determining factor. Yoshio Manaka's brilliant insights into the extraordinary
vessels, examining their topological nature, seeing them as related to the
various structural axes of the body in his octahedral model, and describing
them with reference to the various symmetries and lost symmetries of the
body, provides access to the genius of the Chinese authors who first
attempted to describe these energetic entities.

Modern geometrical theory has developed sophisticated models of the
relationship of material objects to space and time, as is evidenced by the
theory of relativity. Examining the topological geometry of the body
describes not only abstract entities and relationships, but provides the
foundation for fruitful research into the nature of energy and energetic rela
tionships in the body. In biological terms it is becoming possible to con
sider and describe the function and properties of the body and parts of the
body relative to the structure of the whole. While such models have yet to
be fully described, the structural basis of the extraordinary vessels is evi
denced in theiruse by practitioners such as Yoshio Manaka and Osamu Ito,
where quite obvious structural changes can beclinically observed.87

In thinking about the geometry of the extraordinary vessels, it may also
be possible to see the nature of the "oceans" of yin, yang, the twelve meri
dians, the yin and yangorgans, and blood. This could refer to their nature
as reservoirs rather than as pathways in which energy circulates. In refer
ence to the fields, they could refer to the whole field rather than specific
aspects.

The Chinese disposition tended to express observations philosophi
cally. Nature was observed quite clearly and these observations applied to
medicine. That their observations were sufficient and thoughtful is evi
dent, if only by the fact that modern observations using different means
and methods may be so frequendy related. While this is a great resource
for our interest and study, the philosophical expression is itself a source of
understanding. The distinctions that differentiate five-phase cycles and
their relationships to the branches, stems, meridians, and organs, from the
yin and yang, eight trigrams, and extraordinary vessels relationships allow
us to develop a theoryof the extraordinary vessels.

One scholar and researcher feels that a distinction of the systems of
eight and five can be traced to the Yijing and the Lao Zi.88 The system of
the Yijing may be presented thus:

The one the two the four the eight

Taiji

Figure 8.35 The one gives rise to the two; the two giverise to the four; the four give rise to the eight-
exemplified in the Yijing philosophy.
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The system of five can be traced to Lao Zi:

Theone the two the three the myriad things (five)

©
Figure 8.36 Theonegives riseto the two; the twogives riseto the three; the three gives rise to thefive
—exemplified in philosophyof Lao Zi

If weunderstand these differences of naturalistic philosophical origin more
clearly, we can gain greater insight into medicine. We must not presume
that one system is more profound than the other, both have a common ori
gin in the body, the moving qi, the tai yi, tai ji. Both manifest in pro
foundly different ways and affect the body differendy.

Through their distinct natures we are able to use them to address and
correct different problems in the body, as their differences focus on vary
ing components of the body. In Japan, a practitioner who describes his
treatment as addressing the "root" of the problem generally means that he
is treating by five-phase principles or through the extraordinary vessels.
One is able to treatat the tai yi by treating through either route.

Summary
If our arguments about the nature of the meridian systems are correct,

the meridians are a product of the interaction of internal and external
environments and are related to bioelectric phenomena. Thus, there are
some essential functions that we may assume. These assumptions follow
classical ideas of the nature and function of the meridians. The meridian
systems will have an adaptive role and actas a medium for adaptation to all
environmental changes. This adaptive function manifests in several ways:

Protective: receiving information from the environment and
processing this information; closing it out if harmful (external
invasion) and transmitting it if useful (chronobiological stimu-
lae).

Biorhythmic: communicating environmental changes and fluc
tuations to the rest of the body so that the body can adapt,
resonate, or harmonize with these natural changes and fluctua
tions.

Communication: communicating internal information con
cerning bodily phenomena from the interior to the exterior.

Maintenance: allowing communication between different
aspects and systems of the body, thus promoting regulation.
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Energetic: acting as energy channels. This energy is both pas
sive (informational) and kinetic (performing work).

Healing: supporting the healing process and health in general,
particularly the process of self-healing.

These processes thus cover the full range of biological control and regula
tion. As well, they indicate a further understanding of the nature of qi.
While it remains "untranslatable," we can see that the quandary between
the substantive, energetic, and functional aspects of qi are more easily syn
thesized by considering the informational attributes of biological energy. It
is only if we consider qi substantive, kinetic, or metabolic that there is dif
ficulty with the concept. If for example, we consider the meridians as only
the electrical wiring of the human body, the paths by which "doses" of
active electrical energy are circulated, we are faced with the problem of
explaining how a single stream of current is able to perform so many func
tions, respond to so many stimulae, and to create responses that require
much more powerful currents than are typicallyfound. On the other hand,
if we consider qi, and all the vessels, meridians, and "oceans" of its func
tion, to be a set of informational signals by which very slight stimulae act as
"signals" and "data" that regulate metabolism and other biological process,
we can take advantage of all the modern research that demonstrates the
systems nature of life.

We have described some of the likely anatomical relationships of the
organs and meridians through the various systems and planes of fasciae.
In light of this, one could reexamine the internal pathways of the meridians
and retrace everything through the fascial planes associated with each
structure related to these trajectories. We have shown the possible
development of these relationships at various stages of embryogenesis and
have traced the probable electrical and magnetic nature of these relation
ships to an origin in the natural electrical and magnetic fields inside and
outside the body. In proposing a biodynamic model of the human ener
getic system we have examined the embryonic axes and the tissues
developed around these axes and proposed the probable topological nature
of the extraordinary vessels relative to these axes.

In short, we have attempted to demonstrate that the classical Chinese
anatomical, physiological, and energetic descriptions have feasible corol
laries in Western research and that these physical analogs are capable of
performing as the Chinese medical authors proposed. There are still many
stones unturned and a plenitude of insufficient answers. However, it is
only through initiating a multi-disciplinary inquiry into the nature and ori
gins of Chinese medicine that Oriental practitioners may take advantage of
the mass of Western research and their Western counterparts may come to
understand the value of Chinese medical theory.
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Science Revisited
During the last few decades much research has been done to elucidate

the mechanismsby which acupuncture affects the human body. Discovery
of the neuropeptides, the encephalins, and the endorphins has opened up
new and exciting areas of neurobiological research. At the same timeit has
demonstrated the validity of analgesic acupuncture as an alternative to
chemical anesthetics or analgesics in surgery or pain control. While attract
ing less attention, research into the properties of the meridians and acu
puncturepoints has done much to explain how acupuncture and moxibus-
tion produce profound effects on the body function.

The observations that have emerged from this research postulate a set
of ideas that link ancient Chinese descriptions of the meridians with
modern concepts of physiology, biochemistry, and the biophysics of cells
and tissues.

Other areas of scientific inquiry have also contributed to a consensus
of ideas about biological life and its relationship to the environment that
parallel and confirm the observations of the Chinese medical thinkers.
Both modem and ancient science, Western and Oriental thought, are based
on observation. Much of any science deals with analogies and modelspro
posed to explain whatwe cannot absolutely measure or observe. All scien
tists must assemble sets of observations that are too complex to relate in a
controlled experiment. Much of the natural worldcan onlybe examined in
this manner. Thus, practically, the modem physicist and the ancientphilo
sopher are often working with an identical and primary tool, the ability to
imagine and propose.

There are other important points of similarity. As recendy as the
1950's Western scientists exemplified a faith in their own methods of
observation that was nearly religious in its intensity. Only phenomena that
could be verified within the limited context of the controlled experiment,
and related to quantified hypotheses, were permitted to enter the sacred
books of scientific dogma. Today, the limits of these tools are more
apparent, and unshakable faith in a quantified reality is more the domain
of a religious devotee. In some very real ways, the physicist of the twen
tieth century shared with the Han dynasty scholar a need to see beyond the
capacities of their instruments. In this they share the single most powerful
tool of scientific inquiry: speculation. We need not be surprised that they
could reason in similar fashion.

In this chapter we will explore various ideas that have the potential of
explaining the function of acupuncture, and provide evidence supporting
each idea. Rather than attempting to put forward a definitive theory, we
would hope to show one way that information can be organized. The
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intention is not to insist that these ideas are valid or correct, but to provide
a basis for further thought and research. The evidence does seem suffi
cient to consign the idea that there is no possible justification for Oriental
medical theory in Western thought, to die museum of nearly forgotten
scientific oddities, chauvinisms, and short-lived scientific errors.

Electrical Properties ofAcupuncture Systems
As proof of the existence of the meridians, many researchers in China

and elsewhere cite what is called "propagated sensation of the channels."1
In general, this ideacomes from the observation thata certain percentage of
any population is very sensitive to stimulation of the meridians. Yoshio
Manaka notes that roughly one in eight hundred people exhibits this sensi
tivity strongly anda larger number exhibit it to some lesser degree.2 During
acupoint stimulation, these individuals can feel a sensation propagating
along the pathways on the surface of their body; sometimes fast, some
times slow, and often direcdy along the classical pathway. This
phenomenon is often cited as an important factor in the development of
meridian theory. As we will see, it may be related to electrical changes
broughtabout by the application of acupuncture.

Manaka anecdotally reports experiments with a meridian-sensitive per
son. He found that the pathways of sensation change if a magnet is placed
next to the point being needled. This suggests and supports the idea that
the phenomenon mightbe electrical or magnetic in nature.

Other researchers in China have presented striking evidence for the
existence of the meridians.3 Chinese dermatologists have studied and pho
tographed many instances where certain skin diseases were found to occur
along thepathways of themeridians. This phenomenon is convincing evi
dence for the existence of the meridians in some form. While it does not
necessarily help explain thecharacteristics of the meridians, it does present
striking visual proof of what can otherwise only be measured with various
devices.

With the development of electroacupuncture and numerous electrodi-
agnostic devices, it has become possible to make measurements of the elec
tromagnetic characteristics of the meridians and theirpoints. Most research
focuses on the electrical characteristics of the acupoints; however, some
research has focused on the electrical characteristics of the meridians them
selves. Essentially, the meridians and their points have been found to be
lines or sites of lowered electrical resistance relative to the surrounding
skin. Where the meridians are said to be, there is a lesser resistance than
found at sites where the meridians are said not to traverse.4

Thus, the concept described in the medical texts as "energy" or qi cir
culation throughout the body through the meridians can be seen to have at
least in part a biophysical, bioelectric basis. The potential pathways for
such a circulation or movement can be clearly seen in the lines of lowered
electrical resistance and greater electrical conductivity. Similarly the con
cept of the acupoint, at which energy is seen to converge or pass and can
thus be affected, becomesa more clearly comprehensible concept. Accord
ing to the measurements of many scientists, these acupoints coincide-in
large part with points on the surface of the body where there is lower
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electrical resistance. Not only have these electrical properties been docu
mented, but variations and fluctuations of resistance levels in various func
tional states have been measured and observed.

Essentially these variations can be summarized as follows:

When pathological changes take place in the viscera, concurrent
changes are found in the cutaneous resistance of relevant meri
dians and acupuncture points. Similar changes are also
reflectedby the unbalancing resistance of the bilateral acupunc
ture points.

When changes were found in nerves, viscera, and organs
before or after sleep,5 meals, urination, childbirth, or physical
exercise, resistance changes would also take place in the acu
puncture points of the relevant meridians.

A change of electrical resistance in the points could also be
brought about by changes of external environment, tempera
ture, season, time of day.

Following acupuncture or moxibustion or after changing the
function of nerves by blocking or cutting, corresponding
changes would also occur in the cutaneous resistance of acu
puncture points.6

As we would expect, the points reflect and exhibit changes as a result of
pathological occurrence. The points also respond to environmental
changes. This is just as we would expect, and partially confirms our thesis
concerning the electrical and magnetic nature of the meridians and their
relationship to a fluctuatingelectrical and magnetic environment.

The resistance of the acupoints also varies with many physiological
changes, including those initiated by acupuncture and moxibustion. It has
been proposed that since the meridians are pathways of electrical conduc
tance, they might serve as information channels, since electrical signals can
function as information. Beckerand his colleagues theorize that since acu
puncture is able to playsuch a strongrole in the relief of pain, the meridian
system is able to act as an "information transfer system." This system
would be important in the transfer of DC electrical current information
produced, for instance, by an injury. The injury signal could be routed to,
and interpreted by, other areas of the body as the stimulus that would ini
tiate processes to facilitate healing and regrowth.7 Such an electrical system
would act as the medium for the propagation of signals around the body
that would function to control and stimulate growth and healingwithin and
throughout the whole body. In other words, it would function as an
integrative system, helping coordinate a vast matrix of physiological
events.8

In his book, Electromagnetism and Life, Robert Becker proposes that
such an electrical signaling system is a fundamental, primitive electrical
information network. This system is important not only in communicating
injury to the rest of the body, but as well for detecting changes in the
environmental electromagnetic field.9 Obviously, this capacity would be an
important feature of a system capable of biorhythmic change.10
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Becker's work also led him to suggest that the perineural cells are the
medium of this information transmission.11 The perineural cells are com
posed of connective tissues in a relatively regular pattern. We have already
shown that the fascial planes and the connective tissues are able to conduct
electrical energy, and could be the biophysical basis of the integrative and
informational electrical system that Becker and his colleagues describe.
This idea is reinforced by the vast permeation and diversity of connective
tissues throughout every tissue, with fibers extending into every cell in the
body. This nearly universal distribution provides the potential for an
integrative electrical system.

Some research even provides tentative evidence that the meridians
retain their electrical characteristics after death, further supporting the idea
that they must have a biophysical basis.12 By proposing that the meridian
concept contains the possibility of such an integrative system, Becker and
his colleagues provide further evidence that supports the classical ideas of
the meridiansystem in relation to the fascial systems.

Theimportance of these fascial systems to bodyenergies and healing is
becoming more apparent. There is even research evidence that the meridi
ans do lie in the superficial fascia. Two leading researchers in Japan,
Yoshio Nagahama, M.D., and Hiroshi Motoyama, PhD., have independendy
concluded that the meridian system lies in the connective tissues and more
specifically in the superficial fascia. In his book, Shinkyu no Igaku (Western
studies of Acupuncture and MoxibustionX Nagahama summarizes research
completed by himself and by other scientists. His own conclusions about
the nature of acupuncture and moxibustion are that they serve to restore
the normal functioning of the connective tissues. He has coined the
expression, "connective tissue therapy" to describe acupuncture.13 A
clearer statementof the relationship of acupuncture and moxibustion to the
connective tissues probably cannot be found. Many of the studies and
research described in his bookhaveprofoundpractical implications.

Nagahama notes that over years of research into needle insertion and
the depth at which the teqi, the obtaining of the qi or stimulus occurs, he
has found the strongest teqi occurs whenthe needle touches the superficial
fascia.14 In Japan, needles often are not inserted very deeply, only a matter
of a few millimeters. In China, and consequendy many other places, nee
dles frequendy are inserted more deeply, as much as one-half an inch and
deeper. Either way, the superficial fascia is stimulated. However, with
deeper insertion the underlying myofascial and nerve structures (among
others) are also stimulated. Deeper insertion thereby presents the possibil
ity of affecting differentsystems to greater and lesser degrees. Correspond
ingly different physiological responses will result, a possibility that figures
in other research.

Nagahama has found that when the needle touches the superficial fas
cia as it is inserted, electrical potential changes that generate small electric
currents occur.15 This is what he sees as the teqi, the small electrical current
having a therapeutic effect. He feels that reflexive acupoints may indicate
pathologies in the body, and that if such a reflexive acupoint is needled,
the electrical potential changes that occur are different from the changes
that result from the needling of a non-reflexive point. These electrical
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potential changes subsequendy generate what he calls "abnormal electrical
currents" that will be transmitted to the place of origin of the pathology
and thus help treat it.16 This could be related to, and explain, the "pro
pagated sensations" studied by other researchers. In Nagahama's opinion,
it is essential to locate, select, and treat the reflexive points.17 This theory
helps explain the importance of palpation in diagnosis and correct treat
ment. Palpation is a safe and simple form of diagnosis that often provides
the groundwork for straightforward treatments.

Hiroshi Motoyama has also completed considerable research concern
ing the electrical nature of qi, the meridian systems, and the biophysical
counterparts in the body that might account for the electrical effects and
provide an appropriate medium for their transmission.18 He too has con
cluded that the meridian structures lie in the dermal connective tissues, the
superficial fascia.19 In addition he hasattempted to define what theflow of
qi energy may be, demonstrating that it cannot be the simple drift of ions
through the tissues, but must be a flow of electrons, since ions move too
slowly.20 These two scientists corroborate the findings of other scientists
concerning the electrical nature of the meridians, and the electrical proper
ties of the connective tissues, helping to further substantiate the classical
theses concerning the meridians and the triple warmer in relation to the
connective tissues and fascia.

Nagahama feels that the generation of small electrical currents from the
electrical potential changes caused by needle insertion results from the
interaction of the needle (inserted into the connective tissues) with the
interstitial fluids that bathe and nourish the connective tissue fibers. These

fluids surround the fibers and contain a vast array of chemicals, ionically
charged particles, molecules, and atoms. These interstitial fluids also pro
vide an interface with the lymph and capillary systems, since the fluids are
constandy interchanged between the capillaries, lymph system, and the
connective tissues.21 Nagahama proposes that this constant interchange of
blood and lymph fluids with interstitial fluids is actually what the ancients
meant by the luo. He feels that this proposal is capable of explaining all
implications of multiple meanings given the term in classical medical litera
ture, byproviding a generally more inclusive interpretation.22

The importance of this idea is furthered by the innovative theories of
the Swedish researcher, Bjom Nordenstrom. He has discovered an electri
cal system that transmits current from different areas of the body through
the circulatory system. These currents are initiated by ionic transfer and
differences of electrical potential in the tissue-capillary bed.23 This has
been shown to have profound effects throughout the body. Recent work
from Yoshio Manaka and his research assistant Kazuko Itaya at the Oriental
Medicine Research Center of Kitasato University in Tokyo, provides very
clear evidence for the cardiovascular effects of acupuncture, showing how
Nordenstrom's and Nagahama's theories of bioelectrical effects are very
pertinent in acupuncture.24

Their research demonstrates that acupuncture can produce an increase
in vasomotion throughout the body, and that the insertion of a needle to
any point can produce the effect. This phenomenon is thus a "baseline"
effect of acupuncture that occurs regardless of the points needled and
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techniques used. The importance of this research is manifest at several lev
els. Increases of microcirculation and vasomotion will increase oxygena
tion of the tissues (which has important ramifications for bioelectrical
energy transfer in living tissues), and will help flush toxins, waste products,
andother accumulated particles and chemicals from the tissues, improving
their overall function. The bioelectrical currents demonstrated by Norden
stromwill also be dramatically affected by microcirculatory and vasomotor
changes, producing further biological effects. While research of this
phenomenon continues, it is immediately apparent that theimplications are
enormous.

This might help explain why some patients showlitde improvement at
the time of treatment, but a marked improvement by the next day. The
effect also suggests that gende treatment around the sequellae that result
from contusions, sprains, bonefractures, and other trauma will help reduce
the swelling. Manaka reports good success treating sequellae in this
manner. Since this is a "baseline" effect produced by needling, some
interesting speculative questions are raised.

The most interesting speculation is that the needle effect is not the
result, but a part of a chain of results. That small electric currents can have
beneficial, regenerative, and healing effects is something that has been
scientifically demonstrated. In 1967 Becker and his colleagues, while
studying fracture healing in frogs, discovered by accident that red blood
cells at the site of the fracture underwent a process of "dedifferentiation,"
eventually becoming bone cells. After studying this phenomenon, they
theorized that the tiny currents generated by the bone fracture might be the
operative stimulus. They conducted experiments and found that tiny
currents are able to transform or dedifferentiate nucleated red blood cells
into other cells.25 Later experiments and research have confirmed this
phenomenon.26 With his colleague, A. A. Pilla, Becker further found that
"appropriate pulsed magnetic fields" are able to create the same effects.27
Although these effects have only been demonstrated in amphibians, we
should not rule out the possibility (or more likely, probability) that similar
processes occur in humans. As Becker says:

Therefore, in at least this one-cell system, the nucleated
erythrocyte, specific effects of low-level current have been
observed and partof the mechanism involved in producing the
effects has been determined. The effect is a most profound
one, involving the basic machinery of the cell and resulting in
majoralterations in cell function.28

Pilla further proposes an electrochemical model showing how electro
chemical information, small currents in living tissues, can cross the cell
membrane to effect functional changes in the cells.29 He feels that any
change in the environment of the cell that causes changes in electrical
potential across the membrane of the cell will cause modifications of cell
function, and that this is the mechanism by which functional changes in
the cell, particularly those of repair and maintenance, can occur. He also
proposes that a cell can be "stimulated, inhibited, or exhibit passive
response, depending upon the frequencies and amplitudes of the signals
employed."30 Becker also proposes, based on experimental evidence, that
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the strength of the current passing through a tissue is a factor determining
varying responses.31 We can extend this by saying that different tissues
will respond to different frequencies and amplitudes of current. Adey calls
this a "window effect." Different tissues will have different windows,
which we may call "signatures." Thus, differences in currents produce dif
ferent physiological effects.32

The mechanisms, both direct and indirect, of these effects can be con
sidered from different physiological perspectives. The electrical potential
changes brought about in the cellular environment could result from
changes in ionic concentrations, or from direct current passing through the
tissues or the extracellularmatrix fibers. These changes in potential could
act on the cell bylateral electrophoretic33 or electroosmotic34 rearrangement
of cell membrane structures. They could act by depolarizing the cell mem
brane or by producing extracellular ionic concentration changes which
would transmit information to the cell by electrochemical transfer.35 They
could also act by transmitting electrical information through extracellular
fibers direcdy through the cell membrane-bound proteins (such as
fibronectin) with which they are bound to the intracellular matrix fibers —
microfilaments, microtubules, and microtrabeculae.36

These various routes can affect cell metabolism in a number of ways,
one of which is to cause changes in the natural ionic currents of the cell,
such as the calcium currents. They could do this by rearranging the
membrane-bound molecules responsible for the currents, or by causing a
release within the cell of bound calcium ions. The rate of calcium ion

efflux and influx could also be increased or decreased. Changes in the cal
cium current can cause structural changes within the cell, since calcium
ions can breakdown and disassociate the microtubules,37 cause contraction
of the microfilaments,38 and rearrange the structure of the microtrabecullar
lattice.39 Changes in cell shape can initiate changes in cell function and
DNA activity.40 The changes in the calcium current could also affect many
other biochemical processes within the cell, producing many other func
tional changes.

Becker suggests a global model of how these small currents are
transmitted around the body effectingspecific responses in specific tissues
at specific locations. He feels that since cells are sensitive to these currents,
the direction, magnitude, and force of the current serves to identify a loca
tion within the body and accordingly effect specific physiological
responses.

The direction (polarity) plus the magnitude and force of
current could serve as a vector system givinga distinct value for
every area of the body. The electric field surrounding continu
ously charged cells and diminishing with the distance from the
nerve would provide a third coordinate giving each cell a
slightly different electrical potential. In addition, a magnetic
field must exist around the current flow, possibly adding a
fourth dimension to the system. Together these values might
suffice to pinpoint any cell in the body. The electric and mag
netic fields, varying as the current varies with the animal's state
of consciousness and health, could move charged molecules
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wherever they were needed for control of growth or other
processes. Since currents and electromagnetic fields affect the
cell membrane's choice of what ions to absorb, reject, expel,
this system — in conceit with the chemical code by which
neighboring cells recognize each other —could precisely regu
late the activities of every cell. It could express die exactpoint
along the limb at which new growth must start, distinguishing
between right and left, top and bottom.41

The electrical potential changes and currents needed to initiate such
changes and effects are generally very small.42 Certainly those created by
the administration of acupuncture therapy are sufficient.

These models, where tiny variations in the electrical environment of
the cell can initiate functional changes and cell shape changes, aresimilar to
Manaka's topological model of the body. If these bioelectrical, biochemical,
and structural changes are, as Becker suggests, responsible for left-right,
up-down differentiations, the topological model would be an effective
summary of the cumulative function of the system. On a smaller scale,
there is also an implicit relationship of structure and function, and a poten
tial relationship to time-varying factors that might initiate and control some
of these variations.

Indeed these models could help explain how thegeomagnetic field acts
on all cell membranes, potentially altering their permeability, affecting cell
function in a most profound manner:

By altering the permeability of biological membranes, the GMF
[geomagnetic field] canaffect the whole organism.43

A.P. Dubrov believes that changes in the permeability of biological
membranes in response to the GMF and other fields is a universal feature
of biological membranes and a "perceptive response" to those fields. Cit
ing the suggestionof other scientists, Dubrov states:

. . . Acupuncture points are sites of connection of the living
organism with the terrestrial air - ion, electrical, and magnetic
fields. . . . We must consider the possibility that these points
are sites of connection of the earth's magnetic field lines with
the intrinsic biomagnetic field of theliving organism.44

Becker also states that the acupuncture points and meridians play a signifi
cant role in the body's interaction with the regulatory effects of the
geomagnetic field on the living body.45

The conclusions of these authors tend to support our interpretation of
the stem—branch cycles, theircorrelations to astronomical phenomena, and
the "cycling of the qi in the meridians." The temporal components of
Manaka's topological theory can be seen here also. More work is required
to elaborate these mechanisms, but we can say with confidence that dif
ferent electrical (and possibly magnetic) signals arriving at thecells canpro
duce very different responses within the cell. Physiological activity can be
increased or decreased by the small electrical currents stimulated by
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acupuncture. The small electrical currents believed to be generated by the
insertion of a needle into the fascia or connective tissues can indeed have

beneficial effects.

Becauseof the nature of the connective tissues, it is quite plausible that
these effects could occur both locally, at the site of needle insertion, or at a
distance from the acupoint. The currents can be conducted away by the
connective tissues to other parts of the body. Other work examining the
electricalproperties of the skin, specifically of the guinea pig, demonstrates
some remarkable properties of the skin.46 The glabrous (hairless) skin of
guinea pigs and humans was found to generate relatively powerful electric
currents around small incisions. Hairy areas were found to be much less
electrically active. The researchers,Jaffe et al., theorized that the glabrous
skin contains a "battery" and that this battery is the product of the proper
ties of the "live" tissues of the skin (the superficial fascia), not the more
superficial "dead" skin. They feel that this battery has the function of, or
is important in, wound healing.

Shallowincisions did not generate much battery effect, but incisions to
the depth of the live tissues caused a peak of the battery effect. Beyond
this depth, the effect decreased substantially. Perhaps this effect may be
what Nagahama was observing. The current is produced by a "cross-
circuiting" or "short-circuiting" of this battery in the skin as the needle
passes through the skin and battery layers. Either the needle or the thin
layerof fluid that coats the surface of the needle as it is inserted will act as
the medium of this electrical cross-circuitry as it connects the two electrode
layers in the skin.

While it cannot be said that an exact mechanism, an exact functional
description, or a precise Western description of acupuncture function has
been discovered, it can be said that many phenomena that could play a part
in such a definitive description have been demonstrated. Certainly, there is
no lack of material for further research and we can begin to postulate that
the insertion of acupuncture needles at specific locations is theoretically
able to act as a signal that can be transferred to nearly any area of the body
where it may be interpreted at the cellular level.

Electrical Properties of Moxibustion
Many large molecules in the body are semiconductive. This is particu

larly true of the proteins, and thus the entire connective tissue matrix.
These semiconductive properties are dependent on the degree of hydration
and oxygenation of the tissues.47 The connective tissues are thermoelec
tric.48 If heat is applied to them, small electrical currents will be generated.
Thus moxibustion, like acupuncture, will generate small electric currents
that can potentially have the same effects as the currents generated by the
insertion of needles into the superficial fascia. Theoretically one could
practice something close to acupuncture using only moxibustion. Thus, the
thermoelectric properties of the connective tissues provide a theoretical
model that can account for another aspect of the classicalmedical concepts.
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Physiological Effects
of Finger Pressure and Massage

The primary focus of this text is on palpation,particularly of the abdo
men. Palpation is useful both diagnostically and therapeutically. Scientifi
cally it produces profound changes in the body. Because connective tissues
have piezoelectric properties, the application of pressure anywhere on the
body will generate small electric currents.49 These currents will have
numerous physiological effects, just as they do in acupuncture. This is
aside from the effects of mechanical stimulation of muscular tissues, blood
vessels, and nervous tissues that are known to have beneficial effects on
stress and blood circulation.

Pressure applied to living tissue can actually transform the tissues.
Work done on organic gels, part of the cytoplasm of cells, shows that pres
sure will cause the gel to become a sol (solution). Thus, particle accumula
tions trapped in the gel state may be released at the same time the gel
becomes more hydrated.50 Hydration makes the tissues more energetically
conductive. Massage will not only induce small electric currents that will
be conducted away from the point of pressure, but will also help rearrange
the tissues, actually making them more conductive. It becomes obvious
looking at only these two properties of pressure stimulation that massage
and Shiatsu have enormous potentials.

These effects will also show to some degree in theprocess of diagnosis
by palpation. The diagnosis itself can often have therapeutic value and is
often relaxing for the patient. It will also, to some degree, prepare the tis
sues that are treated, making them, in their temporary sol state, more ener
getically active. This can only enhance the effects of the acupuncture or
moxibustion. This may in part explain why the classical texts discuss the
application of pressure to a pointbefore needling.51

Clinical Perspectives on Abdominal Palpation
In Oriental medical literature emphasis was, and still is, put on the

treatment of reactions on the abdomen found by palpation. Treating
patients to rid the reactivity of the abdomen with the intention of treating
disease is not a subject of Western interest. We have found one interesting
discussion from Nayoshi Edagawa, a Japanese physician. Edagawa was
trained exclusively in Western medicine and had no prior training in
Oriental medicine. However, he noticed that very often diseases were
accompanied by unusual patterns of tension in the musculature of the
body, particularly on the abdomen. He further noticed that when the
patient's disease receded and was symptomless, these unusual patterns of
tension remained in some form, causing continuous irritations that fre
quendy led to a recurrence of the original problem. Having noticed this, he
theorized that treatment of the tense areas of the abdomen should help
treat the problem and prevent recurrence.

He began by injecting small amounts of a very dilute solution of dex-
amethasone into the tight muscles. This caused the muscles to relax, and
helped relieve the symptoms. Based on these original observations he
treated many patients and obtained excellent results with a wide range of
diseases. He summarized these results in a book,Doctor Nao's Chiryojiten:
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Depending on the disease, one can often find pressure pain or
tension in one of the segments of the rectus abdominis mus
cles. Treating this can cure many of a patient's symptomatic
complaints.52

Although he used injections, he felt that acupuncture or finger pressure
could achieve the same results; however he attempted no trial of this idea.
He felt that treating diseases internally with medications would only treat
the internal manifestations of the problems. Contrary to what had been
common practice in the West since the nineteenth century, Edagawa sug
gested attention to the external manifestations of the problems.53 He cited,
as an example, patients with recurrent stomach problems. Though treated
with medications to relieve the symptoms, the symptoms would often
recur. When the tense areas of the abdomen were also treated by his
method, the cycle was broken and the problems no longer recurred. He
also noticed that when the problems recurred, no pathologies could be
found by Western analytic methods, and eventually the problem was
labeled psychosomatic or psychological. In these cases, treatment of the
abdomen would often prevent recurrence. He felt that injections into the
tendinous intersections, sites where connective tissue sheaths join the mus
cle segments of the rectus abdominis muscles, were particularly effective.
Inspired by his initial results, he has also begun palpating and treating ten
sion of the neck and back.

Since first noticing this phenomenon, Edagawa has surveyed the
modem medical literature, but has found no reasonable answers. He is
currendy studying the classical medical literature in search of an explana
tion of the phenomenon. There, we think, he is more likely to find an
answer.54

Applying Edagawa's observations and experiences to the clinical
experience of practitioners who diagnose the abdomen by palpation, we
can derive a possible anatomical and physiological explanation. Naoichi
Kuzome, whose entire diagnosis and treatment focuses on the abdomen,
finds that most common reactions lie on the linea alba, along the lateral
edges where it joins the bands of the rectus abdominis muscles, along the
lateral edges of the rectus abdominis muscles, orat the aponeuroses of the
internal and external oblique muscles and along the tendinous intersections
of the rectus abdominis muscles. In other words, it is common to find
tight, hard, tense, sore points or areas on the abdomen that lie on the
aponeuroses or connective tissue sheaths that bind the various muscles
together. Edagawa's clinical study supports the same idea.

The numberand location of these aponeuroses and junctions is not the
same for everyone. For instance, the rectus abdominis muscles often have
three, four, or five tendinous intersections, depending on the person. If
these areas arewhere the pathological tension occurs, we could see these as
areas of prenatal weakness, tendency, or susceptibility. Areas on the abdo
men are thought to have phase-organ correspondences and to cause prob
lems of the corresponding phase-organ. Perhaps, the areas where these
tendinous intersections and aponeuroses lie act as stress points or areas of
weakness that make the personmoresusceptible to specific problems.

•
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Integration
It is apparent from all these researches that an enormous number of

physiological changes may be brought about by the insertion of needles
and the application of heat or pressure to acupoints. More commonly cited
research shows the numerous effects of acupuncture on the nervous and
blood systems. The simpleact of inserting a needle into a point on the sur
face of the body produces an enormous variety of change. It is no surprise
that there are many theories of the function of acupuncture, and its correct
practice. Quite probably some of these effects are seen to a greater degree
in onekind of application, to a lesser degree in another, and to some degree
in all styles. To understand this, we need the largest, mostunified perspec
tive.

By considering the "fields of life," as Burr calls them, or the DC electri
cal current communication system proposed by Becker, in conjunction
withthe nature, functions, and properties of the connective tissues, signifi
cant aspects of the classical Chinese medical model may be given reason
able hypotheses. Many of the ideas in the classical texts may be justified
by Western theories and methods.

The meridian system can be seen as the physiological functions of the
field. The meridians are probably a network of integrative communication
channels that result from the field-tissue interface. The acupoints on the
meridians are thus "nodes" on these channels. The triple warmer and the
source are the entire system, the medium, the center of the network created
by the tissues and their fields. In dramatic contradistinction to the most
common operative concept of the energetic body, the meridians are not the
main point, nor the central functional entity, but the branches of the
source. Energetic pathology can be understood as disruptions of the tissue
field that create pathophysiological changes in the body. The reaction of
the body to external and internal environments can be understood as
alterations of the field and energy flow that (depending on the interven
tion) can have either beneficial or harmful effects. All the physiological
effects of acupuncture, moxibustion, and massage can be understood
within this model.

The fields and their tissues represent a single entity, a unity, capable of
far more than the sum of theirnumerous parts. It is litde wonder that the
ancient Chinese strove to describe a single unity, a unifying principle.
They called this qi and classified it according to how and where it manifest
and what it appeared to do. Whatever we call it, in clinical practice many
of the physiological events occur simultaneously, often indistinguishable
from each other.

Chronobiological Effects
Regardless of each individual's constitutional tendencies, weaknesses,

strengths, and life style, certain acupoints become active in all people, in
the same time zone, at the same time. The mechanism behind such univer
sal actions cannot be individual. The pattern must be environmental. A
number of environmental variables could account for these biological
rhythms.

•
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Light — electromagnetic radiation — plays an important role in the
chronobiological processes and spatial organization of living organisms. It
is well known how important light is to the growth of plants. The
phenomenon of phototropism is well documented.55 Animals also exhibit
light-sensitive cycles.56 In people the cyclic release of adrenal hormones
has beendemonstrated.57 Likewise, the cyclic fluctuations of sexhormones
may be in part controlled by cycles of light and dark.58 The effects of grav
ity on living organisms has also been demonstrated. The phenomenon of
geotropism, the response ofplants togravity, is well documented.59

When we discuss chronobiological or biorhythmic phenomena it is the
interaction of the gravitational, magnetic, and electromagnetic fields (partic
ularly the geomagnetic field) that produce the observed results. Not only
plants are sensitive to gravity; both animals and plants are sensitive to grav
itational fields. Considerable research demonstrates these multiple effects.
One researcher, in discussing the effects of gravity on all living organisms,
argues that it is because they are "colloidal systems in a state of unstable
dynamic equilibrium" that all living organisms must be sensitive to grav
ity.60 Similarly, the endogenous fields of the body (electrical, magnetic,
electromagnetic, and gravitational) are highly sensitive to external fields and
the slightest change in these fields may be sensed. Living organisms in
general are very responsive to changes in the fields of the earth. As one
researcher states:61

Spatial orientation and temporal organization of biological
objects . . . canbe attributed to the different interactions of the
physical vectors of the inertial and rotational gravitational
fields, the geomagnetic field (GMF), and the vectors of the
intrinsic biological magnetogravitational field of living organ
isms, which are different in right-handed, left-handed, and
symmetric organisms.

There is a constant interaction of the intrinsic fields of the organism and
external fields. That they are different in right and left-handed or sym
metric organisms is significant. The same author, A.P. Dubrov, a leading
Russian researcher, has developed a theory concerning the relative sym
metry of all objects ranging from molecular isomers to whole organisms.
He presents evidence showing that the relative symmetry of all organisms
(their topological nature, in Manaka's terms) is primarily conditioned at
conception by these fields.62 The topological structure thus determined
controls the mannerand extentof their interaction with the fields.63

His notions of "functional symmetry" and "functional dissymmetry"
are close to Manaka's, because these ideas refer not only to the actual sym
metry of the objects, but as well to their rhythmicity and temporality. They
manifest, for example, as differences of response to the GMF in a group of
presumably healthy people. As an example Dubrov cites research where
the same GMF events produced increased tonus of the parasympathetic
nervous system in some subjects and increased tonus of the sympathetic
system in others.

Essentially, the GMF and the gravitational fields have been found to be
of enormous importance. Dubrov states:64
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The GMF and gravitation is of a special nature in that it is
unselective and acts on all cells of the organism directly, on the
organism as a whole and thus on all living organisms. . . . We
believe that the combined effect of the GMF and gravitation
may be a common denominator for all vital activity in the bio
sphere, and for non-living matter too.

In support of this claim he describes a large and mounting body of evi
dence that the interaction of the varying fields, the GMF and gravitational
field in particular, plays a significant and often essential role in biological
processes. One of the more significantdiscoveries by the American scien
tists F.A. BrownJr. and Y.H. Park65 was that:

... the GMF in its action on biological objects, interacts with
other vector forces, particularly the gravitational effects of the
moon. . . . The combined effect of the GMF and gravitation is
responsible not only for the spatial, but also the temporal
organization of biological objects.66

In other words, the earth's magnetic and gravitational fields, and those of
the moon, act on each other and on all living organisms to produce struc
tural and functional effects and chronobiological rhythms.

Because all these fields vary in a cyclic fashion, chronobiological
effects are found in living organisms. The earth's rotation around its axis
produces cyclic variations in periods of lightness and darkness. It also pro
duces local exposure to differences in the geomagnetic field. Further, the
geomagnetic field is not uniform around the earth. Because of the effects
of solar winds and interplanetary fields, the earth's field is slighdy
compressed on the sidefacing the sun and slighdy expanded on the other.

Figure 9.1 The geomagnetic field is compressedby the solar wind closerto the sun and shot out into
space on its other side.

•



Figure 9.2 A typical daily variation of the
angleof declination of the geomagnetic field.
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As the earth rotates within this field, the magnetic field in our immediate
environment will fluctuate dailysuch that on a quiet day, the angle of decli
nation of the magnetic field to the surface of the earth will vary: While the
magnitude of the variable GMF field is small, less than two percent of the
general strength of the constant field, its biological significance is actually
much greater.67

The magnetic field is also affected by lunar movements. The rotation
of the moon around the earth produces both geomagnetic and gravitational
changes. The geomagnetic changes might, at least in part, result from the
action of the gravitational vector of the moon's gravitational field on the
geomagnetic vector. Both the GMF and gravitational changes manifest in
cycles, which in turn produce chronobiologicaleffects. The rotation of the
earth around the sun produces cyclicvariations in the intensity of light and
temperature as the seasons pass their course. This in turn has specific
chronobiological effects on living organisms. As the earth rotates around
the sun it is affected to greaterand lesser degrees by the gravitational fields
of the other planets in the solar system, in particular that of Jupiter, which
produces perhaps the third strongest gravitational effect on the earth,
second only to the sun and moon.

These gravitational changes also produce cyclic changes in the earth's
gravitational and magnetic fields and thus on living organisms. Sunspot
activity, which peaks approximately every eleven years,68 and solar flares,
have also been found to produce biological effects and may also affect
chronobiological processes.69

As we have seen, the stem and branch cycles and descriptions seem to
correlate well with the relative movements of the Earth, Moon, Sun, and
Jupiter. We can see that the biological importance of these correlations
may be that they parallel the normal variations and fluctuations of the
geomagnetic field. Thus, these correlations relate the sixty-year, twelve-
year, twelve-month, daily, and bihourly correspondences of the stems and
branches with geomagnetic field fluctuations resulting from theseplanetary
movements. This is particularly interesting in light of the Chinese
emphasis on the importance of the stem and branch cycles, which, we
have postulated, are geometric coordinate systems that define the relative
position of the Sun, Moon, Earth, andJupiter to each other at any time. As
such these correspondences can be used to map specific biological effects
and cycles. As Dubrov sees it, this is "of great importance, since the
natural-gravitational-magnetoelectric complex has its own characteristic
features in each period of time."70 Thus, there are specific biological effects
for every given period of time.

Not only does the natural gravitational-magnetoelectric complex pro
duce specific effects at specific times, it is particularly important at the
moment of conception:

Thus, we find that the initial instant at which the living organ
ism begins to function (moment of conception, moment of for
mation of embryo in animals and plants, moment of soaking of
dry plant seeds, etc.) is of great importance.71
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This can be seen in the work of other scientists investigating the effects of
gravity on very early development72 where the initial restructuring of the
egg immediately after sperm entry is affected by gravity. Dubrovstates this
concept quite clearly in relation to the functional biosymmetry of living
objects and the essential roleand significance of biosymmetry:

We can conclude that the GMF determines the biosymmetric
status of a living object. This probably occurs in the period of
fusion of the gametes and coincides with the moment of
untwisting of the chromosomes, when there is a favorable
opportunity for action on single stranded DNA. The template
enantiomorphic characteristic of the DNA molecule formed at
this moment subsequendy determines the direction of asym
metric synthesis and stereoisomeric configuration of all the
subsequent replicating molecules. The enantiomorphic charac
teristic of the object formed in this way becomes the decisive
factor in the functional response of the living creature to the
action of the GMF and the otherphysical factors.73

Various authors feel that the moment of conception is an important
moment in the life of all organisms, settingthe scene for much of what fol
lows.

Some evidence also supports the theory that there is at least indirect
field influence during embryological development, as well as at the point of
conception.74 This moment and the ensuing drama can be seen in the
Chinese cycles of the branches, where embryonic development figures as
part of the overall cycle of life. It can be found again in various theories
and descriptions of embryonic development that are documented in both
medical and non-medical literature.

Recent experiments have demonstrated that weak magnetic fields play
vital roles in growth, development, and the normal regulation of life
processes. Becker has postulated that:

. . . direct electrical currents normally generated within living
organisms and time-varying components of the earth's normal
magnetic field play pivotal roles in the control of biological
growth processes.75

Becker has specifically researched the electrical nature and function of the
acupuncture meridians and points and has theorized that they are an
important component of thebody's intrinsic DC electrical system, which is
important both in healing and our ability to adapt to environmental
changes.76 He also describes roughly fifteen-minute rhythms in the current
strength at the points measured, a fluctuation that while different in
periodicity from those described in theclassics, is probably important in its
contribution to those rhythms.77

That the organism manifests a constant relationship among all growth
processes as regulated by the internal direct-current system and the earth's
normal magnetic field is very similar to ourunderstanding of the rhythmi
city and probable field effects that we feel the classical Chinese authors
were trying to describe in their own inimicably obscure and symbolic
manner. It may also be important to our understanding of how the
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physical body structurally adapts to the earth's gravitational field. If the
body is physically out of balance, its center of gravity will shift, possibly
producing physiological, electrical, or magnetic field changes in the body.
Likewise, if the center of gravity of the earth is rhythmically changing
according to lunar and other celestial movements, this will also produce
changes in the body. This could underlie some of the energetic effects
observed by structural therapists who address the structural posture of the
body.

Dubrov's ideas of "functional symmetry" and "functional dissymetry"
are quite important here, as are Manaka's ideas about topology and iso-
phasality (see later chapters), which clinically demonstrate some of these
effects. Thebiological significance of the GMF canbe seenin otherclinical
perspectives as well. Two examples should suffice. Statistical research has
demonstrated significant links between psychiatric disturbances and varia
tions in the GMF due to phenomena such as magnetic storms.78 Recendy a
Japanese researcher, Kyoichi Nakagawa, postulated an interesting theory
thatprovides a more Western clinical viewpoint on the significance of the
earth's magnetic field. During several decades of research regarding the
causes of nonspecific ailments, Nakagawa discovered an intriguing
phenomenon. If the body is not exposed long enough, or to enough of, the
earth's magnetic field, as occurs in manyworking and living environments,
a wide range of symptoms can develop. Nakagawa describes this as the
"Magnetic field deficiency syndrome."79 He feels that part of our normal
function is due to our interactions with the normal magnetic fields of our
environment and has devised a number of ways to treat the syndrome
using magnets.

Once again, there is a high degree of congruence between the systems
and patterns described by the Chinese theorists and the processes
described by the most advanced Western research. The greatest difficulty
is not the association of the two culturally determined medicines, but in the
major habits of thought commonly found in the exponents of either discip
line. Western researchers are clearly involved in an age where functional
explanations are composed ofcomplex networks of slight, often miniscule,
subde forces. The predominant Western viewpoint is primarily
biomechanical or biochemical. Oriental medical practitioners are com
monly taught to focus on complex, subde phenomena and to think in
categorical units, patterns, and groups of patterns. Yet an idea such as the
flow of qi in the meridians cannot be well stated by either of these percep
tive viewpoints. Perhaps the concept of an extremely pervasive, multi
dimensional network of bioelectrical, biomagnetic, biochemical, biogravita-
tional, and field effects would provide a fuller image.

Models of Environmental Influences
We havealready seenhow the body interacts with fluctuating environ

mental fields to establish biorhythms; and we have theorized that these
interactions produce thebiorhythmic cycles described in the classical texts.
However, the biorhythmic aspects of acupuncture theory are not com
monly taught in the West, due in part to their fluctuating influence in
China. In general, these ideas are more difficult to consider because their
symbolic and categorical content is very high. Yet, even the most basic

•
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aspects of fundamental Oriental medical theory —pathogenic influences,
climatic influences, environmental influences —are impacted by modem
research.

If, as we have posited, the meridiansystems lie in the superficial fascia,
so that the qi "circulating" within them is in fact the bioelectric energies
associated with the connective tissue structures of the fascia, then it is clear
how climatic conditions can affect this qi. If areas of the body are exposed
to temperature changes, these areas will respond. The systems of the body
will attempt to retain a homeostatic biofield and a constant temperature.
The communications system based in the fascia and connective tissues will
be activated.

If these tissues are exposed to heat, this could create a greater flow of
bioelectricity or even facilitate the flow of bioelectrical signals through
increased conductivity, "battery effect," or biochemical reaction. There
should be some measurable increase. Conversely, if the tissues are
exposed to cold, the flow of bioelectricity would be reduced or theground
substance would become less active. As may be expected, these responses
would be complex and multi-dimensional. If an area of thebody becomes
exposed to cold, the blood circulation at the surface decreases to prevent a
loss of heat from the exposed area of thebody. This change in blood flow
will also contribute to the lowering of the tissue temperature and the fascia
will become cooler, further decreasing the flow of energy.

Also, as the flow of blood to the tissues decreases, the degree of oxyge
nation of the tissues will decrease in some proportional relation. Szent-
Gyorgyi and his colleagues have shown that the rate of electron and proton
flow along and through proteins is dependent on both the oxygen and
water content of the proteins.80 The opposite can be seen to happen in
response to heat. Either way, these mechanisms offer a modem viewpoint
of the ideas in the classical texts that speak of the invasion of heat or cold
and theirconsequent pathological effects.

We can look at wind in a similar manner. That is, wind might make
the body more open to thermoelectric changes in the fascia. Though it is
hard to see how wind itself could affect the tissues, scientists have found
that the surface of the body is surrounded by a miniscule layer of station
ary air. This thin layer of air is thicker in hairier animals as it is maintained
in part by pilo-erection, a phenomenon less marked in humans because of
their relatively lesser covering of body hair.81 This thin layer of air acts as
an insulator, helping to maintain and regulate the body temperature; it is
one of the body's thermostatic mechanisms.82 When some part of the
body is exposed to wind, this thin insulating layer of airwill be displaced,
disrupting its thermostatic properties. This in turn will increase the proba
bility of temperature changes through the loss of heat via convection, and
loss of the insulation effect.83

Ionized particles will also be contained in this thin layer of insulating
air.84 The work of the Rumanian scientist Dumitrescu, who has photo
graphed what seem to be the acupoints by a process called "electronogra-
phy," which essentially images the movements of ions in the area just
above the skin, tends to support the notion that this thin layer of air is ion
ized.85 It will also be humid, another condition that will be affected by
disruption of both the thermostatic layer and the field itself.
•
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We can use the same logic to view dampness and dryness, the two
other classic external factors. Dampness is known to reinforce the effects
of both cold and heat, creating a greater likelihood of temperature gain or
loss.86 Likewise, very dry or hot weather that leads to dehydration will
cause the body's temperature to rise.87 In response to heat the main factors
that are important for temperature control are increased circulation to the
skin and loss of heat by radiation and sweating. In response to cold, the
operative response is decreased circulation to the skin to minimize heat
loss. When a person sweats, ionized particles such as sodium ions arelost.
With the loss of radiant heat, electrical and magnetic changes occur at the
surface of the body. Both these factors must influence the meridian sys
tems.

The Polish scientist, Wlodzimierz Sedlak, describes similar functions in
the body's resistance to environmental influences.88 He feels that the bio
logical field has the function of screening noxious environmental influ
ences. More specifically, he posits that the surface potential of the field,
the surface concentration of electrons (electrostasis, ECS in his terminol
ogy), performs this function:

At every level of structural complexity, the organism reacts by a
change of potential to both external and internal stimuli. The
organism sends out ECS electrons to meet the environment.
. Electrostasis is the border between the organism and environ
ment. ... the ECS screens the biological system from the noxi
ous influence of environmental radiation.89

His work concerns the quantum and plasma nature of biological systems,
so he is particularly concerned with electromagnetic radiation. However, it
is probable that the same principles, the conditioning of the interface
between the organism and the environment, apply when we speak in non-
quantum terms such as the thermoelectric properties of this interface.

Maresch, the Viennese physicist who found "electrically superior
points of the skin," feels that these are important points for detecting
environmental changes (such as changes in atmospheric conditions that
result from changes in temperature and humidity) and communicating
these changes to the body.90 Bischko summarizes the basic theory:

Disturbances in the field of atmospheric electricity on certain
small areas of the skin can cause measurable changes in the
electrical values that are demonstrable. These points are called
electrically superior points of the skin and are congruous with
acupuncture points. [The points] must be considered recep
tors.91

This matches the descriptions of the electrical properties of the meridians
and their fluctuating electrical characteristics. It further matches the
theoretical discussions founded on the thermoelectric properties of the
connective tissues and very clearly fits the theory by providing a basis for
measurable observations.

Just as it is possible to see how external factors, such as temperature
variations, can affect the flow of qi or bioelectricity in the body, it is also
possible to see how internal fluctuations in the flow of energy can result in
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temperature variations. When palpating the body, one significant sign is
temperature variation. Because of the thermoelectric properties of the con
nective tissues, if the flow of qi or bioelectricity is decreased at any point
(flow changes resulting from internally generated problems), noticeable
temperature changes can be potentially produced. For example, the feeling
of cold would relate to decreased activity, and the feeling of heat to
increased activity. Of course, the relative flow of blood can produce these
changes, as we noted above. Perhaps, the interdependence of blood flow,
bioelectrical flow, and temperature is simply anodier way of stating what
the Oriental classics describe as the interdependence of qi and blood.

While exogenous and endogenous pathological entities are easier to
discuss because theirqualities and relationships arewell within the general
experience of consensual reality, attempts at explanation are complicated
by their multiple meanings. In some cases cold and hot, for example, are
relative qualitative expressions; in other cases they are empirical measures,
and in still other uses they are symbols for sets of phenomena that are
related by quality. For example, flushed cheeks, rapid pulse, red tongue,
and thirst are related to "hot" by virtue of their qualitative similarity to
"hot," not because they are the result of a single mechanism. It does not
follow, however, that die set of things that are "hot" in Chinese medicine
cannot be approached theoretically; only that anypotential explanation will
have to take into account that the relationships never were based on some
single, causal mechanism. It is for this reason that most attempts to explain
Chinese medical theory with biochemical or biomechanical theories fail. It
is one particular advantage of the biodynamic field theory that it attempts
to explain how an immense variety of biological events can be coordinated
and interrelated.

Sensorial Correspondences
and Possible Field Effects

Another area where Western research has been completed and where
more is being initiated all the time, is the area of perception. Researchers
are seeking to leam how perceived sensations, such as sound, alter the
electrical and magnetic fields of the body, particularly those that surround
the head. The sense organs of taste, touch, sight, smell, and hearing, send
electrical signals to the brain where they are interpreted. This interpretation
we then "perceive." We "see" the results of the chain of electrical signals
that arrive at the brain. It is also this chain of events that leads to our "feel
ings" or emotional experiences of the "outside world." Once the sensory
signals enter the brain, they produce changes in the electrical fields of the
brain. These changes are measurable as EEG's and also cause changes in
the magnetic fields around the head, that are measured as MEG's.

Much work has been done measuring these electrical fields and their
changes.92 EEG's have been measured in many different organisms under
many different conditions.

Work is also beingdone to calibrate the changes in the magnetic fields
relative to specific sensory inputs: auditory, visual, and somatosensory
stimuli.93 Though these field changes are slight, they are sufficient to
change the field of the whole body. Changes anywhere in the field will
•
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probably effect changes throughout the field, much in the same manner
that the heart's electrical field can be measured anywhere on the surface of
the body in the ECG.

It is possible that as the fields around the head change, they effect
changes throughout all the fields of the body. However, it is more likely
that these changes affect the body's tissues direcdy. The brain in particular
will be sensitive to these changes and initiate responses within the nervous
system. These responses too are able to affect die body's fields. There is
already experimental evidenceshowing that tissues are sensitive to a chang
ing electrical environment.94 Further, brain structures are sensitive to elec
tric and magnetic fields of similar frequency and amplitude to those pro
duced by normal brain activity.95 This strongly suggests that the nervous
system is also sensitive to the electrical and magnetic fields evoked within
itself by sensory or other stimuli. Such high degree of sensitivity is felt to
be due to the modulation of calcium ion activity at the nerve cell mem
brane surface (similar to the models we briefly examined earlier).

These changes are very slight, but remember that biological systems are
extremely sensitive, being able to sense tiny changes and to amplify those
changes to effect larger responses.96 Considerable speculation has accom
panied discussion on the role of this sensitivity and what interactions it
might initiate. Certainly, it can initiate quite profound changes, either
behavioral or metabolic. For our purposes, however, the importance of
the measurement of field changes in response to sensory input is that if the
fields change, then so too will the flow of energy within the body. Thus,
not only are endogenous and exogenous events from the microscopic to
the cosmic capable of influencing the state and function of the meridian
system, so too are perceptual stimulae.

In the classical Chinese medical literature, the different senses were
classified in fives according to the five phases.97 There are the five sapors,
the five odors, the five colors, the five notes, and the five tones. This
ancient philosophical system, wu xing is analagous to the "base mathemat
ics" of binary or decimal arithmetic. In the practical context of under
standing the various correspondences of each phase, it is best to regard the
five phases as a classification system. However, it is not the classification
system that concerns us here. Rather it is the perceptions themselves and
how the classical authors understood human responses to these stimulae.
In some cases, as in bafa, or eight-principle diagnosis for example, colors,
odors, and tones are clues observed by the practitioner. The inference is
that each observation indicates that the patient belongs to a specific class.
In other cases, Oriental physicians propose that sensorial inputs affect the
condition of the patient. Manaka has described the sounds in reference to
the organs and possible uses in healing:98

Organ Sound

Liver Xu

Heart Ke

Spleen Hu

Lung Si

Kidney Chui

Triple Warmer Xi
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This idea is well developed in regard to the five sapors; there are expli
cit passages where the body's responses to a particular flavor is docu
mented. Indeed, sapor is one of the major qualities of Chinese pharma
ceuticals and foods and appears in almost all classical and modem phar
macopoeia. Though there is some disparity among the various classical
sources,99 on the whole they imply the same thing: a person's energies are
altered and different organ or meridian systems are affected according to
the sapor consumed.

There are a number of options for examining this idea. With taste, a
quality belonging to comestibles, we could consider the entire corpus of
information as an early attempt to explain nutritional physiology. This
would not be completely justified because there are other passages that
clearly describe a nutritional theory. Or, we could think of these ideas as
simply extensions of the five phases from observation to philosophical or
conceptual unity. In general, we describe the working of these sensorial
correspondences as energetic effects, again, without too much attention to
just what this energy might be.

As with the other elements of the Chinese medical paradigm that we
have discussed, field theory has the advantage of a more explicit idea of
energy and effect. We need only to show that perceptual stimulae can alter
the various fields to which the body is sensitive to propose that there is
some sense to the Chinese ideas of sight, sound, and taste. Another advan
tageof the theory is that it permits the simultaneous extension of the func
tional hypotheses to the idea of mental and emotional states affecting the
body's energetics.100

There are clear statements where emotional and mental states were
thought to result from specific energetic disorders. There are also clear
statements of emotional and mental states creating energetic disorders. As
with the Chinese medical literature, our Western ideas of how color or
music effect change, even heal, imply some method where very small
stimulae have pronounced effects. Of course, when considering emotional
and energetic states, we are dealing with complex physiological
phenomena. But these, as well as the related perceptual stimulae, also
result in changes in the electrical and magnetic fields around the head and
thus the rest of the body.

Mental and emotional states are often seen in relation to muscle ten
sion. Overly tense muscles canaffect the flow of energy in thebody, creat
ing abnormalities in the electrical and magnetic fields because of the
increased motor neuron stimulation involved in the tensing of muscles, the
increased rate of depolarization of the muscles, and the sustained state of
such nervous stimulation in tense muscles. Again, field theory explains
how these conditions can affect the relative flow of the energy within the
fields and the meridians.

It is thus not so unrealistic that the Chinese creators of phase theory
chose to classify perceptual, mental, and emotional phenomena according
to the five phases. Theywereordering their observations, usinga synthetic
and emblematic logic to ordercomplex phenomena in a useful way. Obvi
ously, they were not discussing calcium ions and motor neuron
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stimulation. However, they were very clearly attempting to express their
observation that the human responses to these stimulae were consistent
and orderly. Theorizing that the local electrophysiological or magnetophy-
siological effects that result from each phenomena have more general
effects, and that these effects are patterned and orderly, is really very much
the same attempt.

Each electrophysiological and magnetophysiological event will yield
specific results and sets of results —a signature. This is at least superfi
cially analagous to the windows Adey describes.101 In short, any perceptual
or emotional stimulae willhave specificlocal effects on different areas and
functions of the body. Eachlocal effect will be signalled to a specificgen
eral class of areas and functions, and thus will have a consistent "sphere of
influence." Thus, the habit adopted in Western literature (we include our
selves) of speaking of "correspondences" is to some extent misleading.
The relationship of "fire," the heart, small intestine, rapid pulses, red
coloration, hot herbs, the emotional response to warm colors, rapid musical
phrases, or certain notes, is not only their qualitative similarity, or some
magical energy, it is also the consistent and routine response of humans to
these stimulae through the subtle changes in the biodynamic fields. Later
in this discussion, we will note some practical examples of phasal relation
ships in Western and Eastern research.

Note that the biodynamic model allows many of these observations
and theories to be integrated. We have already discussed the nature of the
geomagnetic field, its variability, and its ability to instigate biorhythms.
One author we cited, A.P. Dubrov, has further developed the GMF model
to include conditioning of the relative symmetry or lack of symmetry of
biological objects. He also presents information demonstrating that sym
metrical, asymmetrical, left-handed, and right-handed organisms interact
differendy with the GMF and other fields.102 Organisms of different
shapes and orientations will respond differendy to the GMF and other
fields. Since these fields are always fluctuating, the frequency and ampli
tude of the signals will vary in specific phases. These variations also mani
fest as specific signatures with the capacity to effect to a greater or lesser
extent organsof a specificshape, size,or orientation.

This is another method of accounting for the correspondences of
specific organs and meridians to each of the general phases. Each organ —
lung, heart, liver, spleen, kidney —has a specific shape, specific position
within thebody, and an individual relative symmetry. If each of these fac
tors (among others of course) conditions an organ to respond to a specific
field signature, then these traditional correspondences (heart with fire, lung
with metal, etc.) are also descriptions of sequenced, repeating, and con
sistentpatterns of response. In short, the phases are phases in the sense of
regular progression. At specific phases of GMF activity the heart or lungs
will manifest a level of activity that is maximal, minimal, or somewhere
between. The timing of these phases, fire around mid-day and summer,
metal around late afternoon and fall, etc., will be the result of the same
celestial mechanics. Organ sensitivities or responses to endogenous field
signatures would behave in the same manner, with, of course, different
mechanisms.
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The elegance of consideringphasal relationships in this fashion is that
it moves the idea of a correspondence from a fairly ambiguous idea of
symbolic and semantic similarity, to a specific theoretical construct. That
is, in Oriental medicine the phases are sets of biological events that are
linked by the response of body-specific fields to environmental fields via
an interchange of subde bioelectric, biochemic, and biomagnetic signals.
Further, the timing and intensity of these signals, and their progression
from one to another phase, are determined by the regularity of patterns in
the microcosmic and macrocosmic environments. Unlike theories that

depend on symbolic relationships, this approach sacrifices none of the
essential qualitative tone of the Chinese idea itself.

Certainly, it is possible to see most, if not all facets of the five-phase
theory within the multifield model. The association of the color white, the
spicy taste, the emotion of grief, and the season of fall to the lungs and the
emblem "metal" is the consistent function of the endogenous and exo
genous fields associated with these phenomena, their similar signatures.
Thus, we can draw on the conceptual richness of the modem Western
model for such demonstrable and useful ideas as resonance, harmonic fre
quencies, and information exchange.

Considering these phenomena, we can postulate that the following fac
tors are all important in determining the resonant signature of a specific
organ, tissue, or body area.

- The relative symmetry, asymmetry, left or right handedness,
and shape of the object.

- Position within the body.
— Relative mass and density.
— Degree of hydration.

—The normal physiological electrical and magnetic activity of theobject.
- The relative pathological stateof the object.
Were we able to determine the specific signature ofan area of the body, we
would be able to predict the results of perceptive and mental states. Elec-
trophysiologically such a model is quite plausible. That the Chinese seem
to have understood this, mapped its clinical consequences, and attempted
its practical application, is truly amazing. Although this model is purely
theoretical at this time, it is helpful for understanding more advanced
models, such as those of Yoshio Manaka.

Phase Effects in a Field Model
Manaka has arrived at a verysophisticated model of the five phases. It

is clearly stated in the context of the acupoint—phase relationships for the
jing, yong, shu, jing, and he points, and can explain many aspects of the
five-phase theory.103 His theories are based partly on a topological under
standing of the body and pardy on biorhythmic cycles. He wanted to
understand the elemental relationships among meridian pointsand to have
a means for experimentally testing and demonstrating these relationships.
He suggested that points classically ascribed the same phasal quality might
be "isophasal," i.e., they manifested similar properties at the same time.
Thus, if one earth point is said to be active or "open," then all earth points
might be active. If a patientvisits at a certain time of the day, for instance,
•
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three to five p.m., corresponding to the bladder meridian, and if some
imbalance of the earth phase is evident, then treating the earth point of the
bladder meridian should help. Similarly, via the tai yang—shao yin rela
tionship, treating the earth points of the heart, small intestine, and kidney
meridians should also affect the condition. In short, if his theory were to
be correct, and if what the Chinese physicians had observed and labeled as
phases were to correspond to this isophasal pattern, then those points trad
itionally considered active or open at a particular time should be effective
in treatment.

As the indicators of change for his experiments, Manaka chose the
presence or absence of reaction on palpation of points on the abdomen.
Reaction is easily confirmed, both by the patient and the practitioner, and
is easily repeatable. Thus, it is a more objective measure than the pulse or
the patient's subjective perception of their symptoms. As well, it is a very
direct measurement. The palpatory response identifying the problem with
a specific phase is reassessed to measure improvement. For therapeutic
stimulae Manaka chose the application of magnetic polarity. Such stimulae
have the advantage of being so small that there can be no implication that a
central nervous system response is at work. The stimulus levels are not
sufficient to trigger a nervous system event. Further, the stimulae are polar
and permit testing the polar qualities of the classical system.

Using this methodology, he has demonstrated that isophasal relation
ships exist, and suggests that they are part of what is classically described
as five-phase theory. These relationships demonstrate both properties per
taining to polarity (yin—yang), and the phase relationships of the meridi
ans. Indeed, these isophasal properties are very probably definable by
mathematical relationships104 as is Manaka's topological octahedral model
ofyin—yang the extraordinary vessels:105

Triple Warmer, Gallbladder,

ZIPericardium, Spleen

(Liver)

Dai Mai

Figure9.3 The extraordinaryvessel octahedral model.

The lines that define the triangles of each area are yin—yang boun
daries. These eight areas can also be seen in the work of Kentaro Takagi,
who studied the "pressure perspiration reflex."106 Manaka cites this work
because it clearly demonstrates an octahedral response in the body.107 As
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well, superficial lymph drainage also follows this pattern. From the surface
of the body lymph drains into the inguinal or axillary lymph nodes. On
the front, and less obviously on the back, this drainage is quadrantally pat
terned, with thenavel as the central point.108

Figure 9.4 If the body is placed in a hot, moist environment, it should sweat evenly on its surface.
However, if pressure isapplied totheupper leftmid-axillary region, and simultaneously to the region of
the right iliac spine on the mid-axillary line, sweating will occur on the lower left and upper right qua
drants only, easilyvisualized with an iodide salt solution.

There are also other, rarer, evidences of this pattern. In roughly ten
percent of newborn babies there is a peculiar left-right pattern of discolora
tion for several weeks after birth. This is often called the "harlequin color
change" or "particolored infant." When the baby is laid on one side, one
side of the body clearly reddens, while the other blanches. This occurs
along very clearly demarcated lines from the forehead down the midline,
even along the midline of the genitals,109 and is a non-pathological condi
tion of unclear etiology that graphically shows the left-right, yin-yang pat
tern of symmetry/asymmetry.

A serious, yet rare, familial disorder called "familial rectal pain" or
"familial painful harlequin flushing" also demonstrates the octahedrality.
This syndrome manifests as severe pain in the rectal region and occasion
ally the ocular and submaxillary regions, with accompanying flushing. The
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flushing demarks left-right, superior-inferior, anterior-posterior quadrantal
patterns with the umbilicus as the center. Symptoms can be instigated by
bowel movement, a fall, probing in the anal region, coitus, or childbirth,
and are very debilitating. It appears to be transmitted by an autosomal
dominant gene and affects a large percentage of the family.110 While this,
and the other conditions cited, are rare, they demonstrate patterns that are
useful for the explanation of the common yin—yang relationships
describedby Chinesemedical theory.

Figure 9.5 In this disease, flushing is most commonly seen inthe above three patterns, which clearly
lie in quadrantal relationship to the umbilicus.

Phasality and octahedral patterning give us regular, even mathematical,
predictable and confirmable models of point and meridian relationships.
These relationships further support the concept of the "energetic body" as
a field capable ofgenerating, transmitting, andresponding tovery small sig
nals.
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Summary
Manaka's work has been a true inspiration in the writing of this text,

not only for his remarkable theoretical and clinical ideas and procedures,
but for his open-ended patterning of ideas. His theory of human energetics
and healing permits us to synthesize most, if not all, of the information
derived from Eastern thought and Western experimentation in a general
theory.111 His ideas set us on a path of discovery leading to a greater
theoretical understanding of Oriental medicine.

Essentially, the body is an extremely complex field of electrical, chemi
cal and magnetic capacities. However, there are rules that describe its
operation. Order and harmony are the dynamic, but regular case. Some
rules are known and described; these are the "explicate order." Others are
unknown, hidden or poorly described; these are an order that is hidden or
"implicate."112 Just as laws and rules require specific conditions in which
they operate, there are specific conditions under which the order of things
becomes apparent. For example, Newton's general laws of gravity are
applicable to objects of mass whose movement is substantially slower than
the speed of light. On acceleration to velocities closer to the speed of light,
Einstein's relativistic laws begin to apply and gravity is seen as the product
of the space-time continuum.

However, this orderingdoes not requirerelativistic conditions. Beneath
the soil, a germinating shoot will invariably grow with a negative geotropic
orientation —away from the forces of gravity. Yet, once out of the soil in
the presence of light, it can be persuaded to grow in the same direction as
the force of gravity. Certain chemicals under specific, set conditions show
a set speed of reaction, yet when a catalyst (such as platinum black) is
added, their speed increases, without 'an accompanying change in the
catalyst. Generally the urinary bladder is impervious to water, yet under
certain conditions, such as extreme heat and lack of fluids, water can be
reabsorbed through the bladder. As circumstances change, different
aspects of the order of things become apparent, different facets of order
unfold.

Much of the scientific literature cited in this section describes aspects
of the explicate order. However, there are aspects that have not as yet been
unfolded. This can be seen in both classical theories and in Manaka's clini
cal examples. His illustration of the topological nature of the body, the
rules implicit in this model, the clinical law of isophasality, and the concept
of symmetry lost through growth are all examples of this hidden or impli
cate order. Manaka cites two clear examples of symmetry lost through evo
lution.

Cut Here

Figure 9.6 Claw regrowth in the fiddler craboccurs asymmetrically.
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Figure 9.7 When transplanted at the correct
stage of development, the extra limb stimu
lates the growth of a sixth limb to retain some
approximationof symmetry.
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If the larger claw of a fiddler crab is removed, the claw willgrowback,
but as a small claw; while the smaller claw will enlarge to become the larger
claw. If an extra legis implanted into the side of a developing salamander,
another leg willgrow in contra-symmetry to the added leg. There is a hid
den or lost symmetry that directs these phenomena, just as the pressure
perspiration reflex of Kentaro Takagi makes a certain octahedral symmetry
in the body unfold. Manaka feels that the general laws of acupunctureutil
ize these hidden laws. Ancient people observed or understood these and
other hidden laws and used them in healing. Somehow, ancient peoples
were more attuned to nature and observed patterns that our concentration
on cause and effect has overlooked.

An important component of the hidden order is its existence in time.
Generally these hidden orders arise and become manifest through evolu
tion. At certain stages of evolution, these various orders played more obvi
ously significant roles. They were then absorbed or enfolded, made impli
cit, almostvestigial (much in the same sense that the appendix is seen as a
vestigial structure in carnivores). Perhaps Sheldrake's idea of morpho-
genetic fields is important here,113 but it may notbe necessary to invoke a
field of unknown physicalqualities to explain how evolutionary traitsman
ifest.

There are also new developments in physics that can help us better
understand these phenomena. The notion of "atomic memory" is one that
has been invoked and used since the 1940s. Theoretical and experimental
evidence shows that things areable to retain a memory of former states and
under the right circumstances can be made to revert to those states.114 Pro
vided that the correct stimulus is used, things can be made to revert to
former states. Perhaps these states remain as hidden orders that become
apparent with the correct stimulus. If the large claw is removed, the
smaller claw enlarges. If a north-facing magnet is placed on leftor right ear
large intestine points, tension and pressure pain at LI-4 can beshifted from
left to right. The same stimulus, when placed onSP-3, makes both left and
right LI-4 less tense. These stimulae access former states or relationships
that arise during evolution and remain implicit or enfolded within the
body. Each can be made to "stand out inrelief."115

Such a view of the bodyand energetic anatomy brings us to considera
tion of the origin of the universe and matter, the multiplicity of the states
of being and their relationships, the wholeness of nature. These are pre
cisely the views expressed by the Chinese classics, the centrality of the tai
yi. All are images of each other, holograms as it were, memory patterns of
what was and is and its evolution. In this context it is worth noting the use
of the holographic concept both in physics,116 and in the realm of acu
puncture.117

Given the theoretical basis described by the Chinese classics, Manaka's
clinical observations of implicate order become extremely valuable for clin
ically testing the principles found in the Chinese medical classics. It pro
vides us with a unified interpretation of qi in all its various forms and
manifestations. Manaka is very cognizant of the seeming simplicity of
these ideas and the corresponding immense complexity of which they are
capable. The notions of yin and yang and their multiplicity of actions,
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reactions, connections, and descriptions become an infinite regression
when they are used to explain one another. Thus, he is striving continually
for a simplermeans of description that does not sacrifice their conceptual
ability.

In this task he synthesizes modern information theory and the theory
of biases or "biasology." This a major development of general theoretical
approach. Essentially, his theory states that it is possible to view a biologi
cal organism in terms of specific information and as a system for the
transformation of this information through time. In Schoffeniels' work118
this is expressed mathematicallyas:

dl - dil + de-I + de+I

Where content (I) is a variable information state (dl) that is equivalent to
the sum of informational inputs (de+I) and outputs (de-I) and the infor
mation degraded by the organism (dil). A biological organism exists within
a specific environment (the earth, solar system etc.), receiving energy and
matter as information (de+I - air, food, fluid, bioenergetic stimulae).
Some energy and matter are output as information (de-I - urine, stool,
impact on environment and culture). The organism also degrades a certain
amount of information (dil - metabolic use, "lost" signals). In very gen
eral terms, and in a relatively simple equation, the total energetic state of
the body at any time may be summarized with reference to its inputs, out
puts, and transformations.

The unspecified or undefined manner in which these informational
contents refer to input, output, and change in theorganism mirror many of
the unspecified descriptions in Chinese medical theory. The transforma
tions of the stems and branches, for example, are quite poorly defined in
the medical literature. Some of the effects are noted, but the mechanisms
are left almost undefined. In modern Chinese medical practice we often
define a patient's condition as "vacant liver" without referring to, or further
specifying, any particular function or component of the liver. Indeed, the
term is used where there is not even a conceptual vacancy, simply a state
relatively less pronounced than that of some other organ or function.
Components such as liveryin, liveryang, liverqi, or liverbloodare defined
and specified, but compared to the Western approach of identifying a
specific infection, orbiochemical malfunction, these too are poorly defined
and remaingeneralized concepts.

In this terrain Manaka's theory of biases offers particular usefulness.
The word "bias" refers to a slope, an inclination to one side. In general
terms, it can refer to a disposition, a prejudice, a mental inclination or lean
ing, a slanting or diagonal line, the force or weight on a ball causing it to roll
in a curve; in radios it is the fixed voltage applied to an electrode. In
Manaka's terms it is the cause of a physical, structural, energetic, or func
tional imbalance in the body (which we could call a pathological bias), or
thestimulus required to correct this bias (thecorrective bias). Diagrammat-
ically we can represent this in a simple topological model. This idea is not
unique; when summarizing the effects of markedly reduced magnetic
fields relative to the normal geomagnetic field, one author describes this
effect as "visualized as equivalent to the loss ofafavorable bias in a complex
sequenceof cellular events . . ."119
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that led to the formation of the bump. A cir
cle would represent a healthy body state.
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We can talk about favorable and unfavorable biases in general biological
terms and pathological and corrective biases in medical terms. The slow
leakage of mercury from amalgam fillings can present the body with a
slowly developing unfavorable bias, one that can cumulatively disrupt
many of the body's control systems. The removal and replacement of
these fillings is then the removal of the unfavorable bias, such that the nor
mal favorable biases of the body can be restored with therapy. The slow
cumulative effects of poor diet, excessive alcohol consumption, and con
stant stress can cause a series of unfavorable biases that eventually may
cause a pathological liver condition. The dietary and lifestyle factors are
unfavorable or pathological biases, as they predispose the person toward
certain symptoms. The application of a "liver tonification treatment"
through five-phase or ion-cord techniques applies a favorable or corrective
bias. However, without changing the diet, alcohol consumption, or stress
problems, the unfavorable bias will return. These circumstances are,
unfortunately, evidenced all too often in clinical practice.

The topological properties of the body — the up-down, left-right,
front-back, internal-external, yin-yang polarities and asymmetries — the
normal fluctuations of the body —temporal-topological rhythms —and the
hidden patterns of the body, all generate specific clinical rules. These man
ifestations represent generalized information flows that Manaka has called
the "X-signal system." He summarizes this idea providing a theoretical
basis for a relatively simple but profound clinical approach:

There is a rudimentary information system in the body that
seems to underlie the theories of classical acupuncture and has
the following characteristics:

1. It requires only a very small stimulation to give input to the
system.

2. The points of input and output of the system demonstrate
patterns not definable with current knowledge of neurology.

3. The points, lines, and areas of the system compose
integrated functional structures, a topological-geometrical sys
tem [i.e., the octant view of body structure].

4. Each part of the total figure can reflect the whole [is holo
graphic].

5. This fundamental system is hidden or enfolded into the
body and obscured by the more recendy developed informa
tion systems [central, parasympathetic, and sympathetic ner
vous systems, etc.].

6. As something original and essential it can be made to mani
fest with profound consequences; this gives rise to clinical
laws.120

This idea of the X-signal system has more than just the obvious merit
of incorporating the implications found in modern information theory and
systems theory. It mirrors rather neady the first line of the Dao De Jing:
"The way [dao] that can be spoken of is not the constant way"121
Remembering what Needham says of the dao, this parallel is even clearer:
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In a way, the whole idea of the tao was the idea of a field of
force. All things oriented themselves according to it without
having to be instructed to do so, and without the application of
mechanical compulsion (S&C 2:293).

In Manaka's terms, the signals are of unknown nature —X-signals —
yet we can surmise their existence. While the natural order of things is
often hidden from us, we can observe its effects. Just as the ancient
Chinese observed the field of force of the earth, the geomagnetic field, with
the earliest developed compass (S&C 2:293), they observed the body and its
relations and could derive clinical rules that provided the basis of the medi
calclassics transmitted to us today.
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Integration and Differentiation:
Clinical Precautions

One goal of this text is to present a series of treatment systems that
provide common applicability, and an additional series of systems that can
provide more specialized applicability. As Manaka has pointed out, no
practitioner should limit themselves to just one system, for no single sys
tem will be effective in every instance.

Because of this, we will be presenting quite a wide range of systems,
each of which has its own logic, theory, diagnosis, and treatment.
Although there are many overlaps, each system has its own specific appli
cability; each is like a specific lens that can focus on certain things at cer
tain times, but not all things at all times.

Applying all the theoretical and practical models described in this
volumewill require considerable thought and work. To help with this pro
cess, we would like to oudine a theory of systems models, showing how to
best understand and use these various paradigms.

When we set out to look at and understand something, an enormous
number of potential perspectives present themselves. For instance, when a
patient goes to the hospital, a vast array of diagnostic systems might be
employed such as X-rays, CAT-scans, blood-cell counts, blood chemistry
tests, urine tests, stool tests, pap smears, bacterial cultures, neuro-muscular
tests, psychological tests, etc.. Each of these is able to examine some
specific aspect of the patient's make-up and condition. Each is necessarily
limited by its inherent focus and by die procedural restrictions built into
each test. All the pieces of the picture gathered by the various diagnostic
systems mustbe considered if we are to perceive the inherent unity of the
whole. In theory then, applying as wide a range of tests as possible will
enable us to look more fully or 'holistically' at the person.

Of necessity, every perspective from which we look at the body offers
a restricted perception. This is because we have to construct paradigms,
theories, and models that will enable us to make the perceptions and then
to classify the information perceived. Without conditioning our percep
tions, we are unable to classify them so that we can understand them.
From our learning and observing we construct perceptions of reality; we
create the means for observing and for understanding what we observe. By
our ingenuity and inventiveness we continually expand and enhance our
modes of perception and it is in large part because of this that we can
evolve as a species and come to observe and describe things and perform
actions to change or remedy these perceptions.
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For instance, it is by the system of upper gastrointestinal barium meal
X-rays that we are able to diagnose an obstructed portion of the intestine
and perform some remedial activity, such as surgery, to correct the prob
lem. Each system of diagnosis is designed to clue us into and help confirm
specific aspects of the patient's condition. We can apply this idea more
generally.

When we use a microscope, we use low magnification lenses to see the
grosser anatomical structures. When we speculate that things are com
posed of smaller or finer units then we use stronger and stronger lenses to
see those finer and finer structures. Although each lens gives focus to the
same thing, each lens allows us to access different information. The more
we alter our lenses, the greater the range of information that can be
accessed.

We can think of each system of analysis and perception as a different
lens. Each one gives us access to different aspects of the thing being stu
died. Behind these systems or lenses is a raison d'etre that helps us deter
mine the applicability of one system of lenses over another. This raison
d'etre is the thing itself that is being studied. When we observe nature we
notice order, structure and most of all patterns. These patterns condition
the formation of the systems so that the systems can easily recognize the
patterns. We developed microscopes of certain power to observe certain
microscopic structures in things. Similarly, we developed X-ray apparatus
so that we could study the internal structures of the body. When someone
fractures a bone, there are certain signs and symptoms that accompany
this. These clue one into the use of the X-ray apparatus to confirm that
there is indeed a fractured bone. It would generally be considered poor
procedure if one were to order a stool test or pap smear when a patient
presents signs of a fractured ulna.

As these illustrations suggest, we develop systems of observation,
analysis, and interpretation as means of gaining access to certain informa
tion about things. The things themselves help determine the nature of the
system we use to observe them. The patterning of the things being
observed and our observations of those patterns play major roles in deter
mining these two factors. Thus our continuous testing of the systems
prove the applicability of the system.

These systems are just as relevant to the theories of Chinese medicine.
Even though we generally don't use sophisticated measuring devices, they
still apply. The Chineseof two millenia ago certainly werenot ordering up
the same tests as our modem doctors do now. They were probably basing
their systems theories entirely on natural observation and their own specu
lations, but the same kind of processes did occur.

Thus within the specific field of medicine where patients may present
with an enormously complex range of symptoms, specialists throughout
history observed patterns within this range of symptoms and proposed
systems models which enabled them to observe, diagnose and treat. In so
doing, they observed models that matched the energetic changes and pat
terns.
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In such fashion, the biorhythmic ebb and flow of energy was observed
in the body. These ebbs and flows were described as various energies seen
to circulate through pathways, for instance, the twelve meridians and eight
extraordinary vessels, the fifteen luo vessels, etc. Certain symptom pat
terns were observed in relation to each of them. It is natural that all these

things would be seen within the philosophical background of the time,
thus theories of the five phases, yin and yang, the relationships of stems
and branches to the biorhythmic changes, all became important. Each
development involved the same continuous testing. Those that didn't work
or weren't useful would be abandoned.

Through observation and practice different models arose; those surviv
ing the test of practice are still found today. Each system was probably
developed to address problems not addressed directly by other systems,
just as different lenses were developed to attain greater ranges of percep
tion. Thus, each system retained a built-in limitation and specific applica
bility, determined by the presenting symptom—pattern complex.

For instance, the idea of yin and yang helps classify problems into
areas and general nature. Organ functions and five-phase theory helps pin
down the more exact location of the problem. The five phases also help us
understand the seasonal changes and influences in relation to the patient's
problem as wellas the specificdynamic organ relationship. The extraordi
nary vessels help classify and treat a wide variety of symptoms, including
structural changes and imbalances. The Chinese clock and the branches
help identify daily and seasonal variations and patterns. The six stages of
the Shang Han Lun help determine the depth and location of an externally
generated problem. Each system is an intellectual construct that was felt to
describe some basic energetic process. Inherendy, each system addresses
specificproblems and patterns. It would be inappropriate to try to squeeze
the presenting patterns of all patients into one diagnostic paradigm; no
matter how broad the paradigm, there would be too many exceptions.

For instance, if a patient presents what is clearly a pattern fitting the
system of biorhythmic disturbances, it would be inappropriate and doing
the patient a disservice to apply an eight-principle treatment. Similarly, if a
patientpresents a pattern that matches an extraordinary vessel disturbance,
it would be inappropriate to apply a five-phase treatment.

These are not just theoretical speculations, but are born out in the
many years of practice of many practitioners.

We must choose the method that works best. ... It is important
that we be aware that not all methods work at all times; thus we
must have other methods we may use in special cases, and be
flexible to change our methodology based on the response of
the patient.1

The responses of the patient can be many and varied and come at
many different times, and treatment must be adaptive to the responses of
the patient. If palpation and diagnosis do not stricdy match the details of a
described pattern, we must be flexible in our diagnosis and treatment,
moving on to check out the whole condition and any specific points.
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According to Yoshio Manaka,

This approach is very different from Western medicine where
individual symptoms have specific treatments. Many times the
question is asked, for example, what is a good point for
asthma. Yet one point is not always unchangeable. In fact for
each patient, these points continually change. There are daily
changes in the points, which are based on the daily
biorhythms, biological changes, or changes after an infection,
etc. When a stimulation comes from the external environment,
the response and attitude of the patient is quite changed. There
is an adaptation and the condition becomes complicated. Of
course, the treatment of acupuncture reports certain groups of
points that are effective for certain symptoms, and this has
been statistically verified. Ultimately the treatment should
depend on the condition of the patient. So if one were to say
that a certain combination of points were good for asthma for
50-60% of the patients, by modifying the technique and points
used the results might be much, much better. Thus ancient
acupuncturists always observed the response to certain tech
niques or procedures and obtained feedback from the patient.
Just as one modifies their technique in a chess game or fencing
match, based on the reaction of the opponent, the ancients
looked for ways to be flexible in changing their technique
when dealing with thepatient.2

Heregrets thatmany practitioners limit themselves to only one system, and
neglect the many great systems developed by the Chinese throughout his
tory. Today we only use a few of these great theories and treatments,
because we have difficulty understanding and applying many of them. But
this is noreason to abandon them. We should not forget them, for nothing
is perfectand thus we should always try to understand allof them.

This is a basic premise of Manaka's practice. He is continually working
with and testing ideas and systems, so that he has many tried and tested
systems to choose from if a patient does not respond to a usual therapy.
He feels that teaching one system as though it were the only one can only
retard the development of the student. It is very much in the nature of
Chinese medicine and medicine in general that practitioners need to be
conversant in many things and have many perspectives. Abandoning or
ignoring the many useful systems that have developed over time in the
tradition of Oriental medicine, in order to focus on only one, cannot pro
vide adequate training, understanding, or clinical accomplishment. This is
the main reason why Manaka's teaching reflects a diversity of systems and
perspectives, stressing probabilities and not certainties. He prefers to
encourage his students to keep an open mind and differentiate the system
that will work best for an individual patient.

The statements and ideas of practitioners throughout the tradition of
Oriental medicine tell us that yin and yang are necessarily different from
the five phases,3 that these systems analyze and process different informa
tion; that when the twelve meridians are replete, they spill over into the
extraordinary vessels, never to return (NJ 28.16); that the twelve meridians,
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and thus the five phases, are energetically different from the extraordinary
vessels, or that the five phases are different in nature from the six stages of
theShang Han Lun* and that these sixstages are different from thesixpairs
of yinand yang meridians given thesame name.5

Thus, for each of the diagnostic and therapeutic systems described in
this volume, there are specific symptom patterns that help us with the dif
ferentiation. Some, as we will see, have very wide applicability and can be
used often with many patients; others have specific limited applicability
and are useful for the exceptional cases.

Diagnosis can be of utmost importance. From a broad spectrum of
systems and paradigms we must select one system that can offer the
appropriate treatment, or achieve the desired benefit. It is here that palpa
tion as the main diagnostic tool is invaluable. The patterns and conforma
tions made apparent from hara dignosis can be remarkably specific. Often
palpation of secondary points or areas and taking of the pulse will enable
the practitioner to quicky confirm or negate the applicability of a treatment
strategy.

If a patient presents with patterns that do not match any of the patterns
described in the book, or presents with patterns from several systems at
once, initial treatment should be directed at a simple and generalized treat
ment procedure, such as hara Shiatsu. There are often cases where even
though the diagnosis seemsstraightforward, the treatment selected does not
change the condition. It should be remembered that no two people have
the same medicalhistory nor the same background. Given the same signs,
symptoms etc, two patients may respond differendy to the same treatment,
perhaps because one patientmight have had some surgical procedure per
formed several years before, such as an appendectomy or a hysterectomy.

Manaka stresses this point over and over again: no matter how much
confidence the practitioner may have for the determined diagnosis, some
times the treatment will not succeed. It is appropriate at such a juncture to
proceed withanother diagnosis and treatment. Thus it is important thatwe
be familiar with and able to use as many diagnostic and therapeutic para
digms as possible. To do this we must study widely and give particular
emphasis in our studies to the sho or conformation of the patient, the key
signs, that will help us pick out one system overanother.

To determine the conformation of a patient, start with one identifiable
sign, gathering information that provides differentiation to aid in identify
ing the pattern. Often the conformation will not involve symptoms per se,
but instead evince more subde signs, such as pulse strength, reactivity to
pressure, etc. When treatment is appropriate, these signs will change. The
practitioner can determine an immediate assessment of the efficacy of the
treatment, and begin to formulate a prognosis, of central importance in
treatment.

Preliminary to introducingdiagnostic and therapeutic procedures in the
specific clinical systems that follow, it is important to arrive at a description
of a healthy hara. There are a variety of ways of describing and mapping
out the abdomen; the following diagrams show the basic areas referred to
in various places throughout the text.6
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The big abdomen/hara belongs to tai yin. Around the umbilicus
belongs to shao yin. The small abdomen/hara belongs to jue yin. Com
monly, pain of the big abdomen is usually caused by congested food, or
outside pathogen. Pain around the umbilicus is usually caused by cong
ested heat or phlegm fire. Pain of the small abdomen is caused by
congealed blood, phlegm or stagnant urine.7 The leg yang ming (stomach)
meridian comes into the lining of the abdomen. The leg tai yin (spleen)
meridian rises up and comes into the abdomen. The leg jue yin (liver)
meridian comes into the small abdomen. A branch of the ren mai

disperses to the abdomen and the ren mai goes around the lining of the
abdomen.8

In the words of Todo Yoshimasu,

The hara is the basic place of the living energy. Therefore the
root of all diseases are here. When you diagnose the disease
youhave to diagnose the hara.9

In particular, it is important to be able to feel and diagnose the moving
qi or the source qi below the umbilicus.

Takeshi Sawada palpated the hara of all his patients, and
always checked the source qi below the umbilicus. Even if the
disease didn't look severe, yet the source qi below the umbil
icus was vacant, he always said that this problem would be
slower to heal. If the patientlooked very sick, yet the source qi
was healthy, he said that recovery would be easily achieved.10

The Healthy Hara
The descriptions following are taken from the works of Sorei Yana-

giya.11

In general, the area below the umbilicus around CV-6 should have a
certain springiness or resilience on palpation. As one palpates up the abdo
men towards the sternum one should find it becomes looser, for instance,
around CV-12 and CV-15. The abdomen should have a uniform tempera
ture, or if there are temperature variations, it should be slightly warmer
below the umbilicus and slightly coolerabove the umbilicus.

The only pulsing or palpitation one should feel is a very tiny pulsing
on deeper pressure around and below the umbilicus. This is the moving qi
between the kidneys. Theheartbeat should not be too strong or visible.

The abdomen should be uniformly elastic and not tense. There should
be no visible or palpable lumps on the abdomen. In comparing the left and
right sides of the abdomen, the left side should feel slightly stronger than
the right. If one does find some problem on the left side, it generally is not
as severe as finding one on the right side.

When palpating from below the sternum, around CV-15, down to the
umbilicus, there should be a slight depression in the middle around CV-12
and one around the umbilicus.
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Figure 10.2 A traditional delineation from the
Yixue Rumen.
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The ren mai should be slighdy depressed and lower than the lines of
the stomach and kidney meridians.

The umbilicus should be uniform in shape and indent smoothly into
the abdomen and not be too close to the surface.

If one feels elasticity and strength below the ribs, this is a sign of good
lung qi.

The skin of the abdomen should be slighdy moist, it should be rela
tively elastic and pinch up easily, it should not be too thin or too thick. It
should be relatively smooth to the touch.

Over age sixty, there is a tendency for the yin and yang to become
weak, so one will find some abdominal changes, especially in those over
seventy years old, where below the umbilicus can be softer and weaker.
These are normal and to be expected.

In general, the woman's hara will be a litde softer than a man's. In a
pregnant woman,12 one should use the pad of the finger and notthe tips to
palpate the pulse of the moving qi between the kidneys. It should feel
floating, soft, and round. (If it is sinking, hard, and tight, blood stasis may
be indicated.)

Clinical Approaches
The finding of abdominal reactions that differ from those described

above by Yanagiya will clue the practitioner to a possible problem or
pathology. Various interpretations and treatments associated with the dif
ferent patterns of these reactions can be found in the ensuing chapters,
which cover the followinginformation:

Systems of Shiatsu from Naoichi Kuzome & Shinsai Ota;

Breathingexercises and several other muscle relaxing exercises;

General and specific uses of the ion pumping cords;

Manaka's meridian—mu point diagnosis and treatment princi
ples;

Specific diagnosis and treatment of the extraordinary vessels
using ion pumping cords;

Five-phase diagnosis and treatment;

Chinese clock and other biorhythmic diagnoses and treatments;

Other specific treatments including some dermatome therapy
and palm acupuncture.
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Hara Diagnosis in Practice
Our focus throughout this text is on palpation. It is the single thread

that runs throughout the various systems and theories that we present.

The procedures of diagnosis by palpation can be complex. Because the
different systems of diagnosis and the specific sets of treatments that
accompany each are based on the concept of confirmation, rather than a
system of "one sign - one problem," it is necessary to keep a variety of
signs in mind. Failing to do so leads to the most common problem
beginners find when learning abdominal diagnosis. The attempt to associ
ate a particular abdominal finding with a single symptom or state, forget
ting the overall context, results in the sense that one sign has contradictory
indications. Since all the systems overlap to some degree, it is important to
develop a good sense of patterns. Agood general procedure is of consider
able value and will enable a practitioner to obtain almost all the diagnostic
informationneeded for both simple and differentiated diagnoses.

Naoichi Kuzome's diagnostic procedure is an excellent start. He is a
Shiatsu therapist in Japan, with over sixty years of experience. His diag
noses and treatments are conducted almost exclusively using abdominal
confirmation. His emphasis on Shiatsu has developed the concentrated
sensitivity and experience that create thebest teaching materials. The tech
niques he has proven and developed are perfect for teaching patients to
treat themselves.

Differentiation ofAbdominal Findings
There are essentially two parts to the diagnostic procedure. The first,

palpating the abdomen, is followed by the palpation of other points, check
ing the pulse and other significant diagnostic symptoms to confirm the
abdominal diagnosis. A complete diagnosis and a treatment plan will fol
low from this procedure, regardless of the treatment system used. Practi
tioners with vast experience, such as Manaka or Kuzome, need to question
the patientonlybriefly, making sure the patient has had the opportunity to
express any concerns.

In the simplest case, differentiation of abdominal findings may be
reduced to a series of easy steps. If for example one finds tenderness or
tightness on the area around the umbilicus, particularly around KI-16, look
for other significant indications:
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Step One: Palpate KI-3, the kidney meridian, and GB-25 to confirm or
eliminate a diagnosis of kidney meridian imbalance or kidney dysfunction.

Step Two: Palpate ST-11, SP-4, and PC-6, to confirm or eliminate the
chong mai as a treatment target.

Step Three: Palpate ST-12, ST-9, KI-8, KI-6, and LU-7 to confirm or
eliminate the yin qiao mai as a treatment target.

Step Four: Palpate GB-41, TW-5, and the gallbladder meridian to con
firm or eliminate the dai maias a treatment target.

Step Five: Palpate SP-3, SP-21, LV-13, and the spleenmeridian to con
firm or eliminate the spleen meridian or spleen function as sources of the
problem.

Remember that a complete procedure could include all reactive areas or
points on the abdomen. For each confirmation there are usually specific
treatments with specific methods for evaluation of the treatment in pro
cess. When these treatments involve points on other areas of the body,
such as the backshu points, checkthesepoints for reactiveness as well.

In evaluating a patient's condition, it is also valuable to keep in mind
that a complete medical intake and monitoring is notwithout significance.
The body is an intricate entity. All available sources of further information
need be considered. While it is often easy to obtain a clear diagnosis, it is
as often difficult to select the best acupoints and techniques to treat the
condition.

Significant Reactions
Observation of point reactiveness is important in treatment as well as

in diagnosis. By monitoring any changes in palpatory response during
treatment, a practitioner may immediately assess the effectiveness of the
treatment. If the reactiveness improves during the treatment, the body's
healing has been activated. An improvement of reactivity is a trustworthy
positive sign, and holds greater significance than patient report of improve
ment during treatment.

Instances of contradictory signs also occur. As a start, it is advisable to
assume that what you sense with your hands is significant. In some sys
tems of diagnosis, such as kanpo yaku, the very contradiction of the
practitioner's observation and the patient's report may suggest a pattern.
Usually fashioning the various reactions into a suitable harmonic for your
diagnostic system presents the most difficulty. Not only do you need to
gain a sense of the range of reactions between "reactive" and "very reac
tive," but you also need to distinguish between "no reaction" and "lack of
reaction."

Both Manaka and Shudo say that reactions fit two categories. The first
category is oversensitivity; on palpation the patient will report sensations.
This tends more to indicate a condition with accompanying repletion. The
second category is lack of reaction, undersensitivity. This is an advanced
vacancy condition, where the patient is unable to report anything, as dis
tinguished from a normal, healthyresponse.
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Significant Findings
While some treatment systems pay greater attention to one set of find

ings, and less to others, the most significant abdominal reactions are con
sistent across all systems. Kuzome has said that if a patient is motivated to
come for treatment, regardless of what the reported problem, one will
always find something significant on the hara. If initially you can't find
anything, go back and check again. These are not empty words. He has
palpated and treated over two hundred eighty thousand patients! At the
very least a second look will increase your sensitivity.

Temperature variations

With the hand parallel to and just above the surface of the abdominal
skin, check for any significant heat differences. A sensation of qi might be
felt at a certain point, perhaps as the sensation of an updraught striking the
hand or fingers, like a wind or a gende breath. This updraught may be
cool, cold, warm, or hot. A sensation almost like electricity might be
noticed, or a pressured sensation as the hand passes over an area on the
surface of the patient's abdomen. All these sensations have significance,
depending on the points or areas affected.

When feeling the patient's skin surface with the hand, one should
check the five areas of the abdomen that correspond to the Nan Jing five-
phase areas, the three areas of the torso that correspond to the three
heaters, the chest, the area above the umbilicus, and area below the umbil
icus. One should also feel the four quadrants of the abdomen. Tempera
ture variations in these areas are significant. As one begins to palpate the
abdomen, superficial temperature differences and temperature variations at
different depths canbe noticed. For instance, one may find:

Warm on the surface, warm below.
Warm on the surface, cool below.
Cool on the surface, warm below.
Cool on the surface, cool below.

The significance of these findings can be seen within the eight-principle
diagnostic construct, as hot, cold, internal, and external. Generally, heat
tends more to reflect repletionand cold to reflectvacancy.

The skin surface on many patients will be observed as warmer above
the umbilicus and cooler below. This is a general indicationof counterflow
qi, or vacancybelowand repletionabove.

Tension

Tension or lack of tension of the muscles on the abdomen should be
closely observed, particularly in the area below the rib cage and along the
rectusabdominus muscles. Although tension may be perceived as a replete
condition, it usually stems from an underlying vacancy, and thus more
accurately reflects this vacancy. Some practitioners, among them Sorei
Yanagiya, simply think of it as a vacancy sign.

Lack of tension in the muscles is generally a good sign that indicates an
elastic, healthy abdomen. (Remember that lack of tension does not mean
soft or loose muscles.) Tension is often found on the abdominal muscles.
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In the many years of experience of such practitioners as Manaka and
Kuzome, it is considered propitious if the muscles of the abdomen relax,
establishing an equal tension of left and right sides, during treatment or
over a course of treatments. Once this tension is released, the body's
natural healing powers take over. This is equally true for the other signs
that may be found on the abdomen —pressure pain, tightness, hardness,
lumps.

Pressure pain

Pressure pain found on palpationpoints is almost always significant. It
may be found superficially, or deeper with stronger pressure. Severe or
sharp pains are often more significant than dull, achy pains. Generally, all
painful focii are important(Kuzome confirms this). When pressure pain is
found, regardless of depth or severity, other reactions should be observed.
It is important, for example, to watch the patient's face and body. If the
face or body flinches, the pain is probably more severe than the patient
might report. Watching thepatient also enables you tojudge whatpressure
to apply to the reactive areas; it is important to not cause too much discom
fort for the patient. Usually the patient will not flinch if the pain is dull or
achy. Some patients flinch no matter what points one palpates. In these
cases, think of checking areas of the body that tend to become reactive
with stress or emotional problems. Psychological conditions may be indi
cated by this type of sensitivity. Kuzome suggests that one might check
around SP-10, ST-36 to ST-38, and between the third and fourth toes. If
there is reactiveness on any or all of these points, Shiatsu would be an
appropriate therapy. These points and areas can relax the abdomen, mak
ing it less sensitive, so that you may return toyour diagnostic procedure.

Pressure pain tends to manifest in specific focii that can reflect specific
organs or meridians, and easily provide more precise diagnoses.
Remember that pain is generally thought of asa repletion sign (N] 48). If the
pain is relieved by touch, or pressure, it might be more a sign of vacancy.
Conversely, if pressure will not relieve the pain, it might bemore a sign of
repletion.1

Fluid sounds

When palpating the abdomen and subcostal region, sounds of unab-
sorbed liquid, such as sloshing or gurgling, may be detected. Since the
stomach is the organ most usually affected, this finding is commonly
termed fluid stagnation in the stomach. It may be found below the ster
num and above the umbilicus, though it can occur anywhere in the abdo
men.

Traveling or reactive sensations
On palpation, either superficially or, more frequendy, with deeper

pressure, the patient may report sensations or reactions that travel to certain
areas of the abdomen, or elsewhere in the body. Kuzome reports that these
reactions may alsobe felt elsewhere in the body, runningup, down inward,
almost anywhere. They may even be felt in the shoulders, arms, hands,
neck, face, head, back, legs, or feet. The mostsignificant of these findings
may radiate to the areas of the body where the patient's problems are
•
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located, or to the organs or meridians that are the source of those problems.
For instance, there might be an area on the abdomen that with pressure eli
cits a sensation that runs to or is felt in the lower back. If the patient has a
chronic low back problem, this point might be prioritized in the diagnostic
assessment. Similarly, a pain might run into the liver, where the patient has
some problem; or to a certain area on the head, where the patient experi
ences severe headaches.

These reactive areas of the abdomen are viewed by Kuzome as the root
of the problem that manifests in the affected area of the body. This is
easily understood in context of the internal pathways, fascia, and energetic
centers and functions that exist in the hara. In these instances, a more

effective treatment will be based on a more detailed understanding of the
theoretical phases of energetics. Findingareas that have traveling or reflec
tive responses, even if they do not reach to an area where problems are
known to exist, is nevertheless important.

Strength and weakness of abdominal musculature

Strength or weakness of the muscles of the abdomen can be diagnosti-
cally significant. Generally, the muscles should have a good strength, and
some resilience or springiness. Too much strength may be a sign of reple
tion. Weak, flaccid muscles, or lack of strength, tonus, or resilience, may
indicate vacancy.

Tightness —hardness and softness —looseness

Tightness differs from tension. With muscular tension there will be
some rebound, some springiness to the muscles, and the muscles will be
clearly defined. With tightness, the muscle feels hard and there is much
less or no springiness or rebound. Tightness is generally something that is
more exacerbated and harder to treat than tension. It is usually seen as
some kind of vacancy. Softness and looseness may appear similar to weak
ness, except that some springiness remains in the muscles. Though a sign
of vacancy, softness does not indicate as great a vacancy as does weakness.

These indications may also be found at different depths. For instance,
there may be superficial tightness that is so hard, one cannot press any
deeper. Or one might find:

Hardness on the surface and hardness below.

Hardness on the surface and softness below.

Softness on the surface and hardness below.

Softness on the surface and softness below.

Palpation around the midline will often reveal softness on the surface and
hardness below. This pattern is also common around the spine.

Kuzome reports that if the hara is weak or soft (signs of vacancy),
some hard, tight, or tense spot will always be found elsewhere. This hard
or tense spot is a good area to treat with Shiatsu. Careful attention should
be given to the condition and indications of a patient witha vacant hara.
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Lumps

The significance of lumps on the abdomen may vary with their loca
tion, size, and quality. Lumps may be soft or hard; stationary or mobile.
Moving lumps, more yang in nature, are easier to treat. Stationary lumps,
more yin in nature, are thus more difficult to treat (NJ 56). Often, lumps
maybe only stools or gas in the intestines. If so, they will pass after appli
cation of Shiatsu or some other treatment. It is important not to jump to
diagnostic conclusions too early. If with passage of stools or wind, the
lumps remain, then it is important to determine their cause. Persistent
lumps need be reexamined by a qualified specialist to assure that no tumor
is present.

Most lumps are not tumorous, but consist of knots of muscle or other
tissues. Sometimes peculiar lumps can be found that evince no particular
pathological cause. Again, the location and qualities of such lumps deter
mine their diagnostic significance. Lumps may be found with superficial
pressure and with deeper pressure. Some elicit pressure pain or reflective
sensations. Generally, it is advisable not to palpate direcdy on the lump,
but rather on the edges.

Pulsing or palpitations

Pulsings or palpitations on the abdomen are usually signs of vacancy.
Their significance varies with their relative strength, depth, and location.
Sometimes these pulsings or palpitations are visibly obvious, indicating
greater vacancy. Sometimes the pulsing may be palpable with slight pres
sure, sometimes only with deeper pressure. The pulsing or palpitation can
bevery gende andmild, or it can be very strong.

Generally, there should be no pulsings on the abdomen, except a very
slight pulsing around or below the umbilicus found with deeper pressure.
This can be the moving qi between the kidneys, and is viewed as a positive
sign when it is the only pulsing found. Though most practitioners feel that
the pulsing in the abdomen is the descending or abdominal aorta, Tohaku
Ishi disagrees with this idea. He states that a pulsing felt with superficial
pressure is the superior mesenteric artery, whereas the pulsing felt with
deeper pressure maybe the aorta.2

Skin qualities and textures

Skin that is loose and creased may indicate vacancy; skin that is tight
may be a sign of repletion. When healthy, the skin will "pinch-up" easily
between the thumb and forefinger, and evince some springiness. If the
skin is tight, it will be difficult to pinch the skin; if the skin is loose, the
skin will easily pinch, but will have no springiness and might not at once
return to its original shape or position. In cases where the skin is tight
there is a general sense of having to pinch the underlying tissues as well as
theskin. In cases of extreme vacancy, when the skin is pinched it remains
pinched and will not return to flatness.

Other differential sensations that may be observed using the skin-
pinching technique include pain or tightness, tension, small lumps, and
sometimes vague sensations that aren't readily described other than as
"there's something here." This technique may be used as a means of
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diagnosing obviously reactive points and those points where the patient is
undersensitive. Pinching is the most useful method for differentiating non-
reaction from lack of sensitivity. Some practitioners, such as Denmei
Shudo, use pinching with great dexterity and skill, being able to diagnose
the entire hara and the lengths of the meridians in just a few minutes.

Remember to note the textures of the skin:

If the skin is dry, it can be a sign of vacancy.
If the skin is too moist, it is generally not a good sign.
If the skin has some moisture, but not too much,
this is normal.

The roughness or smoothness of the skin can also be significant, as can the
color tones, paleness, or redness. The areas affected generally indicate the
significance of the findings.

Swellings and indentations
If there are areas on the abdomen that are swollen or indented, and

these differ from what one might expect in a healthy hara, these can be
accorded significance. Swellings or indentations are usually palpable.
Swelling tends to be a sign of repletion, indentation a sign of vacancy. It
should be noted that when we speak of repletion on the abdomen (tension,
tightness, swelling, etc.), it is generally associated with a vacancy. This is
termed false repletion. Any signs, whether palpable or visible, that deviate
from a healthyhara,are diagnostically significant.

Diagnostic Procedure
Just before initiating the diagnostic routine, it is advisable to increase

one's level of sensitivity. Tsugio Nagatomo, a Japanese practitioner who
attained the distinguished age of more than ninety years before his recent
demise, often recommended the following procedure for developing finger
sensitivity:

When palpating, the most important thing is to develop finger
sensitivity. To cultivate this sensitivity, try the following: Sit
ting with legs crossed andhands placed together, palm to palm,
fingers to fingers, empty the mind and do only slow deep
breathing. After 10 to 30 minutes (depending upon the indivi
dual), one can feel sensations in the ends of one's middle
fingers, and one can see a white, translucent, thin thread
between the fingers. When the thread is seen clearly, the sensi
tivity should be sufficiendy developed. When palpating the
body, one should not miss anything. This practice needs to be
repeated.3

Nagatomo recommends a further method to facilitate this development. If
one places small magnets between the fingers before this meditation, the
thread may be seen and felt more readily. With sufficient practice, more
specialized procedures may be adapted to suit an individual practitioner's
ease or need.
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Most practitioners feel that it is important for the patient to lie supine,
with legs outstretched and arms by the sides, during the diagnostic pro
cedure. If this position is too uncomfortable for the patient, bend the legs,
even up to a ninety degree angle, until they are comfortable. In these cases,
the practitioner must be much more sensitive and attentive, as it is easier to
miss diagnostic signs on the abdomen, for the muscles of the abdomen will
be looser and less obviously reactive.

The patient should relieve any urgency of bowelor bladderbefore pal
pation. It is important to keep the patient relaxed and comfortable. In par
ticular, the rectus abdominus muscles should be relaxed. Some patients
seem to have initial reservations about having their abdomen palpated. To
this end Kuzome advises that as one begins diagnosis, only the gendest
pressure need be applied over the abdomen —that is, just depressing the
skin gendy to touch the underlying muscles. This serves two purposes, to
reassure and relax the patient, and to gain an indication of what may be
found and where. Gende pressure should be applied withfinger tips, verti
cally or perpendicularly. This gende pressure diagnosis should be applied
as follows:

Step One: First, palpate along the ren mai line from the sternum to
just above the pubic symphysis. One should avoid pushing the umbilicus
itself.

Step Two: Palpate down the left kidney meridian line, from just
below the sternum to just above the pubicsymphysis.

Step Three: Palpate down the left stomach meridian line, from just
below the ribs to just above the pubic symphysis.

Step Four: Palpate down the leftspleen meridian line, from justbelow
the ribs, to just above the pubic symphysis.

Step Five: Palpate up the right kidney meridian line, from just above
the pubic symphysis, to just below the sternum.

Step Six: Palpate up the right stomach meridian line, from just above
the pubic symphysis, to just below the ribs.

Step Seven: Palpate up the right spleen meridian line, from just above
the pubic symphysis to just below the ribs.

Step Eight: Palpate under the ribs from the sternum out to the left
side.

Step Nine: Palpate under the ribs from the sternum out to the right
side.

Step Ten: Palpate from the anterior edge of the left iliac spine, down
to the right, along the top of the pubic symphysis, and up to the right iliac
spine. Finishat the same spot on the rightas one startedfrom on the left.

Step Eleven: Palpate the area just above and around the anterior and
superior edgesof the left iliacspine.

Step Twelve: Palpate the area just above and around the anterior and
superior edgesof the right iliacspine.
•
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This order serves two purposes. Palpating down the lines on the left
will help move stools through the descending colon. Palpatingup the lines
on the right willhelp move stools up the ascending colon. Thus, the move
ment of the large intestines is stimulated. Since the left side of the body is
yang and the right side is yin, palpating downward on the left will help
curb the tendencies of yang to move upwards. Palpating upward on the
rightwillhelp curb the tendencies of yin to move downward.

Thus the procedureshould be performed as indicated by the numerical
sequence in Figure 11.4.

Kuzome notes that in steps one to seven, following the "meridian
lines," should not be taken too literally. This instruction refers to the gen
eral areas each line passes through, and should not be restricted to just the
meridian trajectories themselves. Having followed this procedure with gen
de pressure, repeat the round with slighdy firmer pressure. In most cases,
this second round will be sufficient to locate the more reactive areas and
points. When palpating any point, and particularly a point on the abdo
men, pressure should never be applied suddenly; it should always be
applied smoothly and evenly.

Kuzome talks about five depths or degrees of pressure:

The first is touching the skin.
The second is pressinginto the muscles.
The third is pressingharder to just touch the organs.
The fourth is pressing into the organs, or to touch the deeperorgans.
Thefifth is pressing as though you were trying to touch the spine.

This does not mean that one should go through five rounds of diagnosis at
each increasing level of pressure. Rather, it is an indication of the relative
depths that pressure may be applied to the abdomen, anda gauge of where
reactions are found.

For people with tense or tight abdominal muscles, reaching the fourth
of fifth degree of pressure or depth without causing considerable pain will
be difficult. Kuzome recommends applying pressure to the depth at which
the reactions are found.

When palpating a vacant hara, though very litde pressure is applied, the
hands sink in easily even to the point of touching the spine. This is the
fifth degree. Someone with tense rectus abdominus muscles, a traveling
sensation, or severe pain, would experience significant discomfort at the
second to third degree of pressure, just touching the organs. If a first, then
a second round of palpation gathers litde diagnostic data, a third round
may be initiated, with firmer pressure.

In general, when tense, tight, loose, tender, or traveling reactions, or
lumps, are found, it is advisable to make a second, confirmatory palpation.
Again, as Kuzome comments, where an abdomen is weak and vacant, lack
ingmuscle tone, the fingers will sink in easily; there will always be a tense
or tight area within the weak area. Locating this area should be given spe
cial attention. Compare the left and right rectus abdominus muscles, and
give close scrutiny to theareas around theumbilicus, particularly KI-16 and
ST-25, and to the whole ren mai trajectory on the abdomen. Other areas
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that are generally seen to be of greater significance are CV-12 and CV-6;
the subcostal regions; the areas at the sides of the abdomen, between the
ribs and the iliacspine; and the areas at the anteriorand superior aspects of
the iliac spine. Completing this procedure should produce a clear"map" of
the abdomen. Good record-keeping is a help.

Now the diagnosis may be expanded. Dependingon what was found
and the possibilities of correspondence, parts of the diagnosis may be con
firmed or eliminated. Based on the information in the following chapters,
one can determine the phases, the extraordinary vessels or meridians,
organs, or functions that maybe affected, and the associated points to treat.
Other relevant points on the front of the body, the chest, and the abdomen
may then be palpated, with special attention given to the mu points. Next,
thepoints on thearms and legs may be examined. Have thepatient change
position to examine the back, paying special attention to the back shu
points. Finally, feel the points on the headand neck, all the time noting the
points that are reactive.

This procedure is a simple, thorough, and systematic approach to hara
diagnosis. It can be performed on virtually anyone who can lie down. It
should, for the sake of thorough monitoring, be performed each time you
see the patient.

If a clear diagnosis has been obtained from this procedure, then the
correct treatment should be easy to ascertain. If the diagnosis is not clear,
information from the pulse, looking, listening and smelling, and asking will
be necessary to complete the diagnosis. Remember that diagnosis is always
relative to the state of health. Your comparisons are to the healthy hara. It
is also important to remember, as we have discussed, that acupoints are not
stationary. They are said to have a location, but it is more useful to think
of these locations as starting points for palpation.

The case history given below is illustrative of the options available in a
single case.

Patient: Male, age 29.

Main complaints: Intestinal problems; gas with occasional cramping; ten
dency towards constipation; some fatigue and mild low back pain.

Abdominal findings: Hardness and tightness from CV-13 down to
CV-10; mild tension around the umbilicus, mild sensitivity at KI-16; lax-
ness below the umbilicus, especially soft around CV-6 to CV-4; mild palpi
tation around the umbilicus.

Treatment Selection - General: Kuzome's Shiatsu therapy may be
selected, treating on the area above the umbilicus (CV-13 - CV-10). Or, the
anpuku massage techniques might be preferred. If the patient's breathing
were noticeably weak and shallow, the patient could be shown corrective
breathing exercises.

Treatment Selection - Specific: The following indications are clear and
require further differentiation and confirmation: Spleen vacancy: Symp
toms of intestinal problems and fatigue; reactions in the periumbilical and
supra-umbilical regions. Yin qiao mai-ren mai connection: intestinal prob
lems; fatigue; low back pain; tightness above the umbilicus and laxness
below; some periumbilical reactions.
•
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Further palpation reveals tightness at ST-12 and LU-1, softness at SP-3, and
pressure pain at LU-7 and KI-6. The patient in clear light shows some
darkness below the eyes, an indication of possible kidney patterns. The
pulse reveals weakness in the kidney (left deep chi position). These
further findings would tend to favor selection of the yin qiao mai-ren mai
with ion-pumping cords, though the existence of a spleen vacancy would
still remain a possibility, since many signs and symptoms, excluding the
pulse, are present. For this patient, a good treatment plan might be to apply
the ion-pumping cords to yin qiao mai-ren mai for 10 to 20 minutes. Then
Kuzome Shiatsu might be administered to resolve any remaining tightness
in the supraumbilical region. The patient could also be instructed to per
form this same Shiatsu technique at home. Correctivebreathing techniques
would be additionally useful as regular home practice. The remainder of
the treatment would focus on treatment of, for example, relevant back shu
points and then appropriate local symptom-control points.

The suggested treatment here is not requisite; any of the available
options could be selected for focal treatment, choosing from any of the
procedures described. Further, needling an open point first might well
have preceded all possible steps as a method of clarifying the symptoms to
arrive at an accurate diagnosis.

Common Patterns ofAbdominal Reactions
Based on the clinical view of the authors whose works are described in

this text, the following series of drawings illustrate common patterns of
abdominal reactions. Some are general, some very specific, and some
require differentiation because of many overlapping possibilities. Treat
ment procedures and therapeutic principles will be described throughout
the remaining chapters of this text for these patterns.

Figure 11.5a The abdominalquadrant
areas can be expanded to include the chest
region.

Figure 11.5b The abdominal quadrant
areas can be expanded to include the chest
region.
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Figure 11.6 liver vacancy.

>-J^

Figure11.9 Typicalspleen vacancy.

Figure 11.12 Spleen-stomach problems.

•
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Figure 11.7 Kidney vacancy.

Figure 11.10 Spleenvacancy.

Figure 11.13 Sometimesspleen problem.

Figure 11.8 Kidney vacancy.

Figure 11.11 Spleen vacancy.
Sometimes small intestine problem.

Figure 11.14 Intestinal problems.
Digestive problems.
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LU-l, LU-2 Area^/V LIM, LU-2 Area

Figure 11.15 Lung vacancy.

Figure 11.18 YinWei-ChongMai.
(Possibly liver vacancy)

Figure 11.21 Yang Wei-Dai Mai.
Yang Qiao-Du Mai.
Yin Qiao-Ren Mai.
Gallbladder.

Especially
Left for

lUHff'\ Yang Wei •
Dai Mai

Figure 11.16 Heart problem.

Figure 11.19 Yin Qiao-RenMai.

ST-25 ST-25

Figure 11.22 Yang Wei-Dai Mai.

Hara Diagnosis in Practice

Figure11.17 YinWei-ChongMai
(Possiblyliver and spleen related).

LU-l, LU-2 Area^/V ^ ^LU-l.

Figure 11.20 Yin Qiao-RenMai.

Figure 11.23 "The CrossSyndrome"
RightYinWei-Chong Mai.
Left YangWei-Dai Mai.

LU-2 Area
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Figure 11.24 Counterflow Qi. Figure 11.25 Counterflow Qi.

Abdominal Differential Diagnosis
The following tables describe the possibilities of differential diagnosis

and treatment for the most significant and common areas and points of
abdominal reaction. Each area or point is described with chapter refer
ences for both "General Treatments" —Shiatsu treatment following the
style of Naoichi Kuzome (chapter 12); anpuku massage treatment (chapter
13); and abdominal breathing therapy (chapter 14) —and "Specific Treat
ments" requiringfurther confirmation and pattern identification —extraor
dinary vessel treatment (chapter 16); five-phase treatment (chapter 15);
and other specific treatments patterns (chapter 17). As briefly mentioned
above and described in greater detail in chapter 18, open points can be
used at any time and thus can function in both general and specific treat
ment. Hence no specific reference is made to the open points in the fol
lowing examples.

Subcostal reactions

Bilateral reactions General Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
Poor breathingability

chapter 12
chapter 13
chapter 14

Specific Yin wei mai-Chong mai
Livervacancy (possibly spleen too)

chapter 16
chapter 15

Right sidereactions General Kuzome treatment chapter 12
Specific Liver problems

Yin wei-Chong mai
As part of "Cross syndrome"

chapters 15, 16, 17
chapter 16
chapters 16, 17

Left sidereactions General Kuzome treatment chapter 12

Specific Spleen vacancy
Yin wei-Chong mai

chapter 15
chapter 16

•

ST-25

Figure 11.26 Blood stasis.

Usually Tight Here

Figure 11.27 Fluid Stagnation in the stomach.
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General

Specific

Substernal reactions

Kuzome treatment

Heart problem
Yin wei-Chong mai
Biorhydimfire-phase treatment
Palm therapy

chapter 12

chapter 15
chapter 16
chapter 18
chapter 17

Supra-umbilical midline reactions

General

Specific

Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment

Spleen vacancy
Spleen-stomach problems
Yin qiao mai-Ren mai
Biorhythmphasal treatment
Palm therapy

Periumbilical reactions

General Kuzome treatment

Specific

General

Specific

General

Specific

Spleen vacancy
Kidney problems
Yin qiao mai-Ren mai
Yin wei mai-Chong mai
Yangwei mai-Dai mai
Taiji treatment
Biorhythm water-phase treatment
Palm therapy

Sub-umbilical reactions

Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
Poor breathing ability*
Kidney vacancy
Yin qiao mai-Ren mai
Taiji treatment**

Left of umbilicus reactions

Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
Exercise therapy

Liverproblems
Intestinal problems

chapter 12
chapter 13

chapter 15
chapter 16
chapter 16
chapter 18
chapter 17

chapter 12

chapter 15
chapters 15, 16
chapter 16
chapter 16
chapter 16
chapter 17
chapter 18
chapter 17

chapter 12
chapter 13
chapter 14
chapter 15
chapter 16
chapter 17

chapter 12
chapter 13
chapter 14

chapters 15,17
chapter 16

Right of umbilicus reactions

General

Specific

Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
Exercise therapy

Lung vacancy
Intestinal problems
Liverproblems

If weak, cold
If frail and distraught

chapter 12
chapter 13
chapter 14
chapter 15
chapter 16
chapter 17
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•

Anterior superior iliac spine reactions

General Kuzome treatment chapter 12
Specific Gallbladder meridian chapter 16

Yang wei mai-Dai mai* chapter 16
Yang qiao mai-Du mai chapter 16
Yin qiao mai-Ren mai chapter 16
Part of Cross-syndrome* chapters 16, 17

KI-16

General Periumbilical Kuzome treatment chapter 12
Specific Spleen vacancy chapter 15

Kidney vacancy chapter 15
Kidney meridian problems chapter 16
Chong mai-Yin wei mai chapter 16
Yin qiao mai-Ren mai chapter 16
Dai mai-Yang wei mai chapter 16
Biorhythm phasal treatment chapter 18
Taiji treatment chapter 17

ST-25

General Kuzome treatment chapter 12
specific Left - liver problems chapters 15, 17

Right - liver problems chapter 17
Right - lung vacancy chapter 15
Triple warmermeridian problems chapter 16
Dai mai-Yang wei mai chapter 16

LV-14

General Kuzome treatment chapter 12
specific Liver vacancy chapter 15

Livermeridian problems chapter 16
Yin wei mai-Chong mai chapter 16
Partof Cross-syndrome** chapters 16, 17

LU-l

Specific Lung vacancy chapter 15
Lung meridian problems chapter 16
Ren mai-Yin qiao mai chapter 16

CV-12

General Kuzome treatment chapter 12
Poor breathingability* ** chapter 14

Specific Spleen vacancy chapter 15
Spleen-stomach problems chapters 15, 16
Ren mai-Yin qiao mai chapter 16
Biorhythm phasal treatment chapter 18

Typically left
If on right

" Tight with looseness below navel
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CV-6

General Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
Poor breathing ability

chapter 12
chapter 13
chapter 14

Specific Kidney vacancy
Ren mai-yin qiao mai

chapter 15
chapter 16

Fluid accumulation in stomach

General Kuzome treatment

Anpuku treatment
chapter 12
chapter 13

Specific Treat accompanying reactions
Especially to right of umbilicus

chapters 15, 16 17

If reaction is found in one of the above areas, no further confirmation
is necessary for general treatment therapy. There is also the option of
further differentiating and confirming the diagnosis to formulate a specific
treatment plan. The above information describes the most common
options when using thisbook. In mostcases treatment focuses on the gen
eral or specific treatments. In difficult or advanced cases it may be better
to select from both to accelerate the recovery process. Ultimately selections
needbe made according to thepractitioner's judgement and preference.

/
Contraction and

tension in muscles

Decreased oxygenation
and nutritional flow

to tissues

\
Decreased capillary
circulation

Figure 11.28

Pain and stiffness
of muscles

J
More contraction

and tension in muscles

D
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As a final summary of palpatory diagnosis and to show the most signi
ficant abdominal areas in relation to otherbodyareas where reactions man
ifest, we would like to examine the concept of kori, a common Japanese
term referring to the tight, stiff, tense areas of thebody. The term kori also
refers to pain, stiffness, and other secondary problems that result from the
initial build-up of tension.

It is generally believed that lifestyle is the main cause of the tensions
that accrue in the muscles, factors such as poor diet, stress, bad posture,
and incorrect exercise probably being the most common. These cause a
build-up of tension in the muscles which then feeds into a vicious cycle
where the resultant pain and stiffness causes further contraction and ten
sion of the muscles. This leads to decreased circulation at the capillary bed
level, which then causes decreased oxygenation and nutritional flow to the
tissues, resulting in further contraction and tightening of the muscles, fas
cia, and connective tissues causing more pain and stiffness, etc.

We can envision this kori, or build-up of muscle tension, as causing
energy blockages. Physiologically we can argue that the increased tension
accompanying muscle swelling affects at least four systems, with physio
logical changes in each. It can be seen to compress the lymph vessels,
weakening the immune system. Compressing the venous system, it causes
build-up of carbon dioxide and other waste materials such as lactic acid
with increased pooling ofblood (stagnant blood). Compressing the arterial
system, it decreases oxygenation and flow of nutrition to the tissues.
Compressing the nerve branches it causes irritation, pain and "error sig
nals'' —misfiring of nervous impulses. All these affect organ functions
quite profoundly.

Through the experiences and lineages of many traditions and practi
tioners, release of the areas where kori occurs has more than just the effect
of relieving local pains or tensions associated with them. It also affects the
general levels of immunological function, regulations of tissue and organ
function, and feeding and cleansing ofthe tissues and organs.

The following are some of the most commonly seen areas where kori
develops, each of which tends to be associated with particular or general
symptomology.

around GV-20

in the occipital region, BL-10, GB-20 area
around GV-14

around GB-21 on the tops of the shoulders
on the sternocleidomastoid muscles
around ST-11, ST-12
around SI-11

around BL-38

around TW-15

around LU-l

down the bladder meridians lateral to the thoracic and lumbar vertebrae
in the PSIS regions
at the sides of the sacrum

around the center of the buttocks

in the subcostal regions

•
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along the rectus abdominus muscles
along the linea alba
in the ASIS regions
along the superior surface of the pubic bone
in the inguinal joint
around LI-10

around LI-4

in the cubital crease on the palmar side
around GB-31

around LV-9

in the popliteal crease
around the "eyes of the knee"
around ST-36, ST-37
around the gastrocnemius muscles
anterior to the medial and lateral sides of the Achilles tendons,

posterior to the malleoli

Summary
In part of his commentary on Nanjing8, Sosen Hirooka gives us a rem

inder of the forces we are investigating when we palpate the abdomen.
Simple in oudook and description, it refers to an elegantidea:

On pressing below the umbilicus, the hand will feel a tiny
moving response [pulsing]; the numbers of this movement are
the same as the numbers [of the pulse] at cun ko [radial pulse].
If one is slow, the other is slow. If one is rapid, the other is
rapid. Using this pulsing, we know how many beats the radial
pulse beats. This is truly caused by the original movements of
the kidney qi [moving qi].

Press below the umbilicus. If it is tight deep inside [prison]
or causes pain, this is a sign of kidney disease. Press this place,
if it is not tightdeep inside and it is not painful, but is full, has
quality, harmony, and moderacy, and the hand feels a tiny
movement, response, this is healthy. If the person is oversensi
tive and is easily affectedby the environment, it willbe hard to
feel this tiny movement. This is the rule of abdominal diag
nosis.

It is difficult to diagnose people of high position or women
[who won't allow their abdomens to be palpated]. Therefore
by watching, listening, and smelling constandy and very atten
tively and not being lazy about it, the mysterious shen will
come into your body [one will begin to feel the moving qi
without touching].

Bian Que, the writer of the Nan Jing did this. Below the
umbilicus is the dividing earth of dantian, qihai, and yinjiao
[dantian, CV-6 and CV-7]; these are the places where one can
feel this tiny movement.4

We hear in this quotation the encouragement to develop our observa
tion and intuition. As Sosen Hirooka says, we should not be lazy.

•
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Hara Shiatsu
Naoichi Kuzome, a Shiatsu therapist living in Kotohira, Japan, has prac

ticed for over sixty of his eighty-five years. His case reports include two
hundred eighty thousand patients. The author was honored and fortunate
to have gained the opportunity to study with him. The information herein
presented is a summary and compilation of his many years of experience
and represents most ofhis written work onhara diagnosis and treatment.1

Kuzome's diagnostics and treatments are straightforward and extremely
effective. They may be used in a clinical setting or as home treatments.
His diagnosis is almost exclusively abdominal with attention to hardness,
tightness, tension, lumps, looseness, weakness, and reactions or sensations
that move with pressure. The latter are particularly noteworthy in
Kuzome's system. Almost exclusively his treatments are simple Shiatsu
techniques performed on the reactive areas found, thus providing a range
of home treatment techniques that complement clinical practice. The
results obtained by these treatments are well known; the acupuncturist
should not fall victim to the prejudice that only needle treatments are "pro
fessional." Over the course of clinicalpractice, there will certainly be cases
where these treatments alone are all that is required.

The information in this chapter differs from the usual acupuncture
literature as there is no separation of the diagnostic and therapeuticphases.
The procedures are actually very simple to use and require no further diag
nostic confirmation. The treatments themselves are almost entirely
oriented to patient self-involvement in the healing process. Practitioners of
this therapy act as teachers, using their skills to show patients how to treat
themselves. Coupled with breathing exercises, exercise, and the use of
moxa at home, many problems are relieved without further clinical visits.
Other problems respond best to home treatments in conjunctionwith clini
cal procedures. This style of treatment helps relieve the financial burden
associated with many chronic conditions. The psychological and spiritual
benefits of a patient becoming more "in-touch" with themselves through
active involvement in their healing process are now becoming more gen
erally recognized. Kuzome's work is a practicalstep toward this ideal.

Manypeople tend to limit the application of Shiatsu to use as a method
of relaxation, rather than as a method of treating disease. Kuzome com
ments that he treats everything from the abdomen, even knee pain or
toothache. He stresses the importance of home treatments and patient
involvement in their healing process:

Explain to the patients that even if their symptoms go away,
they should not stop treating themselves until the lump or
tightness on the hara has completely passed away as well. The
symptoms can easily return from this lack of self-attention.
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He also notes that many patients are lazy, not following through with their
treatments. These people don't get as good results as those who are dili
gent. Whether the patient is diligent or not, the self-treatment techniques
reinforce clinical treatments, providing a firm base of consistent improve
ment. This becomes clearer, not just in practice, but also in the analysis of
these techniques. Manyof the abdominalpatterns relate to the diagnosis of
internal medicine and acupuncture. In large part, much of the material is
rooted in classical medical ideas.

Kuzome offers specific indications that help determine the effective
ness of hara Shiatsu for particularpatients. If, when the patient lies down,
the rectus abdominus muscles appear raised, tight, or clearly defined, this
Shiatsu therapy will be effective. With the patient lying down, palpate
along the upper edge of the abdomen below the rib cage. If there is swel
ling or tightness, particularly if the fingers are not able to slide up and
under the ribs, these techniques would be of use. If an examination of the
umbilicus reveals raised muscle or skin around the edges of the umbilicus,
this too may indicate problems that can be ameliorated with his treatments.
Pulsing or palpitation that is visible on the abdomen, or vascular spiders
and other visible circulatory problems on the legs, are indications for this
therapy. Kuzome notes that these problems can be treated quite effec
tively. If the areas around CV-21 or CV-20 are painful or reactive in an)
way, use these treatments. Kuzome reports that pain in these areas is due
to tension of the rectus abdominus muscles which strains the rib cage.

Another manifestation of strain on the rib cage is the physicaldisplace
ment of the ribs themselves. Generally, the wider the spread of the ribs the
more likely that the person is healthy. Ribs that are more closely spaced
may be the result of a natural predisposition, but are often due to excessive
tension of the rectus abdominus muscles. Kuzome has noticed that people
with closely spaced ribs often develop problems of the stomach or fluid
stagnation. These problems can result from such contraction of the rib
cage. Shiatsu therapy would be a useful treatment methodology for con
tracted ribs.2 If the rib shape is nota natural predisposition, it will respond
to treatment by becoming more opened and raised. This change is most
often seen in children; their response is quick and obvious. Also, in such
cases of contraction of the ribs, if there is tension or pain anywhere on the
rectusabdominus muscles, especially near the pubic symphysis, these areas
should be treated as well. Since it is very hard to tell if the rib shape is a
natural predisposition or a clinical indication resulting from excessive ten
sion of the rectus abdominus muscles, it is important to try treating the
condition.

Reactions such as pain, tension, tightness, or lumps that are observed
in the areas palpated are good indications for the use of hara Shiatsu. Reac
tions found on the abdomen may be categorizedas follows:

Anatomical locations

Most significant reactions
General comments

Common associated symptoms

D

Figure 12.1 A healthy spread of the rib cage.

Figure 12.2 A narrow costal arch - an
unhealthy spread of the rib cage.
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Though primarily a practitioner, and only secondarily a theorist,
Kuzome nonetheless offers notes and comments that provide an under
standing of prognosis and of the diagnostic process. Since he is not afraid
to treat people whom he diagnoses as soon to die, nor to admit his occa
sional mistakes, close attention to his cases is valuable. For example, in his
experience people who have had a particular abdominal surgery (especially
of the lower abdomen) tend to have some certain pulsings on the abdo
men, usually the upper abdomen. He also notes those indications where,
before jumping to diagnostic conclusions, we should waitto see if the reac
tion decreases with passing of gas or the initial application of Shiatsu. He
adds that in certain cases, the patient might pass very strange stools after
regular massage.

Stressing the importance of a very thorough and complete diagnosis,
Kuzome suggests that too close attention to areas of the abdomen most
easily and commonly found to be reactive need be avoided; When apply
ing his techniques, follow these guidelines:

Use the tips of the fingers.
Applypressure with the fingers perpendicular to the abdomen.
First touch the skin level, then press to deeper levels.
Keep the patient relaxed, the patient's legs stretched.
The patient should have an empty bladder.
Keep at the same level as the patient.
Use no pillows, or only a head pillow.
Have the patient lie face up, arms at the sides, legs extended.

It is easy to miss diagnostic signs if the patient's legs are bent, as the rectus
abdominus muscles become less tense and thus less reflective. When treat

ing, keeping at the same level and height as the patient ideally centers your
movements for both diagnosis and treatment, and facilitates the use of
your own energies from the hara. When Kuzome treats patients who are
bedridden in hospitals he hops onto the bed and works kneeling next to
the patient.

Kuzome comments concerning important things to remember. For
example, when palpating a fist-sized area around CV-12, should the fingers
sink in with no resistance, this is a sign of no stomach qi, a relatively seri
ous condition. This situation may be found in patients just before they die.
Great care should be taken in treating a person with such a condition. In
another instance, when palpating below the sternum, should the area prove
hard like a board with only light pressure, this too may be a sign of
impending death, and of particular concern if the rest of the hara were very
weak and vacant. Again, great care should be taken in treatment. Kuzome
has noticed that patients who have chronic problems may go through what
we would call a minor healing crisis. In these instances, symptoms that
occurred through the years during the development of the problem can
recur. The recurrence is usually mild. He describes the development of the
problem as similar to climbing a mountain. The healing process is like
coming down the mountain. At certain heights, when either climbing or
descending, the same experiences can occur.
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At height 1, thesymptom might be excessive tension oraching;
at height2, mild low backpain;
at height 3, mild digestive problems;
at height 4, moresevere digestive and lowbackproblems;
at height5, severe lowback and digestive problems.

If many areas of the abdomen elicit shooting reactions, particularly
reactions over all the body, an infirm hara is indicated. This strongly sug
gests a psychological component. Often patients with this conformation
seem emotionally upset or disturbed, or have poor concentration. Treating
these reactive areas can haveprofound effects on such patients.

Kuzome found that certain patients who practice intensive meditation
and breathing techniques can manifest exaggerated abdominal reactions.
This might occur when adverse abdominal conditions are extant prior to
undertaking such a discipline. Meditative techniques or breathing practices
have a catalytic effect. He has often recommended that individuals com
mencing such disciplined activity first take cleansing or preventive treat
ment to address any hidden conditions.

Children, having greater sensitivity and more fluent energy, he has
found to be very responsive to therapy. They are often able to change
more quickly and more permanendy than adults. As well, Kuzome has
found this system to be quite applicable to treatment of animals. It works
well with smaller animals, such as dogs, cats, chickens, ducks. On larger
animals, especially on cows and horses, he has found the abdominal mus
cles too strong for him to have any success. He reported that during the
initial diagnosis and treatment the animals would be restive and need res
training. After the initial treatment, the animal would lie on its back as
soon as it espied the doctor.

While working with Kuzome the author asked what he understood by
the movingqi between the kidneys. Kuzome replied that when one presses
with a deeper pressure around or below the umbilicus on the ren mai line,
usually above qihai dantian, one can feel a slightpulsing. He then told this
story:

One day a neighbor came running into my office, exclaiming
that her baby had just died. I ran over to her house to find the
doctor standing over the baby declaring that she was dead, she
had no radial pulse, no carotid pulse, and no pupil response.
Having obtained permission from the presiding doctor, I felt
the baby's abdomen. When I pressed around the umbilicus, I
felt a slight pulsing. I reasoned that this was the moving qi
between the kidneys and that the baby might not be dead, even
though the pulses were indistinct. I applied Shiatsu to this area
for about thirty minutes. The baby suddenly started crying,
and revived.

This story is of interest not only because of the apparent miraculousness of
a simple treatment, but because a seemingly obscure classical Chinese con
cept, the moving qi between the kidneys, is something we can touch.

D

Treatment Begins

Time

Figure 12.3 Disease process.



Figure12.4Usingonehandtosupportthe
other,applypressureperpendiculartothe
point.

Figure12.5Thefingersareheldatabout60
degreesovertheareatobetreatedwithpres
sureappliedstraightdown.
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Kuzome'sdiagnosisissupportedbytheworksofothertherapists.
DenmeiShudosaysthattofeelaveryslightpulsingaroundorjustbelow
theumbilicusisapositivesign,asthisisthemovingqibetweenthekid
neys,thenon-materialheart.ItisthisenergythatmakesKuzome'sShiatsu
therapysopowerfulandeffective.Hiswork,asfollows,showspractically
thattheabdomenisreflectiveofbothenergeticandphysicallevelsof
diseaseanddisorder.Treatmentbasedonabdominalindicationsisindeed

roottreatment.3

GeneralTreatmentProcedure

Treatmentprocedureissimilartodiagnosis.Workinitiallyandpri
marilyontheareasthatelicitsharppainortravelingorreflectivesensa
tions.Alsoworkonotherreactiveareasoftheabdomen.Themostimpor
tantareastotreatarethosethatinducesensationsthatradiatetotheareas

ofthebodywherethepatient'sproblemsmanifest.Kuzomecallsthese
places"theoriginoftheproblem."Iftherearenoreactiveareasonthe
abdomen,thenthetreatmenttargetshouldbecomeanyareaofsharppain
sensation.

Totreatthereactiveareas,useacountofsixtoapplypressureperpen
dicularlytothereactiveareawiththefingertips.Thefollowingprocedure
shouldbeappliedcontinuouslyforafewminutes.

StepBreathPractitionerAction

1.PatientinhalesPoisethefingersovertheabdomen
2.BeginexhaleBegintoapplyfingerpressureatthe

countofone.

3.ExhalecontinuesContinuepressure,deeperatthecount
oftwo.

4.ExhalecontinuesThefingerstouchatthedepthofpres
surewherereactioniselicitedatthe

countofthree.

6.ExhalecontinuesThepressureisdecreasedatthesame
rateasapplied,throughcountsfourand
five.

7.ExhaleendsThepressureiscompletelyliftedbythe
countofsix.

Repeattheprocedureforsucceedingbreathcycles.Iftheareaistoo
painfultoapplydirectperpendicularpressure,applythepressureless
direcdybyanglingthefingers;however,thepressureisstillperpendicular
tothebody.

Whentreating,aswhendiagnosing,suddenmovementshouldbe
avoided.Thumbsaswellasfingersmaybeused,dependingonwhatis
mostcomfortableforthepatient.Pressureshouldnotbeappliedmechani
cally,asthiscanbelesscomfortable;instead,putweightbehindthepres
sure,usingtheenergyfromone'shara.Whendonecorrecdy,thisismore
comfortableforthepatient.
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These treatment techniques can be applied to virtually all reactive areas
on the abdomen. Tense, tight, or painful focii should decreaseas the treat
ment continues; this is a favorable sign. If not, the reactions should
decrease as the patient effects home treatment. In most cases the reactions
will change in the first few days or weeks of treatment.

This type of treatment can catalyze movement in the body. Should a
patient experience nausea or dizziness, the treatment may be broadened to
lessen these reactions. Because of such cases, regardless of what areas on
the abdomen are reactive, first apply pressure up and under the ribs, along
the length of the ribs on both sides. Then treat the reactive areas on the
abdomen. Finally, treat the areas beneath the ribs again. This is essential,
as it acts to prevent counterflow qi or to treat its occurrence. It also helps
keep the rectus abdominus muscles loose during and after treatment.
Kuzome talks of this as "emptying the area" below the rib cage. Pressure to
the area below the ribs is not applied perpendicularly, but rather at an
angle.

The patient should follow this order of treatment at home. Self-
treatment should be carried out in a comfortable, supine position, to assure
that the abdominal muscles will relax. Such self treatment should last for

at least fifteen to twenty minutes a day, more for serious cases. Kuzome
gives the example of a seriously ill and hospitalized patient for whom the
doctors had given up all hope. She, on the other hand, was determined to
heal herself. She would work so intensely on herself while confined to bed
that he would have to come to treat her hands and arms, which would get
very tired. Of course, this woman improved and was able to leave the hos
pital.

Special Treatment Techniques
Kuzome sometimes extends his treatment of the reactive areas on the

abdomen to cover other points or areas on the body. For example, he has
noticed that if there is excessivepain and tightness or tension on the abdo
men, such that pressure causes great discomfort, the practitioner should
find and treat one or more of the following reactions:

Pressure pain around SP-10,
Pressure pain along lines on the upper thigh that are
continuations of the meridian lines on the abdomen,
Tension or pain between the third and fourth toes
(sometimes the second and third toes).
Pressure pain between ST-36 and ST-38.

Usually these reactions are found on the same side of the body as the most
severe reactions on the abdomen. Thus, if you find pressure pain around
SP-10, or between ST-36 and ST-38 on one or both sides, treat these pain
ful focii with Shiatsu until the tenderness decreases substantially or passes
away. Youshould then find the abdomen less tense and reactive.

Similarly, pressure applied to the lines on the upper thigh will help
decrease the tension etc. on the abdomen.

•
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Figure 12.7

1 - KidneyMeridian

2 - Stomach Meridian

3 - Spleen Meridian

4 — Liver Meridian

5 - Gallbladder Meridian
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Treating the toes is accomplished in a slighdy different fashion. It
involves placing the thumbs on the toes, just on the toe side of the metatar
sal joint of the third and fourth toes, and below the web of the toes. (See
Figure 12.8)

Press the toes apart, comparing left and right sides. Usually there will
be more tension or greater pain on the side that was more reactive on the
abdomen. As the patient exhales, press the toes apart so as to separate
them. After a while, the reactions on the abdomen will lessen, and the toes
will become more flexible. As these points and areas can be easily treated
throughout the day, with no need to lie down to treat them, they can be
included in the patient's self-treatment program.

If a pulsing or palpitation is found on the abdomen, it will usually be
accompanied by some tension or tightness. Rather than treat the pulsing
direcdy, which can be quite uncomfortable for the patient, apply pressure
to the tense spots next to the pulsing. Try to angle the fingers towards and
below the pulsing, as if reaching or pushing below it. Of course, no actual
pressure is being applied below the blood vessel. Sometimes, the aorta will
be felt; it is situatedjust in front of and slighdyto the left of the spine.

If a lump is found, regardless of its kind and consistency, no direct
pressure should be applied. Rather, feel around the edge of the lump. If
some spot on the edge elicits a strange reaction with pressure, this is the
area to treat. Treat only this area. Kuzome follows this protocol when he
treats terminally ill cancer patients. He treats to provide relief from pain
and discomfort, journeying to the hospitals near his home to treat these
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patients. He finds that he can provide relief of pain and discomfort suffi
cient to eliminate the need for strong medications like morphine. These
treatments are wholly directed at reactive areas on the edge of the tumors.
In the case histories that follow there are examples where he has helped
patients with cancer; however, he cautions that he does not treat or cure
cancer.

If a reactive area around the lump cannot be located, one should work
around the entire edge. As we have mentioned, if a lump is found that
won't pass with stools or gas, and there is even marginal concern, it is
advisable to have a qualified medical doctor examine the patient.

If one finds a noticeably vacant hara, where the fingers easily sink in,
look for a tight or tense spot and focus on this area. As one works on it,
and as the patient works on it at home, it should become looser. When
this occurs, the rest of the abdomen will become firmer and stronger. Such
a condition usually takes time to cure. Often, the use of breathing exercises
and moxa may help to hasten the healing process.

Infant children who exhibit a vacant (kidney type) hara often inherit it
from the mother's identical pre-partum conformation. In treating infants,
the prenatal energies residing in the lower hara must be checked. It is also
a good idea to have on hand a supply of cloths or diapers, as infants easily
and involuntarily pass urine or stool during Shiatsu treatment.

Careful reading of the material that follows, before applying it to prac
tice, is strongly recommended. Close attention to the case histories is also
advisable. If the diagnostic information seems sparse, remember that the
abdominal indications are the only necessary element of the diagnosis. It
should be noted that Kuzome's descriptions of his case histories distin
guish at what degree of pressure (of the five levels detailed previously) the
reactiveness was found. This description provides an indication of the
level of pressure at which to be attentive for the reaction discussed.

Substernal Region

Most significant reactions

Board-like with the first degree of pressure.

Swollen with the feeling of a ball inside at second degreeof pressure.

A board-like or "corregatedboard" area with third degree of pressure.

Too soft at the third degree of pressure (like a slug). This is like pressing
an octopus, it feels soft on the surface, harder and tighter on the inside.
With less pressure a soft band of muscle, like a thin tongue.

General Comments

Some patients evincing this conformation will feel pain that may travel
anywhere, to the head, downward, inward. Usually, if there is pressure
pain here, the patient will describe it as "uncomfortable." After pressing
this area for a long time the patient may become dizzy, particularly when
standing up. In this case, press the patients back at any area found to be
tight near the thoracic sixth and seventh vertebrae, on either the hwa to
points, shu points, or outer bladder meridians.
D

Figure 12.8

Figure 12.9



Figure 12.10 Substernal region.

Figure 12.11 Typical areas that commonly
accompanysubsternal reactions.
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Associated Symptoms

Headache (usually frontal)
Dizziness

Palpitations
Epilepsy
Feels some suffering inside the chest
Speakingproblems
Coughing
Phlegm
Irregular pulse
Neck pain
Insomnia

Overwork of jing and shen (spirit-emotion problems)
No appetite
Epistaxis
Back pain
Easily tired; vacant root qi (basic or source)

If a reaction is found on this area of the abdomen, it is important to
palpate the areas shown in Figure 12-11.

Most significant reactions

Positions 1 and 2 are reflex areas for the ovaries and can correspond to
emotional problems that are stress-related. If something shows in the sub
sternal region and both of these positions, then the problem reflected at the
substernal region is probably emotional, possibly a classical hysteria. Treat
areas 1 and 2 with Shiatsu.

If one finds the same reaction in areas 3 and 4, which are located halfway
between the anterior ridge of the iliac crest and the center of the symphysis
pubis, and if there is a lump or knot at the second or third degrees of pres
sure, treat areas 3 and 4 to correct the problems reflecting at the substernal
region and 3 and 4. If the patient has acute stomach pain, gallstone pain,
and reaction at position 3 or 4 (particularly on the right side), press here
and the pain will decrease.

Position 5 is level with fifth lumbar vertebra; position 6 is just off the
pubic symphysis. If, with fifth degree of pressure, a lump or knot is found
at areas 5 and 6, and the reaction goes upward to area 4 or towards the
lumbar vertebrae, and there is a reaction at the substernal region, then treat
areas 5 and 6. The problems reflecting in the substernal region, areas 5 and
6, will be corrected.

Case Histories

Case One: A seventy year old woman suffered from curvature of the spine
to the extent that she bowed forward almost 90 degrees. Her body was
thin. For the last two months, she had felt stagnation or pressure in the
throat with difficulty breathing and bouts of hiccoughs. Following the
hiccoughs, she suffered terrible headaches with a pain in the chest that res
tricted her ability to walk. Subsequently, she became nauseous and vom
ited frequently. At first, the vomit was clear and watery; then it became
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darker colored, like coffee. She visited two physicians. The first told her it
was a stomach ulcer, the second, after taking X-rays, said she had no
stomachproblems. The headache, chest pain, and vomiting continued.

Abdominal diagnosis: With deep pressure below the sternum there was the
feeling of pressing a board. Between areas 5 and 6 with deep pressure the
same board-like structure existed; however, with a very soft sensation just
on top. When pressed here, the patient felt a reaction rise to below the
sternum and to the inside of the chest. With harder pressure the reaction
rose to the head.

Treatment: Shiatsu was administered at areas 5 and 6 until the sensations

improved. At this point, the vomiting was eradicated. After several treat
ments the head and chest pain departed and the spine became much
straighter.

Case2: A seventy year old man had numbness of the lower limbs and ina
bility to move.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area below the sternum was hard and tight; the
fingers could not penetrate, and the area felt cold, like a board of ice. The
rest of the hara was weak and empty, without elasticity; there was no
energy at qihai dantian. Kuzome declined to treat this patient. The man
died three days later. The refusal to treat was based on his diagnosis that
the man's shen had already departed.

Case 3: A seventy-seven year old woman, of thin build, complained
mainly of suffering in the chest (both physicaland psychological).

Abdominal diagnosis: On the left side below the rib cage was a lump the
size of an egg.

Treatment: Shiatsu was administered at the site of the lump. After treat
ment the patient felt better. Treatment was repeated several times, and the
lump disappeared. She stopped treatment. One year later she discovered a
lump in the same place, and administered self treatment, but with no
improvement. When she returned to Kuzome for treatment, he found that
the lump was back to the same size, but did not move as before. After
several treatments the lump got smaller, then returned, got smaller, then
returned. The patient died. Her medical doctor reported that she had died
of pancreatic cancer. Kuzome was dismayed that he had not administered
enough treatment earliernor followed treatments as perfecdyas he should
have.

Case 4: A fifty-two year old woman coughed continuously when retiring
to bed at night. The problem had endured for two years and nothing had
helped. Lethargic, she was flaccidly overweight and her job required con
stant sitting.

Abdominal diagnosis: With the third degree of pressure below the sternum,
there was a soft lump, which when pushed caused a reaction that rose to
the throat creating an urge to cough. The rest of the abdomen was unre
markable.

Treatment: She was assigned self treatment to massage the area below the
sternum daily. One month later the problem was gone.

These case histories all concern more elderly patients and suggest that
with increasing age problems are more likely to occur here, as the shen
decreases with age.
•
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Medial Supra-umbilical Region

Most significant reactions

If you find reaction in this area, pay attention to or look out for the fol
lowing signs:

With the third degreeof pressure, it feels like one is pressing a slug.

The area is swollen.

The area is depressed, tight, and hard.

When palpating, the inside of the abdomen gives the impression of cold.

With the fourth degree of pressure, it feels tight, almost like a lump.

General Comments

When one presses here, the stimulation sometimes rises to the head, to
the back, or goes down to the lower abdomen. Sometimes in association
there is either hardness, tightness, or weakness in the area below the umbil
icus. In the latter case, close attention need be given to treatment progress.

Associated Symptoms

The following are closely associatedwith this abdominal pattern:

Headache

Insomnia

Dizziness

Stuffed nose

Epistaxis
Stiff shoulder

Shoulder blade pain
Pain around the waist

Tiredness, especially the lower limbs
Feeling of coldness, especially the upper limbs
Knee pain
Cold feeling around the lumbar area
Shortness of breath

Irregularpulse
Extreme thirst

Problems of the eyes (often undiagnosable by allopaths)
Poor eyesight
Acid regurgitation with belching
Constipation
Poor sexual energy
Lumbago
Lumbar pain
Always yawning
No appetite
Hard abdominal mass

Feeling of fullness in the epigastrium
Constant sleepiness
Stomachache
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Case Histories

Case 1: A twenty-six year old woman was hospitalized with tuberculosis.
She was so profoundly weak that the scheduled operation could not be
performed.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was considerable weakness and lack of flexion
in this area of the abdomen. The fingers felt cold as they sank in, and there
was considerable tightness at the fourth degree of pressure.

Treatment: Shiatsu was administered to this area, and the patient was
instructed to treat herself daily. One month later, she became strong
enough for the operation she required. After the operation, with nothing
else to do, she performed Shiatsu on her hara three times a day for 20-30
minutes, recovering from the operation, to the surprise of the doctors, very
quickly.

Case 2: A twenty-two year old male suffered with an apparent trachomal
infection.

Abdominal diagnosis: The abdomen in this area had a depression that with
pressure was very hard.

Treatment: Shiatsu was performed at this area, with instructions to repeat
daily at home. The patient reported that the problem completely disap
peared.

Case 3: A twenty-four year old woman suffered from constipation,
headaches, continual tiredness (leaving her unable to work), and no
appetite.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was swelling of the abdominal area. With the
thirddegree of pressure, something like a slug was felt. After self-shiatsu at
this area, repeated daily, theproblem had completely cleared.

Case 4: A sixty year old woman was told by her doctor that she had
stomach cancer. She complained of lack of appetite, though she enjoyed
eating two pieces of mochi each day. At 8:00 p.m. every evening, she
would experiencean upset stomach and would vomit.

Abdominal diagnosis: In this area something like a slug the size of a fist
could be palpated. On CV-9, with the second degree of pressure, was a
lump that seemedas if floating in water.

Treatment: Self-shiatsu on the sides of the lump, rather than on the lump
itself, was recommended. With repeated daily self treatments, andprogres
sive office treatments, the lump decreased until it became the size of a soy
bean. At this time the woman was able to eat regularly. The doctor who
had diagnosed her was very unclear about what had happened to the can
cerous growth. She continued to Shiatsu the lump until it had gone; her
doctor declared that she had been cured of the cancer.4

Case 5: a fifty-six year old male suffered from hemiplegia following a
stroke. Kuzome had been treating him for the stroke, when his assistant
called him to the patient's home. The patient's pulse had become rough
and knotted.

Abdominal diagnosis: Thearea wasswollen, reaching almost to the sternum.

Treatment: Shiatsu at the area caused the patient's pulse to become normal
and the swelling to diminish. Kuzome comments that following hara
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Shiatsu the patientwilloften pass gas or belch, which will relieve the symp
toms. One should not hastily conclude the existence of a more serious
condition.

Substernal Region to Umbilical Region

Most significant reactions

Usually, this area from below the sternum to the umbilicus on the
center line feels like a piece of wood. Youmay also find:

With slightpressure the fingers cannot push into the body. It is very tight,
but without pain.

The pressure pain is not too strong or sharp, but the reflex or reactive pain
rises to the sternum.

Visible pulsing.

Associated Symptoms

Stomachache

No appetite
Pain in the mouth

Edema

Tiredness of the whole body.

Case Histories

Case 1: a thirty-seven year old woman presented rheumatic symptoms with
severe pain. She had been taking heavy doses of cortisone. Her face was
very round; she also had soreness and pimples on the gums and soreness
at the corners of the mouth. She bruised easily. Her arms and legs were
puffy and edematous. She had been taking drugs for three years without
much change.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was tightness in the abdominal area.

Treatment: Shiatsu treatment was given several times. When the area
became looser, self-shiatsu was recommended. The puffiness of the limbs,
soreness of the mouth, gum and bruising problems also improved. But the
rheumatism did not improve much.

Case 2: A fifty-two year old male presented with gastritis and swelling of
the stomach. He had once had stomach and duodenal ulcers.

Abdominal diagnosis: His abdomen showed tightness in this area.

Treatment: Shiatsu and self-shiatsu were done at this area. After some

time, the patient's problems were completely cured.

Supra-umbilical Region

Most significant reactions

The following are commonly found at this area:

Tightness or a knot, round or short and chopstick-shaped, and the size of
the pad of the thumb.
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Palpation pressure sends a reaction to the lumbar area, the lower abdomen,
or the anus.

This area is one division above the umbilicus (around CV-9) and can be
shaped like (jjjgD or

Associated Symptoms

Hemorrhoids

Frigid limbs
Coldness of the lumbar area and waist

Pain around the umbilicus

Problems of urination

Any symptoms of the stomach
Alternating constipation and diarrhea.

Case Histories

Case 1: A thirty year old woman would experience three to five days of
constipation followed by two days of diarrhea, in continuous alternation.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was tightness in this area.

Treatment: Shiatsu and self-shiatsu were used. Aftera while the symptoms
were completely relieved.

Supra-umbilical Rectus Abdominus Regions

Most significant reactions

Tension of one or both sides of the rectus abdominus,

The rectus abdominus is hard or tight,

With pressure on the rectus abdominus, the reaction rises to the chest, or
travels to the back, usually around the shoulder blade, or to the head or
face.

With pressure to the fifth degree, there is tightness, and stimulation goes to
the lumbar area, the lower limbs, or to the big toes.

General Comments

The tension or tightness is unilateral or bilateral. If there is tension on
the right side of the rectus abdominus, it may often relate to jaundice.
Kuzome has good results treating children with jaundice. If there is tight
ness on the right side of the rectus abdominus, it may often be associated
with urinary problems. These patients often need to urinate immediately
after the diagnostic palpation or after treatment. The tightness associated
with urinary problems occurs in the area just above and to the right of the
umbilicus. Tightness at the fifth degreeof pressure is often related to a for
ward curvature of the spine. Treatment may help with this problem, but it
is more difficult with age.

Associated Symptoms

Stiff shoulder

Headache

Back pain
Insomnia
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Lumbar pain
Acid regurgitation
Constant yawning
Stomachache

Hiccoughs
Anysymptom of the lower warmer or abdomen (smallhara)
Upper or lowerlimb disease, especially puffiness and edema
(this can also include the face)

Other significant reactions

A supra-umbilical medial palpitation, i.e., a pulsing that can be felt
independent of the tension or tightness of the rectus abdominus, may be
particularly important when it is coupled with tension of the rectus abdom
inus. Usually, if there is tension, there is pulsing. Slight pulsingwith some
tightness or a lump, possibly the size of a soybean, may be felt on the line
of the pulse.

Associated Symptoms:

Emotionalor psychological problems
Shock

Suffering of the heart
Stomachache

No appetite
Acid regurgitation
Back pain
Vertigo

General Comments

In Kuzome's experience tightness or pulsing in these areas is often
associated with surgery performed somewhere on the lowerabdomen.

Case Histories

Case 1: A sixty-five year old woman suddenly developed a strong pulsing
in this region, and was afraid she was developing a heart problem. This
was accompanied by vertigo and night sweats. She went to the hospital
and was told that she might be suffering some shock as her husband had
died recently.

Abdominal Diagnosis: The pulsing was strongest just below the sternum,
with tension of the rectus abdominus.

Treatment: GendeShiatsu was applied to the pulsing and muscular tension.
The patient became relaxed and the pulsing decreased. The patient
reported when she returned after three days that this one treatment sub
stantially reduced the sweating the first night. The pulsing had not yet
decreased much, but the muscular tension of the rectus abdominus had
decreased. Areas of the lower back were treated. After another two days,
the pulsing was gone, as was the vertigo and sweating. Kuzome comments
that the patient was of a very nervous disposition. She had her right kid
ney removed at the age of twenty because of kidney tuberculosis. Since
then, it was natural that tension and pulsing in these areas would develop
andthat a nervous upset or excitement would occur.5
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Fluid Accumulation in the Stomach

286

Most significant reactions

With pressure in this area, sounds of fluid may be heard, or the patient
may report the sensation of fluid moving.

On tapping the area with the tips of the fingers, one hears the sounds of
fluid.

With the patient supine, if one were to grasp by the lumbar area and shake
lighdy, the sounds of fluid may be heard.

A swelling or depression is visible in this area.

Sometimes, the rectus abdominus either side of the area can be tight or
tense.

General Comments

The fluid sound is a sign of fluid stagnation; this is often related to
tightness or a knot found with deep pressure at the right side of the umbil
icus, or a litde below the umbilicus. Kuzome feels that the reaction, if
found to the right side of the umbilicus, is somehow related to, or causes,
the fluid stagnation. The area on the right side of the umbilicus often
corresponds to the water dao point, shui dao, ST-28. It can also stretch as
far as the spleenmeridian. He also feels that these signs are often found in
a nervous or emotionaland especially an introvertedperson.

Associated Symptoms

Palpitations
Difficultybreathing
Hoarse breathing
Coughing
Sneezing
Tightness of the whole body
Constipation
Nausea

Vomiting
Diarrhea

Cold symptoms found anywhere in the body,
especially the back6

Excess saliva production
Tearing eyes
Urination problems
Thirst

Diabetes

Anuria

Dizziness (including travel sickness)
Tinnitus

Headache

Heaviness of the head

Joint pain
Neuralgia

•
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Figure 12.16 Area of fluid accumulation in
the stomach.



Figure 12.17 Subcostal region - Kyo Kyo Ku
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Insomnia

Eye diseases
Kidney diseases
Gynecological problems

Case Histories

Case 1: A fifty-eight year old woman had experienced stomach problems
most of her life. Doctors had diagnosed stomach atony and gastroptosis.
She had no real relief over the years. She also had headaches, dizziness,
cold feet, and no appetite. When she came to Kuzome, she was very thin.

Abdominal Diagnosis: Fluid stagnation was evident, and the right side of the
umbilicus was chronically tight.

Treatment: Self-shiatsu was advised. One year later, she had gained
weight, the area that was tight had become soft and relaxed, and the fluid
stagnation was almost completely gone. In another six months, the tight
ness and fluid stagnation was completely relieved and she had gained more
weight and nowlooked normal. She told Kuzome that she had beendoing
Shiatsu every day since the first consultation and intended to continue
doing it everyday so long as she lived.
Case 2: A fourteen year old girl at the age of twelve had developed severe
eye problems that her doctors attributed to brain pressure. After surgery,
her eyesight improved, only to worsenagain six months later. The surgeon
who had performed the first operation stated that another operation was
necessary, but that it would have only a sixty percent chance of success.
Her family refused the second surgery, instead she had spinal taps to
relieve the pressure. She reported constant headaches and very bad
eyesight. Her facial colorwas pale.
Abdominal diagnosis: Fluid sounds and swelling were evident; to the right of
the umbilicus was a very hard and tight area. L4 and L5 were depressed
and exhibited pressure pain.

Treatment: Home Shiatsu was done by the girl's mother to the area on the
right of the umbilicus. She also massaged the lumbar area and the sides of
the spine, especially the sides of lumbar four and five. Every month
Kuzome had her return for checkup. Aftersix months of dailyhome treat
ment, the spinal taps were unnecessary and the headaches had stopped.
Six months later, the eye problems had also disappeared. On last report,
aftersix years, there had been no recurrence of the problem.

Subcostal Region
Reactions in this area correspond to xiang xie ku man, Japanese kyo kyo

ku man, from the Shang Han Lun.7

Most significant reactions:

When one touches these areas, they are generally tight with one or two
small loose areas within them.

The muscle is so tight, that one cannot distinguish between the bone of the
ribs, and muscle.

With deep pressure, one feels a lump.

One should compare right and left.
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General Comments:

When one presses here, the stimulation can rise to the face, forehead,
shoulders, upper limbs, or to the back.

Associated Symptoms:

Headache

Migraine headache
Vertigo
Eye, ear or nose diseases.
Any facial problems
Head tilted to one side

Stiff neck

Tumors that are found around the neck or throat

Diseases of the throat

Stiff shoulders

Diseases of the four limbs,such as dislocation of the joints,
gout, neuralgia, and walking problems.
Any kind of respiratory problems
Shortness of breath

Any symptoms of the heart.
Liver or gallbladder diseases.
Chickenpox
Malaria

Children's digestivedisorders
Generalstomach symptoms
Kidney diseases
Constipation, especially with small rabbit-like stools
Lassitude, easily tired
Tiredness of the whole body
Backpain or lumbar pain
Early stages of fever (as in theShang Han Lun)

Kuzome further comments that if one finds something in these areas,
oneshould be especially attentive to otherthings found on thehara. If one
finds something on the right side, pay special attention to the left side of
the umbilicus, or a little below that. If one finds something on theleftside,
payspecial attention to theright side of theumbilicus, orjustbelow that.

Subcostal region - Case Histories:

Case 1: A sixty-eight year old man, in general good health, had felt very
tired for the last week.

Abdominal diagnosis: Kuzome found a biglump below the rib cage on the
right side, ranging from below the sternum down to the end of the tenth
rib, and extending two divisions below the ribs. There was considerable
tightness over this area. Kuzome decided to send the patient to a medical
doctor instead of treating him, because the patient was quite old, and
because of the size and tightness of the lump. He heard that the patient
had died ten days later of liver cancer.

Case 2: A fifty-six year old man had undergone an operation for stomach
cancer six months prior to his initial visit. Four days before coming to
Kuzome, he developed a pain from around the waist to the lumbar area.
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His medical doctor was unable to relieve this. Kuzome found that the

patient wasunable to maintain any oneposition for morethan a minute.
Abdominal diagnosis: Even with only slight touching, the palpation areas
were very tender, more so than the rest of the abdomen, which was also
uniformly tender. From T10 to L3 on the spine and to either side, the
muscles were very tense, tight and painful. Kuzome recommended that the
patient return tohis medical doctor. The patient was then hospitalized and
upon further testing was found to have metastasized cancer throughout the
body. He died some time later.
Case 3: A sixty-five year old man had experienced nephrosis for the last
year, and had been hospitalized. His skin color was blackish, and the face
and four limbs were edematous.

Abdominal diagnosis: Perhaps as a result of the patient's medication, the
hara was not edematous. On the patient's right side, from under the rib
cage and on down to the right side of the umbilicus, the skin was tight like
a stone. The skin color was black, and the skin texture thick, soft, and dry.

Starting from under the rib cage and working down to the umbilicus,
Kuzome used Shiatsu on the tight area. Because the patient's backfrom the
neckdown to the lumbararea was tight, he used Shiatsu thereas well.

He noticed that during and after treatment, the muscles would relax
easily, suggesting a favorable prognosis. He taught his assistants and also
the patient to use Shiatsu on the areas. Several months later, the nephrosis
was completely gone.

Case 4: Afifty year old woman hadbeen diagnosed by hermedical doctor
as suffering from liver cancer.
Abdominal diagnosis: The area from the eighth to the eleventh ribs was visi
bly swollen. Alump like a short chopstick was found to the left of the
umbilicus. He demonstrated his Shiatsu techniques to her and instructed
her to use the Shiatsu at home to treatthe lump to the left of the umbilicus.

Over a period of time, as the lump to the left of the umbilicus became
less tense and decreased in size, so the lump under the right side of the rib
cage became less tense and decreased in size. When the lump to the left
side of the umbilicus had gone, so too had the lump under the right side of
the rib cage.

As a further comment on this case, Kuzome described another patient
suffering with inflammation of the gallbladder, who had refused the
requisite surgery. In this case a small slug-like lump was found to the left
of the umbilicus. With Shiatsu treatment similar to the above case, the
lump decreased. The inflammation of the gallbladder subsided
correspondingly.8
Case 5: A hemiplegic patient who had suffered a stroke complained of
constipation, being capable ofpassing only small rabbit-like stools. Amed
ical doctoralso thought that the patientmighthavelivercancer.
Abdominal diagnosis: Below the right side of the rib cage was a large lump,
the size of a fist. As nothing else appeared on the abdomen, Kuzome
thought that the patient had a relatively healthy hara, and that the lump
might be merely congested stools (as opposed to liver cancer) in the large
intestine. Sohe taught the patient to Shiatsu the lump.
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The next day the patient called to report that he had passed a large
quantity of rabbit-like stools, which were very hard. Kuzome instructed
him to continue with the Shiatsu on the lump. As the following days
passed, the patient continued to pass rabbit-like stools, which became
softer and softer. When the lump had completely passed away, the
patient's stools had returned to normal.

Case 6: A five year old boy had oozing skin rashes below each ear. They
were very itchy and were painful in the evenings. No medication had
brought relief of the problem.

Abdominal diagnosis: Kuzome found a chestnut-sized lump below the rib
cage (on the side of the moreaffected ear). He taught the child's motherto
Shiatsu the lump. When the chestnut-sized lump had completely gone, so
too had the skin problems below the ears.

In such cases, reactions that are associated with subcostal reactions are
often found to the right or leftof the navel, and are commonly seen in the
following areas. (See Figure 12.18)

Epigastric Rectus Abdominus Region

Most significant reactions:

One should be careful of these areas becoming tight, especially the muscles
of the rectus abdominus.

The skin in these areas is tight, the fingers won't easily sink in, and with
deeper pressure the patient might experience reactions such as difficulty
breathing, discomfort in the chest, reactions that run from the neck to the
shoulder, pain running to and dispersing into the arm, or pain running
down from the face dispersing into the neck.

Associated Symptoms:

Ear diseases

Diseases of the throat

Diseases of the front of the neck

Stiffness of the neck

Difficultymoving the head
Pain in the upper limbs
Sufferingor discomfort of the chest
Shortness of breath

Stiff shoulders

Cough
Intercostal pain

Case History

Case 1: A thirty-one year old man experienced neck pain that made move
ment of the head difficult. The left upper arm and shoulder area was pain
ful and difficult to move. Hehad beenhospitalized for a while but without
much relief of symptoms.

Abdominal diagnosis: The areas of palpation were tense, and with pressure,
pain dispersed up into the arms and neck. Kuzome taught the patient to
usegentle Shiatsu on both areas. After some time of regular self treatment,
the tension and the problems were gone.

•

Figure 12.19
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Epigastric rectus abdominus



Figure 12.20 Leftumbilical region.
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Left Umbilical Region

Most significant reactions:

A reaction may be found in an area that extends usually from just above
and to the left of the umbilicus to about three centimeters below the level

of the umbilicus on the same side.

With the first to second degrees of pressure, it feels tight or hard here, or
there is sensitivityor pressure pain, but only in that area.

With the third degree of pressure, it feels tight.

With the fourth to fifth degrees of pressure, it feels tight, and.hard like a
stone.

General Comments:

With the third, fourth or fifth degrees of pressure, reaction can be
caused to rise up to the head, face, or upper limbs, down to the lower
limbs, to the lower abdomen or back, along the inside of the right side of
the rib cage, or to the same level on the right sideof the umbilicus.

If there is an external sexual organ problem and pressure here causes
reaction to pass down to the sexual organs or to the urethra, then treating
this area with Shiatsu can cure the sexual organ problem.

Associated Symptoms:

Headaches

Migraine headaches
Dizziness

Eye pain
Bloodshot eyes
Toothache

Facial spasms
Tendency towardshigh blood pressure
Tinnitus

Gynecological problems related to blood stasis
Palpitations
Stomach/Intestine problems
Lumbar pain
Vertigo
Skin problems
Numbness or pain of the arms or legs
Symptoms which occur only on the left side
Constipation
Any problems or symptoms of the liver or gallbladder

Case Histories

Case 1: A sixty-five year oldwoman reported that though she felt usually
healthy, she had constipation, and was only able to pass stools twice a
month. Now she had been constipated for one month, and had developed
a headache.

Abdominal diagnosis: The only symptom found was on this area of the
hara, the rest of the hara was in good condition. He treated her with
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Shiatsu. She called the next day to report that she had passed stools and
that her headache had also passed. On closer examination of the stools,
she had also found several black stones in them, and asked Kuzome what
they were. She had even tried to shatter them with a hammer to discover
what they were, but had been unable to break them. Kuzome said that they
were probably "stool stones," stools that had been lodged in the intestines
for a great many years.

Case 2: A thirty-eight year old woman had experienced lumbar pain for
the last six months. Though she had visited many doctors, she had gained
no relief. She had a secondary symptom of headache.

Abdominal diagnosis: She had tension in this area of the abdomen.

Treatment: Kuzome taughther to Shiatsu herselfon this area, informingher
that when this tension had disappeared, she might well be cured. He cau
tioned her that during the course of treatment, she might pass some very
strange stools, but not to worry about them, just continue treating as before.

She came again one month later, having treated herself every day as
instructed. She reported that overa period of four days during this month,
once or twice a day, she passed strange stools containing blood and pus.
After this, the lumbar painand headache disappeared. Since that time they
have not returned.

Case 3: A forty-two year old woman had edema of the left thigh and the
right forearm. Othertreatment modalities had not helped.

Abdominal diagnosis: Therewas tightness in this area.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her self-shiatsu for this area. One month later,
she called and reported that the edema of the left thigh was almost com
pletely gone, that the edema of the right arm was gready reduced, but still
present, and that she would continue to treat herself.

Case 4: A fifty-four year old man had a constandy high blood pressure,
theupper reading being always as high as 250mm Hg. He also had a stab
bing pain from the back of the neck to inside the head, and felt very dizzy
and faintwith a feeling of wanting to fall down all the time.

Abdominal diagnosis: This area was tense. There was stiffness and tightness
from the back of the shoulders to the back of the neck, and from the upper
back and down to the lumbar area.

Treatment: Kuzome had the patient come for treatment twice a week. He
treated the neck, shoulders, back, and the area on the abdomen each time,
andhad thepatient treat himself on thehara area every day.

After two to three weeks, the patient reported a sudden improvement
in his symptoms. He explained that after passing dark, oily, bad-smelling
stools twice in one day, his body had become lighter and less tense, and the
pain and faintness had passed away.

Case 5: A fifty-five yearold man had pain in the external genitals, and dif
ficulty walking and sitting. He had seen many doctors over the last ten
years, but without any lastinghelp.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was tension on both sides of the umbilicus,
and pressure caused reaction to go down to the sexual organs and urethra.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the patient to Shiatsu himself on both sides of
the abdomen.
•
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One week later, the patient reported having a fever for a day. Two to
three weeks later, the pain had almost completely gone, and after two
months, the pain had completelygone.

Case 6: A fifty-one year old woman had pain in the lower portion of the
rib cage on the right side, diagnosed by her medical doctor as gallbladder
inflammation requiringsurgery. She did not want this surgery, so she had
come to Kuzome.

Abdominal diagnosis: He found tightness below the rib cage on the right
side, and tension to the left of the umbilicus.

Treatment: He taught her to Shiatsu herself on the left side of the umbilicus
every day, which she did twice a day. As she did this, she noticed that the
pain below the rib cage decreased.

Two to three weeks later, the pain was completely gone, and her doctor
advised her that she no longer needed the surgery. One yearlater, she had
a recurrence of the problem. She treated herself again, and the pain left.
Thisoccurred again two years later, and she again treated herself, and again
the pain disappeared. On last report, five years had passed, and the pain
had not returned.

Right Umbilical Region

Most significant reactions:

The right umbilical region is tight, especially with second degree of pres
sure. Usually with the fourth degree of pressure thisarea is tight or tense.

General comments:

Kuzome notes that tension here might be connected with fluid stagna
tion in the stomach, but not in all cases.

Associated symptoms:

Headaches

Heaviness of the head

Stomach problems
Burping
Too much phlegm
Feeling of burning in the chest
Lowerlimb problems
Lumbar pain
Urination problems
Spinal cord disease
Patient always feels cold
Excess tearing
Excess salivation

Dizziness

Nervousness, oversensitivity

Case histories:

Case 1: A thirty-four year old man had been hospitalized for three years
with a spinal cord disease.
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Abdominal diagnosis: At the fifth degree of pressure on both sides of the
umbilicus, there was a great deal of tightness.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the patient to treat himself on these areas. After
two month of treatments, the problem had gone. The patient reported not
icing that while treating himself two times a day, the tension would fre-
quendy come and go, and that when it disappeared completely, so did his
problem.

Case 2: A fifty-two year old man used his righthand continuously whileat
work, and found that after a while he started developing an empty feeling
in his head, with unclarity and difficulty thinking, and also excess saliva
tion. At work, he would frequendy have to take rests before he could con
tinue working. He also had tightness and pain of the lumbar area. He had
seen many medical doctors, but they were unable to diagnose anything
wrong.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was tension in this area on the hara.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the patient to treat himself. Two weeks later,
the patient was much improved.

Case 3: A fifty-one yearold woman suffered from urinary frequency, hav
ing need to relieve this urge every hour. Her lower limbs and lumbar area
felt cold.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was tension in this area and fluid stagnation in
the stomach.

Treatment: He taught her to treat herself on this area. Two weeks later, her
urination had returned to normal and the lower limbs were warmer, but
still a litde cold.

Lateral Rectus Abdominus Regions
Most significant reactions:

Adepression may be found on the lateral aspects of the rectus abdominus,
sometimes stretching up as far as the level of the nipple.
At the fourth to fifth degree ofpressure, there is tightness inan area shaped
like a pencil.

At the fourth degree of pressure, a soft lump may be palpated, which may
sometimes move along the side of the rectus abdominus muscle.

Between the first and second degrees of pressure, one can feel something
like a tense wirealong the edges of the area.

At the third degree of pressure, usually level with the umbilicus, a fist-sized
lump may be palpated.

Along the sameline, but between the rib cage and level with the umbilicus,
one can feel tightness at the third degree of pressure.

Associated symptoms:

At the left side, the symptoms are:

Ear diseases

Diseases of the throat

Diseases of the front of the neck

Stiffness of the neck

•

Figure 12.22 Lateral rectus abdominus
regions.
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Difficulty moving the head
Pain in the upper limbs
Suffering or discomfort of the chest
Shortness of breath

Stiff shoulder

Cough
Intercostal pain

Plus:

Joint pain of the lower limbs
Painful left shoulder joint or blade
Abdominal pain
Spinal cord problems
Diabetes

At the right side the symptoms are:

Pleuritis

Cough
Excess salivation

Vertigo, Dizziness
Nausea

Hemiplegia
Lumbar pain
Skinproblems especially allergies
Stomach pain
Stomach and intestine diseases

Throat diseases, Eye and ear diseases
Liver disease

Constipation
Urination problems
Abdominal pain, for instancecausedby kidney stones

General comments:

Kuzome notes thathemiplegic patients whose right sideis affected will
have some kind of tightness, etc. on the left sidealong this line. If the left
side is affected, then a similar reaction may be found on the right side
along this line.

Case histories:

Case 1: A thirty-five year old manhad suffered with a spinal cord problem
for the last three years. He had been hospitalized, but was currendy con
valescing at home. Occasionally he suffered a high fever, and was
paralyzedin the lower limbs.
Abdominal diagnosis: On the left side on this line, level with the umbilicus,
was a long thin lump.
Treatment: Kuzome taught the patientself-shiatsu. The patient declined to
follow Kuzome's regimen, and discontinued treatment.

One yearlaterKuzome met the patienton the street. The patientbegan
to thank him profusely. He explained that though at the time of his visit,
he had not understood the connection between his disease and his hara, he
had later, out of desperation and from nothing else to do, started treating
himself as Kuzome had instructed.
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The fevers started passing, and he started regaining movement in his
legs, and now one year later,was able to walk again.

Case 2: A fifty-six year old woman had been diagnosed by her medical
doctor as having pneumonia.

Abdominal diagnosis: On the right side, level with the umbilicus, was a
lump, almost die size of a fist.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her to Shiatsu herself on this area. When the
lump had passed, so too had the pneumonia.

Case 3: A sixty year old man had excruciating pain in the abdomen, which
a doctorhad diagnosed as resulting from a kidneystone.
Abdominal diagnosis: There was tension on the right side from the rib cage
down to the pubic bone.

Treatment: He taught the patient to treat himself on thisarea. Thenextday
the patient passed the kidney stone.

Case 4: A fifty-seven year oldmanhad suffered a stroke, leaving himwith
hemiplegia and some mental disability.
Abdominal diagnosis: Level with the umbilicus was a fist-sized lump, which
moved when touched.

Treatment: He taught the patient to use self-shiatsu on the lump on this
area. Sometime later, the lump had completely gone, the patient was able
to walk again, and was more clear-minded.

Case 5: A thirty-one year old woman had suffered intermittent allergic
skin reactions, on any and all parts of her body. She had suffered from
this condition for three years.
Abdominal diagnosis: The area between the rib cage and level with the
umbilicus on the right sidewas tight and knotted.
Treatment: Kuzome taught her self-shiatsu for this area. Over a period of
time, the rashes came less frequendy, and eventually stopped coming.

Kuzome notes that sometimes following treatments, a rash might flare
up terribly. The patient should continue the treatments, as this temporary
exacerbation is actually not a bad sign.

Lateral Sub-umbilical Region

Most significant reactions:

A litde below the umbilicus, there might be a lump of perhaps indeter
minate size. If this lump is deeper, it will be tighter and harder than more
superficial lumps. With the second degree of pressure, this same area is
very sensitive and painful, even as one removes one's fingers from the area.

General comments:

Pressure pain can radiate to the lumbar area, to below the sternum, to
the umbilicus, to the throat, etc. If the lump or tension is one-sided, the
stimulation might come to the opposite side, to the rib cage, the breast, or
even the upper limb. Alump or pain on the right side cansometimes radi
ate down to the urethra with pressure. Alump or pain on the left side can
sometimes radiate to the same area on the right side with pressure.
Kuzome never found that the radiation went from the right to theleft.

•

Figure 12.23 Lateral sub-umbilical region.



Figure 12.24 Medial sub-umbilical region.
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Associated symptoms:

Gynecological problems
Stomach/Intestine problems
Lumbar pain; Lower hara pain
Distension of the abdomen

Diseases of the lower limbs

Breast diseases

Diabetes

Constipation or Diarrhea
Pain anywhere in the body
Hernia

Slightfever
Vomiting

Case histories:

Case 1: A fifty year old woman had pain on the left side below the rib
cage, level with the eighthand ninth ribs.
Abdominal diagnosis: There was a tight knot on the right side, in this area.
When the knot was pressed, pressure pain rose up to the area on the pain
ful left side.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the woman to Shiatsu herself on this area.
When the knot had gone, so had the pain.

Case 2: A fifty-five year old woman was diagnosed by her doctor as hav
ing a hernia requiring surgery.
Abdominal diagnosis: She had a scar on the abdomen from a previous
operation. There was an egg-size lump on the right side of the abdomen,
next to the iliac bone. There was also a tight knot on the right side in this
area of the abdomen.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her to Shiatsu herself on this area. After some
time the lump had gone, and she reported that she no longer needed sur
gery.

Case 3: A four year old girl had a hernia in the inguinal crease on the right
side, for which her medical doctor had advised surgery.
Abdominal diagnosis: On this area on the right side was a tight knot.
Treatment: He taught thegirl's mother to Shiatsu the knot. One week later
the hernia had gone.

Medial Sub-umbilical Region
Most significant reactions:
On this area, at the midline between the umbilicus and the pubic bone, the
fingers may encounter a cylindrical lump at the fifth degree of pressure,
seeming to start from around the lower lumbar area then to extend forward
and downward.

There maybe a tight knot, eithermovable or fixed.
At the fifth degree of pressure, around the level of the fifth lumbar ver
tebrae, thereis a lump whichseems to be in front of the vertebrae.
When touching the area, the tip of the fingers sense coldness, as though
there were ice in the hara.

There is vacancyand lack of tonus in the area.
•
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General comments:

The reaction can run to the lumbar area, the back, to below the ster
num, up to the throat, to the umbilicus, or to the urethra, anus, or lower
limbs, and sometimes to the head and face.

Associated symptoms:

Headache

Facial pain
Toothache

Nervous breakdown

Pain below the sternum

Pain around the umbilicus

Thirst with dry mouth
Decreasedsexual energy
Uterine bleeding
Vomiting blood (digestive, not lung related)
Hernia of the uterus

Discharges
Frequent urination
Cold, especially in the lower abdomen
Hemorrhoids

Diseases of the lower limbs

Suffering of the chest
Palpitations

Case histories:

Case 1: A twenty-three year old woman, formerly a prostitute, had experi
enced constant bleeding from theuterus for the last three years.
Abdominal diagnosis: At the fifth degree of pressure, Kuzome found a tight
lump in front of the fifth lumbar vertebrae.

Treatment: He taught her to Shiatsu herself. After three days she called to
report that the bleeding had stopped. However, she did not return for a
follow-up visit.

Case 2: A fifty-four year old woman had a tumor of the uterus requiring
surgery. She refused to have surgery, and a while later started bleeding
from the uterus, at which point she came to see Kuzome.
Abdominal diagnosis: At the fifth degree of pressure, he found a tight, hard
lump in front of the fifth vertebra.

Treatment: He taught her to Shiatsu herself in this area. As the tightness of
the lump reduced, the bleeding from the uterus reduced, until it stopped.

Kuzome comments that in almost all cases of uterine bleeding, some
kind of tightness, hardness, or lump, can be found in front of the fifth
lumbar vertebra.

Case 3: A fifty year old woman had sciatica.

Abdominal diagnosis: Kuzome found that the area was tight, and that the
areas associated with the sciatic pain were also tight.
Treatment: He taught her to Shiatsu all these areas.

After some time of regular treatments, the pain started lessening. On
the next visit, she reported that the pain of herpreviously unreported uter
ine prolapse was also considerably improved.



Figure 12.25 Umbilical region.
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Case 4: A seventy-three year old woman experienced frequent micturition
every morning, approximately every five minutes.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area in front of of the fifth lumbar vertebra was
tight and hard.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her self-shiatsu for this area, and the condition
gradually improved then disappeared. She also reported that with harder
and deeper pressure, she heard peculiar sounds in the abdomen, and it was
following these sounds that the urination problem would improve.

Case 5: A seventy year old woman occasionally suffered pain from the
lower abdomen up to the chest.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area in front of of the fifth lumbar vertebra was
tight and hard.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her self-shiatsu for this area. As the tightness
receded, so did the symptoms, until both had gone.

Case 6: A fifty-two year old woman had abdominal pain accompanied by
vomiting of blood from the stomach. One doctor had told her it was a
stomach ulcer. Another had told her it was not. Confused by these con
flicting diagnoses, she went to see Kuzome for treatment.

Abdominal diagnosis: In this area was a scar from a uterine operation per
formed ten years before. The left side of the scar was particularly tight and
hard. He was unable to find anything else on her hara.

Treatment: He taught her self-shiatsu for this area. After two days, the
pain and hematemesis had stopped.

Umbilical Region

Most significant reaction:

There is tightnessaround the umbilicus.

Associated symptoms:

Poor energy, lethargy
Anemia

Weight loss
No appetite
Spinal cord diseases
Constipation
Lumbar pain
Low blood pressure
Inability to maintainone position for any length of time

Case histories:

Case 1: A thirty-two year old woman had suffered from a disease of the
spinal cord for many years.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area around the umbilicus was very tight.
Treatment: Kuzome taught her self Shiatsu for this area. He also recom
mended that she see an herbalist, which she did. After treatingherself with
the Shiatsu and taking the herbs, she was completelycured of the disease.
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Case 2: A thirty-four year old man had tabes dorsalis, which is a locomo
tor ataxia from degeneration of the spinal cord. He also had tuberculosis
with fever. He had been in hospital for three years. The doctors had given
up hope of helping him, suggesting that he spend the rest of his life at
home. Kuzome came to see him at home.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area around the umbilicus was very tight.

Treatment: He taught the young man to Shiatsu himself in this area. He
also taught the patient's mother how to apply Shiatsu to the affected areas
of the back.

One month later, the patient came by bicycle to see Kuzome at his
office. The fever was passing, he had more energy, and was very definitely
still doing the Shiatsu every day. The patient noticed that the area would
alternate from tightness for a few days, to looseness for a few days. Over
the course of treatments, this alternation between tightness and looseness
decreased in severity and frequency. As the alternations of tightness and
looseness decreased in frequency, the pus exudations from the spine also
decreased in frequency and amount.

Kuzome treated him over a period of six months, until the tension in
the hara had gone. Much improved, the patient was able to return to his
farm work again.

Left and Sub-umbilical Region

Most significant reactions:

At the third degree of pressure, there is tightness in this area.

At the fourth to fifth degrees of pressurethereis tightness in this area.

Associated symptoms:

There is a feeling of something rising from the lower abdomen up to
the sternum, causing pain below the sternum.

The patient fears that their heart is stopping
Pain in the lower hara

Bleedingfrom the uterus
Discharges
Rheumatic symptoms
Neuralgia
Neuritis

Ear and eye diseases
Diseases of the nervous system
Diseases of the breast

Diseases of the stomach

Stiff shoulder

Case histories:

Case 1: A fifty-five year old woman suffered a sudden sensation of some
thing rising from the lower abdomen up to the sternum, with the accom
panying feeling that her heart was about to stop. This happened several
times.

•

Figure 12.26 Left and sub-umbilical region.



Figure 12.27 Region of the abdominal mid
line.
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Abdominal diagnosis: Kuzome found tightness of the hara in the left and
sub-umbilical area, and with pressure elicited the sensation that rose up to
the sternum, upsetting and disturbing the patient.

Treatment: He taught her gende Shiatsu for this area. When the tightness
had gone, so too had the symptoms.

Region of the Abdominal Midline

Most significant reactions:

From below the sternum, down as far as CV-4, there is: Pressure pain, pal
pitations or pulsing (strong in some people), and tightness.

Associated symptoms:

Pain of shifting location
Weight loss
Diseases of the head

Irregularpulse
Shaking
Lumbar pain
Tinnitus

Diseases of the lower limbs

Case histories:

Case 1: A forty-six year old man suffered from tinnitus (sounding like a
drum), which sometimes was strong enough to keep him awake.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was a very big pulsing in the abdominal mid
line region.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the man Shiatsu for this area. After a while, the
tinnitus passed away.
Case 2: A sixtyyearold man had fainted, without regaining consciousness.
The family called Kuzome.

Abdominal diagnosis: Without touching the hara, a strong midline pulsing
was very obvious.

Treatment: Kuzome refused to treat; the patient died two hours later.
Case 3: While Kuzome was a student, attending lectures, his teacher, Zen-
taro Koyama, fainted and collapsed. His students found a large pulsing in
the abdominal midline area. A doctor was called. He said that Koyama
would probably be dead in the morning. Koyama, who was still conscious,
refused any treatment from the doctor, and instead instructed the students
to take turns in applying Shiatsu to the area with the palpitations. Thestu
dents did this for the rest of the day, and through the night, until the next
morning, each taking turns in treating. In the morning the doctor was
called again, and to his amazement, found that the palpitations were gready
decreased, and declared that Koyama would probably be allright now.
Three days later, Koyama was well enough to travelagain.

In describing this case, Kuzome pointed out that a patient who has
fainted and is unconscious is in a far more critical condition than a patient
who remains conscious. This is why treatment for the unconscious patient
was not administered.
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Lateral to the Medial Line in the
Umbilical Region

Most significant reaction:
At the fifth degree of pressure, there is reactiveness lateral to the medial
line in the umbilical region.

Associated symptoms:

Unusual urination

Lower limb problems
Lumbar pain
Diseases of the spine and buttocks
Diseases of the brain

Stiff shoulder

Ear and eye diseases
Testicle diseases

Stomach and intestine diseases

Pain of the external genital organs
Anal diseases

Case histories:

Case 1: A sixty year old farmer had discomfort and strange sensations in
the head, with occasional headaches, especially when working in the sun,
where he would often get dizzy and faint and be unable to continue work
ing. He reported that he had had this problem for thirty years or so. Many
doctors had tried helping him, without success.

Abdominal diagnosis: There was almost nothing on the abdomen, except
with deep pressure, a verytight feeling in these areas.

Treatment: Kuzome taught the patient to Shiatsu himself in these areas.
After a while the patient reported that day by day, his head and brain
became clearer, hewas able towork outin the sunwithout problems.
Case 2: A fifty-four year old man had pain in the external sexual organs.
A medical doctor had diagnosed it as possibly being inflammation of the
testicles, and subsequendy had surgically removed one of the testicles.
This produced no relief, nordid it improve the accompanying lower back
pain.

Abdominal diagnosis: At almost the fifth degree ofpressure, there was tight
ness, almost like a stone in the areas lateral to the midline, which caused
reaction to run down to the testicle with pressure.
Treatment: He taught the patient self-shiatsu for this area. Some time later,
the patient reported that the problem had gone.

Lateral Hypogastric and Iliac Region

Most significant reactions:

Usually this is found on the left side, but it can be found on the right.
Lines of tight, cord-like muscles can be seen that pass over the iliac bone.
Sometimes these lines can be found with light pressure, sometimes with
harder pressure.
•

Figure 12.28 Lateral to the medial line in the
umbilical region.



Figure 12.29 Lateral hypogastric and iliac
region.

Figure 12.30 Abdominal palpitations.
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Associated symptoms:

Lumbar pain
Pain or numbness from the buttocks to the lower limbs

Pain around the hip joint
Knee pain
Lower limb pain, especiallyof the ankle joints.
Headaches

Case histories

Case 1: A fifty-one year old male had very bad pain from the buttocks to
the lower limbs. He was unable to stand up properly, having to bend for
ward at a 90-degree angle all the time. This problem has persisted for
about five years.

Abdominal diagnosis: On the left in the lateral hypogastric and iliac region,
it was very swollen and tense, and with pressure the reaction went down to
the lower limbs.

Treatment: With the first treatment of Shiatsu on this area, the patient was
able to stand a litde straighter, but called up later that day to report that the
problem had returned.

The patient continued treating himself daily, and returned to see
Kuzome once a week for treatment. After some time, the patient gradually
improved to the point where he was able to stand up straight and walk
again, and the problem had completely passed.

In relating this case history, Kuzome notes that patients with sciatica
will often have this abdominal conformation.

Case 2: A nineteen year old man had arthritis of the hip joint. He had
been treated by medical doctors for the lastyear without success.
Abdominal diagnosis: Pressure in the lateral hypogastric and iliac region
causedpain to radiate to the hip joint.
Treatment: Kuzome taught thepatient how to treat himself with Shiatsu on
this area. After some time, the problem was completely relieved.

Abdominal Palpitations

Most significant reactions:

Pulsing of the abdominal arteries; sometimes curving to the left or right of
the umbilicus. The arterycan be easily felt or seen.

General comments:

Kuzome tells us that if the pulsing of the artery curves to one side or
the other, it often signifies or relates to some kind of spinal dislocation,
such as a subluxation of the spine.

Associated symptoms:

Lower limb diseases

Lumbar pain
Tension of the rectus abdominus in the epigastric region

(middle warmer) sometimes emanating from below the sternum
down almost to the umbilicus
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Easily fatigued
Weak energy, no root qi
No tonus on palpation of lower hara
Decreased sexual energy
Tension of lower abdomen/hara

Sweating of the head
Problems of the intestines and susceptibility

to intestinal problems

Case histories:

Case 1: A sixty-seven year old woman suffered lumbar pain.

Abdominal diagnosis: The abdominal pulsing was felt to curve to the left
and deep inside. On the lowerabdomenit wasvery tight.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her to Shiatsu both the pulsing and lower hara.
After some time, the lumbar pain was completely relieved.
Case 2: A fifty-one year old woman had a disease of the spinal cord,
which produced constant backache and fever.

Abdominal diagnosis: The area deep inside and on or around the artery was
very tight.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her self-shiatsu for this area. As this tightness
decreased, the fever and back pain also decreased until they passed away.
In reporting this case history, Kuzome commented that when thepulsing is
very clear and stronger on one side, that side of the body or leg develops or
has the problem.

Abdominal Flaccidity with Lines
Kuzome reports that one of his teachers, Mr. Iwabe, talked about the

kind of hara one comes across when the patient has tapeworms or other
worms. Although Kuzome says that he has never come across this kind of
problem, he feels it is important to describe it. The hara has the appear
ance of many depressed lines across it, as though several bands of muscles
are clearlyoudined, and not as one band.

Supra- and Sub-Umbilical Midline Regions

Most significant reactions:

Tightness is found above the umbilicus on the center line, and looseness
and softness below the umbilicus on the center line. The fingers sink in
easily. The patient is always tired, either physically or mentally, or both, or
has chronic problems.

In this kind of case, Shiatsu should be taught for the tight area above the
umbilicus. Indirect heat should be applied to the area of the sexual organs
(probably with the intention of heating the area around CV-1). Although
Kuzome gives no exact description of the preferable method of heating, we
can imagine that the heat could be applied by a moxa pole, a hot towel, etc.

We also recommend in this case to apply moxa directly or indirecdy to the
most affected points on the ren mai, in the lower hara; e.g., CV-4 or CV-6.
Breathing exercises would be helpful as well.
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Figure 12.32 Supra and Sub-umbilical
regions.



Figure 12.33 Sub-umbilical hypogastric
region.
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Sub-umbilical Hypogastric Region

Most significant reactions:

Usually there are three to five lines of muscle tension that can be felt just
below the skin or to the fourth degree of pressure. This hara is very com
monly seen in patients with vacancy conditions.

General comments:

Kuzome comments that tension of the muscles in this area might be
related to fluid stagnation of the stomach.

Associated symptoms:

Frigidity of the lower limbs
Heat of the lower limbs

Pain in the lower limbs

Difficulty stretchingor bending the legs
Lumbar pain
No energy
Lower hara is always cold, susceptible to cold
No root qi9
Easilytired
Gynecological problems
Urinary problems
Dry throat with thirst

Case histories:

Case 1: A fifty-three year old woman, who easily became fatigued, experi
enced a perpetual dry throat with thirst, always needing to drink water.
Abdominal diagnosis: The skin of the lower hara was very dry, below the
umbilicus were four or five lines of muscle tension, somewhat like chopst
icks.

Treatment: Kuzome recommended that she see a medical doctor, who
subsequendy diagnosed the presence of diabetes. Kuzome also taught her
massage to this area. The dry throat and thirst improved.
Case 2: Afour year old girl caught cold easily, and had often seen a doctor
for this condition. The doctor would prescribe medication. The girl's
mother, concerned about the frequent need for medication, brought her to
Kuzome. The child's body was thin, she has no energy, and seemed to be
overly sensitive.

Abdominal diagnosis: The lower hara hadlines of muscle tension. The rest
of the abdomen was thin.

Treatment: Kuzome taught her mother to use Shiatsu on the problem area.
When the tension had gone, the girl started gaining weight, stopped catch
ing cold, and seemed generally healthier.
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Lumbar Regions of the Abdomen

Most significant reactions:

The muscles or sides of the abdomen exhibit tension with the second

degree of pressure.

The muscles become tense, developingas lines of tension going down and
forward.

With the second to third degrees of pressure, the muscles are merely tight.

With finger pressure, the reaction passes to the outside of the thigh.

Associated symptoms:

Weak intestines

No energy below the umbilicus, weakness and lack of tonus.
Lower hara easily becomes cold
Gynecological diseases
Lower limb diseases

Patient feels someproblembelowthe rib cage
Constipation
Lumbar pain

General comments:

If a patient has tension along these areas at the sides of the abdomen,
the Shiatsu can be applied from the side, instead of at the usual vertical
angle, so as to be more comfortable for the patient. Also, if the patient is
more comfortable drawing the leg of that side up and over, tohelp relax the
area beingtreated, this is also permissible.

Case histories:

Case 1: A fifty-one year old woman had been having severe pain around
the liver for the last five days before consultation. She was also constipated
and had pain in the rightknee.

Abdominal diagnosis: Below the rib cage and to the right side was a lump or
knot, the size of a thumb, which with pressure elicited pain. There was
also considerable tension in this area on the right side, extending from the
rib cage down to the iliac crest. This tightness was worst at a level with the
umbilicus, and at the second degree of pressure. Pressure on this tight area
elicited a reaction that rose up to the lump.

Treatment: As Kuzome started applying Shiatsu to this area, the tension
decreased within minutes, and the pain around the liver decreased. At this
point he applied Shiatsu to the lump. Very soon after the treatment, the
lump disappeared, and the patient passed copious stools. The patient
reported that the pain had completely gone.

•

Figure 12.34 Lumbar regions of the abdo
men.



Figure12.35 Lowerleft quadrant region.
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Lower Left Quadrant Region

Most significant reactions:

On the left side of the abdomen, about level with and in front of the
sacro-iliac joint, one finds a lump, ranging from mung bean size to thumb
size.

Often at the fourth degree of pressure, one might find a chestnut-sized
lump or area of tightness.

General comments:

Kuzome notes that if the patient has ever had peritonitis, something
will usually show here.

Associated symptoms:

Stomach diseases

Bleedingof the gums
Bleeding from the anus after passing stools
Vomitingblood (more from the lungs)
Swollen hara

Easilybruised
Anemia

Case history:

Case 1: A sixty year old woman showed signs of amnesia, being pale of
face, skinny, and nervous-looking. She suffered from bleeding from the
gums and also bleeding from the anus. If she experienced any kind of
shock, she would vomit blood. Her medical doctor thought that she might
have tuberculosis, but had not confirmed the diagnosis.

Abdominal diagnosis: Kuzome found a chestnut-sized lumpin the lower left
quadrant region.

Treatment: He taught her self-shiatsu for this area. Sometime later, the
patient reported that the lump had gone and that the bleeding problems
had also stopped.

Hypogastric - Iliac Regions

Most significant reactions:

Along thesuperior edge of the pubicbone, in the abdomen, one might find
a lump or knot around the femoral artery, especially on the medial side.
One seems to feel a lump that can move, and that traverses the whole area.
One feels something like a tendon or cord over the whole area. At the
fourth or fifth degree of pressure, one feels a lump which can sometimes
be found lying right next to the pubic bone.

General comments:

When one presseshere, one can elicita reaction that goes to the lumbar
area, or to below the sternum, or to the urethra or the internal aspects of
the thighs of both legs.
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Associated symptoms:

Pain or mass around the stomach or below the sternum

Gallstone pain
Hip joint or lower limb diseases
Lumbar sacral pain
Discharges
Abdominal pain

General comments:

If one finds a lump in this area, especially if it is close to the pubic
bone, Kuzome tells us that it could be due to some problem or imbalance
of the ankle joints, perhaps from improper walking commonly resulting
from sprained or fractured ankles years before. In this case one must treat
both the lump and the ankles. EitherShiatsu or sotai exercise may be used
on the ankles and feet.

Also, a lump found here often shows with pressure pain on or around
GB-41.10 Kuzome further comments that if a medical doctor has diagnosed
gallstones, a lump will appear around GB-29 on the right side if the patient
is overweight. If the patient is not overweight, a lump will not be found
around this point.11 Treatment of what is found should be the same as is
usually applied.

Upper Right Quadrant

Most significant reactions:

On the right side, on the outer edge of the rectus abdominus, one can find
a knot at the fourth or fifth degree of pressure.

General comments:

Pressure can elicit a reaction that can pass to the left shoulder, to the
back or to the rightside of the body.

Associated symptoms:

Pain upper right quadrant
Urticaria

Jaundice
Any stomach problems
Dizziness

Pain in the upper limbs
Lumbar pain
Vertigo
Excess salivation

Case histories:

Case 1: A fifty-six year old man, of irritable nature, would feel a sensation
of something rising up from the abdomen to inside the chest whenever he
became angry. This would cause discomfort of the chest, and confusion of
the mind. He also reported having lumbar pain. He had been treating
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himself by pressing his hara and then pressing his eyes. This was able to
give some temporary relief, but the condition always returned. As a visit to
a medical doctor produced no diagnosis, he came to see Kuzome.

Abdominal diagnosis: He had a healthy and elastichara, except in the upper
right quadrant area, where Kuzome found a knot and tightness, with strong
pressure pain radiating to the lumbar area.

Treatment: He taught the patient to Shiatsu the area. So long as the area
remained soft, the problems were relieved. But as soon as the symptoms
passed away, the patient stopped treatment, so that they would eventually
return. The patient did not heal himself because he was too lazy to treat
himself.

Case 2: A fifty-seven year old woman suffered from chronic constipation.
Four days or so after passing stools, she would begin salivating copiously,
get tension in the neck, become muddled of mind, would have frequent
urination and vertigo, and develop coldness of the lower limbs. Then she
would take medication to pass stools. Each time she passed stools, they
were like small stones.

Abdominal diagnosis: Thisareawas very tight, and there was also fluid stag
nation of the stomach.

Treatment: Kuzome taughther to Shiatsu herself in this area. Over a period
of time, the constipation and other problems improved.

Spleen and Kidney Mu Points
The mu points of the spleen and kidney lie at the ends of the twelfth

and eleventh ribs.

Most significant reactions:

Palpation of these areas reveals a knot, possibly as large as an egg, on either
the left or right sides. The pressure pain may be dull, or strong, or may
induce in the patient the urge to defecate. A reaction may go to below the
sternum or down to the lower limbs.

Associated symptoms:

Subjective inability to passall of one's stools
Fullness of the epigastrium or stomach
No appetite
Stiff shoulders

Lumbar pain
Tiredness and weakness around the waist

Easily tired, especially in the lowerlimbs

Treatments should be done in the same way as for any other areas
found to be reactive.

Scars

Scars on the abdomen from operations can also be problems that
require treatment. Single line scars are usually not so hard to treat. If the
line is tight with pressure or indented, it can signal a problem or be the
cause of problems.
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Case history:

A forty-five year old woman had headaches, stiff shoulders, insomnia, diz
ziness, was easily fatigued, and had no appetite. A doctor had diagnosed
her as having low blood pressure, and had prescribed medication, which
hadn't helped. She was somewhat overweight, and had a scar on her abdo
men from an operation on her uterus. The scar was sunken and deep, and
on either side, the muscles were a litde swollen, the left side was very tight.
Kuzome thought that it was an adhesion problem, so he recommended that
she go to see a doctor for another opinion. The doctor thought it might be
uterine cancer. She went to see another doctor who thought that it was an
adhesion problem, and recommended surgery, to separate the uterus from
the abdominal wall. She had this operation. After the surgery, she returned
to Kuzome. He found that there was still tightness around the scar, and
taught her to Shiatsu the area. As the tightness decreased, the symptoms
decreased.

Visible Blood Vessels

Veins or blood vessels that are visible on the hara, especially on the
lower hara, and that are swollen and clearly defined can be a very serious
sign. It would be most advisable to refer the patient to a qualified medical
doctor for further testing or treatment.

Final Comments

In his clinical experience with stroke patients, Kuzome found that
often something would show on the abdomen on the side opposite to the
affected side. He found it particularly useful to pay attention to the unaf
fected side. For individuals exhibiting problems that might lead to stroke,
e.g., high blood pressure, it is preventively important to pay special atten
tion to what one finds on the hara, and to treat what is found there.

Kuzome feels that things found at the first to third degrees of pressure
might be related to the intercostal (thoracic) nerves, and things found at a
deeper pressure (the fourth and fifth degrees) might be related to the
nerves that issue from the lumbar and sacral vertebrae.

Since the surface is yang, it would follow that first and second degrees
of pressure could be diagnosing the yang. Since the deeper parts are yin,
then the third to fifth degrees of pressure could be understood as diagnos
ing the yin. It is worth noting that soft lumps or tension are considered to
be more yang in nature, while hardness and tight knots are considered to
be more yin in nature.

In his experience, patients with vacancy patterns experience pressure
pain as comfortable, whilepatientswith repletion patterns experience pres
sure pain as very uncomfortable.

Finally, Kuzome notes that addressing symptoms found at a deeper
depth might be more appropriate for treating root conditions, as such
symptoms mightbe more related to the originof the disease.
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Summary
Treating the hara is in essence doing a root treatment. Drawing on his

experience, Kuzome proposes that Shiatsu should not be viewed as simply
a method of relaxation, but as a method of treating disease. He also
stresses the importance of explainingto the patient that even if their symp
toms go away, they should not stop treating themselves, until the lump,
tightness, or other signs palpated in the hara have completely passed away.
Otherwise, the symptoms can easily return.

Naoichi Kuzome is trulya healer in the great tradition of healers. Using
abdominal Shiatsu almost exclusively, he treats what he finds in the hara,
and is famous for remarkable results. The direct simplicity of his work,
coupled with his extensive experience, and the empowerment of his
patients with their own recovery, stands as a guiding light in our own
development as healers.

As a final note, we want to mention some of the research that is being
conducted in attempting to grasp and understand the nature of Kuzome's
treatments. Already studied in traditional herbal and acupuncture litera
ture, Kuzome is more recendy searching in the scientific literature for an
explanation of his phenomenal results. In this endeavor, he suggests that
perhaps the effects are obtained through stimulation of the greater omen
tum, lesser omentum, mesenterium, mesocolon, etc. His research has
directed him to an examination of some of the body's tissues that we also
focus on in this work.
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Anpuku:
Japanese Anma Massage

Anpuku is another traditional system of therapy that involves massage
of the whole body, yet focuses on the same problems as Kuzome's hara
Shiatsu. These two forms of massage can be easily and effectively com
bined with needle and moxa treatments and ion-pumping methods, since
all are based on hara diagnosis.

Japanese anma massage originated with Shinsai Ota, a contemporary of
Waichi Sugiyama in the late 1600's. It is popularly called "anpuku," which
translates as "palpating the abdomen." Shinsai Ota was a nearly legendary
massage therapist. His work comes to us through Sorei Yanagiya, who
translated and explained Shinsai Ota's work. Like Kuzome's hara Shiatsu,
anpuku is a highly refined and advanced system of massage. Its practical
drawback is that skilled teachers are hard to find. Because its focus is on

the hara and the application of palpation, its information is applicable to
more familiar systems.

Shinsai Ota saw disease as stagnation of basic qi (yuan qi). Once the
basic qi becomes stagnant:

If we do anpuku therapy, it will smooth out the stagnation of
the basic qi, producingharmony among the organs, makingthe
flow of blood smooth, the bones and joints more flexible, the
muscles less tense, the skin moist, the appetite will be good,
urine and stool will come easily, the power of the qi will
increase, one's memory will improve... -1

Since this passage alone mentions most of the basic functions described by
Oriental medicine, it is easy to see how central Ota considered the basic qi.
He used anpuku to treatalldiseases, just as Kuzome does with hara Shiatsu.
An essential difference of the two systems is Kuzome's involvement of the
patient in the treatments. Except in one or two instances, Ota's style
requires that the therapist administer the treatment. There are differences
in diagnostic style as well. The five significant symptoms that Ota distin
guishes are replete hara, vacant hara, pulsing in the hara, tension in the
hara, and lump in the hara2 Replete hara means that the skin of the hara is
thick and elastic over the whole hara, with a tiny pulsing, no tension, no
lumps, and a slightly moist skin. This is a healthy hara, and by definition,
one need perform all therapy as if all diseases were seen as hara vacancy.
A vacant hara will have a thin, dry skin. When palpating, there will be a
feeling of softness, weakness, or looseness; there will be a stronger or more
superficial pulsing without tension or lumps. Pulsing refers to the relative
strength of the pulsation usually found. A small, quiet pulsing is
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acceptable, but an active, strong pulsing is an unhealthy sign. Tension any
where in the hara is an unfavorable indication, especially if it occurs on the
rectus abdominus muscle. Lumps anywhere on the hara require therapeu
tic attention. There are four kinds of lumps: food lumps, qi lumps, water
lumps, and blood lumps.

The therapy performed for any of these signs, tensions, lumps, or puls
ings is to treat the back at the same level and on the same side as the indi
cation using the kaisyaku technique of massage. This involves pressure
with rotation around a point located in the area. The pressure can be
applied firmly or gendy according to the patient's relativeease.

Preparatory Work
Have the patient lie down on the stomach in a comfortable position.

The practitioner should sit at the left side of the patient level with ming
men (GV-4).3

Using the right palm, press the two outer bladder lines moving down
ward from the neck to ming men. The left hand may be used for support
and extra pressure by placing it on top of the right hand and using the
strength of both arms. Repeat this bladder meridian massage six or seven
times on both sides.

Usingthe pad of the fingeror thumb, apply pressure to GV-20, GV-19,
the occipital bone near BL-10, and GB-20. Then use the same action to
massage the hairline upward to behind the ear. Begin on the right side,
then proceed to the left side. Massage the points related to the shoulders —
LI-15, TW-14, GB-21. Then massage LI-15 down the upper arm to the
elbowon both sides. Be sure to massage both the inside and outside of the
lower part of the arm, withboth superficial and deep pressure. Next, mas
sage the back of the hand, the heart of the palm, and down each finger to
the tips. While doing this, use pressure with the pads of the fingers or
thumbs, or use thepalm in a squeezing motion. All steps are bilateral.

After completing the first phase, apply pressure between the vertebrae.
Begin at GV-14 and massage down to the coccyx, usingthe thumb. Do the
same on both bladder lines, one after the other. Apply pressure to both the
left and right side simultaneously. On both sides, massage GB-30, BL-48,
BL-49, BL-50, BL-53, GB-32, ST-32, GB-31, and the kneecap. Treat the
knot or stiffness at BL-54 and BL-57 until the indication disappears. Then
rub along both edges of the tibia and fibula to the ankles, and the ankles
and heels. Massage the heartof the sole, KI-1, KI-2, the dorsal, plantar, left,
and right sides of the toes.

With the right hand, stimulate both pi gen points.4 Using the left palm,
massage from GB-30 down to the toes several times. With the left hand
stimulate both pi gen points. Then with the right hand massage GV-14
downward to pi gen several times. With the pads of both thumbs, stimu
latepi genfor a longtime. Release the pressure very slowly and gendy.

In this phase, have the patient lie on their back in a comfortable posi
tion. Sit to the side of the patient. The treatment technique now is to use
the pads of the fingers and thumbs to apply pressure without any sliding
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Figure 13.1 Holding pi gen - preparatory
work.



Figure 13.2 Preparatory work continued.
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motion. Start at GV-20, GV-21, and press across the hairline to the fore
head, coming down both sides to TW-21. Massage above the eyebrows
and at the lateral edge of the eyes. Massage below the eyes on the orbital
bone, arriving at the zygomatic bone. Massage the sides of the nose, then
GV-26, ST-1. Next, massage both sides of the throat and neck down the
trapezius muscle (the gallbladder meridian). Massage down the upper arm,
elbow, and lower arm, to the hand, then the back of the hand, palm of the
hand, and the fingers, to the tips. Be sure to massage both sides and both
the upper and lower surfaces. Finally, use a sliding massage down the
arms from LI-15 to the ends of the fingers. Do this several times.

Using the simple pressure technique, massage from the iliac bone
down the outside of the hip joint, through GB-31 and ST-32 to the knee.
Massage the four comers of the knee (around the kneecap). Then massage
in a downward direction the internal and external aspects of the tibia from
the knee to the ankle. Work around both ankle bones, the heel bone, and
between the metatarsals. Finally, treat the heart of the sole and the five
toes. Using a sliding technique, massage from the hips to the feet.

Have the patient turn to their right side. Sit behind the patient. With
the left hand, apply pressure to both pi gen points. With the right hand,
use sliding massage from GV-14 to pi gen. Repeat this step several times.
Then use the pads of the fingers to stimulate GV-20, GV-19, the occipital
bone (around BL-10 and GB-20), GB-20, and the back of the neck. Next,
starting at the left shoulder press downward to the upper arm, to the
elbows, to the lower arm, to the wrist, to the back of the hand, and to the
heart of the palm and the five fingers.

Again use a sliding technique, pressing from LI-15 to the hands several
times; then from GV-14 down to the coccyx along the spine. Continue
with sliding technique down both bladder meridian lines on the back,
several times. Massage the eye of the lumbar points. These points are
located 3.7 to 3.8 divisions lateral to the lower border of the fourth lumbar
vertebra. To locate the points, Ippo Okamoto suggests having patients lie
on the stomach with their hands crossed and beneath the forehead.
Stretching the legs, two depressions will be visible around the points. If
these depressions are palpated a tight spot or a lump will likely be found.
This is the eye oflumbar point.5

Then massage GB-30 and the eight liao points, the outside of the hip
joint, ST-32, GB-31, the knee cap, and both sides of the gastrocnemius
muscle. Press BL-54 and BL-57, moving to around the ankles and the
heels; then thepads of the toes. Then press theheart of the sole, KI-1 and
KI-2. Stimulate the leg from the hip joint to the toes several times with
sliding movements. Now remove the left hand from pi gen. Using the
palm of the right hand, move from the shoulders to pi gen several times
with a sliding motion. Finally, using the pads of both thumbs, press both
pi gen points for a long time. Naturally, one's finger can come over the
iliac bone and roll the patient over gendy until they are resting on their
back.
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Basic Techniques ofAnpuku
Once the preparatory massage is complete, the patient is ready for the

treatment withanpuku techniques.6

Techniques for the chest and diaphragm
The patient should be requested to lie comfortablyin a supine position.

Sitting on the patient's left side, use the left knee to press the patient's left
hip, holding the patient still. With the left palm press between each pair of
ribs 20 to 30 times bilaterally. Begin at the top of the sternum and work
downward to the bottom of the sternum.

Techniques for the right and left sides
of the loweredge of the rib cage

With both palms and fingers of the right and left hands, press from the
clavicle to the lower edge of the rib cage, applying more pressure with the
fingers than the palms. Begin from the sternum and work out, toward the
sides of the body. Lead with the finger. Repeat until reaching the bottom
of the rib cage. Here, apply pressure to both SP-12 points three times.

Strengthening the rectus abdominus
This technique pulls up any of the large muscles that are sinking.

These relate to both the large and small intestine and deep abdomen and
are particularly important for weak intestines or a vacant hara. Use the
middle three fingers of the right hand to press CV-14, CV-13, CV-12. At
the same time, with the fingers of the left hand, press hard with a waving
motion on the rectus abdominus muscle on the right side of the hara.
Then, with the left thumb, do the same on the left side of the hara. (The
third finger of the right hand is still used.) Apply pressure then lift with a
light pincer movement.

Techniques for drawing down qi
Use the left thumb andforefinger to press ST-25 bilaterally while using

theright thumb and forefinger to press the following points at each succes
sive exhalation: ST-19, ST-20, ST-21, ST-22, ST-23, ST-24. Repeat several
times.

Rowing technique
To move the rectus abdominus muscles, use the fingers of both hands

and "hook" the rectus abdominus muscle on the right side. With the
thumbs, hook the rectus abdominus of the left side. Be careful to apply
pressure equally with both hands; very regularly, with the exhale, apply
pressure with the thumbs in a rowing motion. Repeat for several breath
cycles.

Quieting and Relaxing the Palpitation of the Ren Mai
Place the palm of the left hand on the umbilicus, with the thumb on

CV-9. Press CV-9. Place the palm of the right hand on the lower part of
the sternum and use the right thumb to apply pressure on CV-13, CV-12,
CV-11, CV-10, and CV-9 in time with each successive exhalation. Do this
several times.
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Figure 13.3 The rowing technique

Figure 13.4 Quieting and relaxing the palpita
tion of the ren mai.



Figure 13.5 Making jing and shen stable at
qihai.
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Balancing the stomach

This is good for slight misplacements of the stomach. With the right
hand apply pressurebelowthe sternum, between both sides of the rib cage.
Repeatedly apply firmer pressure and continue.

Reaching the shen technique

This massage affects the nervous system. The healer should raise
slighdy onto the knees, facing the patient. With both hands, reach under
the body and lift until the top and bottom of the shoulder blade are level.
Press down the internal side of the shoulder blade one point at a time with
the tips of the finger. Starting at T6 at the edge of the spine, press down to
L2. Repeat for the bladdershu and outerbladder lines. If the higherpoints
are out of reach, simplybegin lower. If some tension, knot, or stagnation is
found on any of these points, apply pressure massage until it is relieved.
Then press down from T10 to L2, pi gen. Press the lumbar eye points,
GB-30, and the eight liao points. Do the same on the bladder shu and
outer bladder lines. Finally, massage the muscles of the lumbar area and
the buttocks using the same technique.

Safely relaxing the abdomen

Opening the hands, hook the fingers of both hands over the right side
of the body and hook the thumbs at a slight angle across the hara on the
left side. Move the hands, applying pressure to both sides of the abdomen
in a slow and regular manner. Change the hands so that they angle the
opposite way.

Up and down technique
Starting from the collar bone, use the palms of both hands to press

down to KI-21 and then back up to the collar bone, down to KI-21. Do
this several times. Apply neither too much nor too litde pressure. Use
either slidingor pressingtechniques.

Assisting the metabolism offluids
This technique is good for fluid stagnation, particularly stagnation of

fluid below the sternum. Using both thumbs, repeatedly apply pressure to
ST-19 ST-20, ST-21 and then KI-21, KI-20, KI-19, and KI-18. Next, use a
sliding pressure technique and stimulate from CV-18 down to CV-10. If
thismassage produces borborygmus, the fluid will dissipate.

Making jing and shen stable at qihai
Using the fingers of both hands with the palms gendy resting on the

skin, pull the fingers from the spine to the sternum (between the ribs). It is
important to try to use one's own qi while working downward from the
first ribs to the last. Below the ribs, pull the fingers from the spine out to
qihai. Imagine that all theqi comes to qihai. Work from below the ribs to
the sacrum.
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Making the shen safe and stabilizing the hun
This technique secures heart and mind at their basic locations. Using

the left palm, press the umbilicus and rest the palm there without pressure.
Using the right palm, slide and press downward from CV-22 to CV-12.
Lift off the body gently at CV-12. Repeatseveral times.

Using Anpuku for Children
A child's organs child are thin and weak, the flesh is soggy and weak,

and the muscles and bones are neitherhard nor tight because they are con
tinuously growing. Since children are very susceptible to pathogenic inva
sion, careful attention must be given when treating them. Generally, if the
child is healthy, there is no disease. If anpuku is done regularly the heart,
mind, and qi will develop smoothly. The child will be more relaxed and
less inclined to oversensitivity or nervous habits. Stagnation of the milk
can be avoided, and the urine and stools will pass smoothly. Should skin
problems develop (rashes etc.) they will remain light, not serious. Con
scientiously applied anpuku will lessen or obviate the need for medications
should the child develop some problem such as vomiting milk, diarrhea,
acute or chronic cramping or twitching, quick temper or temper tantrums,
andskininfections (erysipelas). Without anpuku, these problems are diffi
cult to treat.

To prepare for anpuku massage, have the child lie on the side or have
the mother hold the child in position. Begin at GV-14 and GV-12, rubbing
down the spine and both bladder lines. Massage the eye of the lumbar
points, GB-30, the buttocks, the outside and inside of the hip joints, the
outside and inside of the thigh, the gastrocnemius, heel bone, the five
fingers and toes, the heart of the sole, and the heart of the palms. Turn the
child over and do the same on the other side. Then push both pi gen for a
long time, removing the fingers very slowly.

Have the child lie face up. Using the pads of the fingers, apply light
pressure stimulation to the chest, the shoulders, the arms, down to the back
of the hands, palms, and the end of each finger. Using the left thumb,
push left LV-13 placing the forefinger on CV-12, the ring finger on right
SP-12, and apply prolonged gende pressure. Using the forefinger of the
right hand, hook under the right side of the abdomen. Then, with the
thumb, hook the left side of the abdomen. Apply pressure to both sides
with light, pincer-like movements, and pull upward gendy. Repeat the
whole procedure several times and then apply a rowing motion (see "Row
ing technique," above).

Anpuku for Pregnancy
Anpuku is a helpful technique for a woman more than four or five

months pregnant.7 If anpuku is consistendy used, a good balance in the
abdomen results and the lumbar and legregions will be warm. It can also
correct any malpositioning of the fetus and promote easy labor. Using
anpuku should lessen the risk of miscarriage or vomiting before labor.
After labor, pain will be eliminated or reduced as will be tissue retention of
the amnion and dizziness from blood stasis. Anpuku can stimulate the
correct flow of milk. Both the mother and infant will have greater strength
and health.
•
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Figure 13.7 Anpuku for pregnancy.
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To treat, have the woman kneel, sitting on her feet. The practitioner
should sit in front of her. Using the pads of both thumbs, press lighdy on
ST-19 and KI-21. Then, reaching behind the woman, stimulate from T6
down to L2 and L3, down the spine and both bladder lines. Then pull
from the spine across the sides to dantian. Move from the upper part of
the spine downward to the lower part. This will stimulate the baby, caus
ing it to stir —movement may be felt in the lower part of the abdomen.
Apply a very slight rubbing pressure on the ren mai up to the umbilicus.
At the upper part of the abdomen, apply a slight rubbing motion from
below the breast to above the umbilicus.

Self-Administered Anpuku
For healthy body management, for long life, and to prevent stagnant or

counterflow qi, this massage technique can be performed on oneself. It is
best done before going to sleep or first thing in the morning.8 Repose
quiedy, swallow any saliva, and do deep hara breathing. With any massage
pressure or movement always breathe out. From below the clavicle, mas
sage downward to the umbilicus several times, using the palms of the
hands. Rub the face with a motion like washing. Then, using the fingers,
massage the bonesin front of and behind the ears. Using the thumbs, mas
sage underneath the eyebrow bones. Pinch the noseand move it from side
to side. Using the palms, place both hands over the ears, exhaling while
pressing. Quickly remove the hands. Using the fingers, lighdy press the
eyes; pinch thenostrils closed, and breathe out through themouth.

From the neck down the arm, using the hand of the opposite side,
massage with light squeezing motions. End by massaging the back and
palmof the hand. Repeat on both sides.

Place the hands at the side with the thumbs stretched behind and
beneath the body. Massage the shu points from as high as can be reached
to as low as can be reached. Massage down the front of the thighs ending
at the knees. With firm pressure massage in order: BL-54, BL-57, ST-36,
SP-6, GB-39, the heels. Tuck fingers around the thumb to form a fist. Use
the knuckles to massage the soles of the feet. With fist pressure, massage
KI-2 and KI-1. With the index finger and thumb, gendy roll the toesone at
a time. Then, place the fingers between the ribs at the rib cage and gendy
pull the ribs out toward the side, opening the chest. Then massage LV-13
with pressure; pinch and pull the sides of the abdomen. From ST-19 to
ST-25 push with the fingers in a downward direction. Apply slight pres
sure to the area below the sternum. Finally apply pressure, a litde at a time,
down from LI-18 on the neck to CV-12 or CV-10.
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Exercises to Strengthen
and Maintain a Healthy Hara

Correct deep abdominal breathing is vital to the maintenance of a
healthy internal environment. In Japan certain findings on the hara, partic
ularly tension or tightness of the middle warmer, or a strongermiddle posi
tion of the radialpulse, are commonly ascribed to "stagnation of air." This
condition may signal disharmonies of meridian-organ or qi-blood, and
should be corrected with exercises to enhance the depth and capacity of
the patient's breathing. If proper breathing exercises do not eliminate the
signs on the pulse and abdomen then an organ or qi weakness may be
suspected. Working with the breath is thus important as therapy and for
arrivingat clearerdiagnostic conclusions.

The following information comes from a variety of sources and is
oftenjust common sense in Japan. Much of it may be found in the work
of Sorei Yanagiya.

For any kind of problem, if the breath can be drawn down to
below the umbilicus, the patient will have a better chance of
living and returning to health. Regardless of whether one has
illness now or not, one should be able to draw the breath down
to below the umbilicus.1

Thisstresses the importance of drawing the breath down to the hara, as
we have discussed previously. This is not meant to imply that literally the
air we inhale comes into the abdomen, as this is a physical impossibility;
rather it refers to moving the qi down to below the umbilicus, a construct
based on an understandingof ideas from many classical sources.

When inhaling, use the nose, when exhaling use the mouth, but
the mouth should be only very slighdy open. Send qi to the
hara when inhaling.2

The Nan Jing describes the hara as the source of vital energies, funda
mental to the fiveyin and six yang organs, the root of the twelve meridians,
the gate of breathing (NJ 8:11). In his commentary on that text, Wang Shu
He stated this idea even more explicidy:

Breath reaches to the inside [of the abdomen]. The qi grows
and then becomes solid; this protects against evil injuring the
body. Protecting on the inside and defending on the putside,
this is qi.3
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In the Western biomedical models, the deep abdominal breathing
referred to in the Oriental literature has quite a rational basis. Uses of the
abdominal muscles to breathe deeply causes movement of the diaphragm,
which increases the volume intake of air into the lungs thus increasing the
oxygen levels in the blood. These abdominal muscle and diaphragm move
ments also compress the abdominal contents, having two basic effects.
First, by rhythmically compressing the digestive organs it stimulates the
parasympathetic nervous system, increasing parasympathetic activity.
Digestive activities and movements are stimulated and the sympathetic
activities decreased, thus calmness and emotional balance ensue. Second,
the compression and contraction of the abdominal muscles will increase
venous return to the heart and increase cardiac output.4 Though these
phenomena are most marked in exercise, they do occur to some extent
with abdominal breathing. All these actions serve to decrease excessive
mental and emotional activity and generally increase energetic transference
and levels of energy in the body.

One simple way of observing the breathing is to ask the patient to
breath deeply while supine. Ideally, the abdomen should distend and raise
on the inhalation and compress and lower on the exhalation. This draws
the diaphragm down on inhalation and up on exhalation. Many patients
will distend and raise their chest on the inhalation and deflate and lower it
on the exhalation, as is commonly the conditioning in the West. This is
the first indication of incorrect breathing. A less common indication is
simply distention of the chest.

When feeling the abdomen superficially or with slight pressure, if it
feels cooler or cold below the umbilicus, and/or warmer or hot above the
umbilicus, this could be a sign of weakness of the lower warmer or of
improper breathing to this area. Flaccidity of the muscles below the umbil
icus (especially if found on or around qihai, CV-6) would corroborate this
finding. Another indication would be greater tension, tightness, hardness,
or swelling above the umbilicus.

A healthy hara has an even temperature in all three warmers, or a
slightly warmer temperature in the lower warmer that may decrease as one
moves up the abdomen. Any other temperature variations might be
breath-related. Muscular tonus in a healthy abdomen should be slightly
greater below the umbilicus, becoming incrementally looser as onepalpates
further up the abdomen. Variations from this pattern might also be con
sidered as breath-related.

For problems with breathing, we recommend the following four exer
cises to loosen a tight abdomen and strengthen a weak one, and thereby
enhance the patient's capacity for drawing qi down to the hara.

Proper Breathing
Until a patient has learned the appropriate breathing exercises, each

treatment should begin with teaching proper breathing. If the patient does
not breathe properly, not only is their health affected adversely, but the
effectiveness of the treatment itself will not be maximized. The following
few exercises havebeen selected for their simplicity and effectiveness.

D
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These exercises should be taught to the patient with the recommenda
tion that they be continued at home. They will help develop the hara and
help the patientlearn proper breathing. The patient can do Exercises Two,
Three, and Four in the office prior to diagnosis and treatment, as well as at
home. This will assure proper breathing during the actual treatment.5

Exercise One

Instruct the patient to lie flat on their back. They should raise the
lower back no more than necessary to be able to fit their fingers under
neath. On inhalation, arch the lower back, further, pushing the abdomen
up and out. While exhaling very slowly to the count of twenty, lower the
back down to the table. At the very end of the exhalation and movement
raise the coccyx slighdy, then relax completely. The patient should always
keep theirhand on the lower abdomen duringthis exercise.

This should be repeated up to ten times, or as many times as feels
comfortable to the patient. Instructions to the patient should stress the
coordination of the movements with the breath and the cyclical timing of
thebreath itself. Ideally, this exercise is performed morning and evening.

Figure 14.1 Exercise One: Extension of theback.

Step 1: Lie flat and relax, placing the hands beneath the lower back to
get the feel ofthe height to which the back should be arched.

Step 2: Inhalation begins. Raise the back tofinger height.
Step 3: Continued inhalation. Raise the back further, arching and

pushing the abdomen up and out.
Step 4: Exhalation begins. Begin to slowly lower the abdomen and

back.

Step 5: Continued exhalation. During a count of twenty, continue to
lower the back, timing the end of the count to coincide with
the back returning to a flat position.

Step 6: Exhalation ends. Raise the coccyx slighdy, then relax com
pletely. The slight rise of the coccyx is like the "punctuation"
of the exercise itself.
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Exercise Two

While the patient sits on the table (or on a chair at home) with the legs
dangling freely, they should slowly and deeply inhale from the abdomen.
The fingers of both hands should be placed along the subcostal border,
pointing in towards the ribcage with the palms up. While exhaling slowly,
the patient should lean forward slowly from the waist, at the same time
pressing the fingers up and under the ribs. At the end of exhalation they
should relax completely, letting the body go limp.

This should be repeated as many times as feels comfortable. This exer
cise is especially good if CV-15 is tight and if CV-6 is very loose, or if the
patient is unable to sustain an extended exhalation. In helping the patient
to leam this exercise be sure to demonstrate that when leaning forward, the
patient's arms come forward too.

Step 1: Take a position on a chair or table sufficiently high to permit
the feet to dangle freely, and relax.

Step 2: Inhalation begins. The upturned fingers of both hands rest
lighdyat the edge of the ribcage.

Step 3: Continued inhalation. Inhalation should continue as deeply as
possible, but without any motion or pressure.

Step 4: Exhalation begins. At the peak of inhalation, all motion of the
exercise begins as exhalation starts.

Step 5: Continued exhalation. The fingers of both hands exert an
upward and inward pressure, slidingbeneath the ribs between
the ribcage and the internal organs as faras is possible without
excessive pressure or pain. Simultaneously, a leaning forward
from the waist is performed. Both actions should be coordi
nated so that maximum extension is achieved at the end of
exhalation.

Step 6: Exhalation ends. Remaining in the bent-forward position,
relax completely, releasing the pressure of the fingers and rest
ing them at the edge of the ribcage.

Step 7: Inhalationbegins. Complete a slow inhalation.

Step 8: Exhalation begins. Lifting the head, return slowly to an
uprightposture in time with the complete exhalation.

Step 9: Exhalation ends. Completely return to the upright position,
with the fingers resting in place lightly but exerting no signifi
cant pressure. Relax completely letting the whole body go
limp.

This exercise may also be repeated as many times as is comfortable for
the patient. For patients who have difficulty with deep, complete inhala
tion and extended exhalation, this exercise should be repeatedly per
formed. While teaching the exercise to your patient, be sure to stress the
coordination and fluidity of the pressing inward and leaning forward
movements. The exercise should be accomplished smoothly without rapid
or violent changes in direction or pressure.

•
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Figure 14.2 Exercise Two: Forward
Abdominal Compression



Figure 14.3 Exercise Three: Rotation

Figure 14.4 Exercise Four: Chest Extension
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Exercise Three

With the patient sittingon the treatment table (or on a chair), legs dan
gling loosely, the arms are raised straight out in front. Inhaling from the
abdomen, the patient should begin to exhale slowly, simultaneously rotat
ing slowly to one side as far as possible. If complete rotation is not possi
ble or is painful, the rotation should go only as far as is comfortable. Then,
the patient should relax completely, letting the body go limp. When the
rotating motion is done correcdy, the turn will be from the waist, and the
patient's arms will rise up slighdy while twisting. After resting for one
breath cycle, the procedure is repeated to the opposite side. Ideally, this
exercise may be done a maximum of three or four times in one session,
and can be used every day.

Step 1: Siton a table or chair with the legs dangling freely. Raise the
arms straight ahead, palms down, pointingdirecdy forward.

Step 2: Complete inhalation. Inhale deeply and completely, without
extraneous body movement.

Step 3: Exhalation begins. Holding the arms in position, turn to one
side as far as is possible.

Step 4: Exhalation ends: Rest in position to the side, then relax com
pletely at the end of exhalation.

Step 5: Begin and complete inhalation. Continue to rest in position.

Step 6: Begin and complete exhalation. Return to the starting posi
tion, and repeat the procedure on the opposite side.

As with all the exercises, fluidity and grace are to be developed. While
teaching this exercise to the patient, it is important to emphasize that the
twist be from the waist; if the patient's arms raise slighdy during the turn,
the movement is correct. If it is particularly painful or difficult for the
patient to rotate to one side and not the other, rotation may be performed
onlyto the side that is easier and less painful.

Exercise Eour

The patient should sit upright on the table (or on a chair at home) with
legs dangling loosely. Inhaling deeply from the abdomen, push the chest
up, out, and forward, stretching it. On exhaling slowly rotate the arms
backward and upward, stretching the chest even further. This is paced by
a slow count of ten. On completion of exhalation, the patientshould relax
completely, letting the body go limp. This should be done an average of
seven times per session, with at least one sessionper day.

This can be a difficult exercise for some patients, but is very useful for
learning deep breathing and correcting the conditions that cause improper
breathing. Generally, the greater the difficulty the patient has with the
exercise, the greater benefit there is to be derived from its practice.
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Step 1: Sit comfortably on a table or chair, with the legs hanging
loosely.

Step 2: Inhalation begins. Push the chest upward, outward, and for
ward, stretching the thoracic area.

Step 3: Continued inhalation. Push the movement of the chest to its
greatest extension.

Step 4: Exhalation begins. Slowly rotate the arms backand up, during
a slow count of ten. This rotation should be timed with the

exhalation such that at the end of the movement the elbows

are level with the shoulder and the forearms are facing for
ward and up.

Step 5: Exhalation ends. Relax completely, letting the body go limp.

Sotai Exercise for Abdominal Tension
One other easy exercise is ideal for simple abdominal tension, specifi

cally tension of the rectus abdominis muscles. It can be done either on one
or both sides, depending on the location of the tension. This exercise is
from the therapeutic Sotai exercises devised by Keizo Hashimoto.6

Have the patient lie supine. Ascertain the side or sides of the abdomen
that feel excessively tight. Sitting at the feet of the patient, raise the
patient's leg onthe side with the tension and rest it on your shoulder, keep
ing the leg straight. Very gendy, holding the leg firmly above the knee,
rotate the leg slowly in both directions. Usually the leg will have more res
tricted or painful motion in one direction. Determine the tighter or more
uncomfortable rotational direction of the leg; then perform the following
movements three times, slowly, gendy, and without strain, on the exhala
tion.

Step 1: Make sure that the leg is turned slighdy to the direction with
greater tightness.

Step 2: Have the patient inhaledeeply.

Step 3: As exhalation begins, the patient should turn the leg slowly in
the easier or less painful direction.

Step 4: Continue exhaling, continue therotation of the leg.
Step 5: Towards the end of exhalation and rotation, begin to apply a

gende pressure to the leg, above the knee, to give a slight resis
tance to the motion.

Step 6: Once the pressure is applied, count to three, holding the posi
tion, then give the patient the verbal request, "Relax."

Step 7: With the word "relax," the patient's breath finishes, move
ment finishes, and the wholebody relaxes.

If necessary, this routine may also be performed on the other leg.
When done correctly, the patient should not become tense. If the patient
does tense up with the resistance orif the practitioner resists too firmly, the
procedure is incorrect. This exercise helps loosen the muscles of the abdo
men and improve the flexibility of the hipjoints. It can beindicated in any
cases of excessive abdominal tension, and has both therapeutic value and
diagnostic usefulness.
•
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Figure 15.1 While not perfectly matching the
heavenly topography, this microcosmic bodily
representation works clinically.

Nan Jing Five Phases
The five phases constitute an important system of theory, diagnosis,

and treatment in Oriental medicine. The first text to describe the practice
of five-phase acupuncture in detail, and the first text to systematically
describe palpation of thehara and explain the importance of this palpation
to the source in the hara was the Nanjing (NJ 8; NJ 16; NJ 56). From this text,
we leam that the five phases have direct relationships to the source or root
in the hara, the moving qi between the kidneys. They can directly reflect
the condition of this root, and can also direcdy affect it. Work on the
source or root itself can have profound consequences on the patient's
health.

In chapter 5, wesawhow the Chinese imaged the universe in the abdo
men centered around the north pole star, CV-3, ST-25, ST-23, and the
umbilicus. The area around the north pole star, which is the center of
heaven, was termed the middle palace, ruled by earth. The Nanjing in par
tial emulation of this macrocosmic view, placed the earth phase in the
center of the abdomen around the umbilicus, mirroring the central location
of the middle palace. The other four phases lie around the center. When
looking at the abdomen as though one were behind the northern direction,
i.e., level with the legs lookingup the abdomen towards the chest, this can
be seen as follows. The fire phase is above the umbilicus. In the heavens,
fire rules the southern palace. The water phase reflects below the umbil
icus. In the heavens, water rules the northern palace. The wood phase
reflects to the left of the umbilicus. In the heavens, wood rules the eastern
palace. The metal phase reflects to the right side of the umbilicus. In the
heavens, metal rules the western palace (NJ 16; NJ 56). Visually, this descrip
tion may be represented as in Figure 15.1.

Recapitulation of some basic five-phase diagnostic correspondences
will help us comprehend the abdominal findings as viewed within a total
pattern of signs that includes the pulses, typical symptoms, areas of the
body affected, colors, emotions etc. The following table offers a brief
review; readers wishing more detail are encouraged to peruse the first
chapters of our earlier work, Five Elements and Ten Stems.
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Correspondence wood fire earth metal water

Season spring summer long summer fall winter

Climatic

Influence

wind heat damp dryness cold

Yin organ liver heart spleen lung kidney

Yang organ gallbladder small intestine stomach largeintestine bladder

Opens into eyes tongue lips nose ears or two yin

Branches into nails face color lips skin/

body hair
head hair

Colors blue/green red yellow white blue/black

Senses color/sight smell taste voice body fluids

Emotions anger joy reflection/

overthinking
grief fear/shock/

stress

Pulse quality wiry/
tight

flooding/
big/
scattered

middle/

moderate/

big

floating/
rough/
short

soggy/
slippery

Odors greasy/
oily

scorched/

burnt

sweet raw flesh rancid/

musty

Tones

of voice

tastes

strong clear
shortened voice

acid/sour

drawn out

voice

bitter

strong

throaty voice
sweet

loud sobbing
voice

spicy/hot

weak

deep voice
salty

Symptomsof
each organ

speaking belching belching with
food

cough yawning and
sneezing

Symptomsof
each organ

grief/
melancholy

joy fearQike stress) grief fear/

worry

The Nan Jing made significant contributions to the practice of radial
pulse diagnosis. The most easily and commonly used method comes from
chapter 18 of the Nanjing where the meridians are described with refer
ence to the positions of the pulse (NJ 18:3-4).

• Small
Intestine

/Heart

• Gallbladder
/ Liver

• Bladder

/ Kidney

•

Large
Intestine •
/ Lung

Stomach #
/ Spleen

Triple •
Warmer /

Master of

the Heart

Pericardium

Left Pulse

Inch Bar Foot

Superficial small intestine gallbladder bladder

Deep heart liver kidney

Right Pulse

Inch Bar Foot

Superficial large intestine stomach triple warmer

Deep lung spleen pericardium
Figure 15.2 Nanjing radial pulse positions.
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Qualities of the pulse were assigned more extensive discussions and
correspondences. Generally they were correlated to the organs, though no
single simple correspondence was given. For instance, in chapter 13 of the
Nanjing the following correspondences were described (NJ 13:16).

Wiry or tight pulse Liver
Flooding, big, or scatteredpulse Heart
Middle, moderate, or big pulse Spleen
Floating, rough, or short pulse Lung
Sinking, soggy, or slippery pulse Kidney

With reference to the seasonal pulse variations, chapter 15 of the Nan
Jing describes the following qualities. These are particularly interesting
when viewed as reflecting the conditionof the stomachqi, vital to the ther
moregulatory functions of the body:

In the spring, a wirypulse: weak, soggy, and long. In the sum
mer, a hooked pulse: arriving quickly, passing slowly. In the
fall, a hair pulse: light, empty, and floating. In the winter, a
stone pulse; sinking, soggy, and slippery.

Though many of the five-phase correspondences were said to relate to
the organs rather than the twelve meridians, the Nan Jing clearly states the
positional diagnoses of the radial pulse as a means for diagnosing the con
dition of the twelve meridians. There is a difference between diagnosis of
the relative strengths of each of the six pulse positions and diagnosing the
qualities of the pulse. This difference is basically the difference between
diagnosing the organs and diagnosing the meridians. Because of the strong
relationships between the organs and meridians and the interconnectedness
of the whole system, this distinction may be-somewhat contrived. Ulti
mately, the basis for the distinction that the Nan Jing emphasizes might be
lost to history. Yet there is one possible reason why this distinction may
have significance: the importance of accurately and carefullyassessing the
strengths and weaknesses andaelative flow of each of the twelve meridi
ans. As we have described, the source qi comes from the moving qi
between the kidneys to the source points of the twelve meridians. We also
described the relative flows and cycles of various other qi through the
meridians. The pulse diagnosis of each of the twelve meridians would be
essential in the assessment of these flows and cycles.

The comments in chapter 8 of the Nanjing concerning the general limi
tations of pulse diagnosis apply equally to this method of diagnosis. Yet
this distinction does provide us food for thought. It may explain why the
practice of so-called "five-phase treatments" in Japan, known as keiraku
chiryo or "meridian treatment style," place strong emphasis on treating and
balancing the meridians, and why the positional aspects of the radial pulses
are usually seen as the core of five-phase diagnosis and treatments. It may
also help explain why, in the practice of herbal medicine, the overall quali
ties of the pulse are much more significant than the positions of the pulse,
since the herbal treatment tends to treat the organs more direcdy than the
meridians, circulating throughout the whole body and thus affecting the
overall quality of the pulse. Though this is not always true, it seems to be
how the tradition has developed.
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Most relevant to our current discussion are the two systems of pulse
quality correspondences. When pulse qualities are discussed in the Nan
Jing the reference may be to organ qualities as described in chapter 13; or
to positional qualities, as described in chapter 15. Often the reference is
not clear. Examination of eight Nanjing commentaries on chapter 16, for
example, gives an even split for either correspondence. Ultimately there is
no single interpretation; the reader must be aware of both possibilities.
Probably the most commonly used pattern of Nan Jing pulse diagnosis is
that of the positional differences. Hence it is the method of choice for this
and the next few chapters in this text.

Nanjing Abdominal Palpation Descriptions
Chapter 16 of the Nan Jing describes radial pulse findings that

correspond to abdominal pulsings and other specific symptoms that may
appear with these abdominal signs. The phase diagnosis is determined if
the overall picture fits within one phase.

When one finds a liver pulse, and the external symptoms
are obsession with cleanliness, blue facial color, easily irritated;

if the internal symptoms are a moving qi [pulsing] at the left
side of the umbilicus, and on pressure palpation it feels tight
deep inside, or is painful;

if further there are symptoms of swollen or puffy limbs;
urination that stops or is difficult to pass; stool that is difficult
to pass; calf muscles thatcramp;1

finding allof these symptoms, we can say with suretythatit
is a liver problem. But if we don't find all of these, we have
to doubt it it is a pure liver problem and need to think more
about it.

When one finds a heart pulse, and the external symptoms
are red facial color, dry mouth, excessive laughter;

if the internal symptoms are a pulsing above the umbilicus,
and on pressure palpation it feels tightdeep inside, or painful;

with further symptoms of suffering of the heart, heart pain,
fever of the palms, retching [dry vomiting];

on finding all these symptoms, we can say with surety that
it is a heart problem. But if we don't find all of these, we have
to doubt if it is a pure heart problem and need to think more
about it.

When one finds a spleen pulse, and the external symptoms
are yellow facial color, profuse belching, thinking too much,
thinking about and wanting to eat food too much;

and if internal symptoms are pulsing of the umbilicus, and
as one presses harder it feels tight deep inside, or is painful;

if further symptoms are swollen abdomen, inability to digest
food well, the body feels heavy and the joints ache; there is
constant desire to rest and lie down, the four limbs feel heavy
and hard to move;
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on finding all these symptoms, one can with surety say that
it is a spleen problem. But if we don't find all of these we have
to doubt if it is a pure spleen problem and need to think about
it more.

When one finds a lung pulse, and the external symptoms
are white facial color, profuse sneezing, melancholia, grieving,
inability to enjoy oneself;

and if internal symptoms are pulsing to the right side of the
umbilicus, and on pressure palpation it feels tight deep inside,
or is painful;

if further symptoms are chills, feeling cold, alternating fever
and chills, panting;

on finding all these symptoms one can with surety say that
it is a lung problem. But if we don't find all of these, we have
to doubt if it is a pure lung problem and need to think more
about it.

When one finds a kidney pulse, and the external symptoms
are black facial color, fear, yawning;2

and if the internal symptoms are pulsing below the umbil
icus which feels tight deep inside or is painful on palpation;3

if further symptoms are counterflow qi, tightness or pain in
the small [lower] abdomen, diarrhea followed by spasming of
the anus,4 and if the legs below the knees become cold and
then counterflow;5

on finding all of these symptoms one can with surety say
that it is a kidney problem. But if we don't find all of these, we
have to doubt if it is a pure kidney problem and need to think
more about it. (NJ 16:1:26).

These external and internal symptoms are interpreted in the Zhenjiuju
Ying in the Ming dynasty (1529 A.D.) to be symptoms of the coupled yin
and yang organs.6 Though an interesting interpretation, it does not stricdy
conform to the description in the NanJing, which does not make the dis
tinction between the external and internal symptoms as referring to the
external (yang) and internal (yin) organs.

Nanjing Lump Descriptions
Chapter 56 of the Nan Jing focuses on abdominal palpation and the

diagnostic significance of lumps or masses found in the five areas.

A brief comparison of remarks from the Ling Shu and Nan Jing will
help us understand how lumps were seen to develop, and what kinds of
lumps there are.

Chapter 55 of the Nanjing distinguishes two basic kinds of lumps, the
yin lump, described as the "piling-up lump" 8?, and the yang lump,
described as the "gathering lump" R.
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Diseases can have accompanying yin lumps or yang lumps.
The yin lump is yin qi. The yang lump is yang qi. Therefore
yin sinks and is then hidden, yang floats and then moves. The
qi that piles up is a yin lump. The qi that gathers is a yang
lump. The yin lumps are created (sheng 4 ) by the five yin
organs. The yang lumps are completed (cheng #t ) by the six
yang organs. The yin lumps are yin qi, they have roots from
which they occur. The pain doesn't move from this place, the
lumps are clearly defined on all sides. The yang lumps are
yangqi, they haveno roots and are not clearly defined, the pain
is not at this place, they are called yanglumps. This is how one
differentiates between yin and yanglumps. (NJ 55(3):25).

This discussion is probably in answer or response to an earlier discus
sion in chapter 46 the Ling Shu:

The Yellow Emperor asked, "Some people easily get yin and
yang lumps in the intestines; how does one differentiate
these?"

Chao Yu answered, "If the skin is thin and dry, the flesh is not
hard [elastic] and is muddy [weak and soft] this is a sign of
poor intestines and stomach. This means that the evil qi can
stay easily. The evil qi will gather and pile up and attack the
inside, to the spleen and stomach. [This causes] temperature
changes. The evil qi litde by little piles up and then a big yang
lump will occur" (LS 46:347).

Here the yang lumps are seen as resulting from problems of the
stomach and intestines, probably cumulative stagnations. The nature and
origin of the yin and yang lumps can be seen to be different. The yang
lumps are more associated with digestion and the intestines. The yin
lumps are more associated with imbalances in the yin organs, transferring
through the five-phase cycles, through the changes of the seasons. Chapter
56 of the Nan Jing gives fascinating explanations of these differences and
processes.

Each yin lump of the five yin organs has a name. By using the
months and dates when the lumps occur, we are able to name
them (NJ 56(3)25-27).

Sosen Hirooka elucidates this for us, expanding on the distinctions
between the yin and yang lumps.

The six yang organs carry water and grain. This is the alchemi
cal transformation of one qi, therefore each yang lump has a
different form. The five yin organs are different from this
[without the alchemical transformations of one qi that the yang
organs have]. Also, the form [nature] of each of the five yin
lumps is different. Instead, to begin with, the lump comes in
the corresponding season of the organ and then becomes
lodged. Therefore, in the person's body, the yin organs and
yang organs are also dependent on the stems and branches of
heaven [i.e., seasonal].7
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The yanglumps have different forms because they represent different
manifestations of problems in the digestive system. The yin lumpsaredif
ferent in nature because of the fundamental differences of each of the five
yin organs, and also because they have different manifestations in the dif
ferent seasons.

The Nanjing describes the different types of yin lumps:

The yin lump of the liver is called "fat qi"BE^. The loca
tion of the lump is on the left side, below the rib cage. Its
shape is like a small upside-down bowl and it has smaller
lumps on it. If the lump is not treated for a long time, it will
cause coughing, counterflow qi, and nue [hot-cold syndrome],
and the patient will suffer from these. It comes in the long
summer. A more detailed explanation of this is as follows:
lung disease is transmitted to the liver. The liver tries to
transmit it to the spleen. But the spleen, which corresponds to
long summer, the present season, cannot accept it. The liver
tries to return it to the lungs, but the lungs don't accept it. It
stays [at the liver] and becomes knotted, creating a lump; this
becomes a yin lump. Thus we can understand how the "fat qi"
was gottenin longsummer, the fifth and sixth of the ten stems.

The yin lump of the heart is called "hidden beam"VtM. It
occurs above the umbilicus and reaches to below the sternum.

If it isn't treated for a long time, the patient will suffer from
more emotional or mental problems. It comes in autumn, at
the time of the seventh and eighth of the ten stems. A more
detailed explanation of this is as follows: A kidney disease is
transmitted to the heart. The heart tries to transmit it to the

lungs, but in the autumn, the corresponding season, the lungs
don't accept it. The heart tries to return it to the kidneys, but
the kidneys won't accept it. It stays and becomes knotted,
creating a yin lump. Therefore, we can understand that the
"hidden beam" originatedin autumn, at the time of the seventh
and eighth of the ten stems.

The yin lump of the spleen is called "stagnant qi"^^. Its
location is below the sternum and above the umbilicus. Its

shape is like a smallshallowsaucer. If the problem isn't treated
for a long time, the joints cannot contract smoothly or well;
jaundice will ensue; the food and fluids will not transform
easily. Its origin is in winter, the time of the ninth and tenth
stems. A more detailed explanation of this is as follows: A
liver disease is transmitted to the spleen. The spleen tries to
transmit it to the kidneys, but in winter, the season correspon
dent to the kidneys, it is not accepted by the kidneys. The
spleen tries to return it to the liver, but the liver won't accept it.
Therefore, it stays and becomes knotted, creating a yin lump.
Therefore we can understand that the stagnant qi was gotten in
winter at the time of the ninth and tenth stems.

The yin lump of the lungs is called xi penSi
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The lump is located to the right side of the umbilicus below the ribs.
The form of the lump is like a small upside down bowl. If it is not treated
for a long timeit can cause symptoms of chills, alternating fever and chills,
panting and coughing, and stagnation in the lungs.9 It comes in spring, the
time of the first and second stems. A more detailed explanation of this is
as follows: A heart disease is transmitted to the lungs. The lungs try to
transmit it to the Uver, but in spring, the liver's correspondent season, the
liver doesn't accept it. The lungs try to return it to the heart, but the heart
won't accept it. Therefore, it stays and becomes knotted, creating a yin
lump. Thus we can understand that the xx pen has its origin in springat the
time of the first and second stems.

The yin lump of the kidneys is called "running piglet" MM. It occurs
in the smallabdomen [below the umbilicus] and rises up to below the ster
num. The condition is like a pig, sometimes ascending, sometimes des
cending, it is never stationary. If untreated for a long time it can cause
symptoms of counterflow panting, weak breathing, and weak bones. It
comes in the summer, the time of the third and fourth stems. A more
detailed explanation is as follows: A spleen disease is transmitted to the
kidney. The kidney tries to transmit it to the heart, but in the summer, the
heart's correspondent season, the heart doesn't accept it. The kidney tries
to return it to the spleen, but the spleen doesn't accept it. Therefore it stays
and becomes knotted creating a yin lump. Thus we can understand that
the running piglet was gotten in summer at the time of the third and fourth
Stems (NJ56(3)25-27).

Sosen Hirooka explains this last phenomenon:

Counterflow panting is panting with a sensation of something
like a little piglet running up. The weak bones occur because
the kidney jing is insufficient, and then the patient can't stand
up. The kidneys are the source of each of the qi. If this qi is
insufficient, the breath is very weak as both the lungs and kid
neys are theqi-yin organs.10

Wang Shu He's commentary on this passage from chapter 56 of the Nan
Jing states that "running piglet" is "movement that starts between the kid
neys, and stops at CV-17."

This whole discussion of the nature, causes, and accompanyingsymp-
tomology of the five yin lumps can help us to understand that lumps are
generally more difficult to treat, since they were seen to occur by transmis
sion of disease on the controlling cycle of the five phases, according to sea
sonal changes. Recall that in the Nan Jing diseases that transmit on the
controlling cycle were viewed as more difficult to treat (NJ 13).

In our "modern-day" practice of acupuncture, where energetics and
physiology are often seen against the backdrop of Western science and
Western medicine, the finding of a lump on a patient's abdomen can be
disturbing in light of the fear reactions surrounding lumps, growths,
tumors, etc.. It is important to bear in mind that a practitioner need not be
overly concerned, nor should the patient be unduly alarmed. Check the
signs and symptoms for lumps as described above, and treat accordingly.
Where necessary, refer the patient to a medical specialist for corroboration
of findings. In this context, a brief case history provides appropriate illus
tration.
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Figure 15.3 Typical interpretation of Nanjing
abdominal five-phase areas.
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While palpating a friend's abdomen, the author found a clearly defin
able, hard, and immobile fist-sized lump that was sensitive to palpation.
The friend nervously stated that the lump had been there for a good while,
and that he was very concerned about it. Further diagnosis recommended
the use of the ren mai connection, which was applied. Within ten minutes,
the "lump" was less than half its original size and substantially less hard
and less painful. After a few more minutes of ren mai treatment, hara Shi
atsu was applied. By the end of treatment, this terrifying "lump" was a
mild muscular tension with pulsing in the area. This example supports the
common view that this chapter of the NanJing is not necessarily referring
to abdominal tumors or masses, that areas of tightness or hardness of the
muscular wall of the abdomen are the usual signs.

Not all lumps found on palpation require that we refer immediately to
a Western medical specialist. If a lump does not respond to appropriate
treatment, then it is wise to confer with a medical specialist just to have it
checked out. Many clinical cases suggest to us that the lumps referred to by
the Nanjing were often areas of tight, swollen muscles, and not "masses"
as such. A first step would be to differentiate these, and then in cases
where masses are present, to further discern their relative nature and
importance.

Modern Extrapolations and Applications of
Nanjing Theory

The preceding descriptions from the Nan Jing give us two possible
interpretations of the reflex areas of the phases/organs. Pulsings may be
found in areas much closer to the umbilicus. Lumps may be found over a
larger area of the abdomen, stretchingup as far as the ribs on either side.
(According to where the pulsings are found, the areas are much closer to
the umbilicus. According to where the lumps can be found, the areas are
much more extensive, stretching up to the ribs on the right or left sides.)
To summarize both ideas, the areas may be visualized as in Figure 15.3.

The experience and study of several eminent Japanese practitioners
leads us to suggest that the five areas can be seen in different ways.
Though the result is essentially the same, the particular details of what lies
where is somewhat different. Kodo Fukushima, an acupuncturist in Japan
whose blindness led him to develop unusual sensitivity, described the five
areas according to the diagram in Figure 15.4. He offers this explanation
for his choices:

Around the umbilicus from CV-7 to just above CV-12 is the
spleen diagnosis area. From just above CV-12 to CV-14 or
CV-15 is the heart diagnosis area. Belowthe right rib cage from
GB-24, SP-16 to the side of the umbilicus [probably KI-16,
ST-25] is the main lung diagnosis area. To diagnose, compare
the equivalent area on the left side. The area to the left also
reflects the lungs, but not as commonly as the right side. Below
the umbilicus, to the left side from GB-26 to GB-29 is the main
liver diagnosis area. To diagnose, compare the equivalent area
on the right side, this area to the right also reflects the liver, but
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not as commonly as the left side. From CV-7 to just above the
pubic bone is the kidney diagnosis area. This area is not just
the vertical line or area from CV-7 down to the pubic bone; it
can encompass a wider, horizontal area as well. But this varies
for each patient.11

Lung

Diagnostic Area

Lung

Diagnostic Area

Spleen Diagnostic Area

GB-26 /» • CV-7

Kidney Diagnostic Area

Figure 15.4 Kodo Fukushima's abdominal pattern.

GB-26

Liver Diagnostic Areas

Fukushima uses the abdomen more to confirm the pulse diagnosis. If
he finds nothing on the abdomen that confirms the pulse reading, he will
check the pulse again. If, for instance, he finds a vacant lung pulse, he will
check the lung areas on the abdomen and the spleen area, since in his
experience, lung vacancy often comes from a spleen vacancy. When diag
nosing the pulse, primarily he checks the relative strength of the six posi
tions of each pulse, as described above.

In his comments on the Nan Jing discussion of abdominal pulsing,
Denmei Shudo12 relates thatif a slight, gende, almost imperceptible pulsing
is found anywhere on the abdomen and the abdomen is healthy and elas
tic, then this indicates good health, as this pulsing is the moving qi between
the kidneys. If the pulsing is stronger, this is not a good indication. If
there is no pulsing, no elasticity, and if the fingers sink in easily, this indi
cates vacancy.
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Figure 15.5 Maruyama's reactive points cen
tered around the umbilicus.
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Shudo also summarizes Ei Maruyama's descriptions of five-phase
abdominal diagnosis, whose system concentrates on examination of the
area around the umbilicus and exclusive palpation of points that are close
to the umbilicus, remindingus of the Nanjing discussion of pulsings in the
areas around the umbilicus. Overall, this reflects the significance often
accorded the umbilicus and the area around it in abdominal palpation.13

1 — Area just abovethe umbilicus, between CV-8 and CV-9,
for diagnosis of the spleen.

2 - Area between KI-16 and KI-17, for diagnosis of the kidney.

3 - The umbilicus, for diagnosis of the spleen.

4 - KI-16, for diagnosis of the kidney.

5 = The right side from approximately ST-25 to SP-15,
for diagnosis of the lung and large intestine.

6 — The left side from approximately ST-25 to SP-15,
for diagnosis of the liver, gallbladder, and dai mai.

7 - The areas between KI-16 and KI-15,
for diagnosis of the kidney.

8 — The areajust below the umbilicus, between CV-7 and CV-8,
for diagnosis of the spleen.

9 - CV-7, for diagnosis of the kidney.

Shudo comments that in determining a particular problem of a phase,
the signs in the radial pulse and abdomen will have corroborative signifi
cance. If these signs decrease after treatment, particularly the abdominal
indications, the problem will be easier to cure. In clinical cases, when the
radialpulse suggested livervacancy, and abdominal palpation elicited pres
sure pain on left ST-25, he determined that treating LV-4 would often
release the pressure pain on ST-25, thus confirming diagnosis and treat
ment. Shudo further commented that if the pulse and abdominal indica
tions were substantiated by a pinching diagnosis that elicited pain of the
left PC-4, which could be relieved by treating LV-4, this offered definite
corroboration of the pulse diagnosis.

In the body of Japanese literature, occasional comments can be found
that also discuss distal palpation to diagnose the five phases. The following
represent those we have found that are most clearly stated.

Denmei Shudo says that in a lung vacancy, LU-9 can be depressed
and/or painful on palpation. In a spleen vacancy, the area from SP-3, SP-4
can be depressed and/or painful upon palpation; also the nail color or
shape of the big toe might be changed. In a kidney vacancy, KI-3 can be
depressed or swollen, puffy, and painful. In a liver vacancy, LV-8 can be
soreand on pressure may have a small, palpable knot.14

Kodo Fukushima comments that often points with a relationship to the
meridian through the controlling cycle will show some palpable reactions.
For instance, LU-10 can become sore in lung problems, and KI-2 in kidney
problems.15 In acute lung problems, such as colds, palpation of LI-11 and
LU-10 can elicit soreness. If they are sore, treating these will help treat the
cold.16
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Sodo Okabe and Denmei Shudo both discuss the use of pinching tech
niques along the meridians as further'diagnostic differentiation or confir
mation of the meridians.17 This technique involves pinching the skin
lighdy between the thumb and forefinger along the length of the meridian
being examined. The nature of the patient response or reaction might be
that one or more points feel different from the rest, or feel painful. There
might be a difference in the texture of the skinover oneor more points. In
some areas, the skin might be loose and pinch up easily, and not exhibit
normal elasticity; the skin might be loose and pinch up easily, yet exhibit
normal elasticity; or the skin might not pinch up easily, and might feel
puffy, as if the subcutaneous tissues were being squeezed up with the skin,
causing the patient discomfort when pinched. Ideally, the skin should
exhibit normal elasticity and be distinct from the underlying tissues. Com
paring the palpatory findings of one meridian with another helps identify
the most affected meridians and focus treatment.

This pinching technique can also, be used on the abdomen within each
of the five-phase areas. Sometimes the most reactive, tight, or loose areas
are treated direcdy on the abdomen.18

In addition to these basic treatment styles and techniques, there are
specific diagnoses and treatments that are extremely useful and in some
cases highly effective. Waichi Sugiyama's treatments for various kinds of
lumps are perhaps the best known and most developed of classical treat
ments. Straightforward in nature, they are based on the Nan Jing discus
sions of the types of lumps:

For all kinds of lumps, both yin and yang kinds one can treat,
with moxa, ming men, GV-4.

One can also select from and treat CV-13, CV-12, KI-21, KI-20,
ST-21, ST-25, LV-14, CV-6, CV-4.19

For the lung lump, found on the right side below the ribs, treat
LU-5, LV-13, ST-36.

For the heart lump, found below the sternum and above the
umbilicus, treat HT-7, SI-3, ST-36, CV-14.

For the spleen lump, found as far as two divisions above the
umbilicus and maybe a litde to one side, treat BL-20, BL-21,
BL-23, BL-66, LV-13, ST-36.

For the liver lump, found on the left side below the ribs, treat
LV-13, LV-2.

For the kidney lump, generally found below the umbilicus
though it sometimes can move up and down, treat BL-23,
CV-3, CV-4, KI-1.

For a qi lump [yang lump] treat BL-20, BL-21, BL-23, ST-21,
ST-2520
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Thelastand perhapsmost intruiging pattern of diagnosis and treatment
comes from the Shakuju school of acupuncture inJapan.21 Here the diag
nostic pattern is similarto most classical interpretations:

Figure15.6 Abdominal diagnosis pattern from the Shakuju school.

However, the treatments are quite different, utilizing the back shu points or
the bladder points lateral to them. This treatment style uses combinations
of the back shu points, according to the area that shows the predominant
reaction. Treatments are generally performed using needle or moxa tech
niques on these points. The abdomen is then reassessed by palpation and
compared with the pulse and the general pattern of signs and symptoms to
arrive at a firm five-phase diagnosis. In other words, this treatment style
can be used as a stepping stone in the process by which one determines the
phase that is vacant and the points on the limbs that should be treated for
supplementation. Phase diagnosis is often difficult when abdominal signs
abound. This treatment will abate or reduce many of the signs, leaving the
most significant behind.

This process actually occurs in three steps. The first supplements the
relevant back shu points. Supplementation involves application to each
point of indirect moxa ten times, or small direct moxa five times, or per
pendicular shallow needle insertion for twenty seconds. The abdomen
should then be rechecked. If the major signs are still present, one should
then proceed to step two. Here the relevantback shu points are dispersed.
Dispersion involves application to each point of either direct small moxa,
or indirect moxa three times, or perpendicular shallow needle insertion for
five seconds. The abdomen should then be rechecked. Any remaining
abdominal signs should then be compared with the pulse and any other
accompanying signs and symptoms, and a diagnosis determined. Step
three involves the supplementation and dispersion of relevant points on
the meridians according to the principles described above and in Five Ele
ments and Ten Stems.
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The treatment patterns for steps one and two are as follows. Pointsare
palpated and selected accordingto reaction:

Reactions: Step One: Supplementation Step Two: Dispersion

substernal (heart) BL-18+ BL-14 or BL-15

or BL-42 + BL-38 or BL-39

BL-13 + BL-23

or BL-37 + BL-47

around or above navel (spleen)
+ left subcostal

BL-14orBL-15 +BL-20

or BL-38 or BL-39 + BL-44

BL-23 + BL-18

or BL-47 + BL-42

below navel (kidney) BL-13 + BL-23

or BL-37 + BL-47

BL-14orBL-15 +BL-20

or BL-38 or BL-39 + BL-44

left navel (liver)+

right subcostal
BL-20 + BL-13 + right BL-18
or BL-44 -1- BL-37 + right
BL-42

left BL-18 + BL-14 or BL-15

or left BL-42 + BL-38 or BL-

39

right navel (lung)+
left subcostal

BL-23 + BL-18

or BL-47 + BL-42

BL-20 + BL-13

or BL-44 + BL-37

Reactions tend to show in the lateral bladder points in the over-30 age
group, and closer to the spine in younger patients. It has also been found
that pressure pain only, soft lumps, or weak radiation are mild abdominal
findings and will clear up after step one. In the order of lesser to greater
severity, the following three kinds of abdominal findings generally require
steps one and two and often three:

lump (tension, tightness); lump with pressure pain or radiation

pulsing

pulsing with lump and pain.

In the first three treatment patterns, the logic is clearaccording to five-
phase theory: tonify the mother phase and same-phasepoints; disperse the
controlling and controlled phase points. The phasal logic in the fourth and
fifth patterns is more convoluted. This is probably because the reactive
areas lie on the sides of the navel and are complicated by the crossing
spirals of muscle bands that traverse these regions.

Summary
Throughout the history of the use of the five phases as a diagnostic

and therapeutic system of acupuncture, there have been many different
interpretations and treatment styles. This is essentially due to the complex
ity and breadth of the Nan Jing theories. In our previous works we exam
ined a variety of diagnostic and therapeutic approaches. This chapter sum
marizes ideas relative to abdominal diagnosis. In the next chapters we will
examine five-phase therapeutic principles again with some of Manaka's
treatments.
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Manaka's Uses of the

Extraordinary Vessels
Dr. Yoshio Manaka, whose ideas we have described throughout this

text, is among the most renowned and skillful practitioner-researchers in
the field. We have had the good fortune to have studied with him and to
have been exposed to many of his treatment ideas and systems in which
abdominal diagnosis features as a major component. Some of the many
treatment procedures, techniques, and tools that he has investigated and
devised are described in the following section. Interested readers may look
to a forthcoming study of his work, Chasing the Dragon's Tail, for more
detail and development of his ideas.

Manaka's theories of diagnosis and treatment of the eightextraordinary
vessels are the most coherent available in the medical literature, and his use
of the the ion-pumping cords has created a body of clinical results that
offer substantial practical justification of his theories. While emphasizing
refinement and systematization of diagnosis and treatment to achieve max
imum results with minimal stimulation, he takes a slighdy different view of
his role as a teacher. He feels that autocratic presentation of materials will
retard a student's development. It should thereforebe noted that whilehis
information is presented procedurally, the exceptions and cautions ger
mane to his ideas are also presented. While rapid mastery of a few tech
niques is a very comfortable way to learn, a more thorough clinical reper
toire is usually the result of comprehending the scope of a theory, i.e., its
limitations as well as its possibilities.

Manaka's general premise is that prior to any local or symptomatic
treatment, a general or root treatment, benzhi fa, should be administered.
This general treatment is aimed at clearing abdominal findings, pulse, and
general muscular tension, just as was described in the classical literature.
Manaka willoften use methods or systems such as the extraordinary vessel
points, the five-phase points, the daily, ten-day and sixty-day biorhythmic
open points, or Tae Woo Yoo's palm points, to achieve these ends. He
feels that it is important to have a systematic and demonstrable approach to
treatment, and has developed clear palpatory diagnostic patterns that key
into specific treatments.

When devising a general or root treatment, Manaka takes many stra
tegies and summarizes them in three diagnostic and therapeutic steps.
Observing to the phenomena of yin and yang, we can treat:

1. According to abdominal diagnosis, what Manaka calls the mu areas.

2. According to back diagnosis, which involves the use of moxa,
heated needles etc on back shu points related to one's diagnosis.

3. According to the muscular imbalances, with for instance Sotai exer
cises, often combined with heated needles.
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Thus, he will treat to rid the abdominal reactions, to rid the back reac
tions, and to correct muscle imbalances, in a three-step manner. The uses
of the ion-pumping cords on the extraordinary vessels described in this
chapter represent what is probably the most common application for the
first step. Uses of the open points and other specific treatments for pat
terns of abdominal reaction — like the taikyoku treatment or the palm
points treatment described below — represent other common treatments
for achieving the goals of the first step, reduction of abdominal reactions.
Reduction of back reactions canbe achieved in a numberof different ways,
a simple means being to focus on reducing reactivity of back shu points
associated with the diagnosis by direct needle or moxa placement on the
associated backshu points —for instance in liver problems, treating BL-18,
or for kidney problems, treating BL-23. Two or three pairs of back shu
points are commonly treated.

In Manaka's style of treatment, the third step focuses on the impor
tance of correcting exacerbated muscle tension and restricted ranges of
motion. He states quite clearly that one step in treatment should be to
correct and balance muscle tension. To do this, he utilizes Keizo
Hashimoto's therapeutic Sotai exercises, incorporating into the exercises
some simple stimulation techniques.

Manaka's Mu Points

From his extensive clinical experience, Manaka has evolved a series of
points which he feels are more useful as mu points than many of the clas
sical mu points.1 We summarize these points here and explain Manaka's
reasoning in their selection.

•

Organ-Meridian Mu Point

Lung LU-1 - LU-2

Heart KI-25, KI-23

Spleen SP-21

Pericardium PC-1

Liver LV-14, LV-13

Kidney KI-16*

Spleen or Liver and Kidney
or Liver and Pericardium

GB-26

Stomach ST-21

Gallbladder GB-24, GB-29**

Large Intestine ST-27

Small Intestine ST-26

Triple Warmer ST-25

Bladder KI-11

* KI-16 also reflects the yin qiao, chong mai, and dai mai.
**GB-29 locatedat the ASIS also reflects the yangwei mai,
yang qiao mai, and yin qiao mai.
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Though some are identical to the meridian mu points, many are radical
departures from standardized association. These point selections are based
on Manaka's practical experience, specifically on the success he had elim
inating pressure pain at these points by treating the corresponding meri
dian, and the source points of that meridian. His selections arebasedon a
thorough knowledge of classical Chinese anatomy and meridian pathways.

Several theories of mu point association are held. Some authors feel
that the mu points are related to the organs, some feel they relate to the
meridians. Others feel there is no clear distinction between organ and
meridian, but that often in a particular disease, reaction will reflect to one
side, sometimes to both. For instance, heart disease reflects only to the left
side, where liver disease reflects mosdy to the right. The meridians are
bilateral; how can a blockage of the left or right channelof the meridian be
diagnosed by palpating mu points on the midline? Why is the small intes
tine mu point on the midline, while the large intestine mu point is bilateral?
Why are the heart, small intestine, stomach, triple warmer, and bladdermu
points, single points on the midline?

Perplexed by these questions, Manaka resolved to find possible solu
tions. Theoretically, treating the source point of a meridian would elim
inate pressure pain on the correspondingmu point, since the source points
are able to treat problems of their corresponding organs (NJ 66). Since the
distinction between organs and meridians seemed unclear, he felt this was
a good place to start researching. He began palpating the mu points and
treating the source points. What hefound confirmed his suppositions.2

When a patient demonstrated a vacant kidney condition, GB-25, the
classical mu point, was usually found to be unreactive; instead KI-16 was
reactive. Treating KI-3 eliminated the pressure pain on KI-16, confirming
KI-16 as a better mu point for the kidneys. As other examples, ST-25, the
classical mu point of the large intestine, was not relieved of pressure pain
by treatment of LI-4. Instead, treatment of TW-4 relieved ST-25 pressure
pain, confirming that ST-25 is a better mu point of the triple warmer. In
problems of the large intestine, ST-27 was often found reactive; treating
LI-4 relieved the reactivity, confirming ST-27 as a better mu point for the
large intestine. This sameprocedure was used to determine the revised mu
points. Manaka further noted that if a meridian on one side is more sensi
tive than the other, generally the mu point on the same side is more sensi
tive than the other.3 These findings led Manaka to conclude that some clas
sicalmu points have less therapeutic value than those he found by his own
experience, at least when palpated and used in the prone position.

His method of checking the classical mu points involves stretching the
correspondent meridian to confirm the mu point indication. This simply
means stretchingor bending the meridian that corresponds to the mu point
being diagnosed. For instance, when palpating CV-4, the small intestine
mu point, one should stretch the small intestine meridian by stretching the
arm and bending the hand toward the thumb. If stretching the correspond
ing meridian increases the reaction, this confirms that the mu point is
reflecting a condition of the corresponding meridian. In this example, the
small intestine would reflect at CV-4.

•
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Manaka utilizes this phenomenon as a further means of diagnosing his
own mu points. As in all of Manaka's work, this technique progresses in
stages and compound configurations. If one finds pressure pain on ST-26,
the Manaka small intestine mu point, also check CV-4, the classical mu
point. If CV-4 is not reactive, stretch the small intestine meridian, usually
on the side where ST-26 is most reactive. Then, palpate both ST-26 and
CV-4 again. In confirmed problems of the small intestine, CV-4 will
become quite reactive. ST-26 will often become less reactive while the
small intestine meridian is stretched.

Pressure pain on ST-25, the Manaka triple warmer mu point, may be
indicative of a number of problems. To confirm that ST-25 is reactive
because of a triple warmerproblem, palpateCV-5, stretch the triple warmer
meridian and palpate both ST-25 and CV-5 again. In confirmed triple
warmer problems, ST-25 will become less reactive and CV-5 will become
more reactive. This technique may be used to differentiate and confirm
the other mu points as well. To treat problems found and confirmed in
this manner a number of techniques may be used.

One of Manaka's favorite techniques is simply to treat the sourcepoint
of the affected meridian. To determine the efficacy of this treatment, place
the north pole of a magnet on the skin at the source point of the meridian;
leave the magnet in place for a few moments and palpate the mu point
again. If the reactivity has decreased, needle the source point after remov
ing the magnet. On occasion, the reaction changes very quickly when one
places the magnet on the point, at other times it changes more slowly. Be
careful to leave the magnet in place long enough. As an example, when
ST-25 is reactive, and stretching the triple warmer creates reactiveness on
CV-5, one can test TW-4 on the side most affected. If both sides are

equally affected, test both sides with the north pole magnet. If ST-25
becomes less reactive and CV-5 also becomes less reactive with the triple
warmer meridian stretched, then needle TW-4.

As further evidence of the usefulness of his mu points, Manaka cites
other research utilizing meridian and five-phase relationships. One tech
nique is to treat the phase point corresponding to the mu point of the
active meridian at the time of treatment. This development is based on
open point theory (described below). Thus, if ST-25 is reactive and con
firmed as a problem associated with the triple warmer, and the spleen
meridian is active (9-11 am), treat the fire point of the spleen, SP-2. The
fire point is chosen since the triple warmer, the problem meridian, belongs
to fire, as the supporting fire.

Manaka's Isophasal Concept of the Five Phases
This type of treatment just described is part of Manaka's isophasal con

cept of the phases. As a further developmentof this isophasal concept and
as a further demonstration of the tai yang, shao yin, shao yang, jue yin,
yang ming, tai yin relationships discussed in the classical literature,4
Manaka describes an inter-meridian relationship.5

Within each coupled yin—yang pair, energetic relationships exist
between both yin, and yang, and yin—yang pairs. For the shao yin—tai
yang relationship, similarly, for jue yin—shao yang, and tai yin—yang ming,
this can be seen as follows:

•

Figure 16.1 While palpating CV-4, stretch
the small intestine meridian.



Figure 16.8 The yin wei-chongmai
connection.

w v

Figure16.9a The yang wei-dai mai
connection.

Figure 16.9b Cross-syndrome:
yin wei mai— yang wei mai connection.
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In following these eight steps, try always to compare the leftand right,
upper and lower, front and back parts of the body. Check for imbalances
or differences. This diagnosis uses the idea of dividing thebodyinto eight
parts. If some imbalance of yin and yang is found by this procedure,
Manakarecommends a series of ordered steps and treatments. First, exam
ine the yin and yang wei mai connections. If there are imbalances, use the
ion cords on the appropriate points for ten minutes. Then, if it is still
necessary, check the yin qiao and yang qiao mai connection. If there are
imbalances, treat them with the ion cords for another ten minutes. Manaka
comments that these imbalances of yin and yang may be caused by many
complicated factors. Oneshould payattention to otherimbalances, suchas
noticeable muscle tension.

It is easy, having arrived at a specific, clear diagnosis, to feel overly
secure. The real test comes with treatment. If favorable responses are not
obtained from treating theseeight points alone, the diagnosis must be reex
amined. With a clear diagnosis and treatment at the level of the eight
extraordinary vessels, substantial changes often occurwithoutfurther inter
vention. But if there are other imbalances from other energetic or physical
levels in the body, working with the eight vessels alone will not suffice.
Manaka feels that if we are careful and attentive, we will find the most sig
nificant paradoxin the body. If we find it, treat it. It is generally unneces
sary to treat the other, smaller paradoxes. These should naturally resolve
themselves. When one has diagnosed the main problem, for instance a
problem with the yin qiao mai, the associated problems of headaches,
backaches, or digestion will generally disappear, if the yin qiao mai is the
true paradox. It may appear that there is a weakness in the kidneys for
example, and treatments using the local points offer relief. However, if
treatment is directed at the main paradox, it is often unnecessary to treat
locally. This is true regardless of the level at which the main paradox
resides: organs, meridians, phases, or extraordinary vessels.

Specific Diagnostic Steps
Manaka uses specific steps for diagnosing and confirming each pair of

vessels. These reflect not only his cumulative clinical experience, but as
well the many classical texts that he has studied. In his explanation of the
paired points and their target or diagnostic areas one can see the influence
of theZhenjiu Da Quan.26

The yin wei mai connection: Symptoms may be right-sided (yin).
There may be symptoms of the yin wei mai or pressure pain or reaction on
CV-22; symptoms, pressure pain or reaction of the pericardium meridian;
or tension or pressure pain below the ribs in the subcostal region (chest
distress).

The chong mai connection: Symptoms of the chong mai are pressure
pain or reaction on ST-11. Other indications may be symptoms, pressure
pain, or reaction on the spleen meridian.

The yang wei mai connection: Symptoms may be more left sided
(yang). There may be pressure pain or other reaction on the yang wei mai
or symptoms associated with the yang wei mai. Pressure pain or other
reaction on the dai mai, or symptoms associated with the dai mai may also
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indicate yang wei mai. Pressure pain or other reaction on TW-5 or on the
triple warmer meridian and pressure pain or other reaction on GB-41 or on
the gallbladder meridian are also indicative. Tension or pressure pain
around GB-29 (ASIS) usually on the left points to yang wei mai. Note that
right-sided chest distress, a subcostal reaction, associated with the yin wei
mai may often be accompanied by reaction around left GB-29. If there is
obvious pressure pain or reaction around left GB-29 with right-sided chest
distress, this would suggest the use of the yin wei mai connection on the
right side and the yang wei mai connection on the left. This is a common
abdominal pattern in Manaka's experience which he terms the "cross-
syndrome." Treatmentfor it represents a specialized use of the cords.

The yin qiao mai connection: Most significant indications are pressure
pain or reactionon or around the ren mai itself, especially aboveand below
the umbilicus. Compare the relative tension of above and below the umbil
icus on the ren mai. Generally tension above with less tension below the
umbilicus is an indication of the yin qiao mai. Also look for symptoms
associated with the ren mai, which are opposite to the du mai. Compare
the relative tension of the back muscles and the rectus abdominus muscles.

If the back muscles are overly tense and the rectus abdominus muscles are
overly loose, use the yin qiao mai connection. Another indication is pres
sure pain or reaction on the yin qiao mai or other associated symptoms.

The yang qiao mai connection: Symptoms may include pressure pain or
reaction on or just lateral to the du mai (the hua to points line), especially
on the upper back. Also look for symptoms associated with the du mai, or
pressure pain or reaction on the neck or the back of the upper arm. Pres
sure pain or reaction around the ASIS (Manaka's GB-29) may indicate the
yang qiao mai connection. Differentiate a reaction here from the yang wei
mai by the presence of pressure pain or reaction on or around KI-11,
symptoms or pressure pain or reaction on the cervical vertebrae, and mus
cle tension or a knot or reaction around SI-10.27

The rationale for these symptom-sign indications required a synthesis
of a variety of ideas which were randomly presented in the classical texts.
For example, we can understand that the yin wei mai connection is made
by dividing the front and back portions of the body. PC-6, the "mother
point" of yin wei mai, and SP-4, the chong mai "father point," are signifi
cant points on the front of the body. They affect a large number of symp
toms. Various classical and modern sources tell us that PC-6 is good for
symptoms caused by or related to the heart, for instance: palpitations, diffi
culty or discomfort breathing, dizziness. Some sources say that when a
patient overeats or has food poisoning or is suffering in the chest from
stomach problems, strong stimulation of PC-6 can cause vomiting and thus
treat the symptoms. Stimulating PC-6 can affect the upper part of the
abdomen. SP-4 is commonly seen as a major point for digestive problems.
By connecting SP-4 and PC-6, one treats the main symptoms of these two
points and thus relievesoversensitivityof the middle warmer.

This would explain why a yin wei mai disharmony can be diagnosed
by oversensitivity or tension of the muscles in the subcostal region. Over-
consumption of alcoholor food (particularly spicy food), or use of medica
tions that cause liver dysfunction, are frequently the cause of this condi
tion. In severe cases, the muscles in the subcostal region will be markedly
•

Figure 16.10 The yin qiao-ren mai
connection.

Figure 16.11a The yang qiao-du mai
connection.



KI-11 KI-11

Figure 16.11b The yang qiao-du mai
connection.

Figure 16.12 The Hirata liver zone,: 4
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oversensitive. In milder cases usually the right side alone is involved.
There may also be small colored pimples or areas of pigmentation in the
Hirata zone on the face.28 (See Figure 16.12.) Treating the yin wei mai con
nection for ten minutes will alleviate or remove the symptomatic oversensi
tivity in the subcostal region, even if only temporarily. The manifested
problemswillbe naturally treated.

The yang wei mai connection is between TW-5, the luo point of the
triple warmer, and GB-41, the wood point of the gallbladder. Each is a
powerful point, on theirrespective meridians and in relation to the extraor
dinary vessels, having manyand various effects. The gallbladder and triple
warmer meridians divide the front and back of the body, more particularly
the yang part. These meridians are able to stimulate or influence the bal
ance of areas on either side of each line. They are like the fulcra of a series
of scales. Many of the lines or pathways of the extraordinary vessels pass
through these fulcra.

The classic texts tell us that the du mai is the "ocean of the yang meri
dians," the ren mai the "ocean of the yin meridians." We may conceive of
them as the uniting place of all meridians, the oceans into which all rivers
and streams flow. The du mai and ren mai are also dividing lines or fulcra.
The du mai and ren mai divide the left and right sides of the body, the dai
mai the upper and lower parts. The gallbladder and triple warmer are the
third dividinglines as they divide the front and back portions of the body.

The classical authors systematized the meridians by attaching their
names to the internal organs. The triple warmer and heart-wrapping luo
(pericardium) meridians are the only exception. These have rather general
energetic correspondences. For instance, the triple warmer represents the
relationship of the three warmer functions, a branch of the upper warmer
being the meridian circuit. The triple warmer as well can be perceived to
function like an ocean of all the meridians. The yin wei mai and yang wei
mai function like streams that divide the front and back portions of the
body and connect the upper and lower parts. The extraordinary vessels are
thus a complete energetic system of oceans that connect and moderate the
flow of the twelve meridians. The focus of each is thus expressed in areas,
many of which conjoin the related organ meridians.

The yang wei mai connection is indicated by pressure pain or reaction
on the dai mai. Since the yang wei mai passes through GB-29, connecting
with the gallbladdermeridian and the yang qiao mai, pressure pain or reac
tion around GB-29 indicates the connection. Manaka also notes that while

in herbal diagnosis this area is seen as diagnostic of blood stasis, in acu
puncture there is generallynot a direct parallel.

The focus of the yin qiao and yang qiao mai are the ren mai and the du
mai. For the du mai, the focus is on problems or symptoms found on the
upper part of the du mai. For the ren mai, focus is on problems or symp
toms found on the lower parts of the ren mai.29 This relationship can be
seen as based on the topological relationships of the lower abdomen and
upperback.30

The classical texts do not explain why SI-3 is considered the respect
able point of the du mai or why LU-7 is the respectable point of the ren
mai. It may be that the bladder meridian lies at the side of the du mai and

•
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the kidney meridian at the side of the ren mai. Strong connections and
relationships exist between these parallel lines. In the classics, KI-6 and
BL-62 were considered lower-limb treatment points for the yin qiao and
yang qiao mai. A five-phase relationship is likely the correlation of these
two points with the upper limb points, SI-3 and LU-7. Both the yang wei
and yin wei mai connect the supporting fire meridians of the arm, triple
warmer and pericardium, to the wood and earth meridians of the legs.
Both the yang and yin qiao mai connect the water meridians of the leg to
important points of the fire and metal meridians of the arm. In part, these
relationships maintain a water and supporting fire connection to the other
phases, or at least important and powerful points on meridians of the other
phases.

Figure 16.13 Nanjing 18 radial pulse diagnosis.
"a " represents the paths of engenderment.
"b" represents the possibilities of the continuation of engenderment.

We believe that Manaka's explanations of the five-phase relationships
may also be seen in other ways. The following idea is based on our under
standing of the creative-cycle process described in the pulse diagnosis sys
tem of Nanjing chapter 18. In the right pulse, the fire of triple warmer and
master of the heart (pericardium) meridians create the earth of stomach
and spleen, which creates the metal of large intestine and lung, which in
turn creates the water of kidney and bladder of the left pulse. This, in turn,
creates the wood of gallbladder and liver and follows to the fire of small
intestine and heart, which feeds back to either the earth of spleen and
stomach or the fire of the triple warmer and pericardium. This can be seen
in Figure 16.13. If we look at the eight respectable points of the extraordi
nary vessels and the meridians on which they lie, an interesting relation
ship appears. One can trace a cycle from yin meridian points, PC-6 to SP-4

•

Figure 16.14



Figure 16.15 Chong mai.

Figure 16.16 Yin wei mai.

Figure 16.17 Dai mai.
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to LU-7 to KI-6, to the yang meridian points, BL-62 to GB-41 to SI-3 to
TW-5, then again to the yin meridian points, PC-6 etc. This may be
viewed diagrammatically in figure 16.14. Though this may only be a part
of the explanation for the connections, at the least it offers a rationale as to
why the points of the other four meridians were not selected as respectable
points of the extraordinary vessels.

Another connection exists between LU-7 and KI-6 which relates to the

pathways of the kidney and lung meridians. The area above the umbilicus
is traversed by the lung meridian. It starts at CV-12, passes to CV-10 then
CV-13, then to CV-9 and arrives at the large intestine then back to CV-13,
and passes upward to the lungs. Part of die area below the umbilicus on
the ren mai is traversed by the kidney meridian. It passes through CV-3
and CV-4. This offers reasonable explanation for the emphasis given to
palpating the ren mai on the abdomen for the yin qiao and ren mai.

Differential Diagnosis ofExtraordinary Vessels
In determining diagnoses of the extraordinary vessels it is important to

realize that many of the points corresponding to the eight extraordinary
vessels also correspond to one or more of the twelve meridians. One must
ensure an accurate differentiation. Each pair of vessels or connections
presents further differentiations prior to treatment. For example, with the
yin wei mai connection one must carefully determine if the black clip of
the ion cords should go on the yin wei mai point, PC-6, or the chong mai
point, SP-4. To help in these decisions, Manaka presents a further differen
tiation for eachconnection. While thesedifferentiations do help clarify the
alignment of the cords, they are not absolute. There are other factors that
can overrule these general guidelines.

Diagnosis begins on the abdomen or hara. For each connection and for
each of the vessels one begins with the diagnosis of abdominal reactions.
The following differential oudines derive variously from Manaka's books,
notes, lectures, and private discussions.

Differentiation of Chong Mai and Yin Wei Mai
For the chong mai, pressure pain or reaction will be found on:

KI-16 and around the umbilicus.

ST-11.

The spleen meridian between ST-11 and SP-6.
The spleen meridian, in particular, SP-6 and SP-4.
ST-30.

KI-1.

For the yin wei mai, pressure pain or reaction can be elicited on:

The subcostal regions (chest distress).
CV-22.

The pericardiummeridian in general.
PC-6 in particular.
The kidney meridian from CV-22 to KI-9

(particularly on the abdomen and KI-9).
The areas from SP-13 to SP-15.

•
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Differentiation ofDai Mai and Yang Wei Mai

For the dai mai, pressure pain or reaction may be found on:

KI-16 (or around the umbilicus in general).
The dai mai itself (including LV-13, ST-25 and the area including

GB-28, GB-27, GB-26 and GB-29).
The gallbladder meridian.
GB-41 in particular.
BL-23.

For the yang wei mai, pressure pain or reaction may be found on:

The area of the anterior superior iliac spine (Manaka's GB-29).
TW-5.

On the gallbladder meridian between GB-29 and GB-21.
GB-34 and GB-35.

Differentiation of Yin Qiao and Ren Mai

For the ren mai, pressure pain or reaction may be found on:

The whole length of the ren mai from CV-1 to CV-22.
In particular, below the umbilicus and above the umbilicus, with a

band of tension on the midline above the umbilicus.

Pressure pain on the lung meridian, in particular LU-1 and LU-7.

For the yin qiao mai, pressure pain or reaction can be found on:

The ren mai (this is particularly important when the area below the
umbilicus is weak or has less tension than the area above the

umbilicus).

Back muscle and abdominal muscle disparity (the back muscles are
tight and the abdominal muscles are relatively weak).

Weakness or flaccidity of the abdomen with areas of tension around
the umbilicus, KI-16, GB-29 and KI-11, CV-2.

ST-12.

ST-9.

The kidney meridian between ST-12 and KI-8, especially KI-8.
KI-6 and KI-3.

Differentiation of Yang Qiao and Du Mai

For the du mai, pressure pain or reaction may be found on:

The du mai itself, from GV-1 to GV-20.

In particular, on the du mai on the upper back and often GV-3,
GV-4, GV-20.

On the small intestine meridian.

In particular, on SI-3.

•

Figure 16.18 Yang wei mai.

Figure 16.19 Ren mai.

CV-2

Figure 16.20 Yin qiao mai
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Step 7 At the command "relax" the patientfinishes the exhalation
and allows the whole body to relax. The practitioner
inserts the hot needle into the reactive shu point (e.g.
BL-18 on the side opposite from the leg exercised). The
insertion of the needle should coincide exacdy with the
patient's relaxation.

Step 8 Repeat the entire procedure for a total of three turns.

If using the percussion method, the percussion would begin at Step 3
and end with a heavier blow atStep 7. Usually an assistant is required for
this exercise. After completing the procedure, test the legs and back mus
cles again. They should belooser and more flexible. If there is no change,
palpate one to two centimeters below the center of the knee on the back of
the leg and place an intradermal in the reactive point. Also place an intra
dermal to the extra point, "back point" on the dorsal aspect of the hand.
This will generally help the tension, though Manaka reports an interesting
case history where yet more steps were required to achieve good results.
His patient suffered from numbness of the left leg. The right leg was
tighter. He did the exercise with stimulation on the left leg and this helped
a litde, but not very much. He then used a hot needle on BL-57, which was
very helpful. Manaka is fond of describing exceptions to the rule and not
so much the general rule itself.

Some Examples ofLocal Treatment
In a similar vein, Manaka describes an interesting treatment for ear

problems such as deafness. The following is one of his "local treatments"
applicable after a root treatment for the extraordinary vessels, phases, or
biorhythms. Palpate on a line direcdy above the top of the ear (affected
side); locate and mark the sore point here. Then check the movement of
the neck, forward, backward, rotating left then right, and bending (ear to
shoulder) to the left and right. Look for the motion that elicits the most
reaction or that is the mostdifficult. Have the patient move from the point
of most reaction or resistance in the opposite direction to the looser side as
they exhale. At the end of motion, as youapply resistance, ignite a piece of
moxaon the reactive point so that it burns to the skin at the point of relax
ation. The patient will feel the heat at exacdy the point of relaxation. This
exercise follows the same principles as the preceding exercise. It should be
repeated two additional times. As it is difficult to coordinate the moxa
with the resistance and relaxation, one generally needs an assistant.
Manaka reports excellent results using this technique.

Further local treatments for relief of symptomsshould be applied after
applying steps one through three. The first step of treatment is the most
important and diverse, thus it is necessary to examine this in more detail.

Selecting Treatment Therapies
In the treatment of liver disorders, which in Manaka's experience are

very common, many techniques have been evolved. He uses the treatment
of liver conditions to demonstrate his broad-scope approach to treatment.
As we will see, Manaka uses a variety of tools and techniques, some of
•



Figure 17.8a "The cross-syndrome". Right
yin wei-chongmai. Leftyang wei-dai mai.

Figure 17.8b Upper right quadrant with
lower left quadrant reactions is also part of the
"cross-syndrome".
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which are considered root treatments and others local treatments. The fol
lowing information is a slight enlargement from a chart prepared by
Manaka.7

If the liver is the seat of the patient's condition, how can we think
about treating it? There are many approaches that can be used separately
or concurrendy. Manaka uses most of these at one time or another,
depending on what he finds with the patient.

Liver Treatments

Liver meridian

Five phases including: stem—branch cycles, open points
and the Chinese clock

Wood points wood points of other meridians, including:
the tai yang, shao yin, shao yang, jue yin,
yang ming, tai yin relationships

Muscular meridians including: combined Sotai exercise and heat
therapy

Other therapies extraordinary vessels
herbs

medications

auricular points
palm therapy points
liver Hirata zones

liver dermatones

magnetic fields
etc.

In liver problems Manakahas noticed in his practice common diagonal
patterns of tension through palpation. He will then treat points on the
hand of one side and on the foot of the opposite side. One pattern he
focuses on in diagnosis is diagonal tension or reactivity from the right sub
costal region to the lower left abdominal quadrant. Tension or pain on the
left scapula and the right lower back or vice versa commonly accompanies
this.

Manaka uses a variety of means to treat this abdominal pattern: plac
ing the right hand palm-down on a magnetic heater (induction cooker);
aligning the patient north (head) to south (feet), needling GV-20, and
attaching a small aerial to it pointing west; or treating right SP-4 (red) and
right PC-6 (black) and left TW-5 (black) with left GB-41 (red) with the ion
cords, to activate yin wei on the right, yang wei on the left.

Based on other factors of the patient's condition and treatment, he will
use different patterns. For instance, at the time when PC-6, yin wei mai, is
open he might treat right PC-6 (black) and left SP-4 (red). In other cases,
for example liver problems, a similar pattern can be utilized. Reactivity in
the right subcostal region with particular sensitivity around LV-14, reac
tivity on left ST-25, left GB-29, and some reactivity on the liver meridian
up from SP-10 (around LV-9) on the left leg would be a pattern indicative

•
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of liver problems. Manaka comments that one will usually find right LI-4
to be more sore than the left LI-4. Treatment is accomplished by using
either the palm on the magnet heater or the right yin wei-left yang weicon
nection procedures in the list above, or by needling right LI-4 with a silver
needle and left LV-3 with a gold needle and attaching the black clip of an
ion cord to LI-4 and the red clip to LV-3. This condition usually involves a
relative excess of the large intestine, which would explain why LI-4 is so
sore. This particulartreatmentcan be useful for hepatitis. This use is indi
cated when there is not just a simple palpable reaction around the liver, but
there is also palpable reaction in the lower left abdominal quadrant and on
the left leg.

Manaka has obtained excellent results treating liver conditions such as
hepatitis. If the patient has tightness, tenderness, swelling, or tension
around the liver, usually centered below the ribs on the right side (which
most patients with a liver disease will evidence), and pressure pain and ten
sion to the right of the umbilicus, the following treatment may be applied
instead.

Insert a gold needle in right LV-3 and a silver needle in right PC-7.
Attach an ion cord to these points, red clip to LV-3 and black to PC-7. This
treatment is done only on the right side because the liver is on the right
side. Only silver and gold needles should be used. As with other cord
treatments, it should be maintained for a maximum period of twenty
minutes. The reaction around the liver will decrease. Generally, after
several treatments, there will be a marked improvement in the condition. A
case history from a Dr. Seki illustrates this treatment.8

The patient, a 50-year-old female, had been diagnosed by many other
doctors as suffering from chronic hepatitis. She endured severe subcostal
pain on the right side and was unable to travel or function well. This con
dition had lasted for four and a half years. She had been told by one doc
tor that she would have this condition permanendy as nothing could be
done for it. Seki applied Manaka's treatment. After ten minutes the patient
reported that her pain had completely vanished. As an experiment to
ensure the efficacy of treatment, Seki then reversed the polarity of the
cords, applying black to LV-3 and red to PC-7. The patient's pain returned.
Seki then reversed the cords and the pain disappeared again. Seki reports
that the patient did not return for treatment since the pain never came
back.

Not all treatments are as instantaneous; often several treatments are
required. Manaka offers the following comments about this treatment.9
Treating right LV-3 and PC-7, the source points of jue yin, will treat not
only pressure pain and tension around the liver, but also pressure pain
along the liver meridian itself. Applying the treatment will decrease reac
tion both around the liver and along the liver meridian. Also, placing
copper on LV-3 and zinc on PC-7 reduces the same pressure pain and
muscular tension. Reversing the polarity, applying zinc to LV-3 and copper
to PC-7, will exacerbate the pressure pain and tension. We can thus con
sider using this treatment for reducing pressure pain along the length of the
liver meridian. The treatment utilizes jue yin relationships.
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Figure 17.9

Figure 17.10 The bidigitalo-ring.
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Manaka describes another interesting treatment for subcostal reaction
that utilizes jue yin—shao yang relationships. Treat TW-4 and LV-3 bila
terally with ion cords for bilateral subcostal reactions. Attaching TW-4
(black) to LV-3 (red) works because the liver to triple warmer meridian
connections that exist through the jue yin to shao yang relationships are
activated.

Having gained much experience treating patients with liver problems,
Manaka has frequently noticed the upper right—lower left abdominal reac
tionpattern. Hehas otheruseful treatments and comments regarding these
conditions. In a vacant liver condition, for example, there are often pim
ples on the face in the Hirata liver zone on the cheekbone. For liver prob
lems in general one frequendy finds dark pigmented spots in the triangle
on the upper back between the scapulae. In both these cases, when treat
ment is effective, these pimples or dark spots will slowlydecrease.

Many patients with liverproblems have reactivity in the right subcostal
region and their head is slighdy bent to the right. For patients with the
upper right—lower left pattern, slowly rotate the head to the left while the
patient is lying down. Palpate the areas on the abdomen again; then, have
the patient turn their head to the right and palpate again. If the reaction on
the abdomen is worse when turning to the left and better when turning to
the right, this is a sign that the case will be easier to treat. In serious prob
lems, the rotation will not produce a significant difference in the abdomi
nal reaction.

A series of other general diagnostic and differentialsigns can be impor
tant and useful. Patients who have hepatitis should not go out in the sun
frequendy, and should particularly avoid sunburning. Manaka has found,
contrary to some opinions, that if the patient's hands are red and warm, it
is often attributable to poor circulation. If the face is red and the palms
swollen, red or hot, this is generally not a good sign. Often one can find
warts or dry skin in an area where there is poor circulation. Treat these
warts with moxa, focus on treating the worst. Poor circulation is often
associated with the liver since the liver stores the blood.

The Bidigital O-Ring Test
Sometimes when diagnosing the abdomen and meridians, very litde

reaction can be found when palpating. This can be due to vacancy or it
can be due to medication. Anti-depressants, valium for example, seem to
bring about this effect most frequendy, though hypertensive medication,
insulin, etc., will often bring about the same effects. It is very easy to mis
diagnose these cases. Care is required to distinguish no sensitivity from
lack of sensitivity. A simple, helpful technique is to pinch as well as pal
pate the areas and points; often a reaction will show with pinching and not
with palpation. A second useful practice is a simple kinesiological tech
nique called the "Omura O-ring" or "bidigital O-ring test." Place the
patient's index finger on the area or point to be tested. With the forefinger
and thumb of their other hand, have the patient form a circle. Then
instruct the patient to hold the finger and thumb together, resisting the
practitioner's efforts to pull them apart. If the fingers hold together well,
this is a good sign. If they separate easily, the patient not being able to
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resist, this indicates a problem. Test the reactivity of all the areas and
points with which you are concerned. One way Manaka uses this tech
nique is to test just the five-phase areas on the midline above the umbilicus
and then treat the appropriate point relative to the affected area and the
time of day. Yoshiaki Omura uses this kinesiological technique exten
sively, more details of which can be found in his literature.10 This tech
nique enables one to make a clear diagnosis when there are misleading cir
cumstances. Manaka comments that in cases of no reaction, the patient
will often develop reactivity in certain areas after a series of treatments.
With more treatment this sensitivity will then decline. This is a natural
progression thatoccurs in some patients' course of recovery.

Figure 17.12 The procedure isapplied while the subject touches a reflex point with the index finger of
the other hand.

The Taikyoku Treatment,
orNormal Ion Pumping

Manaka's brilliant taikyoku (Chinese taiji) treatment involves treating
four points bilaterally using two sets of ion cords. With this treatment,
reactivity on KI-16, LV-13, or SP-15 can be relieved. This means that
whatever problems may reflect at these points (kidney, spleen, chong mai,
dai mai, yin qiao mai,yin wei mai, liver, gallbladder, etc) can be treated.11

Manaka's overall treatment strategy is to treat as much as possible with
as few points as possible. He feels that treating meeting points, points on
one meridian where other meridians join, potentially treats all the meridi
ans that join there. By joining the points with the ion cords, the whole
"Chinese clock," the biorhythmic cycle of the twelve meridians, may be
activated. When correcdy diagnosed and applied, this type of treatment
can have the most amazing results.

Figure 17.11 The practitionertries to pull the
thumb and index finger apart while the
patient tries to keep them touching.
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TW-8 on the arm is three-yang luo, son yang luo, the meeting point of
the three yang meridians of the arms. SP-6 on the legs is the three-yin
crossing point, son yinjiao, the meeting point of the three yin meridians of
the leg?. Manaka theorized that there must be a three-yin crossing of the
arms and a three-yang crossing of the legs. Some texts say GB-39 is the
meeting point of the three yang meridians of the legs. He tried this point
but found that GB-35 (yang crossing, yang jiao), seven divisions superior to
the external malleolus, was far more effective. Traditionally there are no
descriptions of a three-yin crossingof the arms. Theorizing that it should
be on the forearm on one of the yin meridians, Manaka palpated and
experimented with a number of points and finally found that an extra
point, the Manaka point, halfway between PC-7 and PC-3 on the pericar
dium meridian, worked best. Needling these four points bilaterally and
connecting the ion cords as follows activates the Chinese clock:

Point Clip Point Clip

SP-6 Black to Manaka point Red

TW-8 Black to GB-35 Red

Attaching the black clip to SP-6 essentially connects the liver, kidney,
and spleen meridians. Attaching a red clip to the Manaka point, the meet
ingpoint of the three arm yin meridians, connects the lung, heart, and peri
cardium meridians:

Ion Cord Meridian

black spleen, liver, kidney

red lung, heart, pericardium

Similarly, attaching a black clip to TW-8 connects the three arm yang
meridians —large intestine, small intestine, and triple warmer. Attaching
the red clip to GB-35 connects the three leg yang meridians, stomach,
gallbladder, and bladder:

Ion Cord Meridian

black large intestine, small intestine, triplewarmer
red stomach, gallbladder, bladder

On the Chinese clock, this creates an alternating pattern of red-black
connections, half of which are connected with the cords and other half of
which are inductively produced (figure 17.13).

This cyclic connection can thus control all the meridians at once and
improve the patency of qi flow in the meridians. It increases the patient's
natural healingpowers. Another name Manakagives this treatment is "nor
mal ion pumping," which he forshortens to NIP-1. He has found that
NIP-1 is able to decrease pressure pain and reaction on KI-16, SP-15, and
LV-13. Thus pressure pain on these three points is an indication for this
treatment. It is most appropriate to use when the patient has a complex
condition that might also be unclear or difficult to diagnose. When a clear
diagnosis of some other condition such as liver vacancy or the yin wei mai
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disturbance can be determined, this treatment is generally unnecessary.
However, the treatment givesvery good results for restoringphysical, ener
getic, and mental balance; addressing* psychological problems, including
nervousness; and alleviating tiredness of the whole body. It is also good
for knee joint problems, neuritis, high blood pressure, and whiplash, espe
cially when the forward and backward range of motion in the neck is lim
ited.

^ Black Red --.

- Red Black

Figure 17.13 The meridian circuit is activated.

Considerable research has been conducted inJapan on Manaka's work.
The statistics below come from Yukimichi Seki who researched a number
of Manaka's treatments.12 Using the NIP-1 treatment only, he treated
twenty patients with knee problems. For complete recovery, the results
were as follows:

Number of treatments 1 2 3 6 8 10

Number of patients 10 3 1 3 2 1

Half the patients recovered from their knee problems with just one treat
ment. Five patients suffering from generalized joint problems all recovered
after one treatment. For eleven patients suffering from neuritis, complete
recovery using NIP-1 yielded the following statistics. Again one can see
that most patients recovered after only one treatment.

•

Number of treatments 1 2 3 7 16

Number of patients 7 1 1 1 1



Figure 17.14 Triplewarmer problem.
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Using the same four points, but with the polarity of the cords reversed,
he has found to be useful for treating sprained ankles, neuritis, and numb
ness of the upper limbs. This he calls "NIP-2."

Point Clip Point Ion Cord

SP-6 red Manaka point black

TW-8 red GB-35 black

Treating Specific Conditions
When using the cords for treatment of specific meridian or extraordi

nary vessel conditions, as opposed to specific treatments for specific
diseases, there are specific points and areas to palpate in order to confirm
the diagnosis.

Triple Warmer Problems
Utilizing the techniques of this taikyoku treatment, Manaka has devised

a useful treatment for tension and pressure pain at the lateral edge of the
abdomen, between the iliac crest and the lower border of the ribs.13. The
treatment is for reactions that are unilateral. Accompanying this pain and
tension there is usually a weak radial foot pulse on the same side of the
body, or weakness of both radial foot pulses. Manaka diagnoses this con
dition as a triple warmer problem. His treatment is to needle TW-8 and
SP-6 on the opposite side to the abdominal reaction and apply the black
clip of the ion cord to TW-8, the red clip to SP-6. Thus, for tension of the
right side of the abdomen, with a weak right foot pulse, he would treat left
TW-8 (black clip) and left SP-6 (red clip). This restores the balance and
treats the problem.

This treatment utilizes two of the body's major meeting points, TW-8,
the threearm yangmeeting point, and SP-6, the three legyin meeting point.

Whiplash
Manaka has also developed a powerfully effective therapy for whi

plash. The following treatment is considered so phenomenally effective
that it is in part responsible for Manaka's fame. Whiplash tends to affect
the cervical vertebrae, making the muscles of the neck overtense and over
sensitive. Spasming is easily triggered. This can affect many parts of the
body. InJapan it is recognized that in treating problems of the neckwhere
the muscles are oversensitive, it is best not to treat the neck direcdy. Before
applying any direct stimulus, one should use Manaka's ion cord treatment
for whiplash. Any stimulus on the neck itself should be very gende. We
usually recommend that treatment of the neck itself should involve the use
of intradermal needles or tiny direct moxa, but generally no needling,
unless very shallowly and gently done. Manaka's treatment involves treat
ing all the yang extraordinary vessels, specifically the yang qiao mai and
yang wei mai connections:

Point Clip Point Clip

BL-62 black to SI-3 red

TW-5 black to GB-41 red
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All points are treated bilaterally so that four cords are used. This treat
mentalone can be extremely effective, both for acute and chronic whiplash
conditions. It is especially good for problems with side-to-side rotation of
the head. If treatmentof whiplash is started with this therapy, often it will
be sufficient on its own. Patients frequendy notice immediate improve
ment. Manaka's taikyoku treatment (NIP-1) is also effective for whiplash,
specifically for problems of forward-backward motion of the head. If
treating the yang qiao mai and yang wei mai improves the side-to-side
motion but forward-backward motion remains a stubborn problem, con
sider applying the NIP-1 treatment on a future occasion. This should not
be done automatically; the applicability of the treatment should be con
firmed. When palpating the abdomen, KI-16, SP-15, and LV-13 should be
found to be reactive. If two or three of these points are reactive and the
patient has other NIP-1 symptoms i.e., problems of a psychological nature,
kneeproblems, etc., the treatment will be appropriate.14

In researching Manaka's use of the ion cords, Yukimichi Seki presents
statistics confirming that it is possible to obtain extremely good results in
the treatment of whiplash.15 He examined and treated thirty patients with a
whiplash condition, assessing the range of motion of the head —side to
side, backward and forward — before, during, and after treatment. He
applied only the yang qiao and yang wei mai treatment. Here, the number
of treatments recorded is the number of treatments required to achieve
"perfect recovery," i.e., disappearance of thepatient's accompanying symp
toms and improvement of the range of motion to an acceptably "normal"
range. This is an average of 7.3 treatments for "perfect recovery." Analyz
ingthese numbers, we cansee that 30% recovered withonly one treatment;
a further 27% in two or three treatments. In most cases the treatment was
extremely effective, those cases requiring extended treatment were the
minority. Seki gives us a case history to illustrate a usual progression of
therapy.16

The patient, a 62-year-old male, had been unable to move his neck
since an auto accident, and was wearing a traction collar. Seki found both
side-to-side and forward-backward motion was difficult and restricted. He
applied the yang wei mai, yang qiao mai treatment with the cords. After
ten minutes he checked the patient's degree of motion. The side-to-side
rotation had improved, but the backward-forward range of motion had not
improved. After ten more minutes, he found that the forward motion had
improved, but that the backward motion was still restricted. On returning
three days later, the patient reported that all but the backward motion was
better. Seki applied the same therapy. After ten minutes the backward
motion had improved. The therapy was discontinued. The patient did not
return, claiming that further therapy was unnecessary.

Specific Treatments Using the Ion Cords
The following tables were compiled by Makio Maruyama, M.D., who

has done extensive research on the clinical application of the ion cords.
These treatments derive from the clinical experience of many practitioners
and represent summaries of those that were found to be particularly use
ful.17 These treatments are suitable as alternatives to the regular extraordi
nary vessel ion-pumping cord treatment.
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Patient Age Sex Treatments

1 47 M 56

2 26 M 10

3 24 F 10

4 23 M 3

5 27 M 13

6 48 M 1 *

7 32 M 19

8 56 F 2

9 28 F 11

10 19 F 10

11 36 M 14

12 26 F 1 **

13 27 M 1

14 14 M 1

15 62 F 2

16 59 F 1

17 37 M 1

18 30 M 10

19 60 M 7

20 68 F 20

21 36 M 10

22 34 F 2

23 59 F 2

24 50 F 2 ***

25 35 M 4

26 55 F 3

27 27 F 1

28 36 M 1

29 38 M 1

30 29 M 2

12 years duration.
7 years duration.

* 6 years duration.
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Treatment Summaries

Disease Categories Symptoms Black clip Red clip

Nervous system problems chest pain PC-6 GB-34

(or) PC-6 SP-4

upper abdomen pain PC-6 SP-6

(or) CV-12 SP-9

lower abdomen pain CV-4 SP-6

(or)CV-3 ST-36

Locomotor diseases rheumatism TW-5 GB-41

Whiplash TW-5 GB-41

upper limb pain LI-11 U-4

(or) TW-5 SI-3

lower limb pain GB-34 GB-30

(or) ST-36 GB-39

lower back pain BL-47 BL-57

(or)BL-51 BL-60

lumbar and thigh pain GB-30 GB-35

(or)BL-51 GB-34

lumbar pain BL-23 SI-3

(or) BL-47 BL-62

laterallow back pain BL-23 GB-29 or GB-34

numbness reactive pointst yangmeridian

Surgical problems mastitis ST-18 SI-3

Gynecological problems CV-4 ST-36

(or) CV-4 SP-6

(or) KI-6 LU-7

Male sexual problems weak sexual energy
(or) impotence

KI-6 LU-7

Urinary problems night urine SP-6 CV-4 or SP-9

Eye, Ear, Nose tired eyes U-4 BL-1

and teeth problems rhinitis LI-20 U-4

tinnitus or deafness TW-5 GB-2

(or) TW-3 TW-21

toothache ST-6 U-4

(or)ST-7 U-4

Respiratory disease colds CV-22 U-4 or SI-3

asthma GV-14 ST-36 or PC-6

tonsilitis ST-9 U-4orU-ll

Circulatory disease low blood pressure BL-62 SI-3

melancholia KI-6 LU-7

Digestive problems stomach atony BL-62 SI-3

gastroptosis ST-36 CV-6orST-41

appendicitis ST-25 ST-36

(or) CV-6 ST-40

stomach pain PC-6 ST-36

vomiting, nausea PC-6 GB-35

(or) CV-22 ST-36

diaphragm spasm CV-22 PC-6

(or) CV-12 PC-6

constipation TW-6 ST-25

(or) U-4 ST-36

diarrhea ST-36 ST-25

(or) SP-6 CV-4

Nervous diseases neurosis GV-15 PC-6

(or) PC-6 SP-4

insomnia PC-6 ST-36 or SP-6

facial spasms U-4 ST-4

overtired BL-62 SI-3

whole body tired PC-6 SP-4

spasm/twitching GB-20 U-4

neuralgia TW-5 GB-41

shaking hand KI-6 LU-7

Headache front GV-23 U-4 or LU-7

back GV-15 SI-3 or BL-60

side Tai Yang TW-5 or GB-41

top GV-20 U-4 or LV-3

+Find the points that are reactiveon the affected limb; place the black clip on a yin
meridian point and the red clip on a yang meridian point.
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Manaka offers a few additional pointers relevant to formulating local
treatment strategies:

Signs of kidney vacancy may include darkness around the eyelids; ticklish-
ness of the whole body is likewise a sign of kidney problems. One may
consider treating the kidney meridian directly; or, if appropriate diagnostic
signs are present, treatment of yin qiao-ren mai with the ion-pumping
cords may be selected.

Treatment of bladder problems, such as frequent urination, are aided if the
patient avoid salty food, curry and hot and spicy foods or condiments.

Patients with skin diseases will show reactions at ST-27, the large intestine
mu point. Treatmentshould eliminate reactiveness on this point.

Patients with stomach problems will manifest a depressed area on the back
when they raise up their torso while lying face down. This area should be
treated with needle and moxa.

Bursitis patients who manifest pressure pain and puffiness when pinching
palpation is administered along the small intestine meridian can gainposi
tive relief when intradermal needles are placed at BL-27 the small intestine
back-shu point.

Manaka has described and commented on many different local condi
tions. His extensive studies and clinical experience are too vast to capture
in a single volume. He constantly stresses the importance of undertaking
root treatment first, to correct the underlying imbalances, before using local
treatments for specific conditions.
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Manaka's

Biorhythmic Treatments

The patterns that determine the normal fluctuating activity of the
points actually represent biorhythmic changes in the body — the daily,
monthly, and yearly fluctuations of externalenergetic fields and the body's
response to them. To apply this information in practice, it is not necessary
to understand all the correspondences, nor the complete cycles and where
they camefrom or on what they are based. All that is needed is an accurate
timepieceand a Chinese calendar.

The biorhythmic systems described herein are the ten-day cycle of the
five phase and source points, the daily biorhythm, the circadian rhythm of
the twelve meridians, and the sixty-day cycle of the extraordinary vessel
points.

It is useful to note that the stems and branches of Chinese astronomy
were correlated to both daily and bihourly periods (one Chinese hour is
equivalent to two Western hours). The ten stems describe a ten-day cycle.
In conjunction with the twelve-day cycle of the twelve branches, the stems
and branches jointly describe a sixty-day cycle. Every day is given a stem
and branch correspondence in a continuously repeating cycle of sixty days.

Each bihourly period corresponds to a stem and branch, with twelve
bihourly periods in the course of a day forming one complete branchcycle.
The stems and branches complete a sixty bihourly period cycle every five
days, so that the ten-day cycle of the stems is composed of two complete
bihourly cycles. The sixty-day cycle is composed of twelve of these five
day, sixty bihourly period cycles.

To read the charts for the ten-day cycle, first determine the stem day,
calculated from the tables below, and the time of day. In this cycle there
are not always open points available for treatment.

To read the charts for the daily cycle, only the time of day need be
determined. To read the charts for the sixty-day cycle, determine the
stem-branch-day, calculated from the charts below, and the time of day.
For each bihourly period, these charts give a number that relates to the
extraordinary vessel master points. The mathematical calculations have
already been performed, so that one only need read the tables. There is
always an extraordinary vessel point available for treatment.
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zx branch1 Bl jia steml Si

chou branch2 B2 yi stem2 S2

yin branch3 B3 bing stem3 S3

mao branch4 B4 ding stem4 S4

chen branch5 B5 wu stem5 S5

si branch6 B6 ji stem6 S6

wu branch7 B7 geng stem7 S7

wei branch8 B8 xin stem8 S8

shen branch9 B9 ren stem9 S9

you branch10 BIO gui stem10 S10

xu branch11 Bll

hai branch12 B12

Thus a wu-wu, Stem 5—Branch 7 day willbe S5-B7.

398

The Ten-Day Biorhythmic Phasal Treatments
In these treatments, the correspondences of the meridians to the ten

stems as the yin-yang aspects of the five phases is important. These
correspondences are:

Si wood yang gallbladder
S2 wood yin liver

S3 fire yang small intestine

S4 fire yin heart

S5 earth yang stomach

S6 earth yin spleen
S7 metal yang large intestine
S8 metal yin lungs
S9 water yang bladder

SlO water yin kidney

A cycle begins on each day in the ten-day cycle that is associated with
the meridian corresponding to the stem assignment for thatday; thus each
of the meridians, excluding the triple warmer and the pericardium, are
described as passing through the same cycle. The yang meridian fluctua
tions end at the triple warmer. The yin meridian cycle completes at the
pericardium. The result of these cycles is a series of points that are "open"
at different times of the dayand on different days repeating every ten days.

This cycle begins at the jing point of the meridian to which the cycle
belongs, jumping through the five-phase points of the other meridians to
end on the triple warmer meridian in a yang sequence and the pericardium
meridian in a yin sequence. The cycle can be summarized as follows:
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Comes out Streams Passes Through and Streams

jing point yong point shu point

Moves Enters Is Received

jing point he point TW or PC point.

Thisgives us a complete cycle as shown below, after the Zhen Jiu DaQuan.

Comes Out Streams Passes Through Moves Enters Is Received

and Streams

Day Si S2 S2 S2 S2 52

Time Sl-Bll S3-B1 S5-B3 S7-B5 S9-B7 51-B9

Point GB-44 SI-2 ST-43 GB-40 LI-5 BL-54 TW-2

Day S2 S2 S3 S3 S3 53

Time S2-B10 S4-B12 S6-B2 58-B4 S10-B6 52-B8

Point LV-1 HT-8 SP-3 LV-3 LU-8 KI-10 PC-8

Day S3 S3 54 54 54 54

Time S3-B9 Ss-Bll S7-B1 S9-B3 S1-B5 53-B7

Point SI-1 ST-44 LI-3 SI-4 BL-60 GB-34 TW-3

Day 54 54 54 S5 55 55

Time S4-B8 S6-B10 S8-B12 S10-B2 52-B4 54-B6

Point HT-9 SP-2 LU-9 HT-7 KI-7 LV-8 PC-7

Day S5 S5 S5 S6 56 56

Time S5-B7 S7-B9 S9-B11 Sl-Bl 53-B3 55-B5

Point ST-45 LI-2 BL-65 ST-42 GB-38 SI-8 TW-6

Day S6 S6 S6 S6 57 57

Time S6-B6 S8-B8 SlO-BlO S2-B12 54-B2 56-B4

Point SP-1 LU-10 KI-3 SP-3 LV-4 HT-3 PC-5

Day S7 S7 S7 S7 58 58

Time S7-B5 S9-B7 S1-B9 S3-B11 55-Bl 57-B3

Point Ll-1 BL-66 GB-41 LI-4 SI-5 ST-36 TW-10

Day S8 S8 S8 S8 58 59

Time 58-B4 S10-B6 S2-B8 S4-B10 S6-B12 58-B2

Point LU-11 KI-2 LV-3 LU-9 HT-4 SP-9 PC-3

Day 59 S9 S9 S9 59 5io

Time S9-B3 S1-B5 S3-B7 S5-B9 57-Bu 59-Bi

Point BL-67 GB-43 SI-3 BL-64 TW-4 ST-41 LI-11 TW-1

Day S10 Si Si Si 5l 5i

Time S10-B12 S2-B2 54-B4 S6-B6 58-B8 S10-B10

Point Kl-1 LV-2 HT-7 KI-3 PC-7 SP-5 LU-5 PC-9
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Through the course of the work day, 7 am - 9 pm, this table can be
charted as follows:

Open Points on the Ten-Day Cycle
7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

si SP-5 LU-5 PC-9 GB-44

TW-6 5P-1 LU-10 KI-3

S2 LI-5 BL-54 TW-2 LV-1

U-l BL-66 GB-41 51-5

S3 KI-10 PC-8 SI-1 ST-44

Kl-2 LV-3 HT-4

S4 GB-34 TW-3 HT-9 SP-2

GB-43 51-3 5T-41 U-ll

S5 PC-7 ST-45 LI-2 BL-65,ST-42

S6 TW-6 SP-1 LU-10 KI-3.SP-3

5P-5 LU-5 PC-9 GB-44

S7 LI-1 BL-66 GB-41,LI-4 SI-5

LI-5 BL-54 TW-2 LV-1

S8 KI-2 LV-3,LU-9 HT-4

Kl-10 PC-8 5M 5T-44

S9 GB-43 SI-3,TW-4,BL-64 ST-41 LI-11

GB-34 TW-3 HT-9 SP-2

S10 PC-7 ST-45 U-2 1BL-65

Points in italics are secondary or auxilliary open points, while those in
bold are the primary open points. Primary points tend to be therapeutically
more valuable, the secondary open points tend to be more valuable when
no primary points are open.

The "secondary" or "auxiliary" points are derived from the close rela
tionship of the opposite stems (e.g. SJ-S6, S2-S7). This is the husband-wife
relationship as described in the Nanjing. Thus, onanSi day, the points of
S6 are also open as secondary or auxilliary points. Similarly on an S6 day,
the points ofSi are open as secondary orauxilliary points.

In this context the term "day" on the chart refers to the ten-day cycles
of the stems. These can be calculated from the following tables that show
the stem and branch for the first day of each month for 1987, 1988 1989
1990:
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Month 1999 2000 2001 2002 2003 2004 2005 2006

JAN1 S10-B2 S5-B7 Sl-Bl S6-B6 Sl-Bll S6-B4 S2-B10 S7-B3

FEB 1 S1-B9 S6-B2 S2-B8 S7-B1 S2-B6 S7-B11 S3-B5 S8-B10

MAR1 S9-B1 S5-B7 S10-B12 S5-B5 S10-B10 S6-B4 S1-B9 S6-B2

APR 1 S10-B8 S6-B2 S1-B7 S6-B12 S1-B5 S7-B11 S2-B4 S7-B9

MAY1 S10-B2 S6-B8 Sl-Bl S6-B6 Sl-Bll S7-B5 S2-B10 S7-B3

JUN1 S1-B9 S7-B3 S2-B8 S7-B1 S2-B6 S8-B12 S3-B5 S8-B10

JUL1 S1-B3 S7-B9 S2-B2 S7-B7 S2-B12 S8-B6 S3-B11 S8-B4

AUG 1 S2-B10 S8-B4 S3-B9 S8-B2 S3-B7 S9-B1 S4-B6 S9-B11

SEP1 S3-B5 S9-B11 S4-B4 S9-B9 S4-B2 S10-B8 S5-B1 S10-B6

OCT 1 S3-B11 S9-B5 S4-B10 S9-B3 S4-B8 S10-B2 S5-B7 S10-B12

NOV1 S4-B6 S10-B12 S5-B5 S10-B10 S5-B3 S1-B9 S6-B2 S1-B7

DEC 1 S4-B12 S10-B6 S5-B11 S10-B4 S5-B9 S1-B3 S6-B8 Sl-Bl

Knowing the stemand branchfor the firstof each month enables one
to quickly calculate thestem andbranchfor every day within themonth.
Thus, August 17, 2002will be S8-B2 +16, or S4-B6. December 25, 2002
will be S10-B4+ 24, or S4-B4. April 4, 2004 will be S7-B11 + 3, or S1-B2.
To calculate the daily rhythm,we apply the branch cycle sequence to the
bihourly sequence of the Chinese clock:

Branch Cycle
Branch Time

Bl 11 pm to 1 am
B2 11 am to 3 am

B3 3 am to 5 am

B4 5 am to 7 am

B5 7 am to 9 am

B6 9 am to 11 am

Bl 11 am to 1 pm

B8 1 pm to 3 pm
B9 3 pm to 5 pm
B10 5 pm to 7 pm
Bll 7 pm to 9 pm
B12 9 pm to 11 pm

In this sequence, the stems alternate through the cycles of ten with
in the daily periods oftwo hours seen in thelast table, making a full cycle
with the branch cycle in that table every 60 two-hour blocks, or every
five days. Thus from theabove table, on day one, SI, in the ten-day cycle
of stems, the time period 11 am to 1 pm is the time of S7-B7; on day four,
S4in the ten-day cycle, the same timeperiodof 11 am to 1 pm is the time
of S3-B7. For example, October24, 2003, the daily stem willbe S7. At 11
am, the branch indicated from the last table will be B7. On the ten-day
cycle, where it is an S7 day, the stem-branch time will be S5-B7; the cor
responding open point gathered from the Open Points table on page 400
will be BL-66. The auxiliary open point will be BL-40. On October 22,
2003 at 11 am, an S5 day, the open point from this table will be ST-45. It
is also possible that there may be no open point at specific times during
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the stem-branch cycle. On October 18, 2003, the daily stem will be SI.
At 11 am on that day there is no ten-day cycle open point. As we will see
further, Manaka uses the Chinese clock with the circadian rhythm when
there are no open points.

Provided there is an open or auxilliary open point at the time of a
patient's visit, treatment can be applied to this point with benefit, regard
less of the patient's condition. This kind of biorhythmic treatment is
another example of Manaka's taikyoku or tai ji method: by utilizing these
points, the condition of the whole body can be addressed. Treatment
using the open point is able to treat root problems regardless of symp
toms or pattern complex. On certain days, at certain times, there may be
several open points. In these cases it is advantageous to be able to select
the best point for the patient.

Manaka has a simple and useful means for testing the applicability of
a point, and the general applicability and usefulness of that point for a
particular patient. He places a magnet (1500 gauss or more) with the
north pole facing the point. If the reactive points or areas become less
reactive after a few moments, sometimes up to five minutes, the point is
useful and should be treated. Manaka cites the twelfth-century work, Zi
Wu Liu Zhu Zhen Jing, in explaining how best to treat the point or
whether to use needle or moxa. Usually needles can be used to treat the
point; however if the patient has yin or cold and vacancy symptoms —
wind, cold, damp, numbness, bi obstruction in channels, repletion above
and vacancy below— or counterflow qi symptoms, moxais moreappro
priate. Overtiredness experienced by men and blood disorders encoun
tered by women also indicate the use of moxa on the open point. For
yang symptoms, moxa is not used. From his experience, Manaka feels
that shallow needle insertion is sufficient when treating open points.
Tonification, dispersion, or other needle techniques are not necessary.

As we have stressed, these treatments are deeply rooted and treat a
condition regardless of its symptom picture. Open point treatments may
be used on virtually every patient and added to other treatments. Because
of the power and effectiveness of this type of treatment, Manaka recom
mends using openpoint treatment first. It isoften unnecessary to doany
thing else. For example, a patient with yang qiao symptoms (pressure
pain around GB-29, SI-10, and the back of the neck) and a vacant liver
(tension below the ribs on the right side, tension to the left of the umbili
cus, sensitivity around left LV-8 and LV-9 with a vacantliverpulse) might
require both a five-phase and an extraordinary vessel treatment. If the
tension below the ribs and to the side of the umbilicus decreases after

treating the open point, and if the sensitivity of the left leg decreases and
the liver pulse becomesstronger, it would no longer be necessary to toni
fy the liver. One could simply treat the yang qiao mai with ion cords.
Depending on the resulting changes, this could be the complete treat
ment. Once accustomed to using open point treatments, the practitioner
will rapidly discover their broad utility.

•



Figure 18.1 The phase correspondences.
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Daily or Circadian Treatments
If there are no open points at a certain time, Manaka advises applica

tion of the following technique that is in part based on the embryological
phase-organ correspondences described by Tohaku Ishi.1 Begin by palpat
ing the abdomen on the midline, from the sternum to the umbilicus. (See
Figure 18.1.) Next, determine the area that is most reactive, for example,
the earth area. Then, use the bihourly Chinese clock to determine the
active meridian. The clock is as follows:

1 pm

11 am

9 am

5 pm

7 am 7 pm

5 am Triple Warmery* 9 pm

1 am

Figure 18.2 Meridiancircuit.

For example, 10am is the time of the spleen meridian. Atreatment at that
hour would treat the earth point of the active meridian, in this case, SP-3.
Following treatment of this point, the earth area would generally be less
reactive. This principle is easy to apply. If a patient presents a liver prob
lem and the wood area of the abdomen is reactive and it is the small intes
tine period (1 pmto3 pm), we may treat thewood pointof thesmall intes
tine, SI-3. If die wood area becomes less reactive, then the treatment will
succeed in helping the liver problem. Although this type of treatment is
useful whenthere is no pointopenat the time of treatment, it is also useful
any time there is a clearly reactive area on the abdomen above the umbil
icus. Manaka reports having a patient come for treatment at midday with
acute gallstone pain. Since it was the heart meridian time and the
gallbladder corresponds to wood, he treated the wood point of the heart,
HT-9. This cured the patient's pain and discomfort.
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Manaka has applied and extended the logic of this style of treatment to
his isophasal concept of the phases. He posits that whenever a phase is out
of balance the areas of the body related to that phase will be reactive. If,
for example, the wood phase is out of balance, wood areas and points
throughout the body will be active and reflective. The mu points will also
reflect phase disharmonies. Thus, if ST-27 (Manaka's large intestine mu
point) is reactive, we may remember that the large intestine corresponds to
the metal phase, and treat the metal point of die meridian active at that
time, thus decreasing the reactivity of ST-27. Similarly, a patient treated
between 1 pm and 3 pm (small intestine time) with a lung vacancy pulse
and pressurepain on LU-1 (metal), willbe benefitted by treating the metal
point of the small intestine, SI-1. We will expect a decrease of the reac
tivityof LU-1 and a strengthened lung pulse.

As with the open point treatments, testing the points with the north
pole of a magnet will ensure that they are applicable. Manaka's phasal
diagnosis of the ren mai or his phasaldiagnosis of the mu points and their
appropriate treatments may also be used as specific-phase, bihourly,
biorhythmic treatment.

For straightforward cases of vacancy or repletion, there is a relatively
simplebiorhythmictreatmentusing the phases and twelve meridians. This
treatment method is found in the Zhen Jiu Zhi Liao Xue, though even its
description is probably based on earlier ideas. It can be used specifically or
generally for any vacancy or repletion. If a patient presents a simple lung
repletion, one can schedule the patient for treatment at the lung time (3-5
am) and disperse the dispersion point, LU-5. If the condition were simple
lung vacancy, treatment might be scheduled for the period after the lung
meridian is active, the large intestine time (5-7 am), and the focus of the
treatment would be to supplement the tonification point, LU-9. Essentially,
the idea is to disperse when at the maximum of energy and to supplement
justafter themaximum energy, thus slowing the natural energetic decline.

•
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These concepts yield the following treatment charts.

Repletion Treatments Vacancy Treatments

Meridian Point Hour Meridian Point Hour

Lung LU-5 3-5 am Lung LU-9 5-7 am

Large Intestine LI-2 5-7 am Large Intestine U-ll 7-9 am

Stomach ST-45 7-9 am Stomach ST-41 9-11 am

Spleen SP-5 9-11 am Spleen SP-2 11-1 pm

Heart HT-7 11-1 pm Heart HT-9 1-3 pm

Small Intestine SI-8 1-3 pm Small Intestine SI-3 3-5 pm

Bladder BL-65 3-5 pm Bladder BL-67 5-7 pm

Kidney KI-1 5-7 pm Kidney KI-7 7-9 pm

Pericardium PC-7 7-9 pm Pericardium PC-9 9-11 pm

Triple Warmer TW-10 9-11 pm Triple Warmer TW-3 11-1 am

Gallbladder GB-38 11-1 am Gallbladder GB-43 1-3 am

Liver LV-2 1-3 am Liver LV-8 3-5 am

Manaka has found that this simple treatment method works regardless
of what is vacant or replete. If a patient presents at 10 am with signs of
vacancy, regardless of specific pattern, treating the tonification point for
that time (in this case, ST-41), will supplement the vacancy. Similarly if a
patient had presented with signs of repletion, treating the dispersion point
for that time, SP-5, would disperse the repletion. These treatments seem to
have a general or root effect like the open points of the ten-day cycle, and
are effective regardless of the specific condition. Thus if a patient presents
at 4 pm with weakness in several positions in the pulse, reactions on
several areas of the abdomen, and a generally weakened constitution, treat
ing SI-3 can have a general supplementing effect. Manaka further recom
mends that the needle need only be inserted, and needling techniques of
supplementation or dispersionare not necessary.

Manaka adds that it is often difficult to schedule patients late at night
and in the early hours of the morning. In cases where one cannot treat at
these times, it is possible to treat the phase point related to the vacancy or
repletion at the opposite time. Thus, for a vacant or replete liver condition,
one can treat the wood point of the small intestine, SI-3, at 1-3 pm. For a
vacant or replete lung condition, one can treat the metal point of the
bladder meridian, BL-67, at 3-5 pm. (See Figure 18.4.)

In his experience, Manaka has noticed that in a replete condition of an
organ and meridian, the patient's symptoms can become worse at the time
associated with that organ and meridian. Vacancy conditionsymptoms can
flare at the time opposite the hour when the affected meridian is most
active. For a liver vacancy condition, we may expecta worsened incidence
from 1-3 pm. For a liver repletion condition, we might seean intensifica
tion at 1-3 am. Since for each bihourly time unit an intensification of
symptoms may be a repletion of that meridian or a vacancy of the opposite
meridian, careful differentiation is necessary before drawing diagnostic
conclusions.
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1 pm

11 am

Treat BL-67 here

9 am
5 pm

7 am 7 pm

5 am 9 pm

11 pm

1 am

Figure 18.4 Forlungproblems onecantreat at theopposite time of dayat thatmeridian, metal point,
BL-67.

There are different ways to use biorhythmic cycles according to the
patient's condition. The following examples from Manaka's case histories
demonstrate theuse of some of these techniques and treatment styles. It is
useful to remember that reducing the abdominal reactions with treatment
indicates that the patient's condition has also improved. These brief case
histories demonstrate how to think about using biorhythmic treatments as
well as how effective these treatments may be. Note also that Manaka
treats the minimum number of points necessary to produce the desired
effect. In the tradition of a great teacher, Manaka places the responsibility
for study and understanding on his students' shoulders, encouraging the
development of comprehension. A deep understanding of biorhythmic
treatments comes after usingthem and observing theireffects.

Case Histories

Case One: A patient suffered from numbness of the whole body. On
palpation of the abdomen, Manaka found pressure painbelow the sternum
and also to the side of the umbilicus on the stomach meridian —i.e., reac-
tiveness in the fire area of the abdomen, along the stomach meridian. As
the patient's visit was at 8 am, correlating to the stomach on the Chinese
clock, Manaka treated the fire point of the stomach meridian, ST-41. This
decreased the abdominal reactions, demonstrating the principle of treating
thecorresponding phase point of theactive meridian. Since theopen meri
dian was also the reactive meridian, its treatment was further indicated.

Case Two: The patient was suffering from lassitude and poor energy.
Manaka diagnosed this as a combination of liver and kidney vacancy. Pal
pation of the abdomen located pressure pain on CV-12 and to the sides of
the umbilicus — the area correlating to the water phase. Manaka also
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reasoned that according to the Nan Jing supplementing the mother will
supplement the son; treating the kidney vacancy can thus treat the liver,
wood. Since it was the stomach period, 8 am, he treated the water point of
the stomach meridian, ST-44. This reduced the abdominal reactions, pro
viding a clear demonstration of the isophasal concept of the phases.

Case Three: A patient with hyperthyroidism who developed palpita
tions between 12-2 am sought treatment. The pulse showed a liver reple
tion condition. In this case, Manaka again applied his isophasal concept of
the phases. Because of the livercondition, he treated the wood point of the
active meridian, ST-43. Since GB-41 was also an extraordinary vessel open
point, and coincidentally a wood point, it was also treated. Note also that
GB-41 is the treatment point for a liver condition according to chapter 2 of
the MaiJing.

Case Four A patient examined at the small intestine time, 1-3 pm,
presented severe pressure pain in the fire area —below the sternum —and
on left KI-16. Manaka chose SI-5, the fire point of the active meridian.
Treatment here eliminated the pressure pain below the sternum. Because
KI-16 is his mu point for the kidney, Manaka tested and then treated left
KI-3 for the reaction on left KI-16. To do this, he placed a magnet (north
pole to the skin) on left KI-3, decreasing the sensitivity of left KI-16. He
then placed the magnet (south pole to the skin) on left KI-3, increasing the
sensitivity of left KI-16. Because of these reactions he determined that KI-3
was an effective treatment point for the patient. The reactivity of left KI-16
was eliminated. This case history demonstrates the specificity of the
points.

Case Five: In a fashion typical of his teaching style, Manaka gives us
another case history that demonstrates the exception rather than the rule,
leading us to think carefully about what we are doing. Manaka examined a
sixty year old who suffered from insomnia and high blood pressure.
Examination by palpation located pressure painalong theliver meridian on
the feet. The patient hadcome for treatment in the morning between 9 and
11 am(spleen time). Manaka determined a diagnosis of liver repletion. To
treat the patient, he supplemented the spleen. This decreased the pressure
pain of the liver meridian. He commented that had he dispersed the
spleen, he may well have made the patient's condition worse. While he
does not state why this is so, we can suggest that applying the five-phase
cycles, wood in repletion will cause vacancy of the spleen. Rather than
simply treat a point on the spleen meridian, as could have been indicated
by die time of treatment, andrun the risk of weakening the spleen by over-
controlling earth, he strengthened thespleen, avoiding thepotentially harm
ful controlling-cycle transformation. Since the wood —earth relationship
described by the controlling cycle works in both directions, tonifying the
spleen further dispersed the liver repletion.

We may note here that theNanjing describes a great healer as onewho
treats disease before it manifests or transforms. Supplementing the spleen
in a liver repletion condition to prevent the controlling-cycle transforma
tion is an example of the application of this principle (NJ 77).
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We would like to present two of our own case histories illustrating use
of the open points.

Case Six: A twenty-eight year old male with a degenerative disc disease
at the fifth lumber vertebra level suffered with low backpain, particularly
on the right side. The pain radiated down the right leg. The patient also
sufferedpain of the left shoulder and a feeling that his back muscles were
seizing. Tension and pressure pain below the ribs on the right side, pres
sure pain on KI-16, CV-7, and CV-9, tension on the stomach meridians to
the sides of the umbilicus, and weak liver and kidney pulses, pointed to a
diagnosis of liver and kidney vacancy. ST-45 was the openpoint and was
treated on the right side. The patient's back immediately relaxed, literally
"sinking into the table." His pain disappeared and the pulses improved.
The treatment was completed by placing an intradermal needle in josen,
which was sore, to prolong the benefit of the treatment. While not all treat
ments using only the principle of the open point are so dramatically effec
tive, this treatment does demonstrate how effective they may be. In this
case the treatment was one in a series. In the next case only the one treat
ment was required.

Case Seven: A twenty-three year old female patient presented with a
history of cystitis. The current problem marked a seventh recurrence. She
had taken medications in the past for the condition, but sought to treat the
problem this time without medication. Palpation revealed that the whole
abdomen was healthy, except for the detection of some coolness on the
area below the umbilicus, and reactive soreness at CV-3, when pressing to
the bladder. Her sacrum was also cold. BL-65 was the open point. Right
BL-65 was sore, thus right BL-65 was needled. This elicited a sensation up
the bladdef meridian to the lower abdomen and eliminated the reaction on
CV-3. The patient was sent home with instructions to apply dry heat,
using a hot stone wrapped in a towel, to both the lower abdomen and
sacrum, twenty minutes each, on a daily basis. The patient reported the
next week that the cystitis had disappeared the next day and that she
would continue the heat therapy until the abdomen and sacrum were no
longer cool to the touch.

This case history illustrates how a problem can be cleared with a single
open point. It also demonstrates the importance of a healthy abdomen.
The therapy may have worked so easily because the patient was actually
quite healthy, suffering only from the cystitis, with no major underlying
vacancies or imbalances. Though no similar efficacy can be guaranteed in
more complex cases, such as illnesses of long standing, multiple problems,
or a history of surgery or medication, theopen points or biorhythmic meri
dian treatments prove helpful in most instances.

The dry heat therapy used in this case was employed effectively, using
a palm-sized stone roughly the thickness of the palm, having at least one
flat surface. To use the stone, it was placed in an oven at 250 degrees for
twenty minutes, then wrapped in a towel and settled on the area to be
heated. This is an inexpensive and easy therapy for the patient to do at
home. In many lower-warmer disorders such as cystitis and gynecologic
problems, the lower abdomen and sacrum are cold. Any time coolness is
determined here, heated-stone therapy is indicated.
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The Sixty-Day Cycle
of the Open Extraordinary Vessels

The last of Manaka's biorhythmic treatment that we present in this
work is the "Spiritual Turde" treatment map as derived from the Zhen Jiu
Da Quan. Based on information and calculations derived from this text, we
may determine the following treatment schedule, abbreviated for regular
working hours, 7 am - 9 pm.

Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-1pm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

SlBl LU-7 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41

S2B2 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S3B3 PC-6 SP-4 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7 SI-3

S4B4 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 BL-62 KI-6

S5B5 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S6B6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 BL-62

S7B7 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S8B8 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5

S9B9 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5

S10B10 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5

Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

SlBll TW-5 SP-4 BL-62 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41 SI-3

S2B12 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41

S3Bl SI-3 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 PC-6 SP-4

S4B2 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62

S5B3 LU-7 SI-3 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 PC-6

S6B4 GB-41 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6

S7B5 KI-6 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41

S8B6 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4

S9B7 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7 TW-5 BL-62

S10B8 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41

Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

S1B9 KI-6 KI-6 LU-7 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4

S2B10 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4

S3B11 BL-62 PC-6 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7

S4B12 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41

S5B1 PC-6 SP-4 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7 SI-3

S6B2 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41

S7B3 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6

S8B4 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S9B5 KI-6 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41

SlOB6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 BL-62 Kl-6 TW-5 BL-62
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Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

SlB7 LU-7 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41

S2B8 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S3B9 LU-7 SI-3 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 PC-6

S4B10 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4

S5B11 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 SI-3 Kl-6 TW-5 BL-62

S6B12 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 BL-62

S7B1 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

S8B2 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5

S9B3 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6

S10B4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6

Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm

S1B5 TW-5 SP-4 BL-62 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41 SI-3

S2B6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41

S3B7 SI-3 KI-6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 PC-6 SP-4

54B8 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62

S5B9 BL-62 PC-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7

S6B10 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5

S7BU KI-6 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41

S8B12 BL-62 KI-6 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4

S9B1 KI-6 LU-7 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7 TW-5 BL-62

S10B2 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41

Day 7-9am 9-1 lam 11-lpm l-3pm 3-5pm 5-7pm 7-9pm
S1B3 BL-62 GB-41 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 KI-6

S2B4 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6

S3B5 BL-62 PC-6 PC-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7

SlB6 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41

S5B7 PC-6 SP-4 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 LU-7 SI-3

S6B8 SP-4 TW-5 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41

S7B9 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5

S8B10 TW-5 BL-62 GB-41 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 KI-6

S9B11 KI-6 TW-5 SI-3 KI-6 TW-5 SP-4 GB-41

S10B12 KI-6 SP-4 GB-41 BL-62 KI-6 TW-5 BL-62

The allocation of these points is derived through the sum of the
numerical values of the daily and bihourly stems and branches at any time
divided by six or nine and then interpreted through the temporal sequence
of the trigrams and its relation to the magic square.

•

Magic Square

4 9 2

3 5 7
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Each number corresponds to an extraordinary vessel point as follows:

Number

1 BL-62

2,5 KI-6

3 TW-5

4 GB-41

6 SP-4

7 SI-3

8 PC-6

9 LU-7

Thus, for November 2, 1987 an S2-B4 day, at 12:30 pm, the active
extraordinary vessel is KI-6, the yin qiao mai. Since Manaka uses these
tables when using the ion cords, we recommend following these calcula
tions when using the open points or active vessels.

Manakauses these tables as part of the theory behind his application of
the extraordinary vessels. He has found that when an extraordinary vessel
point is active, for instance KI-6, its coupled point, LU-7, is also active.
Thus, when using the cords on the yin qiao connection we can orient the
polarity of the cords based on palpation. For example, if there were ten
sion on the ren mai above the umbilicus, looseness below the umbilicus,
looseness of the rectus abdominus muscles relative to the back muscles of

the lumbar region, and pressure pain on ST-12, the yin qiao mai would be
indicated. We would then orient the ion cords by placing the black clip on
KI-6 and the red clip on LU-7. However, if the symptoms were more obvi
ously of the ren mai, an opposite orientation on LU-7 would be indicated
(black clip on LU-7, red on KI-6). If the symptoms clearly indicated
another extraordinary vesselconnection it would be necessary to determine
whether the active vessel or the vessel indicated by the symptom-sign pic
ture were most applicable for the patient. Treatment of the active extraor
dinary vessel, like the open point treatments, is a deep, root treatment.
Despite the capacity of these methods to treat deeply, it is sometimes
necessary to determine the treatment most important for the patient. One
can use the north pole of a magnet on the master point of the open vessel
and then the indicated vessel. The point that reduces the reactions the
most is the vessel that should be treated.

Case Histories from Dr. Manaka
We may see from the following case histories how to begin thinking

about matching the open points with the diagnostic signs.

Case One: A patient came for treatment complaining of problems of
the left leg. Abdominal palpation located tension on the upper right qua
drant of the abdomen below the ribs and in the left lower quadrant of the
abdomen. At the time of his visit, KI-6 was the open point. To treat this
problem, Manaka needled left KI-6 and LU-7 bilaterally. He attached ion
cordswith the red clips bilaterally on LU-7. Both blackclips were attached
to KI-6 on the left. This eliminated the palpable tension.

•
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Case Two: A patient with the same abdominal pattern described above
came for treatment when PC-6 was the open point. Manaka treated right
PC-6 with the black clip and left SP-4 with the red clip. This eliminated
the palpable tension.

In these two cases Manaka was utilizing the open vessel and orienting
the cords according to the patient's abdominal pattern, regardless of symp
tomology. We have described several other treatments for the common
syndrome where the upper right and lower left abdominal quadrant are
reactive. These case histories show that the open extraordinary vessels are
also a means by which this pattern may be approached. As discussed
above, Manaka's purpose is not to demonstrate hard and fast rules and
treatments, rather to illustrate ways of thinking about treatmentand how to
utilize what is presented at each moment.

We would like to conclude with another of our own case histories.

This case also stresses the importance of focusing on key symptoms and
parts of the pattern and applying the logic of different systems to the
biorhythmic treatments.

Case Three: A twenty-four year old female came to the clinic for relief
of her coughing spells. Every evening from 5-7 pm she would cough for
one to two hours. This coughing was usually accompanied by tightness in
the chest and occasional difficulty breathing. The condition had persisted
for several years. Medical doctors had been unable to help her. The medi
cations she had taken in the past caused stomachproblems, so she had dis
continued them on her own initiative.

At the time of her visit, KI-6, the yin qiao mai, was open. Her abdo
men was generally quite healthy except for slight tightness and soreness on
right ST-24, ST-25, and ST-26. Pressure on both right and left KI-23
prompted the urge to cough. Bilaterally, KI-27 was uncomfortable with
pressure and LU-1 was tight and sore. Placing a north-facing magnet on
right KI-6 decreased the reactivity of all the points. The ion cords were
applied to KI-6 (black), LU-7 (red). Within minutes the patient reported an
improvement in her breathing and relief of the tightness in her chest. After
treatment all points evidenced decreased reactions, but KI-23 and KI-27
were still a litde reactive. North-facing magnets of 500 gauss were placed
bilaterally on KI-23 and south-facing magnets bilaterally on KI-27. The
patient was sent home with these magnets taped in place. The patient
called two weeks later. She had not coughed since the treatment. Since
KI-23 and KI-27 were no longer sore, she was instructed to remove the
magnets.2

The logic in this case was that the cough was related to the kidney
meridian. This conclusion was reached due to the time of occurrence and

the reaction of the kidney points. Since KI-6 is both on the kidney meri
dian and related to the yin qiao mai, then treating KI-6 when it is the open
point should treat both the yin qiao mai and the kidney simultaneously.
Again, the importance of a healthyabdomen is clear. The patient may have
responded so well to treatment because she wasbasically healthy. Treating
the main paradox, as Manaka terms it, at the right time in a basically
healthy person can be powerful and effective.

•
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The treatment procedures described in this chapter represent both a
facet of Manaka's treatment style and a generally useful set of procedures
for any style of treatment. As we have stressed throughout, the
biorhythmic treatments represent a very fascinating and brilliant aspect of
treatment by acupuncture. They are essentially practical and reach to deep
levels of the patient's energetics.

•
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"All of this will not be finished in the first one hundred days,
nor will it be finished in the first one thousand days,
nor even perhaps in our lifetime on this planet;
but let us begin."

John F. Kennedy, Jr.

Reflections on the Sea
One of the most interesting qualities of Oriental Medicine is its

extremely broad patterning of ideas and the grand scope of treatment that
follows such a remarkable conception. In the literature we find descrip
tions that range from the broadest levels of action —the movements of the
stars and planets and the cycles of the seasons — to the finest and most
detailed observations of microcirculation and microscopic function.
Because of the unified nature of these concepts, the concept of qi for
example, this range of observation is really a continuum. Detailed exami
nation of any classical theory always reveals a continuous thread of ideas
that links layers of action and response. We find descriptions of how the
circulation and fluctuations of qi in the body are affected by the rhythms
of the seasons and descriptions of how these rhythms result in and are
affected by the movement of qi. At the most profound levels of human
function we find parallelsof universal motion.

The consequence of researching such a philosophical view is that we
gradually lose our native Western conception of linear, single-cause
diseases and begin to conceive of our being as affected both constructively
and adversely by external and internal events that are cosmological, astro
nomical, environmental, macroscopic, and microscopic. As we become
aware of how we each manifest cyclic adaptations to those influences we
perceive in our own lives, we acquire a functional sense of our own sensi
tivity to environment. Our concept of environment expandsand our ideas
of health become increasingly relative.

This experience is a challenge to our thought process. While the intui
tive sense of this grand vision appeals to our sense of consensual reality
and our personal experiences, and is logically justified by many of the
discoveries of our own culture's sciences, our logical training nonetheless
sounds an alarm. Continually, we halt and incline toward the process of
reducing our investigations to the clearly stated, clearly quantified, and
practically measurable hypotheses that offer us greater comfort.

This dissonance is most poignandy felt as we approach therapy. From
all these observations there flows a vast range of diagnostic and therapeutic
ideas. Throughout the history of Oriental medicine we find literally hun
dreds of different patterns of diagnosis and treatment. Indeed, it might be
suggested that in sheer numbers Oriental medicine has forgotten more pro
tocols than Western medicine has as yet described. Multiplicity, however,
is only the first challenge. Some of these therapies are hard, perhaps even
impossible, to use today, because of the peculiar manner of their recording.
Others concern diseases that no longer exist, a sobering experience as our
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relatively youthful medical science has only just begun to experience this
phenomena. Some treatments were designed for conditions we will never
see, some even for conditions we now consider normal and healthy. Yet,
within this vast array of patterns, we find brilliant descriptions based in the
clinical experience of practitioners whose insight is captivating. Chinese
observation, being precise and lengthy, provides us with much that remains
in common use today, crossingbarriers of time and culture to become part
of our therapeutic repertoire.

It is our persistent insight that the dissonance between Oriental and
Western patterns of thought is both less dramatic than it seems and more a
matterof translation than substance. As in a conversation whereboth par
tiesare speaking a non-native language with which they are onlynominally
expert, similarities are blurred and differences of word choice induce unin
tended misunderstanding. Just as the use of the appropriate dictionary
might resolve the problems of a second-language conversation, the applica
tion of the appropriate logical process can resolve the conceptual problems
of understanding Oriental medicine.

In modern Western terminology the Chinese continuum of concepts
and models would be described as a "systems theory." As our concept of
reality becomes increasingly complex, and as our awareness of the need to
express precisely the interaction and interdependence of all events
expands, we have begun to recognize the need to use logical devices that
are able to organize and predict die results of hypotheses that simply can
not be clearly stated, precisely quantified, and tested within known con
trols. As with the Oriental models, our explanations for observable
phenomena have become more functional, more philosophical, more rela
tive, and less absolute.

The logical models that we use to coordinate a complexity of interac
tion are formulations of interlocking systems. Each level of function is
seen as a system; all systems areseento interact with all other systems. For
example, a person may be seen as one arbitrarily described level of com
plexity within the universe:

Galaxy
Solar system
Planetarybody
Biosphere
Mankind

Society, Nation
Culture

Subculture

Community
Family
Levels of conduct, experience: "person"
Systems
Organs
Tissues

Cells

Organelles
Molecules

Atoms

Subatomic particles
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None of these levels can be absolutely separate from any other level. The
distinctions we make are consensual, the commonsense separations
described by our natural and created methods of observation. We tend not
to see that our observations through telescopes relate to our observations
through microscopes.

Increasingly, however, we are learning of relationships we have not
perceived. In any given medical situation, some influence from all these
systems is always manifest. Some influences are dominant, others dor
mant, and others are exerting tertiary effects through the behavior of some
aspect of the system that is not direcdy related. The job of the healer is to
examine and assess the potential for influence of all these interrelatingsys
tems over the patient's current medical condition and general life. In par
ticular, this is what many Oriental medical systems suggestthat we do.

In the context of systems theory we are provided the logical tools by
which we may order our perception of similarity and difference. Oriental
theoreticians placed less stress on systems of interpersonal relationship
than we do. These were not ignored or forgotten, but perceived as relative
to social and environmental systems. As well, they attend to the macro-
cosmic environment, the upper three levels of this model, with greater dili
gence. They were also particularly interested in other, less personalized
systems: local environmental phenomena such as weather, seasonal influ
ence, variations of temperature and humidity. Indeed, their awareness of
the consequences of these phenomena on human health was so acute that
these events provided the names of many pathogenic concepts.

The Oriental scientists were also intrigued by cycles and patterns at all
levels of their universe views, and consequendy formulated descriptions of
many rhythmic systems. Because they focused more on universal changes
and cycles, we can adapt the preceding diagram to their viewpoint very
simply:

Universe

Galaxy
Star systems
Solar system
Atmosphere
Climate

Local environment

Person

Tissues

Organs
Cells

Biochemistry
Quantum

If we focus on the uses of the various systems of diagnosis and treat
ment, even without delving into many of their implications, we can gen
eralize system elements as follows:

• Yin and yang may be perceived as ranging from the top to the bottom.
In the medical models, yin and yang are described in their numerous
interactions, permutations, and cycles by both the five-phase theory and
the language of complementary antagonism. In modern language, we may
achieve the ability to describe yin—yang interactions by reference to non
linear oscillators and self-replicating systems.

•
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• In their simplest correspondences, five-phase dynamics cover
phenomena from the solar system to the level of biological organs. This
theory was used to describe the numerous cyclic phenomena with which
we interact. In more advanced form, the five-phase theory describes
events through the entire continuum. The stem and branch system, as a
further development and refinement of these cycles, is equally inclusive.
Here again, modem Western concepts such as open systems, information
theory, and non-linear, fractal geometriesmay serve as useful models.

• Xu Wen Bai's "open point" theories and treatments fit the macro-
cosmic to human interactions of the continuum. If these theories are accu

rate interpretations of the Nan Jing, the Nan Jing theories also fit at these
levels. As these are particularized concepts of relationships, they are sub
sets of the larger systems.

• The largest cycles —the precession of the equinox, the sixty-year, ten-
year, and annual cycles, the seasonal, bimonthly, monthly, biweekly,
twelve-day, ten-day and daily cycles, the bihourly and pentadecanary daily
cycles are all aspects of the five-phase model, ranging from the cosmic to
the organ and cellularlevels.

• The extraordinaryvessels, in general, range from the local environment
and the individual to the organ level, but extend to the upper levels via
concepts of biorhythmic fluctuation.

• The triple burner and master of the heart theories begin somewhere at
the level of the individual and extend downward through the quantum
level. The anatomical basis of the triple burner, master of the heart, and
meridian systems cover the individual to the cellular (and possibly deeper)
levels.

There are a number of more specialized techniques that focus on par
ticular areas of this continuum. For instance, the methodology of the eight
parameters considers dataderived from the atmospheric to the organ levels.
Logically and historically, it has developed to organize and coordinate the
class of information that is most readily available from these areas of
phenomena, with a particular emphasis on data considered most conse
quential to the health practitioner. In this sense, it is a subset of yin—yang
theory in the same way that bridge-building formulae are a subset of
geometry.

Models in the Oriental medical framework each fit this picture and
each are a single element of the whole system of interacting systems. Each
model has a particular focus and goal. All models can be clearly defined
according to their intention and nature. It is obvious that they overlap to a
considerable degree. Practically, we canfocus on treating via the five-phase
theory and still correct a problem thatcould have beendescribed asbelong
ing to the extraordinary vessel model. All models are by nature limiting;
we create them to reduce the observations with which we must contend.

This is why, following the tradition of Oriental medicine, we recommend
learning many models and approaches. A completely maturepractitioneris
rarelylimited to one approach.

In this attempt we are aided by the use of principles, such as the con
cept of qi, that serve as unifying ideas. We are simultaneously impaired by
•
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our tendency to feel comfortable only with quantifiable concepts. How
ever, if we are careful to distinguish that we are using conceptual tools and
not positing mystical substances or fuzzy concepts of relationship, we are
able to recognize logical parallels and analogies that serve us well. The
qualitative approach is consistent in Chinese thought; we must not rush to
quantify concepts such as qi prior to having acquired a sufficiently qualita
tive understanding. Western thought can contribute to this effort as well.

The philosopher John Ratcliffe describes how there have been a
number of approaches to the understanding of reality in the West. He feels
that we have evolved through five distinct inquiry systems, all of which are
still in use in various fields and disciplines. These approaches are: the
deductive approach of Liebniz, the inductive logic of Locke, the synthetic
logic of Kant, the dialectical system of Hegel, and the relative approach to
inquiry developed by Singer. The more recent and most sophisticated
approach is relativistic. This method recognizes that what we take to be
correct is conditioned by our assumptions and the method we adopt.
What we consider truth is only correct relative to the goals and objectives
of the method chosen and the assumptions of the inquirer.

Ratcliffe further argues that the distinction between qualitative and
quantitative approaches is false, since all inquiry systems are essentially
qualitative. The assumptions that must be made in all systems of inquiry
are essentiallyjudgments about what is and what is not "real."

We feel that Oriental medicine and Oriental thought is, in general (not
in every feature and detail), an excellent example of a relative and qualita
tive approach to inquiry. Given the recognition that all things interact at all
times, that all systems interact continuously, it is very good sense to
attempt, as does Oriental medicine, to analyze as many of these levels as is
possible at once. While it is not always overdy stated that methods of
analysis in Oriental medicine are limited and yield conditioned informa
tion, the existence of broad patterns, the prevalence of unifying concepts,
and the very existence of multiple systems implies that Oriental thinkers
have wrestled with a relative universe. A culture that honored an absolu

tist, or theoretically quantitative "reality," would have been unlikely to
develop as many interlocking models.

If our analysis is correct, then the Chinese of two or more thousand
years ago acquired an understanding of reality that we in the West are only
now beginning to recognize (or perhaps allow to surface). The implications
of this premise are profound. Some scientists in the West, conditioned by
the now-suspect quantitative presumptions of Western science, criticize
Oriental medicine for its supposed unscientific nature, its lack of rigor, its
lack of a quantitative approach, and for the extremely broad ideas it pro
poses. Yet the assumption that scientific inquiry concerns only problems
that can be well-structured, and reduced to quantifiable hypotheses, can no
longer be praised as wisdom and must be recognized as limitation. As the
relativistic mode of inquiry becomes ever more necessary, as the problems
presented to science become more complex, as the implicit qualitative
nature of our methodology becomes clear, all science and all medicine will
share an increasing need for the logicalpower of systems theories.
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While it is probable, very probable, that concepts within Oriental
medicine will not survive the scrutiny of even the most sophisticated
analysis, it is just as probable that methods and results that have come to us
from its inquiries will prove to be continually useful. It is our hope that
this text, in its attempt to approach a single precept from the vast accumu
lations of Oriental medicine with the broadest possible conception, will
contribute not only to practitioners' repertoire of effective tools, but also to
the statement of Oriental medical principles in such manner as will permit
a grasp of their elegance and logical beauty. To the extent that we have
succeeded, we must praise the brilliance of the original formulators of the
ideas we have attempted to explain. To the extent that we have failed, we
offer the hope that our colleagues will remedy our deficits.

To allow the full benefit of Oriental medicine to participate in the
enhancement of the quality of life on this planet, an enormous amount of
research, scholarship, and practice is necessary. We envision a new medi
cine, a truly energetic medicine, that is comprehensible and accessible to
all. Let us begin.

•
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Chapter Notes

Notes to Chapter 1

1For aninteresting conceptual and social analysis of thehara, seeKarlfried Durkheim, Hara,
the Vital Centre in Man.

2The group was founded by AJ. Ayers and based upon interpretations and readings of
Ludwig Wittgenstein's Logico-philosophico-tractatus.

3Quotations from the Su Wen are cited inthe text using first letter abbreviation, followed by
the chapter number and page reference. For example, Su Wen chapter 39 would be cited as
follows: (SW39).

4See: K. Hashimoto M.D., and Y. Kawakami M.D., Sotai, Balance and Health Through Natural
Movement

5 Dao Dejing, from Lao Zi, Zhuang Zi p. 82. See also K. Matsumoto and S. Birch, Five Ele
ments andTen Stems p. 195. p.195.

6The basic theories of the Nanjing are described in Five Elements and Ten Stems (op.cit).

7Quotations from the Nan Jing are cited in the text using first letter abbreviation, followed
by the chapter number and page reference. For example, reference to Nan Jing chapter 8,
vol.1, p.ll, would be cited as: (Nj8(i):il).

Notes to Chapter 2

1Quotations from the Ling Shu are cited in the text following the style of the Su Wen and
Nanjing, using first-letter abbreviation, followed by the chapter number and page reference.
Forexample, Ling Shu chapter4, would be cited as follows: (LS 4). See also Five Elements and
Ten Stems p. 110.

2Wang Shu He, commentary on Nanjing 1(1):1.

3Manaka, Hukubusyoken to Hukusyo, p.16 passim.

4Quotations from theMorohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary maybe found cited in the textas
follows: (Mor).

5For instance: The Han Shu and the Shi Jing, from the Morohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary.

6For agood, brief discussion of this school and some of their beliefs, see Joseph Needham,
Science and Civilization in China 2:359-363.

7Needham, Celestial Lancets p.85.

8This passage is also interesting as it explicitly describes a moving "landscape." See also
Five Elements andTen Stems p.153.

9Ofteninterpreted asST-25, thisis more likely KI-16.

10 For atranslation of the complete quote, see Five Elements and Ten Stems pp. 160-161.
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11 Respect for the ideas in this passage are among the reasons why the insertion tube was
invented and is ubiquitous in Japan. While the left hand finds the acupoint and preparesit
with various rubbing techniques, the right hand is used to insert the needle, handle first,
into the tube. The tube is then rotated, inverting it so that the needle is ready to be used.
By placingthe tube between the fingers of the left hand, the needle may be tapped into the
point without losing contact with the insertion area. This takes practice, but allows the left
hand to find and preparethe acupoint, feeling the qi.

12 Quoted from Zhong YiZhen Duan Xue p.129.

13 From the Shang Han Lun, quoted from Nagahama, Toyo lgaku Gaisetsu p.130-131. See
also page 52 of the Shang Han Lun Yi Shi, where further differentiation of this sign with
appropriateherbal formularies may be found.

14 SeeShang Han Lun Yi Shi p.87-88.

15 Nagahama, Toyo lgaku Gaisetsu p.132. See also Shang Han Lun Yi Shi p.52.

16 Yanagiya, Kanmei Humon Shinsatsu Ho p.293.

17 Ibid, p.288.

18 LiShiZhen, Qijing Ba Mai Kao 1:18.

19 Zhen Jiu Jia Yijing Yu Xue ZhongJi p.298 passim.

20 Ibid, p.308 passim.

21 Ibid, pp.309,313,315 passim.

22 Ibid, p.316 passim.

23 Sun Si-Mo, Qianjin Yoo Fang 12:141.

24 Gao Wu, Zhen Jiu Ju Ying p.152-153 passim. See also Five Elements and Ten Stems p.167-
168.

25 Manaka, Hukubusyohen to Hukusyo p.11 passim. For a review of the history of abdominal
palpation systems, including the Mubunryu style, see also Manaka and Itaya, American Jour
nalofAcupuncture 13, no.3 (1985):223-234.

26 Sugiyama, Sugiyama Ryu Sanbusho p.113passim.

Notes to Chapter 3

1Rene Descartes, Discourse on Method p.53.

2Quotations from Fujido's Etymological Dictionary are cited in thetextusing anabbreviation,
followed by chapter numberand page reference where pertinent. Thus, Fujido's Etymologi
cal Dictionary would be found cited in the text as (Fuj).

3In modern times, "diaphragm block" or"diaphragmatic armoring" have become common
place terminology for various systems of healing. Modem observation thus confirms the
ancientobservations of Chinese medicine. See for instance: W.E. Mann, Orgone, Reich, and
Eros p.66-67.

4Quotations from the Huang Di Neijing Tai Su are citedin text usingthe following abbrevi
ation: (TS).

5Xie Lin, Nanjing Zheng Yi p.61-62.

6Lie Zi 5:240-241 passim.

7Zhen Jiu Da Cheng p.120.
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Notes to Chapter 4

1Quotations from the Shisi Jing Fa Hui are cited in text with the following abbreviation:
(Shisi). This entire text deals with the meridians.

2Quotations from the Neijingjie Po Sheng Li Xue are cited in textwiththe following abbre
viation: (LiXue).

3Shinji Imamura, "Zofu Keiraku Oyobi Chukankeiraku noRuchi niTsuite (Pathways of the
Internal Meridians)," Ido No Nippon Magazine (June 1983):6-14 (July 1983):45-54. Quota
tions from Dr. Imamura's article are citedin text with the following abbreviation: (ima).

4Yoshio Manaka, Ika no Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.185.

5Lao Zi and Zhuang Zi 17:378.

6Sosen Hirooka, Nangyo Tekkan p.27-28 passim.

7 Ibid.

8 Ibid.

9LiuWan Su, Su Wen Xuanji Yuan Bing Shi p.165.

Notes to Chapter 5

1For someof the following discussions of astronomy and relative star movements, we have
used H.A. Rey, The Stars, A New Way to see Them, which very simply and clearly explains
some of the basic principles and terms of astronomy. See also the excellent discussions of
the Chinese astronomies, in Joseph Needham, Science and Civilization in China vol. 3; and
Daikanwajiten (Morohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary).

2Quotations from Needham's Science and Civilization in China axe citedin the text usingthe
following abbreviation: s&€.

3Boththe Morohashi Enclyclopedic Dictionary and Fujido Etymological Dictionary attestto this,
as does the Kakusareta Kamigami (1975) p.45.

4Quotations from the Huai Nan Zi, with commentary by H. Kusuyama, are citedin the text
using the abbreviation(Hhiz), followed by chapter and pagereference.

5Zhou Yi, quoted from KinoShiso p.238.

6Honda, Yijing2:296.

7Tong Ren Shu Xue Zhen Jiu Tujing p.l 16.

8LiuWan Su, Su Wen Xuanji Yuan Bing Shi p.169.

9 Henri Maspero, Taoism and Chinese Religion p.369. He is quoting the Jin Que DiJun San
Yuan Zhen Yijing.

10 Ibid, p.370.

11 Ibid, p.351. Here Maspero quotes from the Tai Shang Daojun Shou Yuan Dan ShangJing.

12 See Hiroko Yoshino, Kakusareta Kamigami Kodai Shinko to Yinyo Gogyo p.145.

13 Sango Kobayashi, Toyo lgaku Koza 15:16 passim.

14 "Experimental studies have led to the conclusion that the geomagnetic field is a very
important space-timecoordinate for living organisms." A.P. Dubrov, The Geomagnetic Field
and Life: Geomagnetobiology p.210. This text is a very useful and stimulating survey of the
modern literature.
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15 It should be noted that Needham prefixes the first four stars with the term "tian,"
(heaven), where the Morohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary does not.

16 The Zhou Bi Suanjing talksof this. SeeScience andCivilization inChina 3:261.

17 From the Nung Cheng Chuan Shu, circa 1600. SeeMorohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary 7:783
for a picture.

18 Five Elements andTen Stems p.75.

19 The Shiji saysit meansbeginning. See the Morohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary.

20 The LeiJing writer feels that this is both upper and lowerqihai(CV-17 and CV-6), though
severalother commentaries suggest only CV-6.

21 SeeFive Elements andTen Stems pp.65-75 for further elaboration of this.

22 The Huang TingJing makesreference to these.

23 Henri Maspero in Taoism and Chinese Religion discusses extensively the dantian and the
variousrelated breathingtechniques.

24 Different authors describe it differendy. Needham and others referto cinnabar as Mercu
ric sulphide. Maspero sees it as Mercuric sulphate, HgS04. SeeTaoism and Chinese Religion
p.271.

25 Cf. Su Wen 4 for color correspondences. See Shohaku Honma's poetic description of the
nature of the fire phase, which can be found on pages 77-78 of our previous publication,
Five Elements and Ten Stems.

26 See for instance the Huang Ting Wai Jing Jing. This reference can be found in the
Morohashi Encyclopedic Dictionary.

27 Shohaku Honma, Shinkyu Byosho Gaku p.80.

28 See for instance Henry Maspero, Taoism and Chinese Religion p.459.

29 See Mr. Yang's commentary on theNanjing inWang Jiu Si, Nan Jing Ji Zhu 5:4.

30 Henri Maspero, Taoism and Chinese Religion p.268.

31 For brief discussions of this, see Matsumoto & Birch, Five Elements and Ten Stems
pp.170,176.

32 Bunshi Shiroda, Shinkyu Chiryo Kiso Gaku 295, quoting Su Wen 58:292.

33 Ibid.

34 Zhou Yi, quoted from the Ki No Shiso p.238passim.

35 Shuo Wenjie Zi, quoted from Ki No Shiso p.27.

36 Han Shu Lu Li Zhi, from the Daojiao Da Zi Dian p.93.

37 Huang Ting Jing, from KiNo Shiso p.146.

38 Tai Bing Yu Lan, supposedly quoting from the Huai Nan Zi from Ki No Shiso p.138. The
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1Yoshio Manaka, lka no Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.185.

2Yoshio Manaka, Hukubu Syoken to Hukusyo p.15 passim.

3Ibid. p.16 passim.

4Note that the Shang Han Lun useof six stages describes thedegree of penetration of patho
genic influences into the body and energetic levels of the body, where use of these concepts
here involves the energeticinter-meridian relationships.

5Tsugio Nagatomo describes the same relationships; see Tsugio Nagatomo, Nagatomo M.P.
Shinkyu Kuowa Hachiju Hachi Syu p.64.
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6YoshioManaka,Shinkyu Rinsho Iten p.46 passim.

7Yoshio Manaka, Ikano Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.354 passim.

8 Ibid.

9Ibid, p.346.

10 YoshioManaka,Hukubu Syoken toHukusyo p.18 passim.

11 Yoshio Manaka, Ika noTameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza pp.351 passim.

12 Makio Maruyama, Shinkyu Topology Ron Bunshu p.39.

13 Yoshio Manaka confided this direcdy to the author, as did Osamu Ito. This has alsobeen
noted by Paul Nogier in his Theory and Practice ofEuropean Ear Acupuncture, as taken from
itsJapanese translation, Obeijishun Ho no Riron toRinsho p.107.

14 YoshioManaka,in Y. Seki,Shinkyu Topology p.53 passim.

15 Zhen Jiu Da Quan pp.128-129 passim.

16Ibid.pp.l31-132.

17 Zhen Jing Zhi Nan pp.155-165. Found in the Zhen Jiu Si Shu (Four Books ofAcupuncture
and Moxibustion) compiled by DouJie before 1311 A.D. Much of the discussion from the
Zhen Jing Zhi Nan seems to havebeenabsorbed in large part by the Zhen Jiu Ju Ying of 1529
ad., along withthediscussions from the Zhen Jiu Da Quan. TheJu Ying also influenced the
Zhen Jiu Da Cheng.

18 Zhen Jiu Da Cheng p.43,derived from the earlier text, the ZhenJing Zhi Nan p.146.

19 Yoshio Manaka, Ika no Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.14-15 passim.

20 Ibid, p.356.

21 Ibid. p.358 passim.

22 Ibid. pp.14-15 passim.

23 SeeKiiko Matsumoto and StephenBirch, Extraordinary Vessels.

2*ZhenJiuJuYingp.l33.

25 These relationships and others similar to them are occasionally described and often
ignored. An interesting example canbe found in R.A. Dart, "Voluntary Musculature in the
Human Body: the Double-Spiral Arrangement," Brit. Jour. Phys. Med. 13 no.12
(Dec.l950):265-268.

26 Yoshio Manaka, Ika no Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza, p.360 passim.

27 Ibid, p.355 passim.

28 Hirata zones are described more fully in the next chapter. SeeYoshio Manaka, Hiratashi
Juni Hannotai Nesshin Shigeki Ryoho p.93.

29 Yoshio Manaka, Ika noTameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.355 passim.

30 Manaka comments concerning the du mai and the chiropractic idea of treating just the
spine (in our terms just the du mai) that this indicates a limitation to the the chiropractic
model. The chiropractor's understanding is that alldisease relates to dislocations of the spi
nal vertebrae or subluxations of the spinal nerves. Thus, adjusting the spine will affect
symptoms and diseases. Since this modelcenters entirely on only one dividing line of the
body, the du mai, it lacks a fullviewof the body, in particular the ren mai and the dai mai.
How do spinal adjustments treat these lines?

31 Yoshio Manaka, Hukubu Syoken to Hukusyo p.17 passim.
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32 Extraordinary Vessels, pp. 193-248.

33 Zhen Jiu DaCheng p.191.

34 Ibid.

Notes to Chapter 17
1Zhen Jiu DaCheng, page 385 and following.

2Ibid, p.386 passim.

3 Taken from notes and discussions with Dr. Manaka.

4 More details of this can be found the forthcoming study of Manaka's work, Chasing the
Dragon's Tail; and in the works of TaeWoo Yoo (seebibliography).

5 Hiratashi Junihannotai Nesshin Shigekiryoho (Mr. Hirata's twelve dermatomes stimulation
therapy with heated needle) pp.92-93.

6Yoshio Manaka, Ika no Tameno Shinjutsu Nyumon Kuoza p.354 passim.

7A more comprehensive systematization can be found in Chasing the Dragon's Tail.

8Yukimichi Seki, "HowtoUseIonPumping" p.3.

9Yoshio Manaka, Bishona Shigeki Moshiku We Eikyo o Mochite Okonau Chiryo Hono Ko Osatsu
p.13 passim.

10 See for instance Yoshiaki Omura, "The bidigital O-ring Test: Critical Evaluation of it's
Abnormal Responses with Laboratory Tests," Acupuncture and Electro-therapeutics Research 8,
No.l (1983) pp.37-43.

11 Yoshio Manaka, Ion-pumping Medical Point Book pp.102-105 passim.

12 YukimichiSeki, Shinkyu Topology p.107.

13 Reported orally to the author.

14 Yukimichi Seki, "Howto Use IonPumping" p.23 passim.

15 Ibid.

16 Ibid. p.20.

17 Makio Maruyama, Shinkyu Topology Ronbunshu pp.39-40. Compiled from the clinical
experienceof many practitioners researching the ion cords.

Notes to Chapter 18
1From private notes,lectures, and discussions with Dr. Manaka.

2For more information on theuse of magnets on the extraordinary vessels andtwelve meri
dians, see our previous work, Extraordinary Vessels. This style is derived from the work of
Tsugio Nagatomo.

Notes to Conclusion

3 Robert Sampson, "Healing in the treatment of modern medicine." Somatics Autumn
(1978): 11. Adapted from H. Brody,"The systems view of man: Implications for medicine,
scienceand ethics." Perspectives in Biology andMedicine 17 (1973), pp.71-92.

4J.W. Ratcliffe; Notion of validity in qualitative research methodology; Knowledge, creation,
diffusion, utilization 5, no.2 (Dec. 1983), pp.147-167.
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-A-

abdomen: [area of sharp pain sensation]: 275; [diseases of]: 364; [disten
sion of]: 297; [five areas of]: 251; [four quadrants]: 373; [hardness on]:
252; [kidney reflex area]: 43; [no reactive areas]: 275; [spleen reflex
area]: 43; [swollen & full, painful]: 25; [swollen & full, without pain]:
25; [swollen, tense]: 40

abdominal: [aorta]: 55, 254; [breathing]: 34, 190, 325; [cavity]: 161; [con
formation]: 26; [correspondences]: 26; [diagnosis]: 29, 215, 255, 349;
[fascia]: 107, 146; [findings, differentiation of]: 249; [flaccidity with
lines]: 304; [indentations]: 255; [mass, hard]: 281; [muscles, weak]:
372; [pain]: 23, 295, 308; [pain, from kidney stones]: 295; [palpation]:
25, 27, 215, 256, 337-338; [palpation reaction]: 229; [palpitation, puls
ing]: 254, 272-273, 303; [pressure, five degrees of]: 257; [reactions,
common patterns]: 259; [reflex areas]: 380; [skin qualities and textures]:
254; [swelling]: 38-39, 255, 272, 337; [temperature variations]: 251;
[tension]: 251

accumulating qi, abdominal indication: 27
aching, joints: 337
aching, lower back: 374
acidregurgitation: 281, 284-285
acupoints: [correspondences]: 50; [electrical resistance of]: 207; [to treat

abdominal tension]: 28

Adey, W.R.: 211
Akabanediagnostic method: 354
alchemy: 81; [internal]: 88
analgesic acupuncture: 205
anemia: 299, 307

anger: 37, 38
animals, response to haraShiatsu: 274
ankle,sprained: 392
anma (anpuku) massage: 84, 315
anpuku: [massage therapy]: 258; [rowing technique]: 318; [technique to

reach the shen]: 319; [techniques for drawing down qi]: 318; [tech
niques for the chest and diaphragm]: 318; [to assist the metabolism of
fluids]: 319; [to balance the stomach]: 319; [to make jing and shen
stable at qihai]: 319; [to make the shen safe and stabilize the qi]: 320;
[to quietand relax the palpitation of the ren mai]: 318; [to safely relax
the abdomen]: 319; [to strengthen the rectus abdominus]: 318; [treat
ment]: 263-264; [up and down technique]: 319

anterior superior iliac spine reactions, differential diagnosis: 263
anti-depressants: 388
anuria: 286

anus, problems of: 302, 374
aorta (master of the heart): 53-54, 58, 61

appendicitis: 394
appetite, none: 279, 281, 283, 285, 299, 309
A.P.U.D. cells: 178

arthritis of hip joint: 303
ASIS region: 377
asthma: 374, 394

atomic memory: 233
auricular points: 385
autonomic nervous system: 163
axis of earth's rotation: 69

-B-

baja: 225
back diagnosis: 349
back, diseases of: 364

back pain: 279, 284-285, 288, 367
Bao Pu Zi: 76

bao (uterus): 154

basic qi: 71, 76, 83-84, 86, 92, 94, 112, 117, 119, 123, 126, 315; [immo
bile]: 84; [stagnant]: 84; [yang part]: 83; [yin part]: 83

Becker, Robert O.: 186, 198, 207-208, 210-211, 261, 220

bei tou: 76

belching: 337
ben (root): 84

benzhifa: 349
bigen: 108
bi obstruction in channels: 402

bi stagnation: 379
bian(change): 89, 91-92
Bian Que: 36

biao (surface): 141

biasology: 234
bidigitalo-ring test: 388
BigDipper (Ursa Major): 70, 72, 74
biodynamic fields: 227
biodynamic model of human energeticsystem: 201
bioelectricphenomena: 200
bioelectricsignals: 188
bioelectric functions of fascial planes: 160
bioelectric information channels: 207

bioelectricity: 222, 224
biological catalysts: 87
biological control: 201
biological magnetogravitational field of livingorganisms: 217
biological rhythmicity: 192, 197, 201
biologicalsystem symmetry: 197
biological transmutation: 87-89
biomagneticfield of living organisms: 212
biorhythm, daily: 397
biorhythm phase treatment: 262-264
biorhythmic cycle, 10-day: 349, 397; [60-day of extraordinary vessels]:

349, 397

biorhythmic change: 207, 241
biorhythmiccircadian rhythm of 12 meridians: 221, 228, 389, 397
biorhythmic fields: 218
biorhythmic phenomena: 217
biorhythmic treatments: 397
Bischko, Johannes: 223
bladder: 50, 346, 355, 369, 398, 405

bladder problems: 395
bleeding: [fromanus]: 307; [from gums]: 307; [uterine]: 298, 300
blood and qi stagnant: 105
blood and vessels, stagnant: 84
blood disorders in women: 402

blood stasis: 369

blood vessels on hara, visible: 310

•
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blood vessels, oversensitivity of: 360
bodily heaviness, sensation of: 337
body, electricalcurrents of: 174
body temperature,maintenance of: 160
body topology: 20-21, 365
Bohm, David: 94

bones, weak: 341

brain, diseases of: 302

breast diseases: 297, 300

breath, shortness of: 39, 281, 288, 290, 295

breathing: [& triple warmer function]: 190; [correct]: 24, 111; [difficulty
of]: 39, 279, 286, 290, 368, 412; [energetics]: 80; [exercises]: 271, 278,
304; [gate of]: 109-112, 123, 139; [hoarse]: 286; [techniques, abdominal
reactions]: 274; [weak]: 258, 263-264, 341

bronchitis: 374

Brown, Frank: 198

Brown Jr., F.A.: 218

bruised easily: 307
Bunrei, lnaba: 26, 171

burning feeling in the chest: 293
burping: 293
Burr, Harold Saxton: 185, 216

bursitis: 395

-c-

calciumion activity: 211, 225
CanDongQi: 77
capillary circulation, decreased: 266
capillary system: 209
celestial bureaucrat: 72-73

cell differentiations: 187

cellmembrane, depolarization of: 211
cellmembranestructures: 211
center of gravity: 11, 187, 221
center of the source: 105

Chao Yu: 24

ChaoYuan Fang: 154-156
Chen Yan: 136

chest discomfort: 290

chest, fullness & discomfort in: 28, 39
chest, pain: 394
chest, suffering inside of: 279, 290, 294-295, 298
chickenpox: 288
children, digestivedisorders: 288
children,response to haraShiatsu: 274
chills: 338

Chinesealchemy: 80
Chineseastrology: 103
Chineseastronomy: 69, 77, 103
Chinese calendar: 397

Chinese clock: 241, 357, 380, 385, 389-390
Chinesecosmology: 106
Chineseherb prescription: 26
Chinese taiji: 389
chong mai: 28, 40, 107, 125, 127-128, 183-185, 250, 350. 355, 361-362,

364-365, 367, 371, 374-376, 389

chong mai and yin wei mai, differentiation: 371
chongmai-yinwei mai problems: 263
chronobiological effects of cyclicvariations: 219
chuan heng (pivot): 75
Chugoku noYokai: 116
Chun Qiu Wei Yuan Ming Bao: 84, 102
chyle: 144, 173-174
cinnabar: 81-82

circulation, impaired: 105, 388
circulation of qi & blood, postnatal: 154

•
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circulationof qi: 198
circulatorydisease: 394
circulatorysystem current: 209
clearqi: 65, 78-79
cleavage lines: 196
cold, earlystagesof: 374
cold, effect on biomagnetic field: 223
cold feelingaround lumbar area: 281
cold feet: 374

cold inside stomach: 379

cold or externalqi invasion: 374
cold, overexposure to: 84
cold qi: 105
cold sensation: 294, 338, 374

cold symptoms found anywherein the body: 286
coldness: [continual]: 293; [especially in the lower abdomen]: 298; [espe

cially the upper limbs]: 281; [legs below knees]: 338; [lower hara]: 305-
306; [lower limbs]: 309; [lumbar area and waist]: 284; [sacrum]: 408

colds: 394

collagen bundles: 163
collagen fibers: 163, 195-196
collagenous filament system of dermis: 164
completion (cheng): 339
conception: 219

conduction of body's electrical current: 356
conduction of qi: 163
conformation (sho) of a patient: 243
congealed blood: 244
congested food: 244
connective tissue: 49, 97, 101, 149, 153, 159-160, 162-164, 175, 184,

188, 190, 192-193, 208-209, 213-214, 216, 222; [cytoplasmic]: 162;
[matrix]: 193, 213; [membranes]: 141, 169; [sheaths]: 215; [structure]:
160; [subcutaneous]: 176; [subserous]: 176; [therapy]: 208; [ther
moelectricproperties]: 213, 224

constipation: 258, 281, 286, 291, 295, 297, 299, 306, 309, 394; [alternat
ingwith diarrhea]: 284; [especially with small rabbit-like stools]: 288

controllingcycle:43
controllingsourceqi: 59
copper, placement on reactive point: 353
correct qi, stagnant: 42
correspondencepoints of vessels: 374
cortisone: 283

cou li: 150

cough: 290, 295
coughing: 40, 279, 286, 340; [continual]: 280
coughingspells: 412
counterflowliver qi: 11
counterflowpanting: 341
counterflow qi: 34, 38-41, 43, 54, 251, 276, 321, 338, 340, 365, 376,

402; [with diarrhea]: 41
coupled point: 359, 375, 411
cramping of calf muscles: 337
creation (sheng): 339
creative-cycle process: 370
cross-syndrome: 262-264, 368, 377
cunho(radial pulse): 267
curvatureof the spine: 279
cycle of birth and death: 84, 91
cystema chyli: 144, 173
cystitis: 408

-D-

dai chong(great chongof chong mai): 126
dai mai: 57, 181, 183, 250, 350, 362, 364-365, 375-376; [and yang wei

mai, differentiation of]: 372; [dorsal-ventral axis]: 183; [pressure pain
on]: 367; [problems]: 374, 389; [& yangwei mai problems]: 263-264

dampness, overexposure to: 84
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dan: 81-82

dan (cinnabar): 81

Dan Xi YiXue Zheng Bo: 138
dantian: 42, 74, 80-84, 86, 117, 120, 122-123, 125, 139, 147, 155-156,

190, 267; [lower]: 80, 82, 118, 123, 190-191; [middle]: 116, 138, 152,
189-191; [upper]: 118; [vacancy]: 43

DaoDejing: 87, 235
DaoZang: 28
Daoist: [alchemical practices]: 86, 88, 93; [breathing practices]: 80, 111;

[creation myth]: 85; [literature]: 87; [mythology]: 77
de: 35-36

deafness: 384, 394

dehydration: 223
dermallayer: 160
dermatome therapy: 377
Descartes, Rene: 33

desire to rest & lie down, constant: 337

dexamethasone injection: 214
diabetes: 286, 295, 297, 305

diagonal tension, in diagnosis: 386
diaphragm: 34, 40-42, 53, 58, 62, 64, 100, 127, 137, 141, 145, 161, 166,

171-172,189; [overtense]: 34; [spasm]: 394; [stagnant]: 40
diarrhea: 286, 297, 394; [with spasming of anus]: 338
diet, poor: 266
digestate accumulation, abdominalindication: 27
digestate, clear part: 189
digestive problems: 274, 337, 367, 394
disc disease, degenerative: 408
discharges: 298, 300, 308
disease, topographical pattern: 376
dispersionpoint: 405
dizziness: 276, 279, 281, 291-293, 295, 308, 368, 374; [after pressing

substernal region]: 278
DNA activity: 198,211,220
Doctor Nao's Chiryo Jiten: 214
drawingof qi to the points: 18
dry heat therapy: 408
du bai: 365

du mai: 41, 64-65, 125-127, 171, 178,181-185,

362, 364, 368-369, 374, 376, 379

Dubrov, A.P.: 197, 212, 217, 219, 221, 227

dullness: 360

Dumitrescu: 222

dura: 162

-E-

ear& eye: [problems]: 286, 290, 294-295 300, 302, 374, 384
ear, nose, throat problems: 374
earth, electrical field of: 197
earth: [jing]: 155; [point]: 228; [earth qi]:72; [yang]: 398; [yin]: 398
eating, disproportional desire: 337
ECG: 225

ectoderm: 174-175, 177, 179, 182, 184-185

Edagawa, Nayoshi: 214-215
edema: 39, 283, 292; [upperor lower limb]: 284
EEG: 224

eight-principle diagnosis: 225
Einstein's laws: 232

electric point finder: 380
electrical: [fields]: 185-186, 197; [fields of body]: 190, 197, 224; [fluctua

tions of meridians]: 223; [gradients]: 185; [information channels]: 186;
[potential]: 208-209; [signaling system]: 207

electrochemical transfer: 211

electrodelayers in skin: 213
electrodiagnostic devices: 206

Index

electrodynamic field: 185
electrodynamic field model: 187, 189
electromagnetic radiation: 217, 223
Electromagnetism andLife: 207
electrostasis: 223

embryo: [electrical axis of]: 176, 180, 189, 197; [electrical currents of]:
174

embryogenesis: 201; [of extraordinary vessek]: 198; [of meridians]: 174,
198

embryological: [development of organs]: 170; [fasciae]: 165; [axes]: 201
emotionalor psychological problems: 39-41, 285
encephalin: 178-179, 205
endocrine cells: 178

endocrine system, master gland: 182
endoderm: 174-175, 177, 182, 184-185; [axis]: 185
endorphins: 205
endothelium: 184

energetic anatomy, Indian: 191
energetic exchange: 18, 20
energeticfunctions: 86
energetic pathology: 216
energy: [blockages]: 266; [conduction of tissues]: 214; [none]: 305;

[poor]: 299; [weak; no root qi]:303
environmental biologicalrhythms: 216
enzymes: 87
epidermal layer: 160, 184
epigastric rectusabdominus region: 290
epilepsy: 40, 279, 374
epistaxis: 279, 281
esophagus: 55, 58
exercise: 271; [therapies]: 18, 100, 263, 326; [incorrect]: 266
external fu: 143

extracellular connective tissue: 162, 188, 211

extracellular ionic concentration changes: 211
extraordinary vessels: 128, 184, 193, 198-199, 242, 349-350, 353, 356,

371, 402; [60-daycycle]: 409
eye, ear, nose, teeth problems: 288, 394
eyelids, darkness around: 395
eyes: [pain]: 291; [bloodshot]: 291; [darkness below]: 259; [problems of]:

281; [tearing of]: 286; [tired]: 394; [unclear]: 40
eyesight, poor: 281
eyes of the knee: 267

-F-

facial color: [black]: 338; [red]: 337, 338; [white]: 338; [yellow]: 337
facial problems: 288; [edema]: 284; [pain]: 298; [spasms]: 291, 394
falciformligament: 102, 145, 166
false repletion: 255
fascia: 49, 97, 100-101, 107, 133, 135-137, 140-141, 145-149, 151,

153-154, 159-164, 166, 167, 169, 179, 184, 192-193, 198, 201, 208-
209, 213, 222; [bioelectrical properties of]: 148; [deep]: 107, 149-150,
160; [dense]: 162; [endothoracic]: 161; [internal]: 146, 179; [subcutane
ous]: 160; [subserous]: 160-161, 184; [superficial]: 107, 137, 142, 149-
150, 160, 163, 173, 208-209, 213, 222 [tensile propertiesof]: 148

fat qi: 340
fatigue: 258, 374
fatigued easily: 303
fatty greasymembranes: 101, 133, 138, 147
fatty greasytissues: 100, 133, 160, 172
fear: 38, 42, 338

fengshui: 20
fetal development: 101, 156
fetal tissue: 101

fever: [& chills, alternating]: 338; [early stages (Shang Han Lun)): 288; [of
palms]: 337; [slight]: 297

•
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fibronectin: 163, 211

field signatures: 227
finger pressure: 214-215
fire jing: 155
fire yang: 398
fire yin: 398
five mansions (wu cheng): 76, 124
five phases: 82, 112, 123-124, 140, 200, 226, 228, 235, 241, 385;

[abdominal correspondences]: 28; [areas]: 342, 389; [correspondences]:
153-154, 160, 334; [cycle]: 199, 339, 357; [diagnosis]: 168, 187, 344,
346; [jing]: 155; [points]: 74, 112, 349; [relationship]: 352, 369-370;
[theory]: 24, 228-229, 347; [treatment]: 336, 402

five sapors: 226
five yin organs: 39; [insecurity of]: 39
flaccidity, muscles below umbilicus: 326
flesh, weak and soft: 24

fluid accumulation: [abdominal indication]: 27, 252; [differential diag
nosis]: 264; [significant reactions]: 286

fluid stagnation: 272; [in stomach]: 293-294, 305, 309
food: [&watermetabolism]: 97; [lumps]: 316; [poisoning]: 368;
foot reflexology: 149
four limbs, diseases of: 288

fright: 42
frigid limbs: 284, 305
front of neck, diseases of: 290, 294

fu: 143-145, 151, 173; [of no form]: 140; [of the great muscles]: 143;[of
the kidneys]: 143; [yang organs]: 155

Fukushima, Kodo: 342-344

fullness in the epigastrium: 281
Fujido's Etymological Dictionary: 33, 116
Fuku Sho Kiran: 26, 171

fundamental qi: 112

-G-

gallbladder: 40, 64, 355, 366, 398, 405; [inflammation]: 289, 293; [meri
dian, pressure pain]: 368; [problems]: 291, 374, 389

gallstonepain: 279, 308, 403
gan(liver): 103
goo: 99-103, 105-108, 135, 140, 149-151, 153-155; [membranes]: 149;

[source]: 145

gao huang shu: 148
gao mo (greasy membrane): 146
Gao Wu: 28

gaswith occasional cramping: 258
gastritis and swelling of the stomach: 283
gastroptosis: 394
gathering lump: 338
geomagnetic field: 212, 217-221, 227, 234, 236
geomancers: 20
geotropism: 217
gold needle: 29, 386
gonads: 171
gongxue: 20

gout, neuralgia, and walking problems: 288
gravitation: 217-218

gravitational field of moon: 218
greatmiddle pole: 124
greater omentum: 51, 139, 311
grief: 38-39, 338
gu: 154
gu qi: 27, 78-79; [counterflow, abdominal indication]: 27
Guan Xiang Wan Zhan: 70
guanyuan (lower regulator): 83
GuanZi: 153-154

guang ming (broad brightness): 126
GuangYa: 140, 154
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Guo Ai Chun: 147

gut tube: 183-185
gynecologic problems: 286, 291, 297, 305-306, 374, 394, 408

-H-

hai (ocean): 79

Han Dynasty: 12, 70, 103, 107, 133, 135, 141, 146, 205; [Former]: 133
Han Shu: 133-134

hands red and warm: 388

hara: [breathing]: 321; [healthy]: 243-244, 325; [infants]: 278; [infirm]:
274; [lump on]: 244, 271; [palpitation]: 244; [pulsing of]: 244, 301;
[rootof all disease]: 28; [shiatsu]: 243, 271, 276-277; [Shiatsu treatment
for lumps]: 277; [swollen]: 307; [temperature of]: 244; [tightness on]:
271; [vacant]: 278; [weak]: 30; [woman's, characteristics of]: 245

hardness & tightness, CV-13 to CV-10: 258
harlequin colorchange: 230
Hashimoto, Keizo: 187, 330, 381

he point: 112, 114, 123, 173, 228, 375, 399
head, diseases of: 301

head tilted to one side: 288

headache: 40, 279, 281, 284, 286, 288, 291, 293, 298, 303, 367, 374,
394; [migraine]: 288, 291

healingcrisis: 273
hearing,hardness of: 40
heart: 398, 405; [and shen, overwork]: 84; [attack]: 361; [diseases of]:

364; [electromagnetic field of]: 191; [function]: 88; [lump]: 345; [meri
dian]: 50, 54-55; [pain]: 337; [problem]: 262, 361, 368, 374; [pulse]:
337; [stopping, fears of]: 300; [suffering of]: 300; [suffering of]; 40,
285, 337; [symptoms]: 288

heart qi: [cannot pass down]: 54; [repletion]: 38-39; [vacancy]: 38-39
heartbeat, visible on hara: 244

heart-shen: 137

heart-wrapping luo: 61, 104, 124, 138, 369
heat: [effect on biomagnetic field]: 223; [in stomach]: 379; [of the lower

limbs]: 305;[overexposure to]: 84; [therapy]: 385
heaven qi: 72, 111
heaven's pond: 83
heaviness: 360; [of the head]: 286, 293
hemidesmosome system: 164
hemiplegia: 282, 295-296
hemorrhage, cerebral: 177
hemorrhoids: 284, 298, 374
heng (starcalibrator): 75
hepatic portalvein: 105
hepatitis: 386, 388; sun exposure effect: 388
hepatorenal ligament: 169
herbal medicine: 156, 336, 385

hernia: 297; [abdominal indication]: 27
hiccoughs: 279, 284
high blood pressure: 291-292, 391, 407
hip joint or lower limb diseases: 308
Hirata zones: 369, 380, 369

Hirooka, Sosen: 97, 111, 113, 120, 122, 150, 267, 339, 341
Honma, Shohaku: 82

hua (alchemical transformation): 89, 91-92
Hua Shou: 50, 53, 122,137
huato points: 278, 368
Huai Nan Zi: 20, 71, 76-77, 85, 87, 90-92, 97, 100, 107, 144, 153-154
huang: 101-103, 105-108, 135, 140, 146-147, 151, 172; [source]: 105,

145

Huang Di NeiJingLing Shu: 11
Huang Di NeiJingSu Wenji Gua: 145-146
HuangDi NeiJing Su Wen: 11
HuangDi NeiJing Tai Su: 125
Huang Di Wax JingJing: 77
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huangmo: 138, 150-151
huang mu: 148; [fascial mu]: 147
Huang Ting WaiJing Jing: 81, 123
human body, energetics of: 97
hun: 20, 34-38, 42, 84, 111, 134

husband-wife relationship in Nanjing: 400
hypertensivemedication: 388
hyperthyroidism: 407
hypothalamus: 152-153
hysteria, classical: 279

-i-

Imamura, Shinji: 50
impotence: 394
inability to enjoy self: 338
Inability to maintain one position: 299
indentation, acupoints: 21
infectious disease, abdominal indication: 27

injury signal: 207
Inoue, Keirei: 83

insomnia: 279, 281, 284, 286, 374, 394, 407

insulin: 388

inter-meridian relationship: 352
interstitial fluids: 149, 209

intestinal problems: 24, 258, 263, 303, 306, 318, 339, 374
intestinal worms: 304

intracellular matrix fibers: 188, 211

intradermal needle: 392, 395, 408

ion cords: 259, 349, 355-356, 359; [diagnostic procedure]: 375; [place
ment]: 360, 411; [polarity of]: 356, 361, 377; [polarity reversals]: 377;
[techniques]: 235; [treatmentusing]: 359-360, 362, 365, 393, 402, 412

ionic transfer: 209

Ishi, Tohaku: 167-168, 171, 177-178, 181-183, 254, 380, 403

Ishihara, Akira: 133

Ishin Po: 155

isophasality: 221, 229, 232, 352
Itaya, Kazuko: 209
Ito, Osamu: 199

-J-

jaundice: 284, 308; [in children]: 284
ji: [germ cell]: 85; [heaven's loom]: 85
Ji Yun: 140, 146
jian kong (space between): 136
jiao (warmer): 140
jin: 98, 127, 149-151
jin and ye: 173
Jin Dynasty: 123
JinGuiYao LueFang Lun: 25
jing: 33-37, 39, 42-43, 72, 76, 82, 86, 88, 90, 93, 100, 109-110, 113, 115,

117-119, 122-123, 125, 154-155, 170, 193; [meridians]: 85; [kidneys]:
42; [of fetus] 155; [of yang]: 35; [point of meridian]: 112, 114, 123,
173, 228, 398-399; [points, heating of]: 354; [vertical meridian]: 197

jingluo: 124,135,141
jing mai: 141
jing qi: 43, 81, 98
joint pain: 286; [of lower limbs]: 295
joint problems: 391
josen: 408
joy: 37
ju yang(tai yang): 40

Index

-K-

Kaitai Hatsumou: 144

Kanmei Humon Shinsatsu Ho: 26

kanpoyaku: 26, 250
Kashio, Taro: 177

keptone pellets: 362
Kervran, Louis: 86, 88, 92

Ki No Shiso: 84

kidney: 40-41, 355, 398, 405; [connector]: 139; [diagnosis area]: 342;
[diseases]: 286, 288; [function]: 88; [jing]: 341; [lump]: 345; [meridian]:
65, 358, 369; [problem]: 263, 350, 367, 389; [pulse]: 259, 338, 408 [qi
repletion]: 39; [qi vacancy]: 39; [reflex area]: 64; [shu point]; 136;
[stone, painful]: 296; [vacancy]: 128, 263-264, 344, 395

knee joint problems: 391, 393
knee pain: 281,303
Kochab: 70

Kohotta Herbal Medical Group: 27
Koreanhand acupuncture: 377
kori: 266

Koyama, Zentaro: 301
kunlun: 76-77, 80

kuntun: 76-77

Kuzome, Naoichi: 75, 215, 249, 271

Kuzome Shiatsu therapy: 258, 262-264

-L-

Langer's lines: 193-197
LaoZi Zhuang Zi: 59, 85, 87, 89, 91-92, 142, 199-200
large intestine mu point: 395, 404
lassitude, easily tired: 288, 406
lateral hypogastricand iliacregion, significant reactions: 302
lateral rectus abdominus regions, significant reactions: 294
lateral sub-umbilical region, significant reactions: 296
laughter: 38-39; [excessive]: 337
left and sub-umbilicalregion, significant reactions: 300
left kidney, reflex zone: 27
left of umbilicus reactions, differential diagnosis: 263
left umbilical region, significant reactions: 291
leg,left, problems of: 411
legs: [difficulty stretching or bending]: 305; [visible circulatory problems]:

272

Leijing: 53, 55, 92, 150
li: 59, 151; [lining]: 107, 141; [timeless]: 59
Liji: 20

Li Shi Zhen: 28-29, 114, 125

Li Zhang Zi: 92
liaopoints: 317, 319
Lie Zi: 36, 91-92, 110

limb: [bud]: 180, 183, 196; limb [tissues]: 174; [heaviness of]: 337;
[swollen]: 337

ling: 35-36, 113; [of qi]: 35
Ling Shu 12, 22-25, 28, 34-39, 50-51, 61, 64-65, 77-79, 85, 98-100, 102,

114, 116, 130, 134-135, 147-154, 166, 173, 183, 189-190, 195, 338-
339, 379; [source theory]: 102-103, 106-107

Litde Dipper (Ursa Minor): 69
Liu Wan Su: 72, 128

liver: 41, 102, 149, 264, 355, 357, 398, 405; [cancer of]: 289; [liver der
matomes]: 385; [diagnosis area]: 342; [dysfunction]: 263-264, 288, 295,
350, 368, 374, 381, 384, 388-389; [lump of]: 345; [pulse of]: 337, 408;
[qi repletion]: 38, 407; [qi vacancy]: 38, 262, 264, 344, 406; [shu point]:
382; [symptoms or problems]: 291

living qi: 120
local treatment strategies: 128, 384, 395
locomotor diseases: 394

•
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loss of center: 40

low back pain, lateral: 394
low blood pressure: 299, 394
lower haratonus, none on palpation: 303
lowerleft quadrantregion, significantreactions: 307, 377
lower limb problems: 293, 297-298 301-303, 306
lower warmer: 41, 115, 123, 127. 138-139, 151-152, 173, 189
Lu Shi Chun Qiu: 71
lumbago: 281
lumbar area, diseases of: 364

lumbar pain: 281, 284, 291, 293, 295, 297, 299, 301-306, 308-309, 374,
394

lumbarregions of abdomen, significant reactions: 306
lump: 105; 135-136; [abdominal]: 26, 29, 252, 254, 342; [around CV-

10]: 27; [below heart]: 25; [blood]: 26-27, 316; [descriptions of]: 338;
[differentiation of]: 254; [digestate accumulation]: 27; [dry stool]: 26-27;
[during pregnancy]: 26; [food]: 26; [in hara]: 315; [in intestines]: 24;
[lung]: 345; [palpation of]: 254; [piling-up]: 338; [qi]: 26; [small]: 30;
[soft]: 347; [stagnation from drinking]: 27; [treatment, Waichi Sugi
yama]: 345; [water]: 26; [wind]: 26; [with pulsingbelow the heart]: 27;
[with pulsingof empty stomach]: 27; [yin]: 105;

LunHeng: 114
lunar cycle: 198
lunar mansions: 74, 77

lung: 41, 79, 355, 398, 405; [diagnosis area]: 342; [pathogenic invasion
of]: 23; [problems]: 264, 345, 374; [pulse]: 338, 404; [qi]: 78, 245; [qi
repletion]: 39, 404; [qivacancy]: 39, 264, 343-344,404;

luo: 49, 137, 141, 151, 193, 209
luo mai (luo vessels): 22, 124, 141

luo xue Guo points): 141, 369; [placement of metalon]: 354
lymph: [drainage, superficial]: 230; [nodes]: 143-145, 173, 230; [nodes,

inguinal]: 144; [sacs]: 173; [system]: 134,173, 209; [vessels]: 160,173

-M-

magic square: 124, 410

magnet: [north pole]: 352-353, 402, 404, 411; [north-facing]: 233, 376,
412; [south-facing]: 412

magnetic field: 186, 197, 234, 385; [deficiency syndrome]: 221; [of
body]: 174, 224; [of earth]: 198; [of embryo]: 174; [of living organ
isms]: 197

magneticheater: 386
magnetic polarity: 229
magnetic storms: 221
magnets, to confirm diagnosis: 375
MaiJing: 407
malaria: 288

Manaka, Yoshio: 19, 29, 58, 147-148, 168, 171, 177-178, 181, 183, 185,
187-188, 199, 206, 209, 212, 217, 221, 228-229, 233, 236, 242, 347;
[burn treatment of]: 356; [extraordinary vessel symptomology of]: 374;
[hammer]: 382; [point]: 358, 390; [X-signal system]: 235

Maresch: 223

Maruyama, Ei: 344
Maruyama, Makio: 359, 393
Maspero, Henri: 82, 111

massage: 214, 216; [kaisyaku]: 316; [of hara, aftereating]: 28
master of the heart: 59, 61, 83, 88-89, 97, 109-110, 115, 118, 121-123,

126, 143, 171

master point: 263, 365, 375, 397, 411; [in ion cord treatment]: 359
mastitis: 394

Matsui, Kisei: 83

medialsub-umbilical region, significant reactions: 297
medialupper umbilical region, significant reactions: 281
meditation techniques, abdominal reactions: 274
meeting place of vessels: 78, 362, 374-375, 389-390
melancholia: 338, 394

memory patterns: 233
menses: 54

D
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menstrual problems: 374
mental state, and disease: 39-40, 42

mercury: 82
mercury amalgam fillings: 235
meridian: [correspondences]: 50, 335-336; [electrical properties of]: 223;

[internal pathways]: 50; [qi of]: 79; [stretching]: 148; [system]: 22, 193,
198, 206, 208-209, 216; [overflowing of ]: 359

mesenterium: 51, 54, 100, 105, 138, 144. 146-147, 149, 155, 161-162,
166-167, 169, 173, 179, 189, 311

mesoderm: 166, 174-177, 184-185, 196
metal jewelry, bioelectrical effect: 361
metal: [jing]: 155; [point]: 353; [yang]: 398; [yin]: 398;
mindqi: 125
Ming Dynasty: 22, 50, 123-124, 338
ming men: 111, 113-115, 117-119, 123, 125-126, 128, 130, 138, 169,

177, 179, 191, 345

ministerial fire (spleen & stomach): 115
miscarriage:320
Misonou, Isai: 29

mitosis of cells: 198

Mitsutane, K.: 144

mo: 141, 151; [membranes]: 145-146, 149
mo yuan: 145

morning sickness: 320
Morohashi Encycbpedic Dictionary: 37, 42
morphine: 278
morphogenetic fields: 233
Motoyama, Hiroshi: 208-209
mouth, dry: 337
movement therapies: 100
moving pulse at side of umbilicus: 23
moving pukes: 78
moving qi: 120, 125, 128, 200, 244

moving qi between the kidneys: 12, 18, 55, 61, 75, 78-80, 84-85, 93, 99,
109-113, 115, 118-119, 121-126, 128-129, 139, 144, 147, 164, 171,'
173, 183, 191, 244, 254, 267, 274, 333, 336, 343

moving the head, difficulty of: 290, 294-295
moxa: 156, 216, 278, 345-346, 392, 402; [electrical properties of]: 213;

[for treatmentof warts]: 388
mu: [areas]: 349; [membranes]: 141, 145-146, 151; [points]: 27, 50, 147-

148, 258, 350-351 404, 407

muyuan: 145-147

Mubunryu haradiagnosis: 29
muscleswelling, effect on body systems: 266
muscle tension, pathological: 215, 360, 368
muscletonus: [lack of]: 360; [soft, CV-6 to CV-4]: 258
muscles: [longitudinal & vertical fibers]: 149; [oversensitivity]: 360
muscular imbalances: 349

myofascia: 149, 162, 208,

-N-

Nagahama, Yoshio: 208-209, 213
Nagatomo, Tsugio: 255
Nakagawa, Kyoichi: 221
NanJing Benyi: 122, 137
Nanjing Du BenMu Lu: 143
Nanjingji Zhu: 122
NanJing Zheng Yi: 138
Nanjing: 11, 18, 24-25, 29-30, 34, 36, 59, 61, 77-78, 89, 97, 99, 107,

110-111, 113, 115-117, 120-122, 124-125, 129-130, 135-136, 138-
139, 143-144, 147-148, 150-151, 153, 169-170, 179, 325, 333, 335-
339, 341-343, 345, 347, 359, 370, 407; [five phases]: 28, 333; [source
theory]: 108-109, 112

nausea: 276, 286, 295, 394

neck, stiff: 288, 290, 294

Needham, Joseph: 22, 70, 81-82, 85, 235
needle insertiontechnique: 23, 25, 34
needle-phobic patients: 362
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Nei Jing JiePoSheng LiXue: 50, 139
Neijing:79, 117
nephrosis: 289
nerves, oversensitivity of: 360
nervous: [breakdown]: 298; [diseases]: 394; [system]: 159, 180, 186, 198;

[system, problems of]: 300, 394
nervousness: 293, 374, 390

neuralgia: 286, 300, 394
neuritis: 300, 391

neurosis: 374, 394

night sweats: 285
no form: 59, 89-92,122,142, 191

Nordenstrom, Bjom: 209-210
normal ion pumping (NIP): 389-393
north pole:69, 123
north pole star: 69-70, 72, 77, 92, 120, 333; [acupoints on abdomen]:76
nose, stuffy: 281
nue (hot-cold syndrome): 340
numbness: 360, 280, 291, 392, 394, 406; [treatment using ion cords]:

359

nutritional flow to tissues, decreased: 266

-o-

ocean: [of blood]: 184; [of meridians]: 184, 369; [of qi]: 83; [of yin and
yang organs]: 181, 183-184

octahedral modeling: 199, 231, 233, 235, 364
Okabe, Sodo: 345

Okamoto, Ippo: 108, 140, 317
Omura o-ring: 388
Omura, Yoshiaki: 389

open points: 123-124, 190, 228, 259, 350, 385, 397, 400; [auxilliary]:
400; [daily biorhythmic]: 349

open vessel: 376
organs, electromagnetic fields of: 190
original qi: 83, 112
Oschman, James: 161, 164, 188
Ota, Shinsai: 84, 315

ovaries, reflex areas for: 279

overconsumption: 33,84, 368
overtiredness: 394, 402

overwork of jing and shen (spirit-emotion problems): 279
ovum: 180, 220

oxygenationof tissues: 213, 222, 266

-p-

pain: 360; [acute, abdomen]: 28; [anywhere in the body]: 297; [around
hip joint]: 303; [around umbilicus]: 244, 284, 298; [aroundwaist]: 281;
[below sternum]: 298; [from face down to neck]: 290; [in external sex
ual organs]: 292, 302; [in lower hara]: 300; [in mouth]: 283; [intercos
tal]: 290, 295; [left shoulder]: 408; [left shoulder joint or blade]: 295:
[low back]: 274, 394, 408; [lower abdomen]: 394; [lower hara]: 297
[lower limb]: 303, 305, 394; [lumbar and thigh]: 394; [mild low back]
258; [neck]: 279; [or mass around the stomach]: 308; [or numbness
from the buttocks]: 303; [shifting location]: 301; [shoulder]: 374;
[shoulder blade]: 281; [stabbing, from neck to inside head]: 292;
[stomach]: 279; [tightness in small hara]: 338; [to the arm]: 290; [travel
ling]: 278; [upper abdomen]: 394; [upper limbs]: 290, 294-295, 308,
394; [upper right quadrant]: 308

palm diagnosis: 379
palm points: 349
palmtherapy: 262-263, 350, 379, 385
palms swollen, red, or hot: 388
palpation: 17-18, 21-24, 26, 109, 111, 128, 209, 214, 243; [distal]: 344
palpitation: 279, 286, 291, 298, 368, 374; [around umbilicus]: 258
pancreatitis: 380
panting: 39-40, 42, 338
paralysis, treatmentusing ion cords: 359

Index

Park, Y.H.: 218

pathogenic qi: 145
pericardium meridian, pressure pain: 367, 371
pericardiummeridian trajectory: 59
perirenal fascia: 139, 170
peritoneal fascia: 97, 100-101, 146, 166, 189
peritonitis: 307
periumbilical reactions, differential diagnosis: 263
perspiration reflex: 229, 233
phlegm: 279, 293; [causing pain of small abdomen]: 244; [fire]: 244
pi gen: 135-136,316-317,319
piezoelectric currents: 163, 214
Pilla, A.A.: 210

pimples, facial: 369, 388
pinching diagnosis: 344-345, 388
pituitary gland: 181-182
placenta: 102, 118
pleuritis: 295
pneumonia: 296
po: 20, 34-37, 39, 42, 111, 134
poang: 99-101, 103-105,108
polar axis: 187; [in ovum]: 176, 180; [of embryo]: 177, 181, 183-185,

189,195

Polaris: 69-70

polarity, reversal of: 392
pole star: 74, 77
positive ions, excessive accumulation: 360
postnatalqi: 84, 112, 116
precessionof equinox: 70
pregnant woman, puke of: 245
prenatal development: 154, 188
prenatalqi: 84, 112, 117, 119
prenatalweakness: 187, 215
Presman, A.S.: 186

pressurein throat: 279
pressure pain: [abdomen]: 252; [above umbilicus]: 337; [acupoints]: 21;

[along lines of upper thigh]: 276; [anterior superior iliac spine]: 372-
373; [around ASIS]: 368; [around liver]: 387; [around umbilicus]: 371;
[back of neck]: 402; [back of shoulder]: 373; [back of upper arm]: 368;
[below ribs on right side]: 408; [below sternum]: 136, 406; [below
umbilicus]: 338; [between GB-29 and BL-36]: 373; [bladder meridian
points]: 372-373; [cervical vertebrae]: 368; [conception vessel points]:
371, 406, 408; [dai mai]: 372; [du mai]: 372; [gallbladder meridian
points]: 368-369, 372-373; [governing vessel meridian points]: 372; [in
abdominal fire area]: 407; [kidney meridian points]: 368, 371-373, 390,
408; [lateral edge of abdomen]: 392; [liver meridian points]: 372, 387,
390, 407; pressure pain: [LU-1]: 404; [Manaka mu points]: 351, 373;
[neck]: 368, 373; [palpation]: 19, 23; [pathological]: 355; [PC-6]: 371;
[rectus abdominus muscles]: 215; [ren mai]: 372; [repletion sign]: 252;
[sides of umbilicus]: 337-338, 386, 406; [small intestine meridian
points]: 372-373, 395; [spleen meridian points]: 276, 371, 390;
[stomach meridian points]: 276, 371-372, 411; [subcostal]: 25, 371;
[umbilicus]: 337; [vacancysign]: 252

primordial qi: 71
psychologicalconditions: 252, 274, 374 390
puke: 34, 41, 75, 77, 79, 336; [irregular]: 279, 281, 301; [palpation]: 80;

[positions at radial artery]: 41, 78-79, 151; [& or^ui correspondence]:
336; [qualities]: 24, 243, 336, 392

pulsing: 337, 342; [abdominal, to chest]: 30; [above umbilicus]: 337;
[below umbilicus]: 267, 338; [in the hara]: 277, 315, 343; [none, on
abdomen]: 343; [of umbilicus]: 337; [strong on deep palpation]: 28; [to
right of umbilicus]: 338

•
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-Q-

qi: 33-36, 41-42, 72, 86, 88-90, 93, 109, 134; [circulation]: 206; [disor
dered]: 42; [flow of]: 112, 209, 224; [in meridians, cycling of]: 212;
[limps]: 316, 345; [movement]: 159; [of breathing]: 62; [qualities of]:
28, 41; [reflex zone]: 27

qigong: 83
QiJingBa Mai Kao: 28
qihai: 118,120, 123, 127
qi jie: 127,144, 173
qi xue: 20
Qianjin Yao Fang: 28, 147, 156
Qianjin Yi Fang: 28
qiao points: 376
qiaovessek: 376
qichong: 23
qihai: 42, 58, 79, 83-84, 267
qihaidantian: 41, 75, 79-80, 82-83, 86, 274, 280
qing(clear): 92
Qing Dynasty: 35, 97, 138, 141, 146-147
quadrantalpatterns: 231
Quan Yuan Qi Ben: 145-146, 149

-R-

reactive areas, mental/emotional problems: 41
reactive points: 402, 406
reactive sensations, travelling: 252
rectusabdominus muscles: [excessive tension]: 330; [looseness of]:411
red blood cell production: 106
red blood celk, dedifferentiation of: 210

red coloration around LU-10: 379

reflex areas of phases/or^ns: 342
reflexive acupoints: 58, 208
region of the abdominalmidline, significant reactions: 301
ren mai: 28, 125, 127, 171, 178, 181-185, 244-245, 257-258, 342, 362,

364-365, 368-369, 371-372, 374, 376-377, 379, 368, 404; [& yin qiao
mai problems]: 264

respectable points: 362
respiratory problems: 288, 394
retching(dry vomiting): 337
rheumatic symptoms: 283, 300, 394
rhinitis: 394

ribs, diseasesof: 364; [physical displacement of]: 272
right kidney, reflex zone: 27
right subcostal reaction: 377
rightumbilicalregion, significantreactions: 263, 293
root problems: 128
root qi, none: 305
root treatment: 110, 275, 311, 349, 361, 384

rough jing: 59
running piglet (yin lump of kidneys): 341

-s-

salivation, excessive: 286, 293, 295, 308-309
SanYinji Yi Bing Zheng Fang Lun: 136
Sawada, Takeshi: 108, 11-118, 122, 173, 244
scars: 309

Schoffeniek, E.: 234

sciatica: 298, 303

sea of energy: 94
Sedlak, Wlodzimierz: 192, 223

Seki, Yukimichi: 391,393

self-shiatsu treatment: 276

sexual energy: [excessive]: 84; [decreasedor weak]: 281, 298, 303, 394
sexual organ problem: 291; [male]: 394
shaking: 301, 394

•
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Shakuju diagnosticpattern: 346
Shang Han Lun: 25-26, 117, 243, 374
shang: 43
shao yangstage disease progression: 25
Sheldrake, Rupert: 233
shen: 12, 24, 33-39, 41-43, 55, 61, 71-72, 82, 86, 88-93, 100, 103, 106,

109-111, 113, 115-118, 121-123, 125-126, 134, 155, 170, 172
shenjue: 103
shen needle technique: 38
shen qi: 24, 84, 98
shen xien (Daoist immortak): 71

Shiji: 70-71, 90, 93, 186
Shi Ming: 70, 103, 146
Shiatsu therapy 214, 272-273
Shibata, Kazunori: 149

Shinkyu Aze Yoketsu: 108, 135
Shinkyu nolgaku: 208
Shiroda, Bunshi: 83, 108
Shisi Jing FaHui: 64
sho (conformation): 26, 243
shock: 42, 285, 307

shoulder: [diseases of]: 364; [stiffness of]: 281, 284, 288, 290, 295, 300,
302, 309

Shu Jing: 81, 114
shu no(pivot rope): 120
shu points: 23, 56, 112, 114, 143, 173, 228, 250, 258, 278, 346, 349, 382,

395, 399

Shudo, Denmei: 255, 275, 343-345

ShuoWenJie Zi: 20, 37, 42, 81-83, 103, 112
Shuo Wen Tong Xun Ding Sheng: 146
Shuo Wen: 82-83

si: 42

sifu (four supports consteUation): 70
skin: [abdominal, hot]: 28; [cold]: 41; [dry]: 388; [hot]: 41; [of abdomen,

characteristics of]: 245; [problems]: 291, 295, 395; [reactions, allergic]:
296; [rashes below ear]: 290; [thinand dry]: 24

sleepiness, constant: 281
small abdomen (hara): 28, 64, 284, 341
smallheart/ming men: 61, 85, 113, 125
small intestine: 257, 398, 405; [reflexzone]: 27
small luo: 105

sneezing: 286, 338
sodium & potassium ions, imbalance: 355
Song Dynasty: 146
Sotai exercise: 11, 187, 349, 377, 381, 385

SouShenji: 71

source: 55, 62, 84-86, 93, 97, 101, 106, 108-111, 115, 117-118, 123,
125, 127-129, 135, 137, 151, 153, 164-165, 168, 179-181, 183, 187,
189-191, 216, 333; [of gao]: 99, 102, 105, 148; [of heart]: 61; [of
huang]: 99, 102, 105, 148; [of lower warmer]: 147; [of triple warmer]:
113, 126

source points: 65, 83, 99, 104, 112, 179, 336, 351, 387; [palpation of]:
99

source qi: 24, 55, 59, 62, 65, 80, 83-84, 110-112, 123, 144, 173, 244,
336

source theory: 97
south pole star: 69
spasms: 286, 394
speech problems: 279, 374
sperm: 35, 180, 220
spinal cord problems: 293, 295, 299
spine: [& buttocks, diseases of]: 302; [& neck, problems of]: 374; [for

ward curvature o]f: 284
spirit-affect concepts, Oriental: 44
spiritual turtle treatment map: 409
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spleen: 41, 355, 398, 405; [& kidney mu points, significant reactions]:
309; [diagnosis area]: 342; [lump]: 345; [meridian pressure pain]: 367;
[mu point]: 366; [problems of]: 263-264, 339, 389; [pulse]: 337; [reflex
zone]: 27

spleenqi: [repletion]: 38-39; [vacancy]: 38-39, 258, 263-264, 343-344
stagnant qi: 321; [& yin lump of spleen]: 340; [inlowerwarmer]: 42; [in

lungs]: 341
stagnation below heart: 25
stem-branchcycles: 12, 103, 110, 186, 212, 219, 241, 385
stomach: 41, 50, 172, 398, 405; [& epigastral fullness]: 309; [& intestine

problems]: 282, 291, 297, 302; [diseases of]: 300; [meridian reactive-
ness]: 406; [pain]: 281, 283-285, 295, 394; [problems]: 24, 282, 287,
293, 295, 302, 307-308, 339, 374, 394-395; [qi]: 151-153, 273, 336;
[symptoms]: 284, 288

stone jing: 156
stone stook: 292, 309

stool,difficult passage of: 337
stoolpassage, subjective failure to complete: 309
structural imbalances in body: 18 366
su (root): 127

Su Wen Jing Zhu JieJie: 145
Su Wen: 12, 22, 24-25, 34, 36, 39-41, 43, 61, 75, 85, 92, 100, 102-103,

105, 107-108, 111, 113, 115, 125-126, 128, 135, 142, 145, 147-148,
150-151

subcostal: [discomfort]: 25, 376; [muscles, oversensitivity of]: 368; [pres
sure pain]: 367-368, 386; [reaction]: 262, 377; [reaction, right side]:
386,388; [regions, lumps in]: 287; [regions, tightness]: 287

subluxation of the spine: 303
substernalreaction,differential diagnosis: 262
substernal region,reactions on: 278-279
substernal regionto umbilicalregion,reactionson: 283
sub-umbilical hypogastricregion, significant reactions: 305
sub-umbilical reactions, differential diagnosis: 263
Sugjyama Ryu Sanbusho: 29, 119
Sugiyama, Waichi: 29, 84, 109, 114, 119, 315, 345
Sun Si-Mo: 28, 98, 115, 147-148, 156

supporter: [of the heart]: 42, 54-55, 126, 138; [of the lungs]: 52; [of the
testicles]: 105

supra- and sub-umbilical midline regions, significant reactions: 304
supra-umbilical medial palpitation: 285
supra-umbilical midlinereaction, differential diagnosis: 263
supra-umbilical rectus abdominusregions, symptoms of: 284
supra-umbilical region, significantreactions: 283
sweating: 41, 303, 374
swelling, acupoints: 21
syntheticclothing, bioelectrical effect: 361
Szent-Gyorgyi, Albert: 149, 192, 222

-T-

taiji: 70-72, 83, 92, 116, 125, 128, 147-148, 199
taiji method: 401
Tai Su: 39, 61, 76, 98, 113, 145

taiyang(point): 394
taiyi: 70-72, 80, 90, 92-93, 124, 200, 233
tai yuan: 76-77, 79-80
tai zhong ji: 124
Tai Zhou: 26

taiji: 200
taiji treatment: 263
taikyoku treatment: 350, 389, 392-393, 401
taiyuan: 79

Takagi, Kentaro: 229, 233
Tang Dynasty: 103, 105, 145
Tang Zong Hai: 140
Taoism and Chinese Religion: 111
tapeworms: 304
te shu: 76
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tearing,excessive: 293
temperature variation, acupoints: 21
temperature variations, palpation: 23
tense spots, next to abdominal pulsings: 277
tension: 274, 360; [abdominal musculature]: 214, 253; [acupoints]: 21;

[around liver]: 387; [around the umbilicus]: 258, 372; [back muscles]:
381; [below ribs on rightside]: 402, 408; [below sternum]: 136; [hara]:
303, 315; [lateral edge of abdomen]: 392; [left of umbilicus]: 402;
[lower left abdominal area]: 411; [neck]: 309; [pain below ribs]: 28;
[pain between toes]: 276; [rectus abdominus muscles]: 215, 303; [ren
mai]: 411; [spine]: 28; [stomach meridian around umbilicus]: 408; [sub
costal region]: 40, 375, 381; [tightness on abdomen]: 277; [upper right
abdominal area]: 411

ten-stem correspondences: 160
ten-stem cycle: 357
teqi: 208
Terashima, Ryoan: 118, 137
testicle diseases: 302

thermoregulation 151-153, 222, 336
thigh, diseases of: 364
thinking, too much: 337
thirst: 286, 298; [extreme]: 281
throat, diseases of: 288, 290, 294-295

throat dry with thirst: 305
thymus gland: 143-144
thyroid gland: 152
tian: 81

tianchuan (big dipper star): 75
tianji: 75, 85
tianshu(pole star): 70, 72, 76, 80
tian xuan: 75

tianzhi (heavenly child): 72, 81
ticklishness of whole body: 395
tightness: [abdominal]: 252; [acupoints]: 21; [back muscles]: 372; [below

heart]: 25; [chest]: 412; [supra-umbilical region]: 259; [whole body]:
286

tin foil, applied to bums: 355, 356
tinnitus: 286, 291, 301, 394

tiny absolute jing: 59-60, 89, 98, 142
tiny electricalcurrents: 210, 212, 220
tiredness: 279, 305, 374; [lower limbs]: 281, 309; [weakness around

waist]: 309; [whole body]: 283, 288, 390, 394
tissues, conductive properties: 159, 192, 211
tissues, hydration of: 213-314, 222
toenail, color & shape: 344
Tong Ren Shu XueZhen JiuTujing: 72
Tong SuShang Han Lun: 117
tonsilitis: 394

toothache: 291, 298, 374, 394

topological body geometry: 188, 199, 212, 217, 221, 228, 232, 235
topological octahedral model of extraordinary vessels: 201, 234, 229
travel sickness: 286

trigeminalneuralgia: 374
trigrams: 74, 124, 362
triple warmer: 58-59, 61, 65, 83, 88-89, 93, 97, 108-119, 121-127, 130,

135-140, 143-144, 149, 151-153, 155, 163-165, 173, 179, 189-192,
209, 216, 355, 392, 405; [in breathing process]: 62; [meridian]: 61, 369,
398; [meridian problems]: 264, 368; [qi]: 149; [root]: 164; [shu point]:
136; [water metabolism]: 190

true basic qi: 72, 138
true fire: 117

tuberculosis: 282, 300

tumor: 179, 278, 288

turbid qi: 65

•
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umbilical region, significant reaction: 299
umbilicus (po ang): 23, 62, 64, 76, 80, 82, 86, 93, 100, 102-105, 108-109,

114, 120, 122, 124, 127, 147-148, 168, 183, 187, 245, 333, 337, 340-
342, 344-345, 347, 379; [looseness below]: 264, 411; [raised muscle or
skin around]: 272; [tension above]: 368; [tension below]:368

unclear part of digestate: 189
unclear qi: 79
upper dantian: 190
upper qihai: 40
upper rightquadrant, significant reactions: 308
upper warmer: 115, 123, 166, 189
urinary problems: 284, 305, 394
urination: [frequent]: 294, 298-299, 309, 395; [halting]: 337; [problems]:

284, 286, 293, 295, 302, 374

urine: [night]: 394; [stagnant]: 244
urticaria: 308

uterus: [chamber of]: 127; [hernia of]: 298; [prokpse]: 298

-V-

vacancy: [kidney]: 27, 351; [liver]: 388, 402; [middle warmer, abdominal
indication]: 27; [of hara]: 257, 315, 318

vascularspiders: 272
Vega: 70
vertigo: 40, 285, 288, 291, 295, 308-309
vital qi: 110
vomiting: 286, 297-299, 307, 368, 394

-w-

Wakan Sansai Zue: 118

Wang Bing: 105, 125, 145
Wangjiu Si: 122
Wang Shu He: 111, 113-114, 124, 143, 325, 341
Wang Yi Ren: 143
warts: 388

water absorption, through connective tissues: 190
water: [jing]: 155; [lumps]: 316; [yang]: 398; [yin]: 398;
wei: 41, 78, 136; [points]: 376; [qi]: 25, 74, 97-98, 116, 150-152, 173-

174, 190-191; [vessels]: 376
wei wan (upper regulator): 83
weight loss: 299, 301
whiplash: 374, 391-394
white blood: 174

Wolf's law: 162-163

Wu Chao: 27

wu cheng: 76
Wu Kao Pan: 138

wu xing (no form): 59, 89, 225

-X-

xi:J133
xi pen, yin lump of lungs: 340-341
Xie Lin: 35, 97, 126-127, 138, 141

xin: 35-37

xing(form): 89
xiu (mansions): 74, 77

X-signalsystem: 235
XuFeng: 124
Xu Wen Bai: 190

xuanji: 75
xue: 20, 21

XueZheng Lun: 140

D

484

-Y-

Yanagiya, Sorei: 26, 83, 244, 251, 315, 325
Yang Chang Shan: 113
yang: [fire]: 115, 117; [lump]: 338-339; [qi]: 119-120, 135, 339;
yang qiao and du mai, differentiation: 263, 372, 377
yang qiao mai: 183, 350, 355, 362, 364-369, 374-376, 392-393, 402
yang wei mai: 141, 350, 355, 362, 364-368, 372-376, 386, 392-393
yang wei mai-dai mai, differentiation: 263, 377
Yao Zhi An: 145

Yasuyori, Tamba no: 155
yawning: 338; [constant]: 281, 284
ye: 98, 127, 149-150
yi: 34-37, 39, 42, 151; [ideas]: 39; [the one]: 71
Yijing: 116, 119, 124, 199
yin: [fire]: 115, 117; [lump]: 338-341;[lumpof heart]: 340
yin or cold and vacancy symptoms: 402
yin qi: 339

yin qiao mai: 183, 250, 258, 350, 355, 362, 364-365, 367-369, 371-372,
374-376,389,411-412

yin qiao mai and ren mai, differentiation: 263, 372, 377, 395
yin repletion: 359
yin wei mai: 40, 141, 355, 361-362, 364-368, 371, 373-376, 386, 389
yin wei mai-chong mai, differentiation: 262-264, 377
ying: 34, 38, 41, 78, 136
yingand wei cannot disperse: 41
yingqi: 25, 74, 97-98, 116, 152, 174
yin jiao: 267

Yixue Rumen: 118

yong point: 112, 114, 173, 228, 399
Yoo, Tae Woo: 379

Yoshimasu, Todo: 26-27, 29
Yu Bo: 138

Yu Gong: 81
yu heng: 75
yuan (source): 84, 112, 116, 126, 181
yuan qi: 94, 315
Yunji Qi Qian: 70, 76

-z-

ZhangJie Bin: 113
Zhang Yin An: 145-147
Zhen Jing Zhi Nan: 364
Zhen Jiu Da Cheng: 38, 105, 364, 374, 379
ZhenJiu Da Quan: 124, 362, 365, 367, 399, 409
Zhen Jiu JiaYijing: 28, 104, 148
Zhen Jiu Ju Ying: 28, 105, 338, 366
ZhenJiu Zhi LiaoXue: 404
zhi: 34-37, 39, 42-43; [fatgreasy tissues]: 154; [will]: 39
zhi (second month of pregnancy): 154
zhongji: 70, 75-76, 79-80
Zhou Dynasty: 12, 81, 134
Zhou Yi: 83

Zhu Bing Yuan Hou Lun: 154
zhuo (unclear): 92

zi gong (purple palace): 71
Zi Wu Liu ZhuZhen Jing: 123, 402
zinc and copper polarity: 354
zinc, pkcement on reactive point: 353
Zqfu Keiraku Oyobi Chukankeiraku no Ruchu Ni Tsuite: 50
zongqi: 40, 116
ZuoZhuan: 102
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